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ATLANTIC UNION RESOLUTIONS
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23, 1966
INI'rED STATES SENATE,

SUBCOAxMIrTE

ON INTElRONA

I ORGANIZATION AFFAIRS
OF THE COMMI'lvrEn ON FOREToN RxELATIONS,

Vashhigton, D.O.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a. 1n., in room
422.1, New Senate Office Building, Senator Frank Church presiding.
Present: Senators Church, Clark, McCarthy, Carlson, and Case.
Senator Cnuiiiur. The hearing will come to order.
Today the International Organization Affairs Subcommittee begins
2 days of public hearings on the subject of the Atlantic Community.
Although two resolutions-Senate Resolution 128 and Senate Concurrent Resolution 64, which deal in various ways with the concept of
an Atlantic Union-are the pending subjects before the subcommittee,
I hope that witnesses will not feel restricted in their testimony to
those resolutions.
(S. Res. 128 and S. Con. Res. 64 referred to, and the departmental
reports thereon, follows:)
[S. Con. Iles. 64, 89th Cong., 1st sess.I

CONCURRENT II SOLUTION
Whereas In 1969 any party may withdraw from the North Atlantic Treaty,
which was ratified In 1949 as a first rather than a last step toward unity;
Whereas since 1949 revolutionizing scientific, technological and other advance
has outstripped it and nmde practical union of these allies imperative for prosperity, peace, and freedom;
Whereas the fragmentation of the worhl in new nations, now when the strongest democracies cannot live alone, also re(uires them to build tie ilot plant
needed to spread liberty and union both by example, and by admitting to their
union other na tions desiring this and able to uphold its principles;
Whereas they need but unite effectively their gold and other resources behind
a comnnion currency now to assure their citizens, and the developing nations,
enduring monetary stability and liquidity, and prevent their disunion from
ending, as in 1931, in dictator-serving crash;
Whereas our Original States, when beset by disunion's dangers under their
confederation, sent delegates to the 1787 Convention, which traced their troubles
to their Confederal structure and invented federal union, which has enduringly
safeguarded member States from domination by one another, equitably apportioned among their sovereign citizens voting power on coinimon concerns-and
the benefits and burdens of union-assured each State of independent government of'State affairs, met other challenges facing the Atlantic allies now, and
not merely worked but provided that free peoples can thus work wonders;
Whereas distant though the North Atlantic Treaty Organization's transformation into a federation of the free may seem, these allies can greatly speed it
now by officially declaring that federal union, within the framework of the
United Nations, is their eventual goal, setting a timetable--as we (1id for our
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moon target-and providing democratic means for achieving the transition in
safe time: Now, therefore, be it
RC8otved by the Senate (the H&u8e of Representatives concurring), That (1)
The Congress hereby creates an Atlantic Union delegation, composed of eighteen
eminent citizens, and authorized to organize and participate in a convention
made up of similar delegations from such North Atlantic Treaty Organization
allies as desire to join in this enterprise, to explore the possibility of agreement on:
(a) A declaration that the eventual goal of their peoples is to transform
their present alliance into a federal union;
(b) A tentative timetable for the transition to this goal; and
(c) Democratic institutions to expedite the necessary stages and achieve
the objective in time to save their citizens from another war, depression or
other man-made catastrophe, and let them enjoy, as soon as possible, the
greater freedom and higher moral and material blessing which federation has
brought to the free in the past;
(2) The convention's recommendations shall be submitted to the Congress
for action by constitutional procedure;
(8) Not more than half of the delegation's members shall be from one political
party, and all shall be citizens of high stature and wide influence, representing
together a broad range of experience in the various major challenges facing
this undertaking, and so conscious of its importance and urgency as to be willing
to give it personally the necessary priority and time, in the spirit of 1787 which
one member of that Convention thus expressed: "Inconvenient" as it was "to
remain absent from his private affairs * * * he would bury his bones" in Philadelphia, if need be, to unite the free;
(4) Eight of the delegation shall be named by the Congress and eight by the
President of the United States, and all shall be as free from official instructions
and as free to speak and vote individually as were the drafters of- the United
States Constitution;
(5) The Congress hereby requests former Presidents Harry $. Truman and
Dwight D. Eisenhower to serve as cochairmen of the delegation.

[S. Res. 128, 89th Cong., 1st sess.]

RESOLUTION
Whereas freedom, enduring peace with Justice, and enhanced prosperity require progressive development of greater unity in the free world; and
Whereas the interests of the United States require the development of greater
unity of other free nations with it: Therefore be it
Resolved, That it is the sense of the Senate that the policy of the United States
should be to achieve such unity with other nations as will best serve to safeguard the individual freedom and national values of our various peoples, and,
at the same time, enable us to deal effectively with those problems with which
no nation, today, can deal effectively alone, and that the President be advised
of the sense of the Senate that this Government, by constitutional means, should
particularly pursue the following objectives:
(1) Development, by exploration and agreement with our allies, of an Atlantic
Community adequate to meet the political, military, and economic challenges of
this era.
(2) Such a Community to be composed of nations which share our basic ideals
of freedom, democracy, individual liberty, and the rule of law and as are willing
to accept the benefits and responsibilities of close political, military, and economic ties.
(3) Such a Community to be conceived and developed in the interest not only
of fits own peoples but of all free peoples and to be open to the admission of
others as and when their governments become willing and able to assume the
benefits and responsibilities of membership.
To this end it is the sense of the Senate that the President should promptly
seek to establish a special governmental commission composed, in the first instance, of representatives of North Atlantic Treaty Organization nations to
study and recommend concrete steps toward the attainment of the foregoing
objectives.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washngton, Marcl 24, 1966.
Hon. J. W.

FULBRIGHT,

(ihaitvman, Committee on Foreign Relations, U.S. Senate.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I have been asked to reply to your letter of July 20, 1965,
concerning Senate Resolution 128, submitted by Senator Church on July 12) 1965,
which urges that the President should promptly seek "to establish a special
governmental commission composed, in the first instance, of representatives of
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization nations to study and recommend concrete qteps toward the attainment" of an Atlantic Community adequate to meet
the challenges of this era.
This resolution, in essence, would call for governmental action in furtherance
of one of tle recommendations of the Atlantic Convention of NATO Nations
which met in Paris in January 1962. The U.S. delegation, at the convention,
although it did not officially speak for the U.S. Government, nevertheless was
of such distinguished standing that the Department of State has given, and
continues to give, serious attention to the activities of the Atlantic Convention.
It has supported several recommendations of the convention; for example, the
proposal for an Atlantic Parliamentary Assembly.
The Department has carefully examined and kept under constant review the
convention's proposal to create a special governmental commission. In doing
so, the Department has borne in mind the political climate in Europe, and during the intervening years has been unaware of any official expression of interest
in, or support for, this idea on the part of other NATO governments. In fact,
we and the other European NATO countries are now deeply involved in responding to the decision of a major government to reduce its NATO commitment. At
the same time, we and our Atlantic allies continue to be concerned about the
course of European integration and the Common Market, and the Kennedy
round trade negotiations.. Concentration on these and other problems explains
in part why there has been no evidence of official interest in the proposed governmental commission.
In these circumstances, it does not now seem advisable for the U.S. Government to propose the establishment of such a special commission. In our view,
the first step should be to foster the growth of an indisputable political will on
the part of both Americans and Europeans to make existing institutions work
with full effectiveness in support of programs designed to strengthen Atlantic
partnership. In this sense, the Department has encouraged and continues to
encourage our allies to join with us in improving the present operations of
NATO and the OECD, in moving ahead on the Kennedy round negotiations,
and in supporting the concept of an Atlantic Parliamentary Assembly. This
position is consistent with the strongest continuing U.S. support for an improved
Atlantic Community, but it does recognize differences of governmental approach
among the NATO countries in seeking to achieve this goal.
In sum, it would be more. profitable to concentrate our efforts on existing
institutions and existing programs. We, therefore, would prefer to withhold
an initiative to set up a special governmental commission until the general
political atmosphere is more propitious and until we have a clearer idea of the
objectives which the United States would be able to accomplish through the
establishment of such a committee.
The Bureau of the Budget advises that from the standpoint of the administration's program there is no objection to the submission of this report.
DouoLAs MACARTHUR 1,
Sincerely yours,
Assistant Secretary for CongressionalRelations,
(For the Secretary of State).
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE,

Washington, March 24, 1966.
Hon. J. W. FULBRIGHT,
Chairman, Committee on Foreign Relations,
U.S. Senate.
DEAR MR. CITArRM AN: I have been asked to reply to your letter of November 2,
1965, to the Secretary, requesting the comments of the Department of State on
Senate Concurrent Resolution 64, submitted on October 18, 1965 by Senator
Eugene McCarthy and others. The resolution calls for the creation of an At-
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lantie Union delegation which would be authorized to organize and participate
in a convention of NATO 'nations. The convention participants would explore
the possibility of agreement on (1) a declaration that the eventual goal of their
countries is to transfor m the North Atlantic Treaty OrganizatiOn into a federal
union; (2) a timetable for transition from alliance'to union; and (3) democratic
institutions which would be required at each step to union.
Like the sponsors of the resolution, the Department believes that the countries
of the Atlantic area should move toward ever closer relationships. The Department has consistently favored such an evolution; it has sought and continues to
seek means to encourage it as rapidly as circumstances realistically permit. In
this spirit, it fully shares the sentiments that inspired the framers of this resolution.
The objective of partnership is symbolized by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. NATO has as its first purpose the safeguarding of the freedom and
security of its member nations. . It is a political military alliance which provides
for the collective defense of these nations against the forces which threaten
their common heritage and civilization.
The architects of the North Atlantic Alliance were men of vision and -tatxre
who looked forward to the day when the alliance nations, secure behind the
shields of collective defense and accustomed to the processes of consultation and
accommodation, might move together into new areas of cooperation. Their hopes
are expressed in article 2 of the North Atlantic Treaty which states: "The parties will contribute toward the further development of peaceful and friendly
relations by strengthening their free institutions, by bringing about a better
understanding of the principles upon which these institutions 'are founded, and
by promoting conditions of stability and well-being. They will seek to eliminate
conflict in their international economic policies and will encourage economic collaboration between any or all of them."
As hoped, the spirit and practice of Atlantic partnership in NATO. as well
as in the Organization for European Economic Cooperation (now the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development), did indeed encourage our
European allies to seek common solutions to the problems which confronted
them. Thus, the Atlantic Community today includes the European Economic
Community, the European Free Trade Association, European Atomic Energy
Community, and European Coal and Steel Community, as well as others. Even
if this road has some rocky stretches, the community approach has brought prosperity, political stability, and an increased awareness of the unlimited potential
of common effort.
Most of the countries of Europe that have participated in this progress toward
a "European" identity want to continue it in the same direction. They are now
encountering setbacks, with which they are coping in the belief that progress
will be resumed. At this delicate stage of events, American policies and initiatives for increased Atlantic ties should not be such as to be interpreted as either
a reversal of our support for European integration or an attempt to assert
American domination. We believe that any proposal looking to Atlantic Union,
even if it were in terms of an "eventuality," would lend itself to such an interpretation, no matter how high its motives.
We believe that our efforts for the present must be directed not only to preserving, but also to making more fully effective already existing institutions.
Therefore, we have encouraged our allies to join with us to improve the present
operations of NATO and the OECD, to achieve greater cooperation in trade in
the spirit of the Trade Expansion Act, and in monetary policy, and to support
the development of an Atlantic Assembly. The successful completion of these
tasks would provide the foundation for and undoubtedly determine the form
of future Atlantic relationships.
The Bureau of the Budget advises that from the standpoint of the administration's program there is no objection to the submission of this report.
Sincerely yours,
DOUGLAS MlACARTHUR II,
A8ststalt Secretary for Congrc8sionalRelations.
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THE GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE TREASURY,

Wa8hlingto, D.C., March 23, 1960.
Hon. J. W. FULBIIIGHT,
Chairman, Committee on Foreign Relations, U.S. Senate, lVashington, D.C.
DEAR M R. CHAIRMAN: This is in reply to your letter of November 2, 1965,
requesting the comments of the Treasury Department on Senate Concurrent
Resolution 64, submitted on October 18, 1965, by Senator Eugene McCarthy on
behalf of himself and others. The resolution provides for the creation of an
Atlantic Union delegation which would be authorized to organize and participate
in a convention of other members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
The eventual goal is the transformation of the alliance into a federal union. The
convention would also establish a tentative timetable for the transition to this
goal and provide for democratic institutions to expedite the necessary stages
and achieve the objectives called forby the resolution.
The administration, building on the accomplishments of its predecessors, has
striven to achieve a better North Atlantic partnership in the same spirit which
animated the sponsors of this resolution. Its policies and actions are in accord
with the purposes and goals of the men who brought the Atlantic allihnee into
being. NATO was conceived as a dynamic institution'which in due time, and
with patience, would increasingly eliminate conflicting policies and achieve
close collaboration in advancing stability, economic welfare and peace. Though
this vision is now being challenged by one of NATO's oldest members, it remains
the foundation of our own policy toward the North Atlantic area and it is clear
that our view isVidely shared.
Indeed in the fields of particular interest to this Department, the countries
of the North Atlantic alliance are working together, and with other free nations,
to a degree which was unthought of before World War II. Consultations range
throughout the broad spectrum of economic and financial policies, on balance-ofpayments questions and development assistance programs, as well as on domestic
financial and monetary policies. We are now carrying on highly significant discussions looking toward new agreements to improve the international monetary
system, including arrangements for the future creation, when needed, of reserve
assets. The United States has taken the initiative in this endeavor. Never
before have nations set out to do this, and the negotiations are difficult and
delicate. We must proceed step by step with patience and determination. The
far-reaching advances in the monetary area we now seek represent as great
a challenge to international cooperation and consultation as any which has ever
been faced. A U.S. initiative along the lines provided by the resolution might
better be considered after this challenge has been met than under current
circumstances.

The Department has been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there is no
objection from the standpoint of the administration's program to the submission
of this report to your committee.
Sincerely yours,

FRED B. SMITIr,
Acting General Counsel.
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE,

-Wahington,D.C., March 23, 1966.
Hon. JAMES W. FUL]RIGHT,
Chairman, Committee on ForeignRelations,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHTAIRMAN: Reference is made to your request for the views of the
Department of Defense on Senate Resolution 128, 89th Congress, a resolution
establishing a Commission for a Stronger Atlantic Union.
The resolution proposes that the President seek to establish a special governmental commission to study and recommend concrete steps toward the attainment
of an Atlantic Community.
Inasmuch as the purposes of the resolution are primarily within time Jurisdiction of the Department of State, we defer to that Department as to advisability
of the adoption of Senate Resolution 128.
The Bureau of the Budget advises that, from the standpoint of the administration's program, there is no objection to the presentation of this report for the
consideration of the committee.
Sincerely,
L. NIEDERLETINER, Acting General Counscl.
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PURPOSE OF H1ARING

Senator Ciiuncu. The - sub6dimittee will welcome any ideas on
whether or how the nations bordering tho -Noit.,Atlantic can be organized better to deal with each other and the world.
In the light of recent developments in Europe and with 1969 drawing near, hen any signatory can denounce the North Atlantic Treaty,
it is imperative that some forward thinking and planning be undertaken in this broad area.
This is the main purpose of these hearings. Witnesses have been
requested to limit their oral testimony to 10 minutes so that everyone
might have an equal chance to be heard.
Our first witness is former Ambassador to Peru, Theodore Achilles,
who also held many other important posts in the Foreign
C Service and
in the Department of State.
Mr. Ambassador, we are pleased to welcome you here this morning.
If you will take the witness stand, you may proceed.
Senator CAuLsoN. Mr. Chairman, before Mr. Achilles takes the
stand I would like to commend the chairman for having these hearings on a subject which I think is of utmost importance at this time
when there seems to be a general deterioration in NATO and when
there is considerable concern about the future of the entire Atlantic
Community. I think the chairman is entitled to much credit for holding them. I hope we will have rather extended hearings, if necessary,
before any action is taken.
Senator CLARK. Could I say a word, Mr. Chairman?
I would like to join Senator CarlsOn in his commendation of our
able chairman for holding these hearings, and to express for the record
and for the witnesses who will be testifying my own point of view,
which is that foreign policy today is global and indivisible. The
Foreign Relations Committee has held extensive hearings on our
policy in Vietnam. We are presently concerned -with hearings on
China policy.
Now, we switch to the other side of the world, and begin to talk
about Atlantic policy. The great gap in between the two is the Soviet
Union and its satellites and our policy toward the Soviet Union is
inextricably tied to both the China policy and Atlantic policy, and
neither, in my judgment, can be considered in a vacuum.
I have, of course, left out the Southern Hemisphere which, in itself,
raises enough problems to warrant calling another series of hearings.
Senator CRImtcr. Mr. Ambassador, we are happy to welcome you.

We thought you were going to be the first to testify, but it is obvious
that it is very difficult to get in a few words ahead of the Senators.
[Laughter.]
Now, that we have broken the ice, we will be pleased to hear your
statement.
STATEMENT 0F HON. THEODORE ACHILLES, ATLANTIC COUNCIL
FOR THE UNITED STATES
BACKGROUND

OF WITNESS

Mr. ACiLL.ES. My name is Theodore C. Achilles. Biographically,
I was a career Foreign Service officer of the United States from 1931
until 1962, and the portion of my experience most pertinent to the
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matter before you was as Chief of the Division of Western European
Affairs in the State Department from 1947 to 1950, when my primary
responsibility was in working under Secretaries of State Marshall
and Acheson in die drafting and negotiation of the North Atlantic
Treaty and in working with Senators Vandenberg and Connally and
the members of the Foreign Relations Committee during both the
negotiations and the Senate's consideration of ratification.
Subsequently, I was the deputy U.S. representative on the North
Atlantic Council 1950-52, Minister in Paris and on several U.S. delegations to NATO ministerial meetings 1952-56 and, after serving as
Ambassador to Peru, Counselor of the State )epartment with responsibilities including NATO affairs.
My interest in the development and strengthening of NATO and
of more effective Atlantic unity in all fields therefore dates from 1947
but today I would like to stress particularly the importance of Senate
initiative, and of close legislative-executive cooperation, as exemplified in the development of the concept and realization of the North
Atlantic Treaty.
The first suggestion of such a treaty was made by Ernest Bevin,
then British Foreign Secretary, to Secretary of State Marshall following the final breakdown of the Council of Foreign Ministers in
London in December 1947.
Mr. Bevin said to Secretary Marshall and later in the House of
Commons a few weeks later:
I am convinced that the Soviets will not deal with the West on any reasonable
tekims in the foreseeable future. The salvation of the West depends on the
formation of some form of union, formal or informal In character, in Western
Europe backed by the United States and the Doninions, such a mobilization of
moral and material force as will inspire confidence and energy within and respect
elsewhere.

The initial reaction of the heads of the State Department was that
the Europeans should first demonstrate what they were prepared to
do for themselves and each other before asking this Government to
do anything about it. However, John Foster Dulles, then a private
citizen, had been on the delegation as a substitute for Senator Vandenberg, then chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee. He, and
Senator Vandenberg, were impressed with the importance of this
Government playing an active role in deterring further Soviet expansion, rather than merely urging the Europeans to unite to do so.
VANDIENBERG RESOLUTION

The State Department considered a peacetime military alliance
with European countries so radical a departure from traditional
American policy that it was reluctant even to consider negotiation of
such a treaty without strong assurance of Senate support. Senator
Vandenberg volunteered to go even further and to initiate action by
the Senate. The result was the famous Vandenberg resolution, which
originated in and was unanimously approved by the Foreign Relations
Committee and passed overwhelmingly by the Senate June 11, 1948.
Its key words were:
Resolved, That the President be advised of the sense of the Senate that this
Government, by constitutional process, should particularly pursue the followIng objectives * * *
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3. Association of the United States, by constitutional process, with such
regional and other collective arrangements as are based on continuous and
effective self-help and mutual aid, and as affect its national security.

It was only after passage of that resolution that the State Department, although it had long -been aware of the dangerous situation in
Europe and prepared to do something about it, agreed to negotiate
such a. treaty.
ACTION SINCE SIGNING OF NOtTIH ATLANTIC TREATY

That was 18 years ago, and much has changed since; but the need
for more effective unity has not, nor has the value of Senate initiative.

Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson have all
eloquently spoken of the importance to this country of greater Atlantic
unity but not since the conclusion of the North Atlantic Treaty and
the establishment of the NATO organization, under the Truman
administration, and the establishment of the NATO Parliamentarians'
Conference and the conclusion of the OECD Treaty, under the Eisenorganization
hower administration, and the setting up of the OECD
step
in the early days of the Kennedy administration, has any major
been takenl by this Government to realize that objective. The Congress, in successive mutual assistance acts, has repeatedly emphasized
the importance of greater European unity, but has yet formally to
attach similar importance to Atlantic unity.
EUROPEAN VERSUS ATIAINTIC UNITY

In my opinion, the emphasis this Government has placed on Euro-

pean unity, while desirable, has not taken adequate account of basic
American interests. If unity is as good for the Europeans as we have
been telling them it was for the past 20 years, why would not more
of it be good for us?
General de Gaulle has done much damage to the cause of both European and Atlantic unity, but he has at least, made many Americans
wonder whether European unity was necessarily in our interest, unless
as a part of far more effective Atlantic unity.
* Also the difficulties which have increasingly beset the progress of
European unity since January 1963 have raised serious doubts concerning the "equal partnership" theory. The vision of a United States
of Europe able to speak to the. United States of America with an
"equal voice" has appealed to many on both sides of the Atlantic. But
is there any practical possibility of its ever being realized? Who
would be in it? What powers would it*have? Could it ever approach
the effective unity of this country, whose homogeneity comes less from
a union of States than from a union of people, of 'blood, developed
over three centuries? How long would it take for this to develop in
Europe? Must we wait for it before we get on with the task of exploring new steps toward Atlantic unity suitable to meet the challenges
of this nuclear and technological era?
The preeminent position of the United States in the world today
forces upon us a responsibility of leadership which no other country
can fulfill. All too often in recent years our friends abroad have complained, with reason, over the absence of our leadership. Whether we
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lead or not, those less friendly talk about U.S. "hegemony," the disproportion between our size and power and that of any other Atlantic
country. That disproportion exists as a fact of life'and no sensible
person in the free world would want it to disappear. The problem is
to assure that that size and power are not used selfishly but in the
common interest; to give our associates a reasonable voice in the use
of that power as it concerns them, to give them the feeling as well as
the substance that they share in it. That is the problem we must solve
before we can expect our allies to bear their full share of our burdens
and responsibilities.
It can be done if we exert farsighted and understanding leadership
in the spirit of President Johnson's words: "We do not seek to have
our way but to find a common way."
Aside from eloquent speeches, we have exerted little effective leadership for some time.
TIMING FOR A IRESOLUMION

Many times in the past 3 years I have urged upon my friends in the
State Department the importance of U.S. leadership in activating the
special governmental commission called for in the Declaration of Paris
and Senate Resolution 128. Invariably there have been two objections. One is always: "The time is not opportune." The other is:
"We must know whiat the commission will recommend before we
create it."
On timing, the Department has always been preoccupied that some
country was about, to have an election: the Canadians, the Germans,
the British, the Italians, the French, or ourselves. Someone will always be about to have an election. In truth, the times have not been
auspicious during the last 3 years, but the inactivity of this Government in leaving the initiative to General de Gaulle has contributed
toward making the time steadily less auspicious. James Reston of
the New York Times wrote more than a year ago:
It would be very easy, for example, to avoid trouble in the Atlantic for a while
by merely letting things drift and leaving the initiative to De Gaulle, who loves
trouble. But in the process the long postwar battle to create an Atlantic Community that would provide for the common defense and development of a common civilization-the noblest political dream of the century-could easily be lost.
RENEWAL OF U.S. INITIATIVE

Renewal of the U.S. initiative can reverse this unfavorable trend.
I do not think anything else, short of another war, can. I believe
that the present crisis in NATO makes it particularly important for
the United States to undertake a major new initiative toward Atlantic
unity at this time and that failure to do so would have serious consequences.
On substance, our attempt to secure agreement on an MLF, the multilateral nuclear force, is a striking example of how not to exert leadership. In that, case the proposal was hammered out to the last detail
within this Government and then presented to our allies for acceptance.
Certainly the United States has paramount material power and a
great deal of brainpower but it has no monopoly on either. The
important thing is for this Government to make unmistakably clear
that truly effective Atlantic unity, not just unity for others, is a basic
) I
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goal of our foreign. policy and that we are genuinely prepared to
explore with our allies practical means of attaining it.
That is the purpose of both resolutions before you. I fully support
both and I devoutly hope that somestrong resolution, perhaps drawing
upon elements of both of them, will be approved by the committee and
the Senate.
Such a step could go far to restore U.S. leadership, to stop the
erosion of that unity which this age makes essential, and to resume
the trend toward greater free-world unity of which Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson have so eloquently spoken,
President Johnsn within the past hour.
President Johnson, when Vice President said in 1961:
The United States is resolved to do everything within its power-and I
emphasize the word "everything"-to enhance the strength and unity of the
North Atlantic Community.

As President he said in December 1964:
Answers to our common problems must emerge from the consent of free countries, and that consent, in turn, will be based on discussion and debate and
respect for the ideas and the proposals of all. But there must be progress * * *.
We must all work to multiply in number and intimacy the ties between North
America in Europe, for we shape an Atlantic civilization with an Atlantic
destiny.

It was President Kennedy who said in one of his last great speeches:
Let us go on, from words to actions, to intensify our efforts for still greater
unity among us, to build new associations and institutions on those already
established. Lofty words cannot construct an alliance or maintain it-only
concrete deeds can do that.

Passage by the Senate of a strong resolution based upon those before you would be such a deed, and it would pave the way for many
others.
Thank you, sir.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you, Mr. Ambassador, very much, for
your testimony.
SPECIFIC STEPS POSSIBLE NOW

I certainly agree that there is plainly a need for the assertion of a
new American initiative but I am wondering what concrete steps you
might have in mind to recommend in terms of toward what this initiative might lead. What specifically could you suggest?
Mr. ACHILLES. Mr. Chairman, I think the need is less for new institutions at this time than it is for greater will on the part of all
the NATO nations to utilize what we have.
Primarily for in the present crisis we must relocate the NATO
civilian and military organization, we must strengthen the military
side, but even more important, I think we must demonstrate this
country's will to make more use of NATO as an instrument of political
consultation.
One concrete step which could be taken institutionally is transformation of the NATO Parliamentarians Conference into a true
Atlantic assembly, as has been recommended at various times by the
NATO Parliamentarians Conference.
Other steps, another step, would be to set up some sort of an advisory commission in NATO of the most distinguished figures available, the elder statesmen type, to act in an advisory role the same as
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the Commission of European Community acts in a legal role. Those
are concrete steps, i think, which might well be taken.
But basically it is a demonstration of the will to make NATO succeed we need more than anything else.
EUROPEAN VERSUS ATLANTIC UNION

Senator CHURCH. In your statement you referred to the position of
dominance enjoyed by the United States in the Atlantic world, and
the problems this dominance poses for the smaller countries of Western
Europe.
Some have felt that this situation presents a kind of disability that
is a serious impediment to a strengthened and more cohesive Atlantic
Community. They have argued that effective integration must come
first in Europe, so that Europe can then deal on more equal terms
with the United States.
Do you think that further progress toward integration in Europe
is a necessary prerequisite to significant progress in the larger Atlantic
sphere?
Mr. AcmwA. No, sir; I think further progress toward European
unity is desirable but it should in no sense be a prerequisite. I would
think that development of unity in Europe in whatever field, military,
atomic, or political, should be carefully fitted into a framework of
more effective Atlantic unity.
I do believe that the idea of partnership has been seriously oversold on both sides of the Atlantic primarily in Europe where it is a
very fine slogan for European unity, "We must combine and be able
to speak with an equal voice as the United States," but I can't conceive of there ever developing a United States of Europe that would
be able to speak with one voice as the United States of America.
I think that what emerges in the future will be something entirely
new, it won't be a United-States of Europe or the United States of
the Atlantic. I think it will be based on Federal principles, on certain specific authority delegated to central authorities, but it will be
something entirely new, and it will be something devised to meet the
needs of this nuclear age.
Senator CuRcH. Do you think that progress toward such a goal
can now be made in view of the position that has been taken by President de Gaulle of France?
Mr. ACHILLES I think it can. I think President de Gaulle's actions
have put the whole European and Atlantic situations in a state of
turmoil. I think definite indication at this time of U.S. interest in
Atlantic unity and not just European unity as a basic long-range
goal would do a great deal at this time to turn the tide away from
this spreading disunity and start constructive action again toward
developing greater unity.
Senator CHuRcir. Thank you, Mr. Ambassador.
Senator Clark?
SOVIET AIMS IN EUROPE

Senator CLARK. Mr. Ambassador, I want to congratulate you on
coming down here to give us your views. You and I have known
each other a good long while. It is a happy occasion for me to have
this opportunity to ask you some questions.
V
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Would you turn, please, to page 2 of your prepared statement,
where you quote Ernest Bevin, in December of 1947 as saying:.
I am convinced that the Soviets will not deal with the West on aiiy reasonable terms in the foreseeable future.

Do you still agree that that is true?
Mr. ACHILLES. It is, I believe, it is less true now than it was then.
I believe that the danger has changed considerably largely thanks
to NATO developmentsof Western strength and'unity. I think, the
chances of military aggression in Europe have obviously declined.
On the other 'hafid, the worldwide confrontation between freedom
and communism, I think, is going to continue for a long time, and that
Western strength and 'unity in fields other than military fields is more
than necessary.
PROBLEM OF NUCLEAR SHARING

Senator CLARK. Would you now, please, turn to the middle'of page
7 of your statement, where you refer to the multilateral nuclear force.
You state--and I completely agree-that the way the State Department handled that problem is a striking example of how not to exert
leadership. On the other hand, I wonder- if you believe that MLF is
still a useful proposal in the interests of world peace?
Mr. AcIiLLES. I believe that something like the MLF, in, other
words, a nuclear force which is jointly owned by NATO, by the NATO
governments as a whole, would be a-both a step to prevent national
nuclear proliferation and to strengthen the NATO defensive capacity.
Senator CLARK.' In other words you see a continuing confrontation
between the Atlantic nations and Russia which requires of the former
the further development of a belligerant additional nuclear force as
opposed to an effort to reach a detente with Russia?,
Mr. ACHILLEiS. No, sir; I don't think it necessarily takes an additional force. I think it takes a better organization- of the nuclear
potential already available 'to be realized. I don't think that should
in any way stand in the way of seeking better understanding with the
Soviet Union without any question.
SenatorCLANK. And you would, I take it, encourage all effort toward
arms control and disarmament?
Mr. ACHILLES. Yes; with all reasonable safeguards.
ULF AND A NONPROLIFERATION TREATY

Senator CLARK. Do you have any view as to whether our insistence
on MLF is the principal deterrent to our being able to achieve a nonproliferation treaty with the concurrence of' the Soviet Union?
Mr. ACHILLES. No, sir; personally, I don't think that the Soviets
really consider wanting it. It is a propaganda argument for them.
I don't believe that they seriously consider it.
Senator CLARK. You don't think they want a nonproliferation
treaty? They tabled a draft of one, as you know.
Mr. ACHILLES. Yes, I believe they do, in the same sense that we do.
But I don't think that the idea of some sort of NATO nuclear force
enters too seriously in their thinking.
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ARE THERE RACIAL OVERTONES TO THE CONCEPT OF AN ATLANTIC
CIVILIZATION?

Senator CLAVX. On page 8' of Your statement you quote President
okr we shape an AtJohnson, 'then Vice PreSident, as having*said,
lantic civilization with an Atlantic destiny." I have some questions as
to the validity of that statement. He meant, and I think you mean,
a North Atlantic civilization. You wouldn't include the South Atlantic in your terms, would'you?
Mr. AcIuLLES. No, sir; I wouldn't define it in geographic terms.'
The word "Atlantic" has come to mean sort of the center of Western
civilization so I would see no reason why other nations such as New

Zealand and Australia, certain other nations outside of NATO would
participate. I look at this Atlantic unity as the nucleus and basis for
a progressively wider world union.
Senator CLAIU. I am disturbed over the racial overtones of this
position because it seems to me primarily that behind this is a white
race coalition against all the other races of the world-possibly even a
white Protestant racial coalition.
I wonder if you would comment on that?
Mr. ACHILLES. I donit see necessarily any Protestant connotations.
Certainly the members of the Atlantic Community are basically white
and European, although that is not something that need necessarily
continue. Japan has become a full member of the OECD. While
Japan does not share our common Western heritage, she does share
some of our ideals. I see no necessary racial limitations outside of the
problem of unity.
STATEMENT BY JAMES P. WARIBURG

Senator CLAnK. One of the witnesses whom we had hoped to have

appear before the subcommittee was Mr. James P. Warburg. He was

unable to appear, but he has sent a statement which, at the appropriate time, Mr. Chairman, I would like to have entered into the
record.
(The statement referred to follows:)
MARCH 23, 1966.
TESTIMONY OF JAMES P.

WARBURG BEFORE SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS
COMMITTEE

I
In order to make my position with regard to our European policy clear at
the outset, let me state quite plainly that I think the NATO alliance is obsolete,
irrelevant to conditions as they exist today and, in fact, an obstacle to the
achievement of what I conceive to be the vital interests of the United States.
II

I have all my life believed that the United States has a vital interest in the
security of Western 'Europe. I still believe this to be true today.
In March, 1939, when West European security was threatened by Hitler, I
publicly advocated a declaration by the United States that it would consider
an attack upon any of the nations of Western Europe as an attack upon itself.
(This proposal was denounced by none other than Mr. John Foster Dulles on
the grounds that "only hysteria would suggest that any of the dynamic nations-Germany, Italy, and Japan-would ever dream of attacking the United
States.")
61-129--66--2
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Ten years later, in April, 1949, I appeared before this committee to testify in
favor of the same sort of declaration of solidarity in the proposed North Atlantic
Treaty, in order to warn the Soviet Union that any encroachment upon Western
Europe would mean war with the United States. In endorsing the proposed
treaty, however, I warned against stretching the American commitment into
a promise to defend Western Europe at the line of the Iron Curtain which ran
through the heart of Germany. Previously, In 1947, I had opposed the idea of
creating a separate West German state because I thought that it would lead
inevitably to the creation of an East German Soviet satellite and to a Russian
attempt to oust the Western powers from Berlin. I warned that an undertaking to defend West Germany's frontier would lead to a demand for the
remilitarization and rearmament of West Germany and its inclusion as a partner in the proposed defense alliance. This would, I said, freeze the partition
of Germany and create a serious obstacle to the achievement of a European
peace settlement. Moreover, Mr. Chairman, if you will refer to the Congressional
Record of May 10 and the New York Times of May 11, 1949, you will see that
I expressed the view that a commitment to defend Western Europe in the heart
of Germany would necessitate the permanent stationing in Germany of a large
American garrison.
The then Secretary of State, Mr. Acheson, assured the committee that no
such stretching of the treaty was contemplated, that the commitment would
not involve stationing additional American troops in Germany, .,and that the
United States would in no circumstances acquiesce in the remilitarization of
Germany.
Mr. Chairman, the members of this committee are familiar with what happened
after the treaty was ratified by the Senate on this understanding-an understanding expressed by Senators Connally and Vandenberg in the assertion that
"there would be no new Maginot line in Europe."
So much for the origin of the NATO problem which plagues us today.

f

III
The problem we face today is not new. It has stared us in the face since
January 1963, when General de Gaulle killed President Kennedy's design of
an Atlantic partnership. Let us define the problem:
Lacking economic and military power to make France great in the world of
superpowers, De Gaulle has tried to tie West Germany to France and to the fulfillment of his ambitions. In this effort, he has presented the West Germans
with the choice between French hegemony or Atlantic cooperation. So far, the
Germans have refused to choose French hegemony.
From the American point of view. De Gaulle's desire to have Europe conduct
an independent policy under French leadership means that the United States
would remain committed to defend Western Europe at the almost certain expense
of enormous casualties, without having any control over what actions Elirope
might take that might provoke war. Obviously such a state of affairs would be
wholly unacceptable. What alternatives are open to us?
My own view of what we should do to meet the situation was expressed to
President Kennedy before his tragic assassination and repeated to President
Johnson in November 1964, in a letter to the New York Times which, with
your permission, I should like to read, since it will serve succinctly to present
my current position for discussion.
"Among President Johnson's many urgent tasks, none seem to the writer more
pressing than the rethinking of our European policy. Nowhere else in the world
can there be so hopeful a start toward halting the proliferation of nuclear
weapons and toward settling the political issues which spawned and still sustain
the arms race.
"NATO, the cornerstone of our present policy in Europe, Is disintegrating, and
not only because of General de Gaulle's disruptive policies but because NATO
is irrelevant to circumstances radically changed since 1949 when NATO came
into being.
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"Then, a militarily impotent and economically prostrate Western Europe
trembled in fear of Communist penetration or outright Soviet invasion. The
United States was the world's paramount power and could afford to aid Europe's
recovery and to allay its fear by a military guarantee which did not expose the
United States itself to attack.
"Today, in the age of mutual deterrence by threat of mutual extinction, doubt
has arisen whether any American government would, for the sake of Europe,
actually expose its own cities to incineration. The Soviet threat has receded;
and a resurgent Western Europe, while still desiring American protection, resents being the political ward of the United States. Paradoxically and dangerously in a new era of universal interdependence, the possession of independent
nuclear power threatens to become the symbol of illusory national sovereignty.
"Tie North Atlantic Treaty was conceived as creating more than a military
alliance; it envisioned a grouping of like-minded free nations jTined together
in the cause of freedom. But the NATO nations have not shown themselves to
be like minded; they have developed few common political aims or economic
goals; they have found no common approach to the liquidation of colonialism
or to the pressing problem of harnessing their great resources to meet the needs
of the world's underprivileged peoples.
"NATO stands today as little more than a half-hearted military alliance
against an outdated military danger; as such, it is not only obsolete but seems
to this observer an actual obstacle to progress toward peace.
"An East-West detente in Europe is now the key to world peace. There can
be no such detente so long as NATO remains the pillar of our European policy,
because NATO's very life depends upon continued East-West tension. Nor can
the troublesome problem of Germany be settled so long as our Iolicy demands
keeping part of a partitioned Germany in NATO.
"For theie reasons the writer ventures to suggest that the United States
should aim to eliminate the confrontation in Europe of two hostile and eventually obsolete alliances; that, instead of patching up NATO and trying to solve
a political problem by some military device, we should 8eek the achievement of
an all-European security agreement in which, within the framework of the
United Nations, the nuclear powers and all the nations of Europe would undertake to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons and to suppress all military aggression, whether emanating from East or West.
"Such an agreement would be directed against no 'enemy' bloc or nation.
Unlike the confrontation of hostile alliances, it would promote rather than obstruct the abatement of tensions, the settlement of divisive issues and the beginning of disengagement and disarmament.
"All of Europe, including the Soviet Union, shares a recognized common Interest in preventing war. This is more important than the ideological differences between East and West. Instead of a partnership with one-half of a
Europe divided against itself, it is suggested that we seek partnership with all
of Europe in our quest for peace, not only in Europe but in Asia and throughout
the world."
This brief statement raises a number of questions as to tl% nature of the
General European Security Agreement which I propose as a su-bstitute for the
NATO and Warsaw Pact Alliances, as well as the nature of the approach to a
German settlement which I advocate. I have endeavored to answer these questions on pages 32-45 of a booklet, entitled "Time for Statesmanship," published
last year. I do not know whether and, if so, to what extent you wish me to go
into these matters here. In order to save the time of your committee, I ask
that these pages be included as an appendix to my testimony, but I shall be
glad to answer any questions now that you may wish to bring up at this hearing.
May I conclude, Mr. Chairman, by thanking you for this opportunity to present my views on a subject which seems to me, more than any other, to affect
our pursuit of peace, not only in Europe but in Asia and in every part of the
world.
A detente in central Europe is the key to peace in Vietnam as well as the key
to the defense of Asia against Chinese domination.
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APPENDIX

Timp Fou STATES1ASIII'-TiE GREAT SOCIETY CANNOT

STAnDu ALO E

(Proposals for a New Approach to World Affairs by James P.
Warburg)
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND A CONCRETE PROPOSAL FOR A NEw
AMERICAN APPROACH TO EUROPEAN AFFAIRS
I.
The disarray caused In the Western alliance by De Gaulle's action in January
1963 remained substantially unchanged pending the British and American elections in the autumn of 1904. During hli last 11 months in office, President
Kennedy tried, without much enthusiasm, to revive the Eisenhower administration's scheme for a multinational surface fleet of nuclear-armed ships in order
to revitalize the NATO alliance. In 1964, President Johnson took up this effort,
apparently with more faith In its efficacy than his predecessor had shown. The
proponents of the project claimed that it would serve two purposes; namely, that
it would re-cement NATO and give the West Germans enough of a voice in nuclear
strategy to prevent their demanding nuclear power of their own.
Opponents of the scheme, among them the writer, asserted that these claims
were not sufficiently valid to warrant American Insistence upon a project for
which only West Germany among the NATO allies had shown any enthusiasm
and which, on the other hand, clearly threatened to block progress toward arms
control and disarmament. Given the negative attitude of France, Britain,
Norway, and Canada-and the less than lukewarm attitude of the other NATO
countries-the scheme seemed likely to reduce NATO to little more than an
American-West German alliance. Should that turn out to be the case, Moscow
would almost certainly view the project with alarm and hostility.
On more than one occasion, the writer expressed the view that an essentially
political problem could not lie solved by a military device which either would
dangerously dilute the necessary American control of the Western nuclear deterrent or else would fall far short of satisfying the European demand for independent nuclear power. It was suggested instead, that the United States, while
keeping sole command of the deterrent, should offer to share the formulation of
nuclear strategy with its NATO allies by inviting them to become members of
a standing group which would govern the political as well as the military policy
of the West.
During the summer of 1964, France, which had until then merely refused to
have anything to do with the MLF proposal, took a much stronger position of opposition to its realization, actually threatening West Germany with the abrogation of the Franco-Gernman treaty of friendship if Bonn should participate in the
American project. Harold Wilson's narrowly elected British Laboflr government
o)pposed the scheme as it stood but proposed a modification under which Britain
would turn over its independent nuclear force of manned bombers and its planned
Polaris-armed submarines to a NATO nuclear force under separate command,
thus acquiring a voice at least equal to that of West Germany. The Brltish
Prime Minister insisted tHat the United States retain a veto over the use of this
nuclear force but proposed that there should also be some form of European veto.
From the American point of view, the chief virtue of the British scheme was that
it would eliminate Britain as an independent nuclear power and that it just
might Induce De Gaulle to follow the British example, provided that a satisfactory Western policy directorate could be set up.
The slim hope that De Gaulle would give up his independent force de frappe
was quickly dissipated during the December meeting of the NATO Council in
Paris.
II,

Since De Gaulle's attitude plays such an important part in determining the
nature of the obviously necessary new American approach to the European probleu, it may at this point be useful to attempt a definition of just what that
attitude is.
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De Gaulle's haughty manner, his aloofness and the frequent intentional ambiguity of his pronouncements, have produced a degree of irritation in Washington and in the American press which is not conducive to understanding; yet
mutual understanding is essential if U.S. relations with its oldest ally are not
to degenerate into hostility.
Let us begin with a brief attempt to analyze both De Gaulle's long-range goals
and his immediate tactics.
One long-range goal appears to be a loosely knit reunification of Europe,
including Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union or,,as De Gaulle puts it, "Europe
from the Urals to the Atlantic," and the establishment of something like a concert of Euronean nations in which France will play the leading role. Obviously,
enis goal cannot be achieved without a detente between the Soviet Union and
the West-a detente which De Gaulle wishes at the proper time to bring about.
Some commentators have misinterpreted "from the Urals to the Atlantic" to
mean that De Gaulle is contemplating a reversal of alliances, pointing out that,
(luring his first Presidency imnmediately after World War II, De Gaulle made a
friendship pact with the Soviet Union. However, anyone who has studied what
the French leader has said and written in recent years must come to a quite
different conclusion. De Gaulle has clearly stated that lie wishes to maintain
the Atlantic Alliance at least until Europe is capable of independent self-defense.
What he objects to is not the transatlantic alliance but its implementation in an
integrated NATO. His short-range tactics are directed at emancipating Europe
from American political leadership (which he would call domination) without
giving up the military protection of the American nuclear deterrent operating
from across the Atlantic. Although lie has not said so, De Gaulle would probably welcome the withdrawal of American troops from the continent if German
insistence upon their remaining could be overcome. It follows that, contrary to
the impression lie has created in some quarters, De Gaulle is not against an
East-West detente, provided that it is negotiated at the proper time by him or
by the West as a whole, and not arrived at through a United States-U.S.S.R.
understanding.
It is important for Americans to understand that De Gaulle thinks along
nationalistic, power-political lines and has little use for ideologies, be they Conimunist or anti-Communist. He has expressed the view that ideologies are inpermanent and subject to change, while the nation-state pursuing its national
interests is time permanent feature of international life.
Another and perhaps the most fundamental of De Gaulle's goals is the rebuilding of the "grandeur" of France. Hence, he is hostile to any dilution or dimrntion of Fr'ench sovereignty, be it through the political unification of 'Western
Europe, through an Atlantic partnership or community, or through a world
(ie once scornfully referred to the United Nations as "ce
organization.
machin.")
De Gaulle's present tactics are to make the best use he can of France's limited
resources to build up French prestige throughout the world. In this endeavor,
lie encourages nationalistic feelings of independence with overtones of cold-war
neutralism, since he Is hostile to both Soviet and American imperialism. Professor Jean-Batiste Duroselle, a close student of De Gaulle's writings and speeches,
has w,,rltten: "The strength of Gaullism is that it seeks to emancipate Europe:
its weakness is that, for the sake of France, it opposes Europe's unification."
One might extrapolate from this shrewd observation: "the strength of De
Gaulle's global policy is that it seeks to emancipate the world's nations from
imuperialism; its weakness is that, for the sake of the grandeur of France, It
opposes the world's supranational organization."
Lacking the economic and military power to make France great in a world of
superpowers, De Gaulle has sought to tie West Germany to France and to the
fulfillment of French ambitions. In this effort, he has presented the Germans
with the demand that they choose between Atlanticism and close friendship with
France.
From the American point of view, De Gaulle's desire to have Europe conduct
an independent policy under French leadership means that the United States
would remain committed to defend Western Europe at time almost certain expense
of enormous casualties, without having any control over what actions Europe
might take that might provoke war. Since such a state of affairs would be
wholly unacceptable, what alternatives are open to us?
There can be no Atlantic partnership until Europe is politically united: there
can be no united Europe so long as France insists upon and the other European
nations decline to accept French hegemony.
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It is difficult to see how there can be an effective NATO alliance so long as
France refuses to integrate its military power with that of the other NATO
nations and refuses to have nuclear weapons except its own stored on French
soil. With much of its communication apd supply lines running through a semihostile France, it is difficult to see how present NATO deployment and strategy
can be maintained.
The United States obviously cannot withdraw its troops from Germany without a countervailing Soviet withdrawal and without a German settlement,
reached with the consent of the German people.
III.

These negative considerations lead to several positive conclusions:
(1) The United States should not let itself be irritated into some sort of
neolsolationism. In spite of all difficulties, it should adhere to the belief that
the security of Western Europe is vital to American security.
(2) The new Brezhnev-Kosygin regime In the Soviet Union appears determined
to pursue a policy of detente for domestic rea-'ons and in order to secure its
European rear in dealing with the rising menace of China.
(3) The United States needs a detente with the Soviet Union in order to
make progress toward arms control and disarmament without which there call
be no real security for Europe, for the Americas or for any other part of the
world.
(4) No real detente in central Europe can be achieved so long as two hostile
alliances confront each other at the Iron Curtain in central Germany. The
very life of these alliances depends upon the maintenance of tension. Both the
NATO and the Warsaw Pact alliances are obsolete and irrelevant to present-day
circumstances.
(5) No dismantling of the two alliances is possible without (a.) a German
settlement acceptable to the East and West Germans, the Soviet Union and the
Western Powers; and (b) a general European security agreement in which,
within the framework of the United Nations, the nuclear powers and all the
nations of Europe undertake to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons and to.
suppress military aggression by any European nation against another. As
stated in the writer's letter to the New York Times:
"All of Europe, including the Soviet Union, shares a recognized common interest in preventing war. This is more important than the ideological differences
between East and West."
0o11l0ts1on
InStead of trying to patch up an obsolete alliance or seeking a partnership
with one-half of a Europe divided against Itself, the United States should seek
partnership with all of Europe In Its quest for peace-peace not only In Europe
Itself but throughout the world.
IV.

How is this to be accomplished? What obstacles will have to be overcome?
The first step Is to lay before the British and West German Governments and
eventually before De Gaulle a proposal to be presented to the Soviet Government for an all-European security agreement and an all-German settlement.
This should be done through quiet diplomacy without any publicity whatever.
The drafting of all all-European security agreement will present fewer problents once the basis for a German settlement has been agreed upon. (It should
be recalled that at the 1954 Foreign Ministers' Conference in Berlin, the Soviet
Union agreed with the Western Powers that an all-German settlement should be
sought in the context of a general European security agreement but that the
conferees were unable to agree upon which came first. The West insisted that
a German settlement must precede, while the Soviet Union insisted that it come
after a security agreement. It is suggested that the two agreements should be
presented to Moscow simultaneously in order to avoid a similar experience.)
As for coming to grips with the problem of an all-German settlement:
Until now, efforts to break the deadlock have foundered on Soviet insistence
that a reunified Germany must be a "socialist" state friendly to the Soviet Union,
while the West has insisted that reunification come about through free, allGerman elections and tlat a reunified Germany must be free to join the NATO
alliance if it so desires. Thus each side has, in essence, demanded the unconditional surrender of the other as a precondition for German reunification. Re-
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cently, Western leadership has begun to realize--though this has not been openly
admitted by any Western statesman-that German reunification and German
membership In the anti-Soviet NATO alliance are two mutually exclusive aims
and that, If Germany is to be reunified, it will have to be militarily neutralized.
As yet, however, neither Washington nor London seem to have decided which is
more important; reunification at the ,price of military neutralization, or a West
German military contribution to NATO at the price of Germany's permanent
partition.
The British Government has consistently pushed for negotiations, though without suggesting any plan which faced the inescapable choice. With the Labour
Party in power, it seems likely that Britain will put forward some updated
version of the late Hugh Gaitskell's plans for disengagement as set forth in his
Godkin Lectures at Harvard University in January 1957. As this Is written, it
is not yet clear whether the Wilson regime will clearly opt for reunification at
the price of a reunified Germany's military neutralization.
De Gaulle opposes disengagement now and appears to think that German
reunification can come about only when disarmament is achieved and all of
Europe west of the Urals is reunited. He does not seem concerned over German
partition. He alone among responsible Western leaders, has sensibly recognized the permanence of the Oder-Nelsse frontier between Germany and Poland.
In the United States, Senator Claiborne Pell, Democrat, of Rhode Island, has
advocated recognition of the Oder-Neisse frontier and the de facto recognition of
the East German state in exchange for Soviet-East German guarantees of the
freedom of West Berlin and open access to Berlin for the Western Powers. Senator Mansfield, of Montana, Democrat majority leader, and several other Senators
have put forward similar suggestions. These proposals Imply a willingness to
accept German partition as permanent, provided that the freedom of and Western
access to Berlin are assured.
On the other hand, Mr. Walter Lippmann and a few others, among them the
writer, have pointed out the danger to peace which would result from leaving
Germany partitioned with Moscow in possession of the powerful instrument of
seduction resulting from it being the sole arbiter of whether reunification shall
ever come about. Khrushchev once explicitly stated his belief that the Germans
would sooner or later seek another Rapallo and, unlikely as another RussoGerman deal may seem at present, the long history of German-Russian relations
since the time of Frederick the Great is full of sudden swings from hostility to
cooperation and from cooperation back to hostility. As time goes on, partition
will more and more appear to the Germans as a grievance that must be remedied.
The only way to prevent their turning east to seek redress is to make sure that,
if Germany is to remain partitioned, it will be through the free choice of the
German people, and not because the Western Powers connived with the Soviet
Union to make partition permanent.
De Gaulle's disruption of the NATO alliance serves only to accentuate, not to
create the choice which the Americans, British and Germans have long failed to
face. If it is decided to seek German reunification at the price of Germany's military neutralization, the Germans must be willing to accept debarment from mili-tary alliances with either East or West. If the decision is to keep West Germany
in NATO, the Germans must of their own free will concur in this decision and
accept the permanence of partition.
In September 1962, before the NATO alliance fell into its present state of disarray, the writer submitted to the Kennedy administration a plan which would
provide a cooling-off period of 10 years during which the West and East Germans
would be left free to decide, without outside interference or pressure of any sort
whether they wished their country eventually to be reunited and militarily
neutralized, or whether they preferred it to remain partitioned, with West Germany allied to NATO and East Germany remaining a member of the Warsaw
Pact.
The plan provided that, during the 10-year period, the status quo in Berlin
would be maintained under United Nations supervision, with each shlie agreeing
not to use its sector as a base for espionage, subversion or hostile propaganda.
The Soviet and East German Governments would guarantee the Western Powers
unhampered access to West Berlin and the freedom of its inhabitants during the
10-year period. Meanwhile, pending an all-German decision, both of the two German states would be admitted to membership in the United Nations without
prejudice to their eventual coming together as a single nation.
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During the 10-year period, all of Berlin would be considered the potential
capital of a reunited Germany and, as such, would be placed under the protection of the United Nations; the present garrisons would remain as agents of the
United Nations; and any disputes as to the misuse of any sector for espionage,
subversion or hostile propaganda would be submitted to a United Nations Berlin
Commission.
If, within the 10-year period, the two German states should decide to unite, the
Federal Republic of Germany would be released from NATO and the German
Democratic Republic would be released from the Warsaw Pact. All foreign
troops would be withdrawn from German soil, provided that a new all-German
government would voluntarily accept debarment from joining any military
alliance whatsoever, it being understood that such debarment would not apply
to nonmilitary political or economic affiliations. If and when reunification were
to take place, the United Nations Berlin Commission and the four garrisons
serving as its agents would be withdrawn, allowing Berlin to become the capital
of a united Germany.
If, on -the other hand, the two German states should fail to unite within the
10-year period, thus leaving Berlin in the center of a permanently separate East
German state, a new arrangement would be made concerning the people, the land
and the property of the three Western sectors. The inhabitantg of the Western
sectors would be given ample time and complete freedom to remove themselves
and their movable property. They would be adequately compensated by the German Democratic Republic for privately owned immovable property, such as real
estate and buildings thereon, at values to be determined by the United Nations
Berlin Commission. And the publicly owned parts of the 185 square miles comprised in the Western sectors of Berlin, together with buildings and improvements thereon, would be acquired by tme German Democratic- Republic either
through purchase from the Federal Republic or exchanged for soMe suitable
part of East German territory contiguous to the Federal Republic; the value of
land and other properties thus purchased by the Federal Reptiblic or acquired
through cession of East German territory would be determined by the United
Nations Berlin Commission.
Were a proposal of this sort put forward by the West including tile Federal
Republic, and accepted by the Kremlin, its adoption would for the next 10 years
take the heat off the most troublesome question at issue between the West and
the Soviet Union. A breathing space would be provided during which the
German people could work out their own destiny. If they failed to reunite in
a single nation, they would not be able to blame others for their continued
partition. Meanwhile, there would be no recurring crises over Berlin.
This proposal is cited as an example of one way in which the German nettle
iniglit be grasped. There may well be other and perhaps better ways to seek
the same ends but, so far as the writer knows, none have been suggested.
What are the obstacles to any such proposal?
There is unlikely to be any British obstacle. The British are inclined to fear
a reunified Germany, but thLabour Party has long favored some form of disengagement and Britain's balance-of-payments situation will cause not only the
Labour government but a considerable number of Conservatives to welcome any
plan that relieves Britain of the obligation to keep its 55,000-man Army of the
Rhine in Germany.
The West Germans will probably be sharply divided. The nationalistic
Adenauer wing of the Christian Democratic Party and the Bavarian Christian
Socialists under Franz Josef Strauss will probably object to military neutralization and the withdrawal of foreign troops, even though the proposal merely provides that this shall be one of two choices presented to the German people. The
Free Democrats would probably be split on the issue. The refugee organizations
would oppose the proposal because it would involve the recognition of the
Oder-Neisse frontier. The Social Democrats whose strength las been gaining,
may well favor the proposal and may see in it tile ideal issue in the September 1905 election. It would seem wise for Britain or the United States quietly
to sound out the Social Democratic leadership.
In East Germany, one must expect the Ulbricht regime and its apparatchiks
to oppose the withdrawal of Soviet troops but, if given a chance freely to express their views, the majority of East Germany's 17 million inhabitants would
probably favor the proposal.
Poland would certainly welcome any scheme which derived to a large extent
from the Polish Rpackl plan.
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Under Khrushchev, the Soviet Government endorsed the 1957 Rapacki proposal
for a denuclearized zone. Whether the Brezlinev-Kosygin regime would favor it
will not be known until the plan is put forward. Much will depend upon how
sincerely the new regime In the Kremlin wants a detente and upon how the
proposal is presented. The possibility of having Poland put forward a new
ilapacki plan, amplified and modified along the lines indicated In the foregoing,
should not be overlooked. Not only the Soviet Union 1ut also De Gaulle might
react more favorably to a Polish proposal than to one tut forward by either tile
"Anglo-Saxons" or,the Bonn Republic.
De Gaulle may well turn out to be a greater obstacle than the rulers in the
Kremlin. At the December 1904 meeting of the NATO Council, the relations
between Bonn and Paris came close to reaching the breaking point. After the
Erhard government had reached the politically difficult decision to bow to the
French demand for a reduction of the German grain price, Bonn had expected
a less harsh French attitude toward a German participation in MLF or a NATO
nuclear force. But, when Bonn refused to back down on its commitment under
threat of abrogation of the Franco-German friendship treaty, De Gaulle had his
foreign minister block the inclusion in the Council's communique of an innocuous
paragraph reaffirming support for Germany's reunification. The breach was only
partially healed by Chancellor Erhard's subsequent visit to Paris in January
1965.
It would be rash to predict what will be De Gaulle's future attitude. One
can say only that he has been known to change his mind, as he did with respect
to Algeria and the French colonial empire. One can say further that, if the
United States, Britain and the West Europeans (including the Germans) an(
the Soviet bloc were all to agree upon a plan such as has been outlined, while
De Gaulle refused to sanction a European security agreement and an approach
to an all-German settlement, lie would place France In a position so isolated and
so invidious that even lie might hesitate.
V.

An all-European security agreement obviously cannot go into full effect unless
and until the Germans have reached their decisionn. If tMe Gerimians opt for
reunification at the price of military neutralization, the pact will take a somewhat
different form than it will if the two German states decide to remain separate.
Nevertheless, if agreement is reached on a cooling-off period, as suggested, certain
elements of the all-European security pact can an(1 should go Into effect immediately.
(1) All the European nations could agree that, pending the German decision, .
no nuclear weapons are to be installed in either of the two German states.
(This agreement might include Poland and Czechoslovakia.)
(2) The Western Powers and the Soviet Union night agree to withdraw their
conventional military forces from the area between the Oder-Neisse line and
the Rhine.
(3) To guard against surprise attack, the Soviet Union might be permitted
to install a radar screen on the east bank of the Rhine, while the Western Powers
would install a similar screen on the west hank of the Oder-Neisser Rivers.
(4) A United Nations commission might be appointed to verify the withdrawal
of troops and the removal of all nuclear weapons from the two German states.
This commission would also be charged with the responsibility for seeing to it
that the Germans would be left to make their decisions without pressure from
either East or West and that the agreement by both sides not to use their sectors
of Berlin for espionage or propaganda purposes would be kept.
The security agreement should provide for two contingencies: (a) a German
decision in favor of unification at the price of military neutralization; and (b)
a German decision to allow partition to become permanent.
In the case of a decision to unite, the security agreement might provide that
all Soviet bloc troops should be withdrawn behind tile frontier of the Soviet
Union, while all American, British, and French troops would be withdrawn from
West Germany.
Should the Germans elect to remain partitioned, the question of Berlin would
be handled in the manner suggested in section IV of this chapter. The security
agreement would have to be renegotiated with respect to the status of Enst
Germany as an ally of the Soviet bloc and West Germany as an ally of the West.
Should this result in something like the reconstitution of the NATO and Warsaw
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Pact alliances, there would at least be no foreign troops confronting each
other on German soil, and no nuclear weapons in German hands.
The mere establishment of a cooling-off period during which the Germans
would reach their decision, and the creation of a neutralized belt across central
Europe, would enhance the prospects of arms control and disarmament and
might lead to a relaxation of tensions in other parts of the world.
Thus, a Washington-Moscow detente in Europe might well lead to a Soviet
withdrawal from Cuba, conditioned upon an American undertaking not to invade
Cuba and to establish normal relations with the Cuban Government, so long as
it, in turn, agreed not to undertake hostile action against other Latin American
governments.
A further result of an East-West detente in Europe might be an agreement to
embargo arms shipments to the Middle East and a Joint Western-Soviet effort
to pacify that turbulent area.
All this depends to a very large extent upon what happens or does not happen
in southeast Asla-a subject to be discussed in chapter 8.

Senator CLARK. Mr. Ambassador, as I am sure you know, this is a

pretty controversial subject we are discussing, and for the purpose
of bringing out into the open the clash of opinion, I would like to read
to you two very brief statements from Mr. Warburg's testimony and
ask you to comment on them. He says, and I quote:
I think the NATO alliance is obsolete, irrelevant to conditions as they exist
today and in fact an obstacle to the achievement of what I conceive to be the
vital interests of the United States.

I think we can to some extent, can we not, identify NATO and the
Atlantic alliance?
Mr. ACuILLES. Oh, definitely; yes, sir.
Senator CLARK. Would you comment on Mr. Warburg's statement?
Mr. ACILLES. I know that Mr. Warburg has opposed the Atlantic
alliance ever since it was first under consideration by the Senate. I
do not at all agree that it is obsolete. On the contrary, I believe that
it should be continued and strengthened, not merely in the military
field but even more in the political and economic Aelds because the
EI
threat has changed.
EA ST-1.VEST DWIMNTE

Senator CLARK. The final statement of Mr. Warburg on which I
would like to get your observation is as follows:
An East-West detente in Europe is now the key to world peace.

Mr. Aciiiius. I think the extent to which a, detente has developed
in recent years is primarily due to the strength and unity of the
Atlantic world. I think for many years that did slow down Soviet
subversive intentions in Europe. In Bevin's words it did restore
confidence and energy in Western Europe and elsewhere, meaning
the Soviet Union. I think that any breakup of Western strength
and unity would encourage Moscow as well as Peking to do-to take
a much more active attitude.
Senator CLARiK. Finally, Mr. Ambassador, I take it you would place
little credence in the view held by some that. social, economic, and
even political changes in the Soviet Union, since Mr. Bevin made his
comment which you quoted in your statement, have been such that the
policies of Russia and the United States, each acting from their own
enlightened self-interest, are coming closer together, and, therefore
rendering unnecessary the military aspects of the Atlantic alliance.
Mr. Ac[I ILnES. Sir, I think there certainly has been a trend in that
direction.
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I would say there would be quite a while before we could accept it
as a sure thing, as a basis for policy.'
I also believe that the increase of Western strength and purpose
would contribute to understanding with the Soviet rather than the
opposite.
Senator CLARK. Thank you, Mr.: Chairman.
Senator Ciiuitcr. Senator Carlson?
ECONOMIC COOPERATION THROUGH TIE KENNEDY

ROUND

Senator CARLSON. Mr. Ambassador, I certainly appreciate your
very fine statement and your appearance here this morning in the
interest of Atlantic unity. We are perhaps approaching a position
where we can live together with our neighbors in this world which
has shrunk so in size.
In your statement you suggest we need to get together politically,
militarily, and economically. Now, politically we have had some
problems and militarily we are having some problems-some very
difficult situations in NATO. What about our economic cooperation
through the Kennedy Round? Are you familiar with the trade program that we are trying to work out?
Mr. ACHILLES. I am, yes, sir.
I see my friend, Mr. Waugh. He is going to testify and lie is much
more of an expert in the economic field than I am but I do believe
that more effective unity in the economic field in the Atlantic is of
great importance to American commerce, American agriculture, and
A.merican industry.
Senator CARLSON. It occurs to me, one field we are working in nowand, in my personal opinion, ought to make every effort we couldis to work out some trade arrangements which would be effective
through the Kennedy Round. It so happens that Senator Ribicoff
of Connecticut and I were representatives of the U.S. Senate at
the Geneva Conference 2 years ago, and we are going back this year.
I have followed with some interest the effort to get us together on a
trade basis. We have to start some place, and if we can get some ties
that will pull us together, it might be that we could overcome-in
my opinion at least-some of the problems we have militarily and
politically. This Kennedy Round, or the Trade Act itself, expires
on June 30, 1967-so we don't have too much time to work in that
field.
I was wondering what your thoughts would be about trying, as you
mention in your statement-it is important-to take the initiative as
a nation in this field.
Now, we have some resolutions pending, the Senator from Idaho,
Mr. Church, has a resolution and some of the other members of the
Senate have another resolution pendin
Have you any thoughts other than those presented in the resolution
for getting a meeting ? That is the important thing-to get a meeting.
Mr. ACiILLES. Yes.
I think President Kennedy's basic objective when he proposed the
Trade Expansion Act, and I think it was largely in the minds of
Congress when Congress passed the act that this was something far
more important than a mere negotiation over bicycle tires and watch
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rings and things like that, that this was a real new major effort to
velop a much more free liberal trading community in the Western
World which would be open to the underdeveloped countries of the
world.I think it is of vital importance that the Kennedy Round is a success
to the maximum extent possible. I think our present difficulties in the
Kennedy Round are an example of the doubtful wisdom of counting
on European unity before trying to get ahead with Atlantic unity.
In the Kennedy Round negotiations the Commission of Common
Market is the only aut horized spokesman for the six members of the
European Economic Community. I understand that during the negotiations there, as you may well know better than I, the Commission
had great difficulty in arriving at a common position among the six on
anything.
It was extraordinarily difficult for the U.S. representatives to negotiate with the Commission because they couldn't change"without going
back and getting new six nation approval.
If the six nations were free to negotiate as we are, I think we can
make greater progress.
Senator CTILSON. Mr. Ambassador, I appreciate the difficulties in

this trade program because I have been present on one or two occasions; but it seems we have got to start some place, and in your statement you stress the importance of our Government taking the
01
initiative.
We are trying with trade. What is our next step, what can we do?
Mr. ACHTILLES. Senator, I believe that the most important single
thing we can do would be for this Government, to make very clear,
preferably by both the Senate or the Congress and the executive
branch, that we were really serious about augmenting Atlantic unity in
all these fields, that we were ready to work with our allies and explore
concrete methods of getting ahead.
I think that is more important than any one institutional step we
could take.
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Ambassador, I am fully in accord with this

step, personally, as one member of the Senate and of this Committee.
I am concerned about working out some program, if we can, where we
can begin to establish a closer working organization in Atlantic unity
in some way in this confused and uncertain world we are living in.
So, I do appreciate very much your statement.
You mentioned JimReston this morning in your statement.
On Friday, March 4, there appeared in the New York Times an
article written by,James Reston, and I am going to ask unanimous
consent, Mr. Chairman, to place it in the record. I want to read the
first paragraph. This is dated Washington, March 3:
The Federal Government of the United States was formed 177 years ago this
week, mid though nationalism is the nwst powerful political force in the world
today, the Ideal of political federation is still very much alive.

I was pleased to get that statement from James Reston and others
whom I know. I ask unanimous consent to put it in the record.
Senator CHuRCir. Without objection this article will appear at this
point in the record.
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(The article referred to follows:)
[Prom the New York Times, Mar. 4, 1960]
WASHINGTON: THE FORGOTTEN' REVOLUTION

(By James Reston)
WASHINGTON,

March 3.-The Federal Government of the United States was

formed 177 years ago this week, and though nationalism is the most powerful
political force in the world today, the ideal of political federation Is still very
much alive.
Even in the agony of war in southeast Asia and rebellion in Africa, some
leaders are still talking about regional federal associations and the forgotten
American Revolution as the ultimate solution to their problems.
The more the British yearn for isolation, the more their urgent economic problems force them to reconsider joining Europe, and even here in Washington the
old idea of Atlantic federation comes up whenever the Atlantic alliance seems
to be falling apart.
ACTION IN CONGRESS

This week a group of young Congressmen in the House of Representatives, led
by Representative Paul Findley, Republican of Illinois, introduced a resolution
to establish an Atlantic union delegation. Alarmed by President de Gaulle's
threat to take France out of NATO in 1969 and by the failure of the allies to
devise common policies for common problems in the-Atlantic, Asia, and elsewhere, the Congressmen have called for a study of a much closer association of
the Atlantic nations.
Paradoxically, the movement gets its main thrust from within the Republican
Party, once the center of American isolation, and it has the written support of
former Vice President Richard Nixon, Governors Romney, of Michigan, Scranton, of Pennsylvania; Hatfield, of Oregon; and Rockefeller, of New York, and
former Senator Barry Goldwater of Arizona.
What the resolution proposes is that President (Johnson and the Congress nppoint an 18-man delegation of both parties to explore with representatives of
other Atlantic nations "the possibility of agreement on a declaration that the
eventual goal of their peoples is to transform their present alliance into a federal
union * * *."
THE CONTROVERSY

"We believe it helpful," the Congressmen said, "indeed highly important, to
define clearly the goals we seek * * *. The future of the alliance is a matter
of pressing concern. In several respects it is presently suffering the 'infractions and interruptions' which George Washington said are typical of all al.
liances * * *.

"Just as Washington saw the need for a 'government for the whole,' so we see
the need eventually to have one for the whole of the Atlantic Community * * *."
This is, of course, much further than most officials or legislators here are
prepared to go, but the world is changing fast and the present system of loose
alliances is not only failing to keep pace with the integrating tides of contemporary history but is disintegrating faster.than is generally realized.
No doubt it will have to disintegrate even more before it gets serious attention
here, but meanwhile a quiet study of the possibilities of a different kind of association could do no harm.
VICTORY FROM DEFEAT

Most of the major constructive achievements of the last generation in the
Atlantic came out of chaos and collapse. The United Nations was formed when
the world was still at war. The Marshall plan became a reality only in the
face of economic disaster in Europe. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization
could not be created until the Red army threatened to paralyze the political will
of Western Europe, and Jean Monnet was not able to make progress toward the
unification of that continent until 'the threat of nationalism and separation
frightened the Europeans into unified economic experiments.
Fortunately, there ire a few farsighted men in the alliance who see the need
for political reconstruction and experimentation, among them Prime Minister
Lester Pearson, of Canada, and former Secretary of St, te Christian Herter, and
former Secretary of the Treasury Robert Anderson in this country.
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JOiNSON'S DECISION

Much will depend, however, on President Johnson's reaction to the proposed
study. He has always been an enthusiastic supporter of the Federal principle for
other nations, but never very keen about it as a means to Atlantic union.
Still, he Is deeply worried about the decline of the alliance and eager for new
projects that will emphasize the larger objectives of his foreign policy, rather

than the narrow frustrations of Vietnam.
. the proSPects; but withlut
asf Oupport 4a study ' of
On this basis, he way at ,
his support it will prob 61, n6t even be put,t6thevote.

Senator CARtsoN. Thank you.

Senator CHUiRon'. "S ntor McCarthy ?,
ROLE OF NATIONALISM IN DETERMINING POLICY

Senator MCCArtHY. Mr. Achilles, what is your general judgment
of the Warburg criticism ?
Would you care to express yourself on that?
Mr. AcmLrEs. Senator McCarthy, only that I am familiar with the

same line of criticism fromthim over~ Wtgrekt, many years..

Senator MCCARTHY, I don't mean to diret itju't at himbt that
general line of criticism.'
Mr. ACytLLS. I think there are people who for various reasons have
felt that NATO was obsolete, that it was too military. One point of
view on that is that natiqnalism is still the dominant foice in their
national affairs to which I definitely'do not subscribe.
Another one is that since the threat-military threat-in Europe is
no longer as acute or as ominous as it was, that' we should place less
emphasis on military unity at4 greater emphasis on nonmilitary inity.
I don't believe that is what Mr. Warburg isb:thered 4bdiik.
Senator MOCARTHY;' Do you think that the State Department' is aso
deposed to continue to emphasize nationalism as the great determinant
in foreign policy?
Mr. A o~TLs.. No,I don't think at all. I think the State Department definitely beli 6eS, Secretariy Rusk and Under Secretary Ball
have made clear repeately tiat this is increasingly a' iiiterdependent
world and our national security and prosperity is interdependt With
. ...
other nations.
8116UoD COn1R1'5 EX1i 0 18
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Senator MoCARTHY.. T'hey saythat; butdbo YU sea the6ame'g
.
1 ,.
reflected in their affrmative, policy, moves?.
Mr. Aomr ws. Senator;' I! don't lik to be too critical of the State
DeartmentSenator MCCARTHY. We don't mnitid if you are critical.
Mr., AcmirLs (cohtin0ug). Where I spent'most of my caeer.. But
State Depa~frnent isfull
speaking personally, I do'believe tha't t
of flist.class people dedicatedand highly nheligen ,but if man'than
three or four of them get together aroundmeetings as they spend most
of their time doing thit y~u coeo'-*tWth . a%ftirlylow dehominator
i invlvdc.
6oke4
oiething zadieall
of agreement, especially
gy
ia
I o feel that bureaucracies ,ake inherenitlyiiiId.'
theyare naturally,, rsponsible to public, opinion and plrticularir to
public opinion ih th Senate an~i(gress.' 'For that reason I attach
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so much importance to Senate initiative in this matter as showing the
State Department and the White House that there is strong support
on Capitol Hill for movement in this direction.
S.enator Mc%ARTHY. Do you think that it is important that we take
the initiative or at least be the stronger force
in this effort at the
present time?, You don't expect that the State Department on its
Own
initiative would provide any significant leadership'?
Mr. ACHILLFS. i think the State Department has
hesitant, I
will say, for a long time. They have never felt thatbeen
the timing was
quite right.
I agree that the ti
bad but I believe the timing
has gotten steadily
se in the past f~w
Senato, Mc
THY. You were in the ate
artment. Did You
hav0vdifficl l then getting them accept your vi s in this area?
Mr. Ad irs, Beg your par h
SenatocCAtliY.
n
were 1 the State
tnt
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it ape that yqou
the wh held the same' views ad difculty
in' g',
t z any
l
espread n
ag ptance of your 'ews by the
peb I w o were
e State e rt et
s .rth
I
' '
iA
at c Treaty.u was only
afte1 the, passa by h&
te- 'the a
ber resolution that the
Stat Depart
t reall
er 'into no tin on such a treaty.
" A"_Pa
fowin,tthat the was the
san( 'kind of r lubta.
0 " er
o emphasis thilita aspects o NA
n
to be relatively'uni portant?
'tt~emla
oHiLL . ' I i'
te
tbeli
hcthe m0li
I'Set
NAT . But d
6ee
t
trb i
eat
ancemn evelopng
bate more e, ive unit
ly Inthe'oltical field as w6l as
N,,
ATO
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Senator
AT tr,C,
ould you" give me our
gnent
o why
the NATO P.
ientarian's Conference as t come asanything
ivery'igIfieait'or
Ii' whileI
Mr. A.ILLES. I thi
led quit
not merely,
I ivould'sy -only to a minor:extent in the' reME-W 't,ndatiohs
afd[
resolutions it has adopted but I think it haq been, fairly effective
force in securing bette informed action in the various uiiitinal pariaments on NAT 0 matters.
The reason it has not yet succeeded in .transfrifilg 'itself in6 an
Atlantic Assenibly i's :bcause the other' Etrojean' nations who
members of the'OEhOD, but not of NATO, are thoroughly reluctointare
to
become associated'with anything which bears the'NATO label.
Senator MiOATHY. You fee|, however that it has not been an effective instrument. We'ought t have something
more than that?
Mr. 'tACLLES.' Yes, sir,; f thik,it has great potential Which Can
and 'should' be'developed.
Senator
4MCCAAnTA;Y My experience was that: usually
oposi-'
tion parties were overrepresented inNATO; it seemed therethe
was
thing they cbuld db *hfil6 the rest of. the' people, wer6 tiu'ingsomethe
country
'

back home,:.'
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If you go to a meeting while the Labor Government. is in power
in England all you meet are Tories, and if you go to an international
meeting when the Tories are in power all you meet are the Labor
members. Perhaps the thrust of these two resolutions, if wecan adopt
thorm may be to break through that kind of barrier.
Thank you very much.
Mr.

ACHILLES.

Yes.

Senator CHURcH. Senator Case?
GETTING PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR RESOLUTION

Senator CASE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Ambassador.
I want to express my
appreciation for your appearance
here and for that of your personal
colleagues who are associated witI you and
tire on our witness list today. There isn't anything in the world i
would rather do than get behind some idea that friends like you are
for. I am trying to get steamed up but I haven't yet and I wish you
would steam me up about this. You, Elmo Roper and Sam Waugh
and some others can't get a good idea and operate on a half dozen good
Senators and then have them operate on the Senate and then have them
operate on others. This has to be a mass leap movement and I wish
thiat you could really get passionate about this, if this is possible,
because this is going to require a lot, not just a little, debate.
The State Department is definitely against this, no doubt about
it. So is the Warbur side of the show.
You have known afout these things for a long time. I can't be;
lieve that the State Department is just reflecting inertia. They must
think there is something really wrong with this. What is your
judgment?
Mr. AcnmumS. Senator Case, I don't believe that the State Department really thinks there is anything wrong with it. Certainly
every President and every Secretary of State since 1947 has advocated the development of greater Atlantic unity and some of them
have advocated it in strong and even in passionate terms.
Again. the State Department's objection although I haven't heard
what their specific objection to these resolutions isSenator CASE. I haven't heard anything on this one but I know the
general attitude.
Mr. ACILLES. It has been basically one of timing and one of wanting to know exactly what such Commission would recommend before they would agree to act..
Now, naturally the final judgment on the timing of that must be
up to the President. But certainly the U.S. Senate, going on record
that this was something which the President should pursue at the
proper time I think would give enormous encouragement both to our
friends from Europe and to the State Department here.
Senator CASe. We are not interested in doing anything that, may
make it more difficult to accomplish the job. I must confess that, f
joined in sponsoring one of these resolutions largely because I greatly
respect you and your associates who have been for it before and I
assume still are, and felt that you are the kind of people who must
be right about this.
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I want you to take hold of this and set moon fire.
Mr. ACHiLLES. I believe that Atlantic union passions are in myself but I believe that I have been a bureaucrat too long to show them.
Senator CASn. Thank you very much.
DEVELOPMENT OF AN ATLANTIO ASSEMBLY

Senator CiuRoH. Mr. Ambassador, you made one reference in your
testimony to the transformation of the NATO Parliamentary Conference into some 4ind of an Atlantic Assembly. Now, presumably such
a transformation would entail the conferring of some power upon such
an assembly.
What kind of power would you have in mind?
Mr. ACuILLHIS. I believe that the basic powers wold be to request
as a matter of, right that the Secretary General of NATO and that
would include the OECD nations and the OECD Secretary General
to answer questions in writing or to appear before Committees of
the Assembly or of the whole Assembly. As of now they can really
request it only as a favor.
Also if either NATO Parliamentarians or Atlantic Assembly were
further developed with more able people to establish a more effective
Committee work they would do a better job.
As of now they have a small project, very small staff, and not staff
enough at all for effective Committee work. As in our case we think if
they hiad a much more effective committee system that they could meet
more frequently and I am sure they could be much more effective.
Senator Cxmiucii. Then you would see the next step as one limited
to an assembly that would conduct lengthier meetings and might hold
the directorate, so to speak, of NATO accountable, at least to the extent
of requiring them to respond to inquiries from the assembly.
Mr. ACHILLES. Yes sir.
Senator CHURCH. but that would be as much as you would now

envision as feasible.
Mr. ACHILLES. No, sir. I think that is only one step, but at the
present time the U.S. delegation in the NATO Parliamentarians' Conference is the only one which is there which has a legislative status.
The others are merely reported by tie speakers of their respective
parliament.

I think it is important to make it more official, give it

an effective status within the other governments.
As time went on, I think it could become an increasingly strong
force and parliamentary figure than all our governments.
Senator CHURCH. Are there any further questions?

Thank you very much, Ambassador.
Mr. ACHILLEs. Thank you, sir.

Senator CHURCH. Our next witness is Mr. Samuel Waugh.
Mr. Waugh, it is a pleasure to reet you this morning, as an old
friend and as one who -has watchedyour work on the Export-Import
Bank and who knows something of what you have contributed in the
way of effective administration in the public interest. We are very
pleased to have you.

61-1296G-----8
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STATEMENT OF SAMUEL 0. WAUGH, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. WAUGI!. Thank you.
Senator Church and gentlemen, by way of identification, I was born
in Plattsmouth, Nebr., was Assistant Secretary of State for Economic
Affairs 1953-55, Deputy Under Secretary of State in 1955, and President and Chairman of the Board of the Export-Import Bank, 1955-61.
The rest of my adult life, before and since my Government experience,
has been largely in private banking, primarily with the First Trust
Co. of Lincoln, Nebr., with which I was connected from 1913 to 1953,
and served as president from 1946 to 1953.
In my official capacity as an officer of the Department of State, I
served as chairman of the U.S. delegation to the Geneva sessions of
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1953-54 and 1955 and
as a member of the U.S. delegation to the Ministerial meetings of
the Organization for European Economic Cooperation-London 1954,
Paris 1955. I also served as a member of the U.S. delegation which
negotiated the original financing for the European Coal and Steel
Community. My professional competence, and this I would like to
emphasize, is limited to the economic aspects of the resolution under
consideration at this time.
SUPPORT FOR SENATE RESOLUTION 128

I subscribe wholeheartedly to the words of Senate Resolution 128
that "the policy of the United States should be to achieve such unity
with other nations as will best serve to safeguard the individual freedom and national values of our respective people, and, at the same time,
enable us to deal effectively with those problems with which no nation,
today, can deal effectively alone."
The development of such unity is unquestionably basic in the economio field. The words "opportunity" and "prosperity" would not
be out of place between "freedom" and "national values."
While the world has been becoming rapidly more interdependent
in all fields, it has been most rapidly becoming so in the economic,
financial, and business fields. Today wages are determined largely by
domestic factors but prices by international ones. Modern communications and transportation have increased our foreign trade phenomenally in recent years. Since 1950 our exports have increased from $10
to $25 billion in 1965 and our imports from $9 to $22 billion.
GROWTH OF AMERICAN INVESTMENT ABROAD

More important still is the growth of U.S. investment abroad and
the changing character of that investment, particularly in the devel6ped countries of the Atlantic Community, that is, in Western Europe
and Canada. Before the war our investment abroad was largely in
extractive industries; since then it has been increasingly in manufacturing industries.
In 1961 American firms produced $28.5 billion worth of goods
abroad, or 25 percent more than our total exports.
In 1964 American firms produced $37.5 billion of goods abroad, or
50 percent more than or total exports. And four-fifths of this direct
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United States investment in manufacturing is in Europe and Canada.
Our total private investment in Europe is over $17.5 billion of which
two-thirds is direct or equity and one-third portfolio. Our total investment in Canada is nearly $20 billion of which two-thirds is direct.
European investment in the United States also totals about $17.5
billion, but here the percentages are reversed, one-third is direct in
equity or two-thirds portfolio.
Senator CASE. 'Will you tell us what portfolio means?
Mr. WAUGH. Portfolio is when you buy investments in the stock
market or bonds; portfolio is not what we call direct investments,
Senator.
Senator CASE. All right.
Mr. WArm!. Canada has over $4 billion invested in the United
States, more than half direct.
DEVELOPMENT

OF ATLANTIC

BUSINESS

COMMUNITY

Despite the problems of developing interdependence in the political
and military fields, which are particularly evident at the moment, the
American businessman and banker and their counterparts in other
developed countries have developed a thriving, lusty, and rapidly
growing Atlantic business conmmunnity.
The American corporation is becoming increasing multinational not
only in operations but. in ownership and management. It, has an increasingly direct stake not merely in the liberalization of tariffs and
other trade barriers but, in the monetary stability, the credit terms, the
political, economic, labor, and social policies 'of those countries in
which it is operating and in the general climate in that country toward
the United States and American business.
The statement of purposes of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962.
included:
(1) to stimulate the economic growth of the United States and maintain and
enlarge foreign markets for the products of U.S. agriculture, mining, manufacturing, and commerce:
(2) to strengthen economic relations with foreign countries through the development of open and nondiscriminatory trading in the free world.

In November of 1962 President. Kennedy, in asking Mr. Christian
A. Herter to become special representative for traae negotiations,
wrote:
I requested and received authority from the Congress, not only to pursue agreenients on trade and tariffs which would accommodate our national needs for
expanding markets and thereby contribute to our economic strength and growth,
but also to create entirely new reciprocal trading arrangements which would
measurably contribute to the economic, political, and military strength and solidarity of the free world. Notable among these broader purposes is the determination to build a more closely knit Atlantic Community * * *.

This work goes to

the. very heart of the niany policies and programs, domestic and foreign, which
will help to shape the world environment in which the United States must. maintain initiative, command respect, and provide leadership.

The need for larger-than-national markets has been increasingly
in the past decade, notably through the es.
recognized by governments
tabhshmnt of Benelux, the European Coal and Steel Community, the
European Economic Community, and the European Free Trade Association, and in the efforts of other countries to develop similar
arrangements.
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1: Benelux,- the European.Coal and Steel :Community, and the Europ1ean Economic Community go further in seeking tov harmonies all
relevant economic policies. They still have a long way to go but they,
have done much in the last few years.
Yet there areprobleins involved for American business--agriculture
and industry. As the internal tariffs of the European Economic Com-

munity and the European Free Trade Aretv approach zero, as they
are scheduled to do January 1, 1967, whill external tariffs remain, our
commerce faces increasing trade distortion, There is talk in Europe,
though more in political than i. business circles, of the need to create
new European 'giant" corporations to compete more effectively with
the American "giants." Fortunately, most, European corporations,
when faced with a. choice, prefer to combine with an American than
with other European ones.
Following is the basis for my comments in the two preceding
paragraphs.
STUDIES BY THE AThANTIC COUNCIL

Last spring the directors of the Atlantic Council of the United
States authorized the appointment of a Committee on Trade, Monetary
and Corporate Policy. I have been serving as chairman of that
committee.
On July 9, 1965 our committee released its first report on monetary
modernization. Copies of this release are available for your committee
if desired.
1 The second phase of the committee's assignment involved studies
made with reference to corporate policy whioh naturally encompasses
the broad field of business climate and relationships.
The first step was to determine who as between various Government
agencies industrial associations, and other organizations, was already
doing what in this field, how well, and what else needed to be done.
cooperawholehearted
of the committee
The
the
and Commerce,
Treasury,
of State, received
tion representatives
from the Departments
Federal Reserve Board and other agencies of the Government, as well
as from the Chamber o? Commerce of the United States and the executives of other industrial associations and organizations, and senior
executives of a number of outstanding U.S. business and banking
organizations.
The second step was to ascertain the views of American officials
and business executives in Europe. This involved a 6 weeks' study in
the principal countries of Europe by representatives of our committee
and the Chamber of Commerce of the United States. This second step
was undertaken with complete cooperAtion from the American Chambers of Commerce in Europe.
In November the findings referred to in the previous para a hs
were made available to all officials and corporate executives who had
cooperated in the survey. In that same month the Atlantic Institute
in Paris and the European School of Business Administration at
Fontainebleau jointly sponsored a.small conference of European busiessnien and officials on the same problems.
The first year's efforts of our committee culminated in a conference on "the Atlantic Community and Economie Growth" hold at
Crotonvillb, N.Y., December i2 through 15, 1965. The conference
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,was,ttended -ard addressed by the Secretries of Treasury and Com-

merce, the Vice Governor of the FedeIral ]Reserve Board, and other
senior offleials'of the Government;' ag well as some 70 senior executives
of 50 major corporations and representatives from 25 organizations.
At.the closing session of the Crotonville conference the particip'ants unanimosly recommended that a further confeenee on these subjecW
be held in Europe in the comparatively inoir future. Accordingly,
the Atlantic Institute, in cooperation with the Atlkhntic Council of the
United States is sponsoring a further'conference to be held at Geneva,
Switzerland, iay 29 to June 1, 1966, at which European, Canadian,
and American businessmen and officials will further discuss the same
questions
The report of the &nfe~nrce, including the 'studies made on "the
Climate for American Business in Europe and the principal speeches
presented,, has also been published; it just came off the press this last
week; and this will be made available for your committed if so desired.
Based on'my personal experience the past dozen years, I believe
emphatically that the basic aim of economic policy is economic growth
and that business should be free to develop and to operate within the
Atlantic business comnitinity with miniUn1n hindrances from nntiorfal
restrictions.
'The purpose of 'the resolUtion before you is certainly to maititail
initiative, command respect, and provide leadership.
The future growth of the Atnerican economy requires increasing
g0irernmental and corporate recognition of the full range of economic
issues at stake in the dievelopnit.of an Atlantic Community adequiate
t meet the challenges of this era. I strongly hope that the Senate
'the Congress,'as a whole, Will giv&a cleaf indication to the world of
its desire that concrete steps toward the attainment of this objective
bepromptly explored With bur allies.
Thark you.
a
Senator Cnvaon. Thank you; Very'i huch, Mr. Waugh.
NEED FOR FUTITHER lIBALIZATION OF TRADE BARIIM9S

In the last page of your' statement you have testified:
Bailed on my:persoidal experience the past dozen years, I believe emphaticaly
that t6e basic aim of economic' i6yi'As economic growth and that business
should -be free to develop and.to operate within, the Atlantic business community
with minimum hlndra4ces from national restrictions.

If that objective is to be realized, we will have to go beyond the
liberalization in Our trade policy that is embodied in the Trade
ExPansion Act of 1962, Will we not f
Mr. WAueR. Did you put thsin the form of a question?
Senator CRHo Yes.
Mr. WAtagH.' My answer is "Yes."
Senator CHURCIX. Do you envision eventually the extension of the
European Common Market to the whole of the North Atlantic world?
Mr. WAvo x. I think it is ging to take considerable time. I don't
know whether I .will live to see it,
fut Ithink it is going to be developed
Ikmg thht-line; yes, sir.
Senator COruno. You would favor that development?
Mr. WAUGoH. Yes, sir; yes, sir.
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Senator CHUBCci. Mr. Waugh, I think we should like very much to
have the reports you referred to and, if you can supply them for the
file of the committee, we would appreciate that very much.
Mr. WAUOH. I am sure we would be very happy to.

(The reports referred to are on file with the committee.)
Senator CuRoH. What do you see in the way of next steps that may
be opened to the United States in strengthening the economic unity of
the Atlantic world ?
VIeW OF BUSINESSMEN

Mr. WAuoii. Well, frankly, I was greatly encouraged by the cooperation that was in evidence in Crotonville, N.Y., in December, by
and between the private businessmen and the government officials who
were at this meeting.
I think there is a greater realization on the part of private businessment that our own Government has, and will continue to have, an
important part to play in the development of private business. I think
it is well that we could have a meeting of this type where heads.of the
Departments of Commerce and Treasury, together with the Federal
Reserve, and other officials from the State Department, particularly
those in the field interested in the Kennedy round, would sit down
,with 70 businessmen and the representatives of 25 organizations and
discuss freely with them theproblems.
I think this is a move in the right direction.'
I am encouraged that private industry is moving along this particular line, and I think that is a, most encouraging Aspect.
Senator CiUROH. You know, habitulally there is a tendency to regard
a businessman as a sentinel of the status quo, as being opposed to

.
.
.
,change.
Is it possible that businessmen il thiq connection may be actually the

frontiersmen who are pushing toward stronger ties, linking these
countries together and that the politicians or- the governments are
inclined to be doing the foot-dragging?
Mr. WAUOwi. Well, I would have to take a mild--have a mild disagreement with you with reference to businessmen of today representing the status quo. I think if you will go to any meeting of businessmen interested in the international affair you will find, i the last
dozen years or more, there has been a complete, change, of attitude.
You can go to the National Foreign Trade Council in New York; you
can go to the world trade meeting which was held in Chidago, I think
-the week before last; businessmen are becoming more and more internationally minded. I think the attitude of the businessmen of the
United States, in trying to work out not only their problems With their
own Government and getting a better understanding as the basis, 'but
also having an exchange of views with their counterparts in Europe, is
the most encouragingsign that I have seen m-a long time.
Senator C(iunol. Iam inclined to agree with you, Mr: Waugh.
The stereotyped opinion that we have had in'the past about businessmen, I think we need to change. It may very well be that business leaders will be in the forefront of pushing the countries that
border the Atlantic toward greater unity, greater cohesion by virtue
of investments made and the developing economic realities that attend
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those investments. In this sense, the business community may become
the spearhead of further progress toward unity.

Mr. WVAUGH. I personally ive always felt that political or military agreement of any type if it isn't based on a sound economic
foundation may be based on sand and I think that the movement that
is underway at this time is most encouraging in that respect.
Thank you, Mr. Waugh.
Senator Cuci.
Senator Clark?
Senator CLARK. Mr. Waugh, I agree with everything you have
said. I certainly want to cohigratulate you on the fine work you have
been doing in bringing the business community in this country along
to -be more internationally minded in these fine conferences you have
been holding.
WOULD AN ATLANTIC UNION EXACERBATE COLD WAR?

The only thing that concerns me about the witnesses in support
of these resolutions and the resolutions themselves, is the apparent
exclusivity of them. In other words, why just the Atlantic countries?
I amfgoing to make -an observation and then ask you to comment
on it. l have been, and I know you have been, to a number of the
meetings of the World Bank and of the International Monetary Fund.
Mr. WAUaI. Yes.
Senator CLAwK. I am always struck with the extraordinarily large
number of countries that participate from the underdeveloped nations
as well as from the industrial nations. 'Certainly Japan is one of
the leading industrial nations in the world today. The U.S. Chamber
of Commerce I thought, stuck its neck a little 'bit far out not too
long ago-although I was fundamentally in accord with them--when
they advocated resuming trade relations with Communist China.
Russia is one of the two leading gold-producing countries in the
world. I have always felt we should-have a standing open invitation
to Russia to join the World Bank and the IMF. My general concern
is th#t when we confine our efforts in international cooperation to a
little group around the perimeter of the North Atlantic, most of them
white nations, that we are missing a bet and may even in the end
exacerbate the cold war instead of taking steps to curtail and, hopefully, eliminate it.
But I take it from What you hlave said, and correct me if I am
wrong, that you don't have any objection to making this as widespread
as is pragmatic and feasible. You don't think R this as sort of an
instrument in the cold war in which we are continuing to fight the
Communists on every front.
Mr. WAUqiI. I look upon this, Senator, as a step in the right direction. I do not think that this is a finished product. I think that
any success in this field has to be achieved by successive steps.' I don't
think that your comparison with the World Bank is completely comparable although we probably have made more progress in cooperation in the financial field than in any other field in the world today.
CONCERN OVER INTERNATIONAL BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

Senator CrAnxc. I quite agree, and I think this is very heartening.
As I go to these meetings I am continually impressed at the develop.
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meant 'of internatidnftl cooperation through financial arrangements

which, of course, do nothing more than to fack up industrial and eco.
nomic connections of the same sort. In particular, I am concerned, as
are many of us, with the international balance of payments, the problem of curtailment on American investment in Europe and elsewhere.
While in the long run it is a foolish policy it seems that in the short
run to be about the only thing we can do to prevent an attack on our
if you would comment a bit on that general area.
gold.
I wonder We
, Mr. WAUaH.
discussed the question of the balance of payments
for an entire session at the Crotonville conference that, I mentioned.
I do think that other countries in the world are in the l6ng run
as intensely interested in our balance-,of-paymnents problem as' we are.
On the short run it is a little bit hard to convince them of thAt fact.
Frankly, and here I am measuring my words rather carefully, one
reason we can get such complete cooperation in 'the World Bank, for
example, of 102 countries, is we have 101 borrowers and 1 person
so I- think
money,
andofthe
putting
great
deal of the in
a matter
thatguarantee;
kind,
that is up
easya to
get cooperation
Senator CLARK. That isn't entirely true, is it? Let me intei'ject,
I am thinking of these hard-boiled 10 central bankers who are sometimes on our side and sometimes not but they, are making increasing
contributions, aren't they, to being creditor nations? You take this
latest deal the West Germans cooked up for the steelmill in, Communist China. We are not the only lender, are we U
Mr. WAuaH. Oh we are not the only lender at all, but we re the
only nonborrower from the World, Bank, I think, with the possible
exception, I haven't looked lately, Canada and maybe West Germany,
I am nt s e, but that goes off into another field a little bit,- ,
Senator OnAut. It is irrelevant.
Mr. WAUGH. On the other hand, the International Monetary Fupd,
I have tremendous respect for the work they are doing and the Committee of Tei also, I think they are doing a great job.
Senator ChAiKi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HURCH. Senator Carlson I
Senator CAmSON. Mr. Waugh I certainly appreciate your appearance here, because I well remember the outstanding service you rendered the executive branch of the Government some years ago when
you held very hnportant positions in several of the departments.
Prom my standpoint, trade is the one important thing when it comes to
building or at least starting a program for Atlantic unity, and I appreciate your appearance here for that reason.
rMWOIRTANOR OF AGRICULTURE IN TRADE IKOTURH

It I would want to be critical of your paper this morning, it would
be that you'seem to have eliminated one great segment of our economy
when you have been meeting with these people in trying to work out
trade programs and.that is agriculture.
Mr. WAtH. There has been no thought at all in slighting agriculture. I could have extended this paper but the limits of time kept me
from it. I Would like to refer you to the reference we made and the
discussion we had at the Kennedy round on this conference this time,
and I think it will be of particular interest to you, because, if I remem-
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ber accurately, in 1954 you and Sonator Gore were two Senators asked
to go to Geneva the first time the Senate was represented at the Conference of the GATT.
Senator CARLSON. Senator Ribicoff and I did go.
Mr. WAUGH. No; this was in 1954.

SenatorCARLsoN. That is right.
Mr. WAUGH. This was 12 years ago and you couldn't go for some
conflict.
So, I. know of your interest in this but there has been no thought in
neglecting agriculture in a paper of this type. That is one of the
phases that is one of the major problems in reaching a meeting of
minds in the Kennedy round.
Senator CARLSON. Thank you, Mr. Waugh; that is the key for reach-

ing agreement and we all understand it and we appreciate problems.
I appreciate them, too. In fact, recent, within the last 2 weeks, we
have had a meeting with Ambassador Herter and Mr. Blumenthal and
Mr. Roth on this very difficult problem-so I fully appreciate it. I
am sureyou are familiar also with this great meeting that was held
over in Geneva and they are still meeting from time to time, and that
is on this United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
which involves 100 countries, not just six Common Market countries.
Mr. WAUGH. Very familiar with it. I know Mr. Roth, personally
and the chairman, very well. I have known them over a long period
of years.
.
Senator CAnrLSON. Senator Ribicoff and I spent a number of hours
with him over in Geneva and with Dr. Paul Prebisch and I regard him
as one of the great men in world trade in trying to work out these
problems. I understand he was in Washington. But there again,
when we get into that field it has greater problems than the European
Economic Community; would you not agree?
Mr. WAtw. I certainly do.
Senator CARLSON. Well, I appreciate your being here, because I
think trade is one place where you can begin. I am hopeful from
there we can go on to political and military and economic programs.
Thank you very much.
Senator CHURCH. Senator McCarthy V
U.s. MEASURES WITH RESPECT TO BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

Senat6r MCCARTHY. Mr. Waugh, I would like your own views, and
that if there was any agreement at the Crotonvilie conference, of the
Treasury's approach to the balance-of-payments problem in the last
year or two.
Mr. WAUor. There was complete agreement, complete meeting of
minds, that the approach made-I am speaking now of the Crotonville conference-was adequate and necessary at the time. The concern that was evidenced was whether or not they could continue
indefinitely.
Senator MCCARTHY., What is your opinion as to the continuation
of interest equalization, for example I
Mr. WAUGI!. I think it is a tremendous handicap. I think that the
free flow of capital is just as necessary as the free flow of goods and
labor, and I am hoping that we can eliminate it at the earliest possible
date.
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Senator MCCARTHY. Do you feel that Government officials over-

stated their case in terms of the danger to the imbalance of payments?
Mr. WAUGi. I don't believe I would want to say that; no.
Senator MCCARTHY. You wouldn't?

I wish you would because I think they did. [Laughter.]
Senator CLARK. Would the Senator yield for one question?
Senator MCCARTHY. Yes.

Senator CLARK. What is your view of the impact of the necessary
expenditures in connection Wifth the Vietnamese war on our balance
of paymentsl Isn't it going to make it a lot worse?
Mr. WV~lf. Sir'?

Senator CLARK. Is it not going to make the problem considerably
worse?
Mr. WAVITe. Yes, I think it is going to complicate the problem. I
think it is going to complicate it very definitely. I don't think we
can minimize the danger that we are facing on our balance-of-payments situation which has been accentuated by the Vietnam war.
Senator CLARK. Do you think the present situation including the
Vietnamese war, requires any more stringent action than the 'I reasury is presently taking to bring our payments somewhere within the
realm of balance?
Mr. WAUo. Yes.
Senator CLARK. Would you tell us what you think we need to do?

Mr. WAuoix. I was hoping you wouldn't ask me that because I think
we are going to have to have a tax increase.
Senator CLANK. I won't press you.
Senator CAsn. How does that help the balance-of-payments problem Mr. Waugh?
iir. WAuom. I don't know whether that will help the balance-ofpayments problem other than the fact that I believe that it will minimize our deficits in this country, and I think a continuation of the
deficit financing will be disastrous to the economy and I believe that
business, as a whole, would rather see an increase in taxes than a continuation of deficit financing, Senator Case.
Senator CASE. Of course, what you say is true but I ask what is
the bearing of that on the balance of payments which I thought was
Senator Clark's question?
. Mr. WAUGH. There are other problem' in the balance of payments
which I think could be more effective but which I would rather not
like to discuss because I think it gets a little bit out of my realm.
Senator MCCARTHY. The theory is, isn't it, that if we have a rising
price level here it will affect the Volume of 'our exports?,
Mr. WAUGH. I think so; yes.

Senator McCARTHY. Do you think that is really very important?
Mr. WAUOH. Yes, sir.
DO PRICES AFFECT U.S. EXPORTS TO EUROPE?

Senator MCCARTHY. Isn't it a fact that most of what we export is not
exported because of price advantage but rather because of what the
Europeans and others want from us. And, first of, all, what the
Europeans want is money.
Mr. WAumO. There is no question about that.
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Senator McCARTnY. That-is the best thing we have going for us,

and the interest equalization and the voluntary export control get in
the way of exportmg ioey.
Mr. WAUGH. It'gets in the way of exporting money.
Senator MCCARTHY. This is whdit the Europeans want and what
they really need from us. It is our best export no v, isn't it?
Mr. WAUGH. I would not say it is one of our bet exports.
Senator MCCARTHY. Money is cheaper here.
Mr. WA-UG. It is one that they seek and look for more than anyI
thing' else.
Senator MCCARTHY. Particularly because it is an advantage in tetms

of price.

Mr. WAVoum. The rates are much lower here than any place in the

world.

Senator McCAriiy. So do you see an element of contradiction in

raising the price of money in the United States which w6uld mak6
it less easy to export?
Mr. WAtJoG.* Yes sir.

Senator McCARTUY. The other thing they want is export, of agricultural commodities. They want them not because of the price advantage but because they can't get them anywhere else.
Mr. WAuoG. Not only are they not able to get them any place else
but they can't get then for repayment any place else, for repayment
of local currencies which we loan back to them for devilopment in
their own'country, largely that is.
Senator MCCARTiIY. And the third major element in our exports are
highly technological products which they can't get any place else,
eit~her.
Mr. WAUoH. Yes.
Senator McCAaaHY. The only reason they are buying airplanes

from us is not because we can compete pricewise or sell' them cheaper
than anyone else but because they. are better airplanes.
Mr. WrAUGH. We make better airplanes and we sell them to them on
credit.
Senator MCCARTHY. Credit that is money.
Mr. VAUGH. That is right.
Senator MCCARTHY. So the talk of inflation having a, serious effect

on exposts is relatively not important.
Mr. W AUGi. I doh't think it will have as much effect.

Senator MCCARTaiY. The problems of export are in these three areas.
Mr. WAUGH. That is correct.
Senator MCCARTHY. I have a feeling some of the spokesmen for

the administration have not really made this case clear.

Mr. WAUGH. Yes.
Senator MCCARTHY. I don't mind criticism of the administration

this morning. [Laughter.]

BRITAIN AND TIlE COMMON MARKET

Is ift your, opinion that now that within the Common Market or by
next year when the tariffs will reach the zero stage, that there may
be a greater openness'on their part to deal with England, for example,
and Ithe other qount.ries which are now excluded, from the Common
MarketI

As%
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Mi',1 rWAUo,, I have felt, for several +monthsthat ope -i'anha. been
tdto
trbni g
r _ 1ghed nebei
responsible'Moire than anythinglse1
the Common Market-I don'telieve that he represents the.ompl t
French viewpoint, but h is, powerful.enotlgh tomake is, viewpoint
proval-anddo feel that eventually that England will-and 0thould
be in the Common Market,.
Senator MoCATY. What it they are not 'admitted? , What do we

do about it? If the present negotiations with regard to international
monetary problems aon't, come to anything ver good, do Iwe work
out some kind of separate arrangement with the British in terms of
trade or do we go on bailing out the pound regularly *and -taking on
more and more of the burden of paying the military costs which the
British have been carryingg, i ,the-Far East particularly?
Mr. WAUoH. Well, I hope that that won't come to pass. I certainly
hope that won't come to pass. I hope we won't go into bilateral agreements and I think a lot depends on the crucial period that we find ourselves right in now with the Kennedy round in geneva.
Senator McCAwRHY. Do you think the adoption of these two resoiutions and the implementation of them might contribute something
to preventing what many of us fear might have to be done I
Mr. WAUOH. I think they are certainly a step in the right direction,
yes, sir.
TIWASURY COFV.10T
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Senator MCCARTHY. W6 haVe a letter from the Treasury Departmont with roferpe to khoe res !J isjn which' the ,€onsel points
igificant -dscussions
ot ttat Treasury s Iow carryfg on ig
looking towd'Ar new agreements' to impr6v- the international monetar system," and so forth.
Never before have nations
out to do ths"-I think tfre is some
q eston about tha-anWd theset
negotiations
are diffIult and deliate,
he says.
We must proeed step by ,+step with 0atle ie and etermination., The farreaching advances in the monetary area we now seek represent as great achal-

lenge to international cooperation or consultation as any which pas ever been
faced. A U.S. initiative along theseo+HieS provided by the resolution might better

be considered after this challenge has been met than iuxder ,currevt,:circum-

Do you feel we ought to take this, seriously id' not continue our
deliberations er cti fbn
this resolution because o:f thesedangers,?
Mr. W,.AVGH Well, the vijy you put the question isa; little embarrassing-whether I should take the Treasury seriously.
AenatorMdCA*HYz . This is what'he says.
Mr. WAUoH. My own opinion,is: on agree with him.
Senator MCCAR HY. That is fine, I don't either. I.thinkhe has overtfadhisease.
...
Thank you very much.
(The letter referred to follows:)
"0
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1clArman, 7ommtttee ni ForeignRelaion.,
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wTE TREASURY,
23, L066.
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.ton,
*• D.C.,JMfroh

Pu+ ! Mr. OEATIMAr :.This i jn,-reply,to your letter of, November 2, 1965, rea uesting
the comments of the Treasury Department on Senate Concurrent Resoluon 64, submitted on October 18, 1960, by Senator Eugene McCarthy, on behalf

A-it
df'limself ad:thei'

The roitihi'vd

f6i't1 creation o'al tut1

Union delegation whichl would be! authorized tO: organize rindl partleipte it, it

conlvention O> qttiez' mmljel ,qf tho.North Atlantic Treaty 0rganizat on. Tl,
eventual4- goal is the' transforiiiation of the a llInce f6 .&-;0ederal unin. -oe

convention would also establish' a tentative AtlisetAbld f61 ftie 61isitiont 6t'61s
goal and provide for democratic institutions to expedite the'necessary stages and
achieve'theobJeettvescalled4f ot' by the resolution.
i
The adtninlstratiop, building ,on the accomplishment of. its predecessors, h"s
striven to aieve a lietter"N
Morth Atlaiitc 'prfnership ii .tie 'same spirit Whtbi
animated the sponsors of this resolution. Its policies and actions kre'Ifi iccoid
with the purposes and goals Of' the mexi Who bought the Atlantic alli4ndb into
being, NATO' was conceived as A dynamic institution' whch in, due time, and
with patience, would increasingly eliminate conflicting policies and achieve close
collaboration in advancing stability, economic *elfhre, and peace. Th'ough this
vision is now being challenged by one of NATO'A oldest members, if remains the
foundation of our own policy toward the North Atlantic areg, and it is clear that
our view is widely shared..
Indeed in the fields of particular interest to"this Department, the countries
of the North Atlantic alliance are working. together, and with other free nations,
to a degree Which wgs utthought' f before World War IL consultations range
throughout the broad spectrum of economic and, financial policies, on balance .
of-payments questions and development assistance programs; as well as on, doinestic financial and monetary policies. We are now carrying on highly significant discussions looking toward new agreements to Improve the international
monetary systems,' including arrangements for the future creation, When needed,
of reserve assets, The United States, has taken the Initiative In this endeavor.
Never before have nations set out to do this, and the negotiations are difficult and
delicate. We must proceed, step by step, with patience and determination. The
fte-reaching adVances In the monetary area we now seek represent as great a
challenge-to! internationally 'cooperation and consultation as any which' has ever
been faced. A U.S. Initiative along the lines provided by the resolution might
better be considered, after this challenge has been met than under current circumstances.
The Department has been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there rs
no objection from the standpoint of the administration's program to the submission of this report to your committee.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed)
PamDB.
SmiTH,
'
• Acting
Gonerat
07ouneel.•

Senator COytrnrr. Senator Case

Senator CAsE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is nice to see you.
Mr. WAVGT. Thank you.

n

'EMOT Or ATLANTIC UNION ON FiTFEDOM TO OPERATE BILATMnALLY

Senator CASE. Some people are concerned that this general movement may lead to less activity on our part in assisting disadvantaged
nations with regard to tar if arrangements, development funds, 'nd
all the rest.
If we got it thi, kind: of thing, we, ould,.'t :be as"free to operate
outside it, ecorioniidA8l1Y: If we got:clo0ser'into: a EY(ikipeuh ecn0 iM6
operation, we would not be, -able to do some of the things, with the
countries outside thatwe can now do. Iv:wonder if you think this is so.
Mr. WuoI. t don't think it is soi, and I think it"is a point that
should be *atched'very careftlly. While r think I have evidence
that . believe in'ikitrrnttiontlmnilationJlii connection +ithflnince 'and
trade, and so forth,,gl 'doif'ti think We, eh~uld ever ldt ourselves get in a
position that we cannot deal with these problems bilaterally.
While, as Senator Clark said, I was Deputy Governor on the International Bank and I attended 8 or 10 meetings, essentially I am a
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bilateral person. . I represent the United States through the, Export,
Import Bank and I don't think we must ever lose our position to deal
bilaterally on any situation'that arises, and I don't think that this
would'handicap us to,thii extent.
I don't , I hopeitw oudn't,
Senator CASE. In other words, you wouldn't favor getting wrapped
ue in an operation which might endanger our freedom of action in
...
these m atters.
Mr. WAUGH. "I most emphatically would not.
Senator CASE, And you don't think this would necessarily do that?
Mr. WAbPrr. ITdon't think it would.
Senator CASE. Thank you..

That is all I have.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much, Mr. Waugh.
Mr. WAuGI. Thank you.
Senator CHURCH. Our next witness is Ambassador John D. Hickerson of the Atlantic Council of the United States.
Mr. Ambassador.

STATEMENT OF JOHN D. HICKERSON, MEMBER- OF BOARD OF
DIRECTORS, ATLANTIC COUNCIL OF THE UNITED STATES
Mr. HICKERSON. Mr. Chairman and Senators, I am happy to have
this opportunity to appear before the subcommittee to support Sen.
ate Resolution 128.
My name is John D. Hickerson. In February 1962 1 retired after
nearly 42 years in the career Foreign Service of the United States.
Since 196. I have been a member of the board of directors of the
Atlantic Council of the United States and a volunteer worker for
that organization.
I regret to say that volunteer worker means I am not paid and I
found out that when one works for free he is seldom unemployed.
My particular interest in Atlantic Community affairs arises from
the fact that for a long time I was an officer of the Bureau of
European Affairs of the Department of State. From 1947 to 1949 I
was Director of that Bureau and I served as Chairman of the working
group which helped draft and negotiate the North Atlantic Treaty.
NED FOR ATLANIO COM UNrrY

During the Senate discussion of the North Atlantic Treaty in
August 1949, the late Senator Arthur Vandenberg stated:
Unless the North Atlantic Treaty becomes far more than a military alliance,
It will be at the mercy of the first plausible Soviet peace offensive.

I completely agree with those profound and prophetic words. I
believe there is great necessity and urgeincy to strengthen our relations with our NATO Allies and to move jointly with them towardand here I quote the language of the resolution "development by
exploration and agreement with our allies, of an Atlantic Community
adequate to meet the political, military, and economic challenges of
this era."
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We need such .- community because there are so many problems
that no one nation, however powerful, can deal with alone This
is true not inly.,in defenis6 ind security matters but also i- the,
economic, financial and political fields.
Three is need f(r the'ntitions of the Atlantic Community to make
the best use of theit talents, wisdom, and resources to' meet and successfully- resist international communism.
The dan ger bf direct'ilitaiy aggression in' Europe has substantially diminished and given rise to a feeling of "dtente" with the
results, foreseen to, some extent by Senator Va ndenberg.
On the other 'haiid, 'the worldwide struggle between freedom and
Communist tyraiiiiy will- continue for a long time" to come in the
political, psychological and economic as well as in the military field,
and'Atlantic unity gohig beyond the purely military field is more
necessary now than it was in 1949.
I am happy to note, Mr. Chairman, that Senate Resolution 128 makes
it abundantly clear that the sort of community envisaged will 'be not
only in the interests of the Atlantic countries but of all free peoples
and would be open to the admission of others as and when their governments become willing and agree to assume the benefits and responsibilities of me'bersip. A special governmental commission composed of representatives of the North Atl antic Treaty countries would
be a logical, starting point, and I earnestly hope that this resolution
is approved by your committee and passed by the Senate.
It seems to me that the passage of Senate Resolution 128 setting forth
the sense of the Senate in such clear terms would strengthen the hand
of the President in the situation created by President de Gaulle's
recent announcement. Of course,only the P resident can assume responsibility for a judgment concerning the timing of a U.S. initiative
looking to the creation of the special governmental Commission envisaged in the resolution.
But I think it would be helpful to our 13 NATO allies who are
standing with us to know the sense of the Senate now even if for some
reason the President should feel that it might not be wise for him
to act at this time along the lines proposed in the resolution.
I woul4 hope that the special governmental Commission would
promptly be established' and that al of our NATO allies, including
France, would participate in its work. If France should decline, as
it now appears likely that she would, a vacant chair could be kept at the
table for her and all of us would hope that France would soon return to
her rightful plice :in the Community. Pending such a return, in my
opinion, the other 14 NATO allies should get ahead with the urgent
business that faces them. The problems involved require the best
public and private thought available in ,all of our countries, and the
special governmental.Commission seems to me to 'be the best initial
agency to stimulate thought and action.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much, Mr. Ambassador.
POSSIBLE COORDINATION OF POLICY TOWARD NON-NATO AREA

I am wondering if one of the 'serious impediments to further prog-

ress toward greater unity in the Atlantic world might not be the extent
of the American involvement elsewhere.
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'You have t*mented that we need suchba community becausethere are so many problems that no one nation,: however powerful, cn deil with
them alone. Thii Is irue -it oily, in defense, In security matters, but also in
of :the
the nations
There
_Aeed foi:
fields.,
financial, and
political
economic,
Atlantie Comiantift
to make
the best
use of
theirisitalents,
wisdoz,and
reurces
to meet. and successfully resist International conmunisnm.

Is it not true, Mr. Ambassador, that many countries2 many of our
NATO allies, entering serious misgivings about AmericaA policy in
southeast Asia.
Mr. HfICK~isoNr. I think that may well be true2 Mr. Chairman, and
a:problem.that simply has to befaced reahlsticaly.
that is,
We have worldwide responsibilities that go beyond the scope of the
North Atlantic Treaty area.
I do feel very strongly, however, that there should be some better
machinery and better use of that machinery for consultation with our
NATO allies on these matters outside of the NATO area where we
know in reason they will not be able to-participate and I thihk to the
extent humanly possible, we ought to take them along with us on all
of these matters.
Senator CHURCH. Is it not also true that the policy we have followed
toward, China for many years is one concerning which a number of
our NATO allies take a strong exception?
Mr. HIcKipsoN. It is true that I believe four of our NATO allies
recognized the Chinese Communist government in early 1950. There
was consultation and, I believe, our Government strongly urged against
it, but the British and one or two of the others, I think three others,
went along.
The only country to recognize the Chinese Communist government
since the Korean aggression by the Chinese Communists has been
France.
Senator CHURCH. Given this kind of disagreement as between some
of our NATO allies and: the United States, on the American policy
elsewhere in the world,, would not this tend to discourage these countries from joining a political arrangement which would commit them
to support policies of the United, States with which they migt. disagree? Isn't this a very serious problem for them as hey think abut
closer-ties with the United!States or some kindota union inwhicli the,
United States might have a dominant voice?
Mr,HzICKFRsON. Mr. Chairman, in the terms in which you state it,
that would-be a problem.
But to turn that thing around and consider the position of the.
United States, would it be a problem for'usto join an, organization
in which our- action in. areas outside the immediate geographic' area
of the Atlantic area could be vetoed by our partners? Now, it works
both ways.
this would be a real
What I would hope to see emerge from all
effort to harmonize foreign policy on major questions of common
interest.
I would think that we might well encounter a feeling among some
of our NATO allies to say, "We! don't agree, with this; we can't go
along with this. If you feel you have to take action, but don't 'count
on: us for any material support.11 That issubstmntmially the, present
situation.
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PUI and
o thatthy
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think that our
consultation
with understand
6ur allies should
stepped
should
exactlybewhatwe
upe
ry shul
are adinnifie'd
unesadecl
doin.x and why4so"14n t all amaj*r
whtw
q6eston6s
evn if We do not
think
we are~g0ng to get tir hel
i1 kn0w thh efforts have been made to
do'that. -I bvl1ve.they cduldbe improved.
Senatoi CHUtCH. Senator Carlson t
Seniti0to CAiisbN. Only this Mr. Chairman.
appreciate very
medcli youri, apperaice here this 'morniiig. As I Itake
it from your
statement, you feel that We should make every effort possibl:to
sectIre
closer cooperated p~litically, militarily, and economy ically with
the
European O6nimunity and, Atlantic Union?
SMr. HiO~KRsoN. I dindied sir.'.
Senat&CARiA6x. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much, Mr. Ambassador.
Our . next witness is :Mr. Richard J. Barnet,
codirector, Institute
for Policy Studies.
Mr. BARNFrT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator CituRn. Mr. Barnet, I notice that
is becoming a factor
if we are to hear from all the witnesses. we hadtime
scheduled
this morning.
I wonder if you would have any objection to including
who e
statement in the record, and then proceeding to summarize your
that
ment for us, so that we can move on with questions somewhat statemore
quickly f
STATEMENT OF RICHARD 1. BARNET, CODIRECTOR, INSTITUTE
FOR
POLICY STUDIES
Mr. BA, pNI..
Yes, Senator, I would be glad to.
My name is Richard Barnet.
I am codirector of the Institute for
Policy Studies.
During the last years I have been an officer of the
Department
and the 1mns Control and Disarmament Agency, andState
have specialized
on problems of European security.
I have published a study last year with Marcus Raskin
problems toward. Europe, called "After Twenty Years." on American
My testimony favors the goal of Senate Resolution 128; that is,
the
progressive devlopment of greater Unity among, nations.
J
believe
this i essenial to the interests of the United States, but the real
questiof is how we moveto that soft of unity
SThe community of nations, if itis going to mean anything
than
rhetbrc, is going to solve real problems. lt i going to have more
t9 require
sacrifie Of'certain kinds, of free choices and idendependent actions on
the pa if
tlie members, aid it can make sense for a nation only if it
solves problemsthat are im)ortant to it.
The various proposals made over the last 30 years toward th6
Atlantic Community or Atlantic Union, do not, i my opin
n,
offer
realistic bfaisfor meeting the urgentneeds of the ntd States, a
the
several States. of Europe, or lhe reSt Ofimankind'
R
ROIS
IS

TO Bif SOLVED:

I think if we -want to-examine -and"test,a community that we
can
supporrywe, must consider it in: terms'of the problems; that
it ought
to be able to solve.
61-129--60-
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t I tlink face a community of the
The first of t ese problems
United States andthe nations of turpeliS the future of Germay
Proposals for an Atantic Counity growig out of ATO
are based on the indefinite partition of ermany., There is no
credible prospect of a reunited Germany joining such a community.
The Germans are increasingly dissatisfied with the thought of
permanent division. The reunification issue continues to smolder in
Germany. The more closely the Unit6d States seeks to tie West
Germany through its NATO alliance, and then beyond that in a
pol itical association, the longer the Soviets will retain their grip on
East Germany, and the more hopeless will appear the possiblities
of a satisfactory settlement of this essential issue.
The interests of the United States, I believe are to promote the reintegration of Europe as a whole--economically and'ultlmateypolitically. The growing independence of Eastern Europe from the Soviet
Union is desirable for the whole of Europe, and the possibility of
developing a detente.
That process can be hastened if Western Europe is encouraged to
follow its present bent and expand commercial, cultural-and ultimately, political-relations with the rest of Europe.
I think it can only be discouraged by repeated efforts to build
up an exclusive group of Western nations.
EUROPEAN MILITARY SECURITY

Now, -the problem of military security is still a vital question for
any community of nations t hat we can consider, and here I think
again neither NATO nor the proposed Atlantic Community can
meet these real security needs.
Several witnesses here this morning have testified that the danger,
the military danger, in Europe has decreased. But the great military
problem remains, a potential military force of the Soviets in Eastern
Europe. This includes the Soviet armies stationed in forward positions in East Germany, and their large nuclear stockpile.
We cannot hope" to remove this potential by further buildups of
NATO no matter how large our forces are there, either on the ground
or our nuclear arsenal, we cannot hope to avert catastrophic devastation to ourselves and all of Europe in the event of war.
We cannot improve our security Position unless we can work out
some kind of mutual reductions of forces With the Soviets. This is
true for Europe also. It is not only General de Gaulle who questions
the present military strategy; others also have grave doubts as to
whether we would, in fact, risk our cities in matters of concern to the
European themselves.
They have not seen fit to participate in our war in Vietnam because
it does not accord with their interests as they see it. They remember
that when we considered our vital interests at stake in the Cuban
missile crisis, we did not consult them, even though a substantial risk
of nuclear war was involved.
The interests of the United States are not to use an outmoded
alliance for the foundation of a political community, but rather to
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work for a replacement of thlo rival alliances with a more rational
security system.
NUCLEAR PROLIFERAIxON

I would like briefly to mention one particular aspect ofthe military
problem which, I think, will b:., the security problem of the 1970's.
This is the matter of proliferation.
Not only will many new nations be in a position to acquire nuclear
weapons and means of delivery, but there is good reason to believe that
these will become eventually available to nongovernment groups, perhaps, with private criminal purposes.
With weapons numbered in the hundreds of thousand subject to the
control of many nations, this is going to greatly complicate the security
problem. There is nothing in present NATO arrangements, nor in
the proposed Atlantic Community that can help solve this problem.
What is needed is a joint action by the NATO countries joining
with others to curb the growing problem of proliferation.
RELATIONS BETWEEN DEVELOPED AND DEVELOPING WORLDS

Finally, the problem of relations between developed and developing
countries. If we look to the coming decades, it seems evident that
tension and conflict between the so-called have and have-not nations
will increase. The economic gap is widening. Serious differences of
interests and outlook have developed on questions of 'international
trade and monetary policy between the two groups of nations.
It is strongly in the interests of the United States to avoid a policy
that could aggravate what Gunnar Myrdal and others have called an
international class war, the close association of white, wealthy Western
nations as the character, despite repeated denials of its advocates, of a
rich man's club; and while the proposed Senate resolution states that
membership shall become open.to others, it seems fairly.clear it will be
a long time before some of these non-European, nonwhite nations are,
in fact, invited to join.
It is thus difficult for new struggling nations not to look on the
Atlantic Community mbvement as an instrument of former and p resent
colonial powers to divide the world along the economic and racial
lines.
I think that if we are trying to look ahead to an alternative community that could better 'solve some of: these serious problems, we
should have to begin with the Germany question and begin to see
how we could use the changing forces in Europe to begin to make a
step on this vital problem.
I think intimately connected with this problem is, the question of
the military balance and arns control in Europe. These problems
have always been viewed as tied together, and I think, in fact they are.
I think that itis not possible to make progress on one without making
progress on the other, but'that the time is now ripe when we coull
begin to take steps in bOth of these directiions.
Ultimately, I think what we should be looking for is a transformation of the present system of rival alliances into a larger community embracing not only the nations across the continent of Europe
which, after all, is a single continent, but beyond that to the other
parts of the world which are so closely associated with the nations
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(The prepared statement of .r, Barpet follows:)
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* The goaL of, Senpte Resolution 12%, f'lte progressiye development of. greater
and' to
of te Unite Shttes
Snterette
a
unity," among nitions isessentla to the
the-pace' of the Wbrid. -n a world" 4oxiipsed, f over 190,so reIg n states the
anarchic system, under, which each nattbli d~ltleo for itself the mA6 economic,
military, and political questions facing the- planet as a, ,whole is Ivestige of
another era, simpler and, slower paced. We vannotexpe, to solve ouE major
problems without moving beyond tha system.
How we move beyond it is tlid real q4etlon. :A community df' nations,.
if it means anything more than rhetoric,, requires some sacrifice, of frMe choice,
and, Independent action by each of the 'members for,the eorimn..good. Therefore.
participating in a community makes; sense for a; nation only if It helps solveproblems that are important to, it. TheoTirteen, Orfglial,'tAtes forme- a uniopi
and surrendered some of their foriet#'poWers. to it l cause they feard' that theycouldn't deal with the pressing problems of their day short of this step. The various proposals made: over thef last, 80 years-, for, an, Atlantic Crnrmanity or'
Atlantic Union do not, In my opinion, offer a realistic basis for meeting the
urgent needs of -the United States, the, several states of Europe, or the, rest of
mankind. I would like to outline briefly som 6of' the problems a community of
nations should be able to help, solve, some, of' the reasons vhy the Atlhntic
Community cannot meet' this test: and; what a morepraictical community night be..
1. POLITICtAL SNTLEMEINT OF'THE WUTUIEup *OEMANY ,

Proposals for Atlantic CommUnity growing out of NATO! t'& bed o thd In-definite partition, of Germany. There -Is no, credible' prospect of; a reunited
Germany joining such a community. 'The Germans, are increasingly 'dissatisfied
with the thought of permanent division. ,The -reunification issue continues to
smoulder in Germany. It could be easily exploited fdr partisan advantage by
of 'EhropbecOhiSe it i, the.
politicians not only in Germany buit iii other cottes
great unresolved political grievance of -thecontkiet. The, more -closely the.
United States seeks tote West Germany to itself through an alliance or political
association, the longer the Soviets, will maintian ther,grip on East Germany and
the more hopeless Will appear the possibilities of a sIatisfhtory settlement of thisessential Issue.
The interestsrof the United. States are to pifomirtd,tlr6ieintegration of'Euiolie as.
a whole--economically and. ultimately politically, The, growing. i-ldelfendence.health
is desirable
for, the
the Soviet,AUnion.
Europp from
of
Eastern
if
can-be'hastened
ihatoflEurope
process
detente.
of developing
andfor
possibilities
expand
commercial,
follow
Its
present
bent
and
West Europe is encouraged to
cultural, and. political relations Witith.the-E0f Theproeesa will be dikouraged
to the extent that the United, States and West Europe'sped energy on creatinga separate, exclusive group of Western. countries based qn-a military alliance.
2.- MiLrii'Af 8EbO1Ti:l

Neither NATO,nor theproposed Atlantic .Commtpity cantmeet the real.security
needs of the United States or the.states'of Western'YEuroe. tlihogreat. military.
stockple and
guilear
theproblem for the United States presenitly'iS' th'.S'vtet
Soviet armies stationed in Eas"t Germany and, Estfein Europe; We Cannot hope
to: remove :the:potential threat of thesefrces by, further buildups of. NATO.- No
matter how large our, forces, either om the groundin lilhrop 6r inour. nucleararsenal, We cannot hope to avert eatastrophli deY;akt t bn-to ourselves and toall of Europe in the event of war. We eankidt' i ov& oiW Secityposition
unless' we can work out some'Mutuar'reduttong of-force. ' Arnis ofitioland dis-.
armament ara presently the; oily, policies pen to tisfor, Impvovin our military
eto
wh.
.
....
security.
qestons.
e
de aule
The same is true br Europe. , Itt not ly
i
the fear of a SoViet attack is
the present milifarystrategy :fdr A0. Whi
not kreat,,official assurances that,'the Unlted:, 'States' will! respond; to such an
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-attack with a nuclear, strike on the Soviqt* does not solve the problem for most
ii fact risk
&ir5L, doubts ap to whether we would
they have grave
Europeans.
,our cities. WLiey iav. not seel fit to participate In our war In Vietnam because
it does not accord with tbeir interests as they,see .them. They remember that
when we considered our vital interests at.stake in the Cuban, missile crisis, we
.did not consult them even thonlgh a substantial risk of global nuclear war was
involved. They are not :8u-e our interests would always coincide on matters of
European security. The ,present crisis in NATO is strong evidence that oldfashioned alliances are obsolete In the nuclear age. The interest of the United
States Is not to use an outmod'Pi nliance as the foundation for a political com-munity but rather to work for a replacement of the rival alliances with a more
rational security system. One possible model for such a system I will discuss
'below.
8. NUOICAR PROLIFERATION

One particular aspect of the military security problem deserves special attention. The Senate is already on record as favoring all practical steps to curb
nuclear proliferation. This will be the security problem of the seventies.
Not only will many new nations be in a position toacquire nuclear weapons and
means of delivery but there 'is good reason to believe that they will be available
to nongovernment groups for private criminal purposes. With weapons numbering in the hundreds of thousands subject to the control Of many nations, we
must assume that some will find their way into the weapons market Just as
virtually very weapon Of the past has done. Neither present NATO arrangements or the proposed Atlantic Comrpunity can solve this problem. Indeed
the builduP of NATO forces an&,tlie rising demand of some NATO members for
.agreater role in nuclear poiiy has' aroused rather than dampened the interest
of other pattonO in acquiring atomic armament. There is no effective way to
curb the incentive of other countries to get nuclear weapons other than for the
advanced nations to take the leading rduelng their stockpiles, Sharing arrange-ments suchas the once proposed ,NAIXO multilateral force obviously do not curb
-proliferation but encourage it. A nonproliferation treaty which is in the inter•ests of both the United States and the U.S.SR, cannot be concluded unless we
abandon efforts to projuote sharing. tut the pressure for sharing will increase
unless we can.M4, some way to reduce 'stOckpiles all around and downgrade the
,whole issue of nuclear 'rms in world dipkinacy. Here again an alliance of the
United States and West Europe or a combfunity evolving from the alliance does
-46t meet the need., If we want a comnitilty that can negotiate and enforce
an antiprollferation program It will clearly have to. in!ude many other countries.
4. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE DEVELOPED AND D)EVELOPING WORLDS

If we look ahead to the coming decades it seems evident that tension and
conflict between the so-called "have" and "have-not" nations will increase. The
-economic gap is widening. serious differences of interest and outlook have
developed on questions of international' trade and monetary policy between
It is strongly in the interests of the United States
the two groups of nations.
to avoid a policy that could aggravate what Guniiar Myrdal and others have
called the International class war. A close association of white, wealthy, Western nations has the character, despite repeated denials of its advocates, of a
rich man's club. While the proposed Senate resolution states that the membership should be open to others "when 'their governments become willing"
to assume the benefits and responsibilities of membership, it seems clear that
It will be a long time before non-Buropean* nonwhite nations are invited to
join. It'is difficult for new struggling nations not to look on -the Atlantic
Community Movement as an instrument of former and present colonial powers to
divide the world along economic and racial lines. If we are seeking a community which will be as inclusive and as near-universal as possible, we should
start from the beginning by including nonwhite and non-Western nations as
well. We cannot start on solving the common problems of mankind without
them.
I would like to outline briefly an alternative community in'which the United
States and the nPtions of Western: Europe might participate that could better
solve the serious commonproblems facing them.
First, a practical security community would be built on a solution of the
German problem. It is important that the path to eventual reunification of the
two Germanies be opened. The most feasible way to accomplish this is to in-
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crease economic,' cuturhl,, and iolitici
ontacts and to edeablish some frpteWork;. such'asttacnfederatibn or •associtto of (erminn states; wtib can bec"me
the basis for an eventually reunified:4iatoii. Freedom ,of travel is a key Instriiment" in promtlihg German -unity od should be'provided fqr 'at an early state.
Neither great p6wek can impose a sttlemeitfor Gerimany Wholly to' ts ,wn
liking If thie gTeah powers were' to give the ti'Gerinanis freedom to evolve
a closer relatlohship; such 6n arrangement could hold 'out good 'Prospects for
the eventual reunification 'of a non-Communist 'Germany.' It' is reasonably
cleat that West' Germany, which§is :air moipe ,pp' klos':ahd powerfuli'would
dominate th elatonship and set the tokie 'for a future all-Germah state. It is.
also quite likely that' ifree travel were' permitted tlirbughout Germany, major
social liberalization in East Ger-many would result.
Second, a practical community would seek to improve security for Europe and
the United States by arranging for a :relaxation of the present military confrontation 'on the. Continent. In the context of a German settlement dt would
bepossible to"ificlude ihintual troop Withlrda]w[lsand reductions. A plan opening
the way to reufiflcation would also have! toiheude'the'present restrictions on
the right of the West Germans to mcnufacture or possess nuclear, weapons i such
reStrictions WoUld of course have to be extended to include the East Germans.
The size of the 'German armed forces would also be limited.' Tls could most
effectively be done as .a,part of a European disarmament agreement ainied at
establishing a rough military balance at substantially lower levels between the
present NATO countries and the present Warsaw .Pact poWertY.
Third, the nations of Europe would be reluctan, to ag ee'to arnis limittions
unless the great powers also accepted some'majo liiittons. If, however, the
confrontation over Europe Were eased, the United States and tie U.1.S.S.R.
would have little incentive to continue the nuclear arms race. They might 'well
agree to substantial cutbacks in nuclear weapons and 'Means of delivery. 'They
Would still retain an incredibly destructive retaliatory fQrce, even 'if they cut
present inventories by as much as 90 percent. ',However,' ift the. Unwed States
and the U.S.S.R. did agree' to make substantial cuts and, thereby, showed they
were renouncing nuclear weapons, except as retaliatory weapons this could have.
an important effect in curbing proliferatloii.
Fourth, a practical security community woul4obligate 'the United State's, the
Soviet Union, and the Ekuoiean powers t: respond' to any threat to European
security from any direction. A regional orgat'tzation responsibleo maintaining
security on the Continent might be established. It- would be 'desirable that
it derive its authority from, and work closely with, the United Nations. Such
a regional organization could be a vehicle for carrying oUt the enforcement arrangements for the arms control and disarmament provisions suggested above.
It could also promote expanded trade, culturtl, scientific, and other relations
throughout Europe. ,Such a European security system could be based on an
agreement between the present NATO and Warsaw Pact organizations. But,
unlike the present alliances, this European collective security arrangement would
be aimed at no particular nation. Such a European settlement might thus be
viewed both as a 'model and as a, ,:flrpL st~p toward a worldwide system for
abolishing war and the arms race that supports dt.

Senator CHimOiH. You are, Mr. Barnet, first and foremost a 'universalist, I'take'if in'your philosophic approachh'
Mr. BAINET. Yes, Senator that is correct.
Senator' CHuRCH. -I 'think youi'ake a very good statement here
of your argupnt. Without objection the entire text Of your statestatement. will, bl ruddlA 14 the
Pthe
.way you
have tried to cooperate ' with the committee in, summarizing, your
Statement.
IR] CNI~ON0

OF OER?4ANY'

-

There is one question that,occurred to me As I listened and that is
the emphasis'you place on the importance of reuniting 6 ermany. I
take it that you feel that this cnn' be accomplished only at the price of
further digintegratiodn bftheNATO alliance; that is to say' West Germany will h ave to'pull away from its preent, relationship to NATO if
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there is to be any real prospects for reunification of Germany'itself;.
isthat your view ?'
Mr., BARNm'. Yes, Senator, that is correct. Except I might put it
in, a somewhat different way. I think that in order for Gerimany W
make steps toward reunification there would have tobe a transformation of thd pilesent NATO situation.
I think that it is quite unrealstic to expect that the present system:
of essentially rival alliances, the NATO and Warsaw Pact continuing
and West Germanybeing a member of one, and East Germany being
a member of the other, and there being no reunification. I believe the
reunification
is a very
difficult'
problem.
of the
United
States
But what I cannot
think iscome
very overnight.
much in theItinterest
is not to Open up the way for that possibility.
Senator CHuRoH. Why?
Mr. BARNET. Because, Senator, the problem-*we have now talked
for 20 years about the importance of reunification as a national policy.
All political parties in Germany are dedicated to this.
Senator CHURCH. I can see the importance of reunification to Germany, and I know we have talked about it for 20 years here in the
United States. But my question is why is it so important to the United
States that this should be given paramount status in terms of our longterm goal?
Mr. BARNET. Well, let me make it clear, first, Senator, that it should

be given paramount status only in the context of an arms control and,
larger European arrangement, as I have suggested.
I think without it would be unacceptable to many of the parties cbincerned. But I think that in'that context, it is extremely important
because the demand for it is rising, in my view, in Germany. It is the:
liveliest political issue, it is the one great political grievance really that'
is unsolved on the Continent, and it thus gives an opportunity to p eopIle, both in Ger-many, in the Various political'parties, and others, both"
in Western Europe and the Soviet Union,.to use this issue for various
purposes; some ofwhich, I believe, would be not in the interests of the
United Sates.
'Senator CHunRC. Do you think that if West Germaiiy were co6hfronted'with a choice of abandoning the Western Alliaihe and its full
partnership in the Commdn Market in order to secure unification with
East Germany and a kind of
6 eutral separate status, that th West
Germians would choose to abandoii their present arrafigephnt with
the Western European Commmuity? .Would they be willing to pay
tiis price even in ernia'; for u ification.?
Mr. HARNET. I think, Senator, ihany of them would. I do iot think
that the issue would or need to c6iie up, in that stark form. I think
that many of the'economic relationships of West Germany and Europe
would have t:' be'continued, and that this would be possible within a
settlement of the European situation which was broad'enough in cntext to include the military sedurity'and economic interests of both
East and Wet Europe.
DISArMA'ENT STEPS AND GERMAN UNIFICATION

Senator CHulleR. I take it you do not think significant progress
can be'made either in the direction of a nonproliferation treaty with
the Soviet Union or in the direction of further steps toward disarmament as long as the problem of a divided Germany is not resolved?'
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Mr4,BAwnqv. :I think, Senator, there are a number of thins that can
be done short of a political settlement of the German question,
On the nuclear proliferation treaty, I think it would be possible to
conclude such a treaty, but I think the United States would have to be
prepared to abandon its efforts toward a multilateral force or some
other kind of nuclear sharing arrangement, and I think that such
arrangements are rather an essential part of theprogram f*r further
Atlantic integration so Ido see a conflict there.

I

As to major steps in disarmament, particularly in the area of nuclear
delivery vehicles, it has been my experience in the Government that a
great sticking point on considering significant measures of disarmament in the area of strategic weapons was the European military
situation, and the concern that'the United States and the West needed
to maintain its present military posture because of the strategic situation on the ground in Europe.
My suggestion is that it would be in our interest to try to take
specific steps to reduce that threat i Europe.
Senator CHURCH. Senator Carlson?
Senator CARLSON. No questions. Thank you.
Senator CHUROH. Senator Case?

SHOULD A UNIFIED GERMANY BE NEUTRALIZED?

Senator CASE. Io you think it is possible to conceive of a unified
Germany against Russian interest in this matter without, steps to
neutralize Germany and render her impotent militarily?
Mr. BARNBT, No, sir. I think that it is impossible to view steps
toward unification without some substantial measures of control on
Germany rearmament.'
I do not think that Germany-in fact, the Soviets have stated that
they would not require Germany to be totally bereft of an army. 1
think there would be insistence on continuing the present, restrictions
on nuclear weapons, possession or production, and I think that there
would be a requirement of neutralization in the sense of belonging to a
military alliance. But I think that other kinds of relationsliips ioluding economic relationships, and some of the other relationships
that we have been talking about could be preserved Within the sort
of community that I have been talking about'.
Senator CAsu. What kind of military alliance? You mean a, military alliance including Russia?
Mr. BARNET. Well, this would be a security system in which, in
effect, all would agree to--oppose any aggressors from whatever direction. The Unitfed-States, think, shoul-7 support that.
Senator CAs,. Is this thinking of yours alon& the lines of Dean
Adheson's in his January.1oreign Affairs article in regard to our initiative in Europe,
.Mr. BARNET. Well, I think it diverges in a number of respects, but
tthink in one respect there is a similarity, and that is Mr. Acheson is
-concerned about the lack of initiative in our present policy;" that he
sees, as I do, certainly that te efforts to move toward an Atlantic,
stronger Atlantic Alliance and Community have come up against
some very hard realities, and that the United States.must now begin to
look in other directions for trying to -build a community of nations, in
this very important part of the world.
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Senator CAsE. That is about where you are i agreement, you are
quite right, ''That is: as far as you go together, and then you take qthite
-alfferencourses.
Mr. B~ui
'That is right Sbeator.
Senat6i CAsE'. 'Bt.I ould guess that his *iew was in agreement with
tours dS't6 the undesirability of an alinement which would strengthen
the divMision between East and West Eutofpe for example.
Mr. BAuiumr. Yes, sir; I am sure that is correct.
Sdnator' CA S. And that you regard these resolutions as biting i
that undesirable direction?
Mr. BARNET. That ig correct.
S0n11at CASE. I think I have no further questiPs, Mr. Chairman.
.Senator CHURCH. SehaAr Clark?
Senate CIA'K. Mr. Barnet, I want to commend you for your statement and associatemyself with the point of view which you have expressed. I hope thatdes not necessarily mean that these resolutions
are dead.
I think it is quite likely they could be amended to meet some of
your objections and some of mine. But I certainly would agree with
you that the real thrust 6f-ur foreign poliy 'in Eusrope sh0Uldbe
along the lines youindieate, which would be, in th end, looking toward
a decrease in the tensions of the cold war, an effort to move in the
general direction of arms control and disarmament, and opposed to
buillirg up more and'more belligerent, forces based 'on a theory of
confrontation with the Soviet Ufion which, in my, judgment, as ini
yours, is pretty much obsolete. 'Your statement is so good from my
point 'f view I do not have -any questions to ask you.
PROCEDURAL DISCUSSION

May I say, Mr. Chairman, that to my deep regret I have to go to
attend another meeting, and will not,be able tohear the other witnesses.
I,am particularly disappointed not to be able! to hear the testimony
of my friend Robert Strausz-Hup6 ofithe University of Pennsylvania,
with whom I find myself in direct disagreement, despite our cordial
friendship.,.
I have read ProfessOr Strausz.Hup6's testimony which deals largely
with rthe problem of the multilateral force, and I hope that other
members of the committee will develop that point in the course of
hearing him.
My own view, Mr. Chairman, as you know is MLF is a proposal
which should never have been brought up, and it should be buried 10
fathoms deep for the very good reason in my opinion, that it is the
principal deterrent to being able to wori out a satisfactory nonproliferation nuclear weapons treaty with the Soviet Union.
Senator CHtn oH. I take it,: Senator, you feel toward MLF like the
man felt toward buryinghis m6ther-in-law. When the funeral director called him and asked for instructions, he said, embalm- cremate,
and bury ;; take no chances.
[Laughter.]
Senator CLAwK. That is exactly right.
Senator CHutrC. If there are no further questions, thank you very
much i Mr. Barnet,
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It is quarter past 12. I am hoping thatwe m run until 12: 30 this
morning. It won't b0 possible for us tomeet this afternoon becau
s e
of another meeting that this subcommittee has called with Aibassador
Goldberg of the United Nations, which: is an executive meeting.
Therefore, we will have to put this over' until omorro* morning, but
I want to accommodate any witness now who cannot be with us tomorrow for some personal reason, even though we may have to deviate
some from the witness list.,
If any one of you cannot.come tomorrow I will ask yu to come
next to the witness stand this morning.
Mr. STRAUSZ-HUP. I cannot come tomorrow.
Senator CHURcia All right. Would you come forward then,
please, and we wouiid be happy to hear you now.
Mr. STRAUSZ-HUPPO. Mr. Chairman, I would try to be brief. Mr.
mny paper in tote for the record?,
may I submit
Chairman,
Yes. 'We will be happy tp d' that.
Senator OURCH.
Mr. STRAUSZ-HUPi. And attempt to summarizeit.
Senator CHURCH. Correct.

tOBERT STRAUSZ-HUP:, DIRECTOR, FOREIGN
STATEMENT OF;
POLICY MBAROH INSTITUTE, UNMRSITY OF PENNSYLVAIA
Mr. STRAUSZ-HUP3. I, too, am a universalist in stages.1 deem
Atlantic unity as the indispensable step toward a unitary world
order. For this reason I believe that the argument about the Atlantic
Community being a white man's, rich man's club is a highly misleading argument.
President de Gaulle's challenge to.NATO has rendered an inestimable service to the cause of Atlantic Federal Union. General de
Gaulle's contribution may'iwell have been inadvertent. This'circtmotance, however, does niot niike it less welcome.' General de Gaulle
has brought to it head the crisis of NATO. This crisis stems from
mllitaiy technological development which have profoundly changed
the East-West'strategric balance4 .,
Military experts, American and European, disagree on tho impli
catlons o the nuclear stalemate; some deem it Unbreakable, others
,question even its existence. Be this as it may: altered perceptions of
thle strategic situation have given rise to controversies r6volvifig on
the control of nuclear weapons and the determination: -of alliance
trategy.

,

THE

XULTWATERAL

FORCE PROPOSAL

'

The proposal for a multilateral force, conceived toward the end*of
the Eisenhower administiation and Vigorously pushed by the Kennedy
administration, was explicitly extended as a tokeniof the recognitionn
which the United Stvtes accorded to the claims of its allies to a share
In advanced weapons systems and a voice in the management of
NATO's nuclear deterrent. Neither the MLF nor the Atlantic nuclear forces (ANF), subsequently proposed by Mr. Harold Wilson,
got off the ground. The former was quietly shelved by President
Johnson; the latter, which would have simply reshuffled some of the
nuclear forces now available to NATO in Europe, failed to kindle
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the enthilsiasm -of the, Gernians. who, for finderstandble reasons, are
mibst :concerned;: with: the .effective and timely use in the defense of
Western Europe of NATOsnuclear weaponry.

:

Although ,the MLF proposal has stirred more arguments, pro and
con, than any other issue debatedby the 'NATO Ali since 1949 its
inw~rdiess issimple-so simple, indeed, as to mock the time and effort
expended promoting and burying, it. The MLF Iproposal -was designed as a vehicle, for interallied participation in .the handling of a
nuclear weapon system and not as an interallied institution for making
nuclear strategy decisions. The proposal did notyield one iota of the
American President's exclusive power over the employment of the
strategic deterrent.- Without the President's leave, neither the European contributors to the MLF nor the Secretary General of NATO
could have unleased the MLF. The proposal did not envisage any
change whatsoever in the political status quo of the alliance. While
pressing the MLF proposal upon. its European allies, the United
States declared itself, opposed to the development of European national deterrents, and denounced European aspirations toward national, nuclear, independence,, notably the French ones, as, dangerous
and disruptive. Futhermore, the representatives of the U.S. Department of Defense pointed out, that, the European national deterrents
were not needed for the defense of Europe and that the available allied
nudear f rces, nearly all of whibh'were under American command,
were more thanadequate for dealing with a,Soviet strategic' challenge.
We need not dwell here oh theMLF proposal'slaok of political icono.
tent or on the flaws of its strategic logic. Suffice that it drew upon the
United States a ood deal-of European criticism,*mostly hostile And
not all of it Gaufist. The MLF episode did nothing to, alleviate the
mountig tensions within the Western Alliance; rather than advancing
the causeof Atlantic iiniiyit set it back.
If proof were needed thit mere tinkering with hardware, however
ingehiou,- does not 'nid cannot furnish the solution to the very real
overarching problem of the Atlantic Alliance,'then the fortunes of
the: M.[F pfoposad have provided this proof. The very real-in fact,
the one land only-problem of the Attantic Alliance is political; -It
can be solved onlyby vanig,;a creative political solution and by
the political will' toapply it. In this country, there has been the various'paiochial

aiiontaisms unable to appreciate the transcenident vir-

tues of Atlantic cooperation. !'Rather than looking for a scapegoat, we
should be lookngat our'own shortccnmings.
The central issue of the alliaiicelis the subordination of our Euro'pean allies tb 'the authority without 'appeal of the United Stites as
regards the defense of 'the free, world in general, and of the-defense
of Western Europe M particular. There is no easy solution to the
problems of interallied determination of strategy. It cannot be f~find
by reshufflng nuclear hardware. It is pointless to ask theqUestion as
r'
to who should and- who should not have the "finger on' the trigge
"
ond "'the- finger on'the safety,'latch"?I If a solution can be foundat
A~l it can be found, only, within the framework of a political institution
within which -member states are equitably represented; within which
representatives of the member nations can deliberate on and develop
common strategies; and within which authority responds to a popular
Atlantic consensus.

AWI'MNT1 -IMUdN: RESOLUTIONSS

This- the ofily 'appropriate

solution, is ,g overdue. Let us be
frankWith our alihesand ourselves:
The:creation f,f common political
institution
will
require
mutual
self-abn6gtion,
-is, the sacrifice
of!,cherished preconceptions; -about,the naturebf that
sovereignty.
The
flrststepis to deb thefundamental issue incommon..
For tlisre onT'I support. CoS P,
e 64., May I~popose,,however
•that-the reolutior himn,$been carried--the U.S ',delegatesproceed
to the Atlantic, (ndlave,with an ,agreed-concepti of Ata
defense
whih ha S; taken into account the reasons for.the, failure -of the MLF
propost'land the le'tiniaite security, iitrests of oui, European allies.
Thank you,, . Chairman,
iSehat0
CH,, Yes . Thank You verymuck, Professor.
:,Do you als6 support'Senate R1solutiorn 198?
'Mr. Si

Sciator,

~

Ido.:

ft'cm. You supportboth'

,

Mr.STAvsz4Tuv- I support both .
-"Senator CHuRo1; I was,inrested in your initial statementthat you,

too, were, at universalist, but thatyou thought, Atlantic Union was an
indispensable first step toward the establishment of 'better order in the
world at large ."I take it you, are in disagreement with M .Ba,,et that this kind
of.unity:couid
be purchased
at the
price
the
existingvdivision:in
central only
Europe,
and
thatofmaking
thisis toopermanent
great a price
Ii would, likeyour comment,,particuarly as it. comes. immediately
followingMr. Bavnets
,
Mr.,SAutsz-Htrx.. I, anm indisagreometor two reasons. The
first is a historical reason. Virtually ,ll the improvements in the
,international situation and,: ,thus far ,as they were, derived from the
loosening
up withii.theCommimist
aretheworkof'NA1O,,,,
"; . : world,
.>'.! allI,thee
. improvements
-,
The: fact.is that if,
the Communisl world could havemaintained its
expansionist mhomentum, none of theinternal differerees would have
ooctrred. 'That isiithe Soviets, could;,have nibble4 a.wy,at the rest
of.Eutope, if the Chinese oould have penotrated into-h Pacific and
southewst Asia,, they woUld not have 'quarrei1 ,with one another.
,Thequarrels have .originated ,preeiely:i the f"t,that; they. were
contained, pressed together; anditi is,this..rub which has ,.caused the
internal tensions within the Communist *orl&.
7.
In briefithe Communists: can. do{ everything, except liveWith- one
.another,.ad NATO'has forced them tolilve with one other. This is
.the

firstrason.,

Thesecond reason is that I believe that it is an error to assume that
the non-Western, world is monolithic., It.,is not ,iny more monolithic
*thantheTrst of the world,- L think the; gneraliatkion_ that all nonWestern peoples, will look with "disfavor upon the Atlantic Union,
this is an unpro.wen notian.Y,-- ou,:would hVaVe to examine every single
country, every single people;,in order to find out what -their attitudes
I
are.
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I anfquite sure,ic' re nple, that'otir -.C ibbean republics who'are
nonwhite would favor, a stronger Atlantic Union for security reasons
and also for commii-iial' and ecbnomic'rbeasons., Tlis may apply to a
nuil~*r of the Asihim' states :ad,.,a number of the African states, .So
unde' no circumstances must we put them all in the same pot.
Senator CHUR0,T Do ybfi:agreethht aft Atluhtic Ulion would mean
the continuing division ,o; Genany'.and :would niilitate against a
political settlement in middle Eur6pe ?.
Mr. STiusz-HupiE. 0,
1 think there;are only two: choices open for
Germany. The one choice i6 to neutralize Germany, which means to,
exclude Geriany from-NATO. This is really what the sole issue is
all about.
In this case we are simply stepping back to 1939, for no matter how
weak the Gernans are, no matter -hoW neutralized they are, how :disarmed they are "they alwayss, have, one, choice; namely' to fall either
West or to fall East. This is precisely the Soviet po icy.
Soviet policy is directed toward *th neutralization of Germany, with
historical experience, especially; with the Treaty of RaPallo of 1922
well in mind,' and we must not underestimate these tendencies in
Germany.

'

There ar a good many people in Germiiany, and they arerby nomeans
our friends, although some of them may, be in very high places in
Germany 'industry:and commerce, who recall only too vividly the
maneuverability which Germany enjoyed in the early 1920?s between
East and West.
This is a dangerous solution; for, I believe, that Germany,' plus the
Soviet Union, that would be a'formidable force, and is it not precisely.
that way we have been trying to prevent world war IIII
FUTURE OF GERMMANY

Senator Cnunoi. Are you saying that the continued 'division of
Germany is in the actual interests of the United States and the Western World.
Mr. STRAU8ZHUF. No, continued division is not in our interests.,
I do not think there is anything we can do at this moment about it
except .to the detriment of the Western, alliance.
If we strengthen the Western alliance, if we create something approximating this Atlantic Union, I think the pressures of that entity
upon Eastern Europe will lead to a further loosening up of Eastern
Europe, and would gradually compel the Soviet elites in the Eastern
European: state.$ but also in Moscowi to contemplate an arrangement
from which may issue 'real settlement of Europe.
But this willbe a process of '20 to 30 yearS, I estimate. .
Senator CHikUnC. Could you envision theday when the Soviet Union
might consent to the merger of East Germany with a Western European Union f ,
Mr. SmTAutsz-HuP: I do not believe that the present leadership of
the Soviet Unibn, would agree under any circumstances to such a
solution.
Senator Cauiou. 'Then doesx t it follow that a Western European
Union must exclude East Germany and,,therefore, be based upon a
continued division-otGermany,
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Mr. STuiSz-H i..I think for the time being this is the only real'
.
_
istic possibility.
Senator CHUtCH. Doyouthink that this possibility, that you term

as the only realistic one, would be acceptable to the people of West
,
acpbeoagemn
Germany
Mr. STAxusz-Hupr. I think it is a table to a great many pple,
especially the thinking people, who realize that the price of- ification
with East Germany is either subordination to the Soviet Union or a
partnership with the Soviet Union which would turn them from those
peoples with whom they most want to be associated; namely, from
the Western democratic peoples. I think that has been the policy
of the Christian Democratic eadership and the Socialist leadership of
Germany.,
Senator CHURCH. Senator McCarthy I
Senator MCCARTHY. As I understand your position, it is that if
the Atlantic Union were. stronger than it is, the RusSians would recognize that fact and, therefore, their interest not to have a stronger
force in the West would continue, but their drive to keep it divided
might lessen if there is this strong force. So it makes little difference
if you add to it a united Germany or not. Your timetable, your
estimate, would be that 30 to 40 or 50 years: might elapse before any
such change might take place.
Mr. STiAusz-Hup. I believe that is approximately the time re.
quired in order to create a new kind of leadership wiihin the Communist world. I think it will take as long as that to put Marxism back
on its rails.: I mean thefact is that there is in Marx a great deal about
democracy and about the freedom of the individual, and the best I
hope for is that these Soviets and the East European states get back to
Marx. But I think it will take about 30 years for them to do that and
from what is essentially a totalitarian, unrepresentative
get
away
eliteelit
system.
sysm
CONTROL OVER XtCLEAR WEAPONS
by
Professor what do you see as a begiiinini
Senator
way of a solution or achievement of ,the political solution to which
you have made reference with respect t- nuclear weapons? I quite
agree with what you said about MLF being inadequate from almost
every point ofview..
How do we move toward some political settlement'of the concern
that obviously does exist in Europe with reference to control over

nuclear weapons?
Mr. SmAusz-HmP. Well, there: are, of course, two-'models. One
model is that of an Atlantic nuclear NATO force, and the other is of a
European nuclear: force which can only be built around the French
and BRitish; which are very negligible forces and, atbest, capable of
defending France and Britain, but nothing else, in Western Europe,
particularly such a united Europe, which would have even less conventional forces available than' it has now. I believe this would be
a very poor arrangement and would lead to the gradual disintegration of Europe.
I can conceive of a solution only within the brad framework of the
Atlantic, that is' of NATO and here the central questions really
a very simple one, although it is unmentionable in many quarters.
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It means pareduction of U.S. sovereignty, 'at least within the are
of tlie joint uses of nuclear power. for the defense of the alliance.
-do not think any amount of rhetoric will get us around that,-and
the\]KLF has given sufficient proof of that.
Senator MCCARTHY. In other words the decision that we must make
is that Europeans will have at least a str6ng voice in deciding to use
nuclear weapons, despite the consequences it might have to us.
Mr. STRAUaz-HuRP. I mean this, 6f CIOulrse, is purely on ieoperationallevel. I believe that if we would create such a political institution in the end the Europeans wouldput the responsibility for the
use of the nuclear deterrent exactly in the same hands in 'which it
lies now, namely, in those of the American President, but it would be
don6 within an institkiitional frame.
Senator MCCARTHY. We would come OUt where we say we are now.
we say we are willing to run the risks, is tlat'right?
Mr. ST ASZ-H P-.

But it would be done within an appropriate

institutional framework.

DEFENSE OF EUROPE

Senator MoCARTHY. What is your judgment with reference to' the
number of troops that we now have posted in Europe? Do you think
it might be in order to withdraw some of them as long as we left a
sufficient number to constitute a kind of hostage?
Mr. STRAusz-Hurim. Of course, that involves, sir; a very complex
question. I mean the question to which extent would we insure a graduated defense of Europe 'that is, to which extent we car instire a pause,
to which extent'we'can keep the war from escalating in Europe.
''Now, I 'do 'not 'believe that the p resent arrangements would 1alt
is
escalation of the war in Europe. I think the greatest need in Europe
for Europe-based interinediate range missiles and tactical nuclear
weapons which could offset the 750-mile intermediate range missiles
fielded -by the Soviet0 in Eastern Europe and European Russia. I
think that is the real problem of restoring the viability of European
def-Se from a purely military point of view.
Senator MC(ARTHY. I thinkI have no further questions.
Senator Case?
CONTROL OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS

Senator CAsE. I am not quite sure that I followed your reasoning
earlier. Just now you suggested that you think a political institution
or arrangement would end up'by leaving the controlof atomic weapons
in Europe in' the hands of the President. That, I rather think is
probably true, not because they would affirmatively want to do it but
becaus.they could not agree on anything else.
If this isso, has the institution any strength at all in addition to
what we have got now? I just put this to you. Have you really
created a political institution when you have one that has this kind of
result on the really important qtiestions? I think probably the same
kind of thing could happen mi regard to such matters as unification
of iermany, or I suggest it would. With regard'to central Europe
and -other questions, is this not likely? Are we not really talking
about maintaining the status quo? I have read Mr. Acheson again,
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and all he says is that -we should start talking wth.Wept German
and England at the start, but he oes not ay where we, woul4, end up or
inake any sug esion as to what we should talk about. &aybe I am
mstken.
Mr. Si'wsz-IHup . No, si' Irthink my friends here, with' lg
State apartment experience, gill agree that these are immensely
coihplex problems .
.
Senator Cape. Of eourse,.t!iV qre.
Mr. SmzT, Ausz-HiM . Which ave to be talked bout at good length.

,..
Ihaye noidea
SenatorCAsE,, Whore do we end up
,r. STRAuuszP-'TPR . What tlie final joliical institution wou l be
ilket It might 'be somethig within t Iramewcrk of the NATO
organization where the Secretar General would receive greater
powers. It may be a new f&r' of poli'TAA
xeutio,
1
i meathese are
simply questions which have to be left, to the wise men 'who are going
to discuss them. Mine is tie pragnic approach.
Senator CASE. Really it is true, is it not, that'th6 European nations,
little as they may think they like,,us from time to time and annoyed
as they may be at our strength and thilr weitkness, stili would rather
have us in control of this situation than any of them?
Mr. STRAUSZ-HUPIP. Well,.I think these are very largely psychological factors. But I wonder very often as to whether the psychological
factors are not really the most important ones, Today the European
powers feel distinctly second.rate powers, supported by us.
If we can provide for them a voice in a.;assembly, we have the model
of the Western union if we can provide for them an executive position
in the alliance, well, then, these psychological factors are taken care of.
,I mean, they may not so much change the actual stratqgip realty,
but they will change a great deal about theway the Europeans perceive
that strategic reality.
COEXISTENCE AND THE COLD WAR

Senator CASE. I have been worrying about this whole European

question for a long, long time, since the war. I suppose it really got
started when we allowed Russia to come outside her traditional
boundaries. It took. a long time to stabilize that situation and coexistence is a result of our'having stabilized the boundary beyond which
both sides now tacitly agree it would be dangerous for either of them
to move. This is what coexistence really is, and if we water the
boundary down youare not going to have coexistence, you are going
to have another period of active cold war. Is this generally your
feeling?
Mr. STRAUS-HUi. I fully agree. I believe -the weakening of
NATO would lead us back into a cold war. That is, we would then
restore Europe to the status of 1939, with one difference. In 1939
the European powers had great military power. At this time they~
will have none, meaning that we,will reduce all of Europe to, the
status of the balance.
Senator CAsE. In general, you do nomt really look toward an ending
of the Germany division for a long, long time,
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I believe that this is a condition which has

to-which will not be changed substantially until profound changes
have taken place within the Communist world.
Senator CAnS. Because you feel that the alternatives for the Germans are either capitulation to the Russians or maintenance of the
status quo as best they can.
Mr. SThAusz-Hbi3i. Yes sir.
Senator CASE. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MoCAH-r. Thankyou very much.
I understand the subcommittee will meet at 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning.
Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the subcommittee was nz rces to
reconvene on Thursday, March 24,1966, at 10 am.)
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INITEnD STATES -SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION AFFAIBs

OF TH COMMITTEE'ON FoRtrGN RELATIONS,

Wa8hington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, ixursuant to adjournment, at 10.:05 a.m., in
room 4221, New Senate Office Building, Senator Frank Church presidmresent: Senators Church (presiding), Gore, Clark, McCarthy,
Case, and Pell.
Senator CHURnCH. Tho hearing will come to order.
We cbntinue today with our hearing on the future of the Atlantic

Community.-

.

.

Qur first witness this, morning is the Honorable John M. Leddy,
Assistant Secretary 6f State for European Affairs.
Mr. Secretary, yesterday I told' the witnesses that it was my hope
that they Woull not only discuss the two resolutilons which are' the
pending busifless before the committee, but also give us their ideas of
how the nations bordering the North Atlantic can be better organized
to deal with each other and the world, and I would encourage you to
do the same.
Let me add that other members of the subcommittee have indicated
that they will be here this morniiig. Rather than wait, because we
have a number of, witnesses to accommodate, I thought we might just
proceed. If you are ready with your statement I will appreciate having it now.
STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN, M. LEDDY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
STATE FOR EUROPEAN AFFAIRS
Mr. LEDDY. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, Senators, I am happyto be able to present the views
of the Department of State on Senate Resolution 128 and Senate Conciirrent Resolution 64 on which your subcommittee is holding hearings.
I believe that your. hearings can contribute to a better understanding
a b
of these importantquestions.
The 'Department of State has previously informed you, Mr. Chairman, and the chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee 'of its
views on these two resolutions by letter, and I believe that yoU have
these letters from Assistant Secretary MacArthur on record.
S(The letters referred to appear on p. 3.)
Let me begin by assuring you that the Department of State shares
the goals implied in the two resolutions of attaining an increasingly
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closer relationship among the Atlantic nations. The reservations
which we have about the resolutions under consideration are not reser-

vations regarding their general philosophy. Rather, our reservations
center upon how best to attain the objectives of the resolutions and
on the scope of the specific goal envisaged, especially in Senate Con,(
.
current Resolttidi,64J
NO EUROPEAN INT/1IMUT-N ATLANTIC UNION
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severe test4 these g6vernments,-publicoopinion and parliaments showed
theixnportance they: attached to untyby their refusal to weaken the,
Commiinity -institutions.,
Coiiseq'Uently, I think we can have some confidence in the conmnitment of the Wor of Eirope to unity. We are at the same time forced

to recognize that there is an enormous gap between this commitment
and'any larger unity with the United States..''
We shall continue to collaborate with the European Communities to
the full extent of their willingness and of their capability. We shall
continue to work within the:OECD to strengthen our ties with our
allies and to accomplish specific economic tasks that require cl
co
Ordination, And We shall continue to support NATO and its political
implications.
NATO RELATIONSHIPS

WITH IEUROPE

The present state of our NATO relationship with Europe is among
the foremost of our concerns, 3We have always seen it as an
isttution
both demanding and permitting growing bonds among its members.
Called into being by the Soviet threat and fashioned to provide maximum, security, for the Atlantic area, it has seen the greatest degree
of union yet attained with our allies even though limited to the defense
of the Atlantic countries.
Again, I believe that our current experiences with NATO are
instructive and both sobering and reassuring.
W,e hav , seenshe firm opposition of one member state to continue a
relationship which it feels impairs its freedom of action even, in a
single, although important, aspect of national policy. This determination to achieve.greater freedom of national action at whatever cost
is not encouragingItserves to ,undermine our common security and
to divide us. It tells us a great deal about 'the chances that a broader
stehi: of,politioal, economic, or,security unit embracing the'United
.,
.
tates would have. ,
-Yet there is reason for,reassurance, too. The threat to NATO unity
has bought home to us all the real value of the institution. -The unanimity of strong support for NATO and for its fundamental concepts
among the' 14: other. member countries is persuasive evidence that this
powerful Atlantic bond,still holds.
Thus, afs fai as our Atlantic relatiolis alone are concerned, we can
see some reasonable'hope of closer ties. They will, enable us to cope
with ineiasing success with our common concerns in other areas of
the world.
c&l'i1R AIt'BA8 OP U.SA. INTEREST

As this sUggests, we cannot lose sight of the other facets of AmericanIforei
rlations.While
U Turope does constitute the most powerful grouping Of states with which we share common objecties, it is
not the only one. ,Our relations with Latin America, Africa, and
Asia are of very great importance. Our relations' w ith them must
also draw closer ;at the same time that we develop our relationship,
with-turope.
' In the light of these considerations pnd this experience,.we believe
that the action proposed in the two. resolutions is not likely to be
productive. In fact, at the present time, an attempt on our part to
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move to ,some' form Of Atlantic union: with our .Atlantio ,'Allies could
only diminish the prospects for eventual attainment bf such an objective..o-,
are nbw engaged in,attempting to minimize! the harm likely
t.be done to existing institut16fis by tie recent Frehch action regard-,
ing NATO. Inirespondirig to this new reality in the alliance, we are'
also considering what might, be 'done' in the' process to strengthen
Atlantic unity and the unity of Europe. The challenge, to "our common defense 'system has,' in, itself, brought 'the rest. of 'the alliance
more tightly'together. Despite the:obvious Weakenig ,of,our, unity
inherent in a, French decision to seek a separate course, we hope, and
expect. that' we will^ maintain our successful NATO. structure and
I
find ways toimprove our unity in the process.
Therefore, to conclude, the Department of State respects the high
motives of those :supporting Senate: Concurrent Resolution 64 and
Senate Resolution '128 and fully supports closer ties between the
United States and its allies. H11owever, the disparity in, power between the United States and European countries Which have not Yet
achieved their own' unity mikes proposals for seeking, fak-reaehing
political action with'our lies to achieve these ends finpractical. Only
after Europe has' ttained sufficient unity to consider itself a de facto
peer of the -United States would such an undertaking have hope Of
succeS. Weo are working to promote that unity and despite serious
obstacles, believe that Europe has a will to unite which will eventually
prevail.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, fsp6rmitting me to preserit these views
Of the Department of State to yotir subcommittee.
Senator'COnurn. Thank you, Mr. Leddy.,
8PsURIN*o

URP0PEAW INTEOATION,-'

You have expressed these views very clearly and commendably in
plain spoken language. Your major argument, I gather, against
adoption of these resolutions at this time concerns, not their objective,
but your appraisal of the 'present situation in Europe itself, which is
that none' of the European- countries concerned are prepared now to
move in this direction for the reasons that you have indicated
The principal reason is that the United States is the towering giant
and the European countries feel that they would be totally dominated
in such a later uniom given the present state of European disunity.
i am wondering whether an expression' on our part of willingness
to join in a larger and stronger Union of Atlantic governments might
not be a spur toward'further European integration.
heard arguments on the other side of the Atlantic
I have
theoften
leaders'ofEur'p0ea governments who, are very friendly
among
toward the United States, to the effect "that we are always promoting
European integration as a great idea for Europeans, but never indicktmig any willingness on our part to join a larger arrangement.
o0w, if we were to indieate'that wilhingnesS,'might this not be a
spur toward furtherr integration in Europe which is an objective
that we constantly endorse?
r.' LEDDY. Mr..Chairman, that might be possible. I would like
to think about that if I might., But I think the essential difference be-
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tween whatyou have said now and. What is in the resolutions is the
different between the expressio of a general aspiration or willingness and,proposals to set something specific in motion at the moment
when-Eilropeans are preoccupied With their!own efforts toward unity.
But the problem in the two resolutions is different. One of them proposes, I believej:immediate steps toward federation along the lines of the
Philadelphia Convention of 1787,- and the other purposes a commission to undertake specific tasks which would presumably have to bb
defined. 'I think there is this difference between an aspiration-a
general willingness that could be expressed by the Senate and Congress-and specific proposals which, under present circumstances,
would'-distract Europeans from the business of building the unity that
they are trying to achieve now.
Senator CHURnH. Yes, I think that is a point well taken, Mr. Seeretary.- But these hearings'themselves are meant to be broader than
the present wordingof the resolutions.
En other words. we hope to obtain instruction from these hearings
that might lead this subcommittee to recommend changes in the language or the format of one or the other of these resolutions. Moreover, it might lead us to substitute an entirely different approach.
What we are reallytrying'to get at is the present problem within
the Atlantic Community, the. present crisis within the NATO alliance, and its implications for the United States within the context
of how we can move toward the solution of these problems and
greater possible unity in the Atlantic Community.
Mr. LEDDY. Well, I think something like that might well be useful.
z;ATURE OF ATLANTIO PARTNERSHIP

I go back, I believe, to President Kennedy's speech on Atlantic
partnership which carries this notion of an Ultimately much closer
Atlantic tie when there is a substantial degree of European unity.
Under the conditions, there would be even closer relations between
Europe and the United States. I think that is a good idea. Perhaps
something
that would be helpful in terms of a resolution.
ISenator like
CHuAcn. The partnership, however, implies, does it not,
close, cooperative working relationships between sovereign entities.
Even if Europe were to continue in the direction of greater integration and cohesiveness, the partnership notion contemplates, does it
not, a close and friendly, and cooperative, relationship between the
United States of America on one side of the Atlantic and, presumably, one day a United States of Europe on the other. Isn't that
quite a different thing from the thrust of these two resolutions?
Mr. L DDY. Well, I have always personally felt that the partnership concept left open the nature of any organic tie. It did not try
to define the natureof -an institutional relationship, but the notion
was that a large United Europe and the United States would work
together on the world scene, not simply or Atlantic problems, but
on the world scene, which is a much broader notion than we have now.
As you know, the NATO community is defined as the! Atlantic area
and I have always thought of the Atlantic partnership as being of
a much wider concept, even though its institutional form was totally
undefined in the President's statement.
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But it is
think, a closer idea than simply two states' working,
together. It is rather two states working extremely- closely togetIe

on all frontij

Senator C m~no.; But the idea does not go as far as the -objective
sought by the tworesolutions. '
14r- U
Y. Not specifically.i But the.problem -we.'have witA the,
i think, is just what, I said.- Theyare quite if 'n
reslutions,
of them veriy specific, on the form oAf n Atlantic Unioi .aa. the other
specific in the sense- that it would set in"motion commission which;
in oidder to be effective, would- have to be given defined 'tasks of al
rather clear character.
DESIRABILITY OF A CONGRESSIONAL EXP ESSO.

.

Senator CnvUix. I wish that you would ponder the question that,
I first put to you and, perhaps, furnish for the record a statement -$
to the -Department's view of the desirability of som.e cngresi~nal
expression looking toward, a greater measure Qf_ inteation 'that
would involve theUfnited States, and what effect that might have ;i
stimulating processes for further integration n Europe . lf..
Mr. LwDY. I will consult my colleagues on this, Mri Chairman- and
see whether we cannot make some suggestions that will-be hepfuT
to JOU.!

.

-:

''

Senator C vRnH. Thank you, ''Mr. Secretary.
NATO,:PROBL

S:

.

This morning in the W.ashinton Post. Mr. Walter Lippmann considers the p resent problem in NATO, in the Pacific, and our relationship to China, an, he takes the State Department to task on its attitude toward NATO. There is one paragraph in thit column I would
like to read to yoU:
Yet the extraordinary 'thiig isthat instead 0f anticipating the inevitable revision of the postwar policies, the Johnson administration. has merely defended
the postwar policies, The result is that the, Johnson administration has lost,.
indeed has renounced, the Initiative in foreign affairs, and lie is aggrieved beeause, so many people at' home and abrOad are asking tirublesome 'questions.
In'this posture the administration finds itself engaged, not in' taikini the problem of the postwar era,: but, as General Marshall used to-say, in "fighting the
problem" rather than trying to deal with it.-

Now, there is no
question but that we have a problem in NATO. I
am wondering whether we are merly trying to fight the problem, and:
if not, what ate we doin.'ow inbitr effort to dealwith it?
Mr. LitDY. Well, I think Mr.'Chairman, first we need to find out
what is the problem; what have been the changes in the worldthat
have taken place since the formation of NATO and the establihmnt
of its concepts; and what, in the light of those changes, ought'to be

done I

Now, the problem' at the moment is that -there .re two different
concepts about the way in which the Western countries should organize themselves.
There is one: conceptwhich-has been expressed by the Government
of France, that there is no longer any need forwhiat is called an ite.
grated military system within the alliance. The other concept, which
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Th're a.e "seVral t~asohs Why'thesechanges have taken place. One
of them -as I have mentipnod, is entirely internal, the development
within the countries, chaigihg'viewpoints.
:There~real4&o exterhai reasons fof ' t i is chan e. One has been the
has been in the West a strong co11ective, integrated fo6rde
fact tht'
there
whih :is ready torepel any aggression from the East.
Have the changes that have taken place been such, are they such,
'that it i9 afethat it 'would be possible, let is say, to disband or dismantle the collective security system in the West? We are notlsatisled thitthis Would be a,prudent cdourse.h fbat, I woild go beyond'ithaV and say that, the chatices of further
progress in moving toward greater detente, a greater loosening; a
weakeingof, tehsions't6Ward the day when we can have a stableand
reliable peace -re-better if you contiiiWi- to develop cohesion in the

West.'
Is NATO ADEQU ATE. Now?,

Senator CHUR'oH. It is on this particular point, that I would'like to
have further clarification. I certainly have no philosophical problem with the proposition that you"have stated. But is it the position
.of the State Department that the- NATO alliance as it nowstandsand hap stood over the past 15 years; is adequate? Are you standing
'pat on the alliance and protesting the F~iench defection in the hopes
that they will see the error of their ways and come back again? Is
that the present posture of the Department I
Mr. LEDD'. The present posture of the Department is 'that the
NATO system is in need of improvement, that there should be changes
ini it. Butcthose changes do not move in the direction of the concept
.which the French Government holds..
I would say that we think the basic concept of collective security,
with forces inbeing,con an integrated command system, is still valid.
This does not mean that the arrangements, the specifics, are not in
need of improvement. Indeed, we th.nk they are.
This is one'-reason why Secretary McNamara several months ago
proposed, and it was ' agreed, to create a committee, a special committe6, of ministers of defense to develop consultation on nuclear
matters.'
Senator CHo o. But other than Our recommendations looking
toward closer, consultation and planning on questions of nuclear
weapons and their use, and military strategy, what else have we pro-
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posed I -Is that the extent of the change that we-now think desirable
"
in the new alliance
'Mr. LEDDY No. - We haveproposed .this. We have proposed dif'ferent approaches to the, question, of force Structute and similar
matters.
MFL AND ATLANTIC NUCLE AR, FORCE

Senator

uii~o~R.

Do we still' propose, endorse, and wdrk for the

,establishment- of the MLF?
Mr. LDDY. The situation on that is this, Mr. Chairman: When
Chancellor Erhard was here last Deeber, there was a communique
issued by President Johnson and the Chancellor which indicated that
there should be progress in-this area of nuclear sharing, which is
what it is called.
There are two specific propositions that were put on the table internationally for consideration. One was the multilateral" force,
which was a fleet of surface ships, as you know, and the other was an
Atlantic nuclear force which was put forward by the United Kingdom.
Neither of these have been specifically rejected. They are still on
the table.
internaas yetarrangement
been reachedshould
hand,ifnoany,
agreement
On theasother
go
nuclear
kind of has
to what,
tionally
forward.
This is a controversial problem, but that is where it, stands.
Senator CHtJRCH. For some months we ,pressed very vigorously
for the MLF. I take it now that we no longer press or it is that
the case?
Mr. LDy. I would not wish to rule out any proposal that is still
under consideration, Mr. Chairman. :
Senator CLARX. Would the Senator yield for a question?
Senator CHURCH. Yes, Senator Clark.
Senator CLmum. Mr. Leddy, :it has seemed to me for a good long
while that the refusal of the State Department either to bury 10
fathoms deep MLF and ANF-as I think should have been done long
ago-or, in the alternative, to press them belligerently to conclusion
is making it completely impossible for us to negotiate a treaty for the
nonproliferation of nuclear weapons in Geneva. While our negotiators are obviously under wraps, because of the interest of the State
Department and the Joint Chiefs of Staff-and I certainly would
not poke them in this connection because it would be disloyal-I do
not have a shadow of doubt that in the back of their minds, they are
perfectly convinced that if we want to have a nonproliferation treaty
which Russia will join, the State Department has either to fish or cut
bait on MLF. I hope they will decide to bury it.
If you have, any comments on that, I would be glad to hear them.
Mr. LDDY. No comments.

Senator CHURCH. I want to endorse Senator Clark's position. I
think that you ought to make up your mind one way or the other,
and then make it plain as to just what the position of this country is.
Just letting it dangle there where it continues to exacerbate, whatever
prospect there may be for. a nonproliferation treaty does not make
any sense.
Just one further question, Air. Secretary.
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Yesterday we had testmohy ,from Professor Strausz-Hup6 and in
that testimony he was quite'critical of our own governmental attitude
toward NATO-andthe way we have treated it.'
I want to read you an excerpt from his testimony and I woula like
then to invite: your response. H6etestified that in this country'there
has: been a tendency to ascribe the troubles of the Western alliance
to various parochialnationalisms unable to ap'preIate the transcendent virtues of Atlantic cooperation. Rather than looking for ascape
goat we should be looking at our own shortcomings.
The central issue of the alliance is the subordination of our European allies
to the authorty-without-appeal of the United States as regards the defense of
the free world in general, and of the defense of Western Europe in particular.
There is no easy solution to the problem of interallied "determination" of a
strategy. It cannot be found by reshuffling nuclear hardware. It is pointless
to ask the question as to who should and who should not have the "finger on
the trigger" and the "finger on the safety latch." If a solution, can be found
at all, it can be found 'only within the framework of a political institution
within which, member states are equitably represented; within which representatives of the member nations can' deliberate on, and develop common strategies;
and within which authority responds to a popular Atlantic consensus. This, the
only appropriate solution, is long overdue.
'Mr. LPDty. Well,-I, Would say this about that comment, Mr. Chairman. I think that certainly so long as you have separate states, as
we do, that this process of a single decision, the process of consultation, is difficult, and I, for one, am not going to defend U.S. actions
in every ca.se within NATO. They can properly be subject to
criticism.
I think what this comment suggests, however, is along the lines of
one of your resolutions; which is, in effect, that if you wish to have a
single political decision which reflects the public opinion of the popular
will of the Atlantic as a whole; you are inevitably led to the formation
of a single government. In other words, I think it brings you back

tothe notion of a federal union.
So long as you do not achieve that, the process of many independent

states working together, even when they are agreed on overall objectives, even when they have commitments (such as we havein the NATO
treaty), is bound to be very difficult and to create frictions before
these things finally get settled.
I think the basic rule is sound that we, and others, should consult
each other more in NATO on policies which affect each other. I think
this should be done more than we have done it in the past.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you.

Mr. LDDYr. It has not always been easy, when we have engaged in
advance consultations, to get a response from other countries. The
difficulties have not been all on our shoulders.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Senator Clark?
Senator CLAtK. Mr. Chairman, I would be happy to yield to the
Senator from Tennessee. I can stay all morning. Maybe he wants
to get away.
Senator GoRE. Thank you. You may proceed.
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Senator CLARK. Mr..Leddy, the .wayI approaoh ' the consideration
of these resolutions is that in determining whether we want to move
towards Atlantio unity we hwe to lotk at the p s situatioA in
Eurbie not only with respect t6 the NATO alliance but with respect
to. whether the eircumstA nces which called it into being 'any longer
exist.,
It woUld seem to me tha, this requires :some consideratOn! bf the
ttitude and posture of the Soviet Union, its capabilities and hitontions--W the extent We icai determine them--nd a further 'consid~rafion as to whether these resolutions w6buld make
A ore dffWcult Ai'dtente
with the Soviet Union6 if sth a d6teiite w4s de sirable.,
In considering the resolutions, I would like to approach our colloquy
from that poit of View.'
,
10 WAW0O Q13OET~

One of the witnesses-this was the-statement of Mr. James P.
Warburg wh4 as you know, has been very artictlate in connection with
.ar European foreign policy ,cw a ge eran-'in the opening paragraph of his statement says, and I quote;:
I think the NATO alliance is obsolete, irrelevant to conditions as they exist
today and, in fact, an obstacle to the achievement of what I conceive to be the
vital Interests of the United 8ates.

Would you comment on that statement?,

SMr. LEDDY. Well, yes Senator. I think the, case needs to be shown

why the basic notion ol collective security for which NATO stands
is obsolete.
Next year the So ',t Union will celebrate the 50th anniversary of
the Soviet state. We had the Cuban missile crisis, during the 45th
'year of theSoviet state.In order-to come to a conclusion that collective security in the
West-and I am not talking about the details of the arrangements,
but the basic conception-to say that that conception is no longer a
valid one requires a judgment that there is no longer a threat from
the East.
I would simply conclude,that there is still a threat, and that we have
not yet reached the point in which it would be safe to assume that the
collective security of the West could be abandoned..
ISenator CLARK. I would suggest that that is not an entirely encyclo-

pedic summary of the problem. It seems to me the problem is this:
Will the future of peace in Western Europe, including Russia, be
better advanced by an effort to rebuild the NATO as a strong military
alliance, equipped with nuclear power, ground and sea forces directed
against the Soviet Union in a holy war against godless communism
fought to total victory if there are any moves on their side, or would
we be better advised-as the distinguished panel on Arms Control
and Disarmament at the White House Conference, on InternatiOial
Cooperation, with which you are familiar, recommended-to direct
the impact, the thrust , of our' foreign policy toward implementing
their recommendations?' Obviously we must maintain the stick, we
cannot do it entirely with the carrot. Obviously we have to be in p0sition until such time as arms Control measures are effective t0 resist
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any overt attack; but should hot the thrust of,the State Department's
policy
be Jooking
rbiilding
Of this
military
progressing
with not
MLFtowoitd~
and other
belligerent
gestures,
butalliance
toward
trying to work along the general lines indicated by the National
Citizens-C6xmnission on Arm Control and Disarmament or the White
House Conference on Internati6nal Cooperation, and attempt to im-'
plemen. their recommendations?
[ would like your views on that.
Mr. LEwDg. Well, Senator, I do not consider NATO as being a
belligerent or aggressive or a hosile organization. I coisider it'a
defensive oqanization: one that sdesigned to keep? the peace simply
by maintaining the strength against aggression if it occurs.
NATO is not the only instrument of what we consider the broader
arba-of
tt1n.-) We are trying
mAniiy Ways With
6ur
friends, -Atlatiticleoop'
in Western Europe to develop
peacefulin cooperation
in trade,
in economic matters, in the monetary field, in help to the underdeL

veloped areas., As a Nation and with our allies we are also attempting
to do what we callbilding bridges to the East.

This is the reason for our various agreements and arrangements
with such Countries as Yugloslavi%, Poland and Rumania. We have
just completed a. cultural agreement with the Soviet Union, which is
the fifth such agreement that we have-had, that provides for a broad
range of exchanges.
SenatorCbARK. With some embarrassing overtones.

Mr. ~EDDY- Well, I won't, g into that, sir. But the agreement con-

tinues. It is significant and it is part of our policy of moving in every
practical way we can to lessen irritations and to lessen tensions.

Therefore, I think this. needs to be looked at as, a part of overall

policy, which is in no way aggressive. It is defensive, and it seeks

ways to remove some of the sources of possible tension.

Senator COAIm. I would hope that what you just said really is the

policy of the Department.
. It seems to me it is a. good deal more belligerence than pacification,
but this is a matter of judgment.
RECOMMENDATIONS OF WHITE HOUSE CONFERENE ON INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION (ICY)

Mr. Chairman, I would ask unanimous consent that the Members
of the Committee on Arms Contr6l and Disarmament of the National
Citizens Committee ont InternationMl Cooperation, chaired by Dr.
Jerome B. Wiesner, dean of the School of Science, Massachusetts Institute:of T
0choly and fo~rnier Special Assistant to the President
fbr Science and Teiolmogy, be printed in the record at this point.
Senator CHURCH. Without ob ection, it will be so ordered.

(The document referred tofbl1ows:)

R1tPOtT O'rTHr COM
o
I1ntEE o

ARMs CONTR r. AND E)I6ARI!A!ENT, NATIoNAL CIT-

IZ!ENS' COIMMrsSOT OF fnP WflT9 H0OSE CONFERRNOE ON INTERWATOAL CoOPERATION
COMM TT

E.B

Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner, Chairman, dean, School of Science, Massachuetts Institute of Technology, former Special Assistant to the President for Science and
Technology.
Dr. Donald G. Brennan, Hudson Institute.
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Frederick M. Eaton, Esq., of the New York bar, former representatlye of -the
United States at the 10-Nation Disarmament Committee.
Dr. Vernon Ferwerda, assistant general secretary, Natlonal Coun)l of the
Churches of Christ in the Unlited States.
Mr. John Fischer, editor, Harper's.
Roswell Gilpatric, Esq,, of 'the. New 'York bar, former Under Seoetary of
Defense.
,oseph J.Johnston, Esq., of the Montgomery, Ala., bar.
Dr. Carl Kaysen, Littauer professor of political economy,: Harvard University, former Department Special Assistant to the President for National' Security

Affairs,

Dr. Robert
professor of politicalascience, Howard University..,,
-Mr.
John M.Martin,
Mitchell,
executive vice president, AluminumC0, of America.
Dr. William V. O'Brien, chairman, Institute of World Policy, Georgetown Uni.
versity.
Mrs. Josephine Pomerance, civic leader, Cos Cob, Conn.
Rev.' Richard Spillane, S.J., director, Center for Peace Research, Creighton
University.
HarOld E. Stassen, Esq., of the Philadelphia bar, former Special Assistant -to
the President and U.S. representative to the Disarmament Subcommittee.
Committee staff: Dr. Walter 0. Clemens, Jr., executive officer, assistant proves
sor of political science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
-

Senator CLANK. I call to the-attention of my colleagues and the,witness tlt some of the best versed citizens 'in the United States served
on that Committee, not only Dr. Wiesner but Mr. -Frederick M. Eaton
who, at one thne, was our 6hief negotiator at theDisarmament Conference at Geneva; Mr. John Fischer, the editor of Harper's magazine; Mr. Roswell Gilpatric, former Under Secretary of Defense; Dr.
Carl Kaysen, Littauer professor of political economy, Htrvard Kjihversity, and former deputy special assistant to the IPresident for national security affairs. This was noi doVelike committee. This was a;
committee of realistic businessmen, lawyers, and members of the
academic profession.
They made a unanimous report. The fourth part of this report, I
believe, is pertinent to the resolutions under consideration by this subcommittee and I would ask unanimous consent that their discussion
of Euro'e and disarmament--which starts at page 19 of their formal
retort--be printed in the record at this point.
Senator CHURCH. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(The document referred to follows:)
IV. EUROPE AND DisARMAMENT
A. THE PRESENT, SITUATION.

Since 1945, the confrontation of the United States and the Soviet Union across
the German zonal boundary has been a central political fact affecting the arms
race. In the early postwar period, the temporary nature of the German partition, the unsettled conditions in Western. urope, Soviet maintenance of troop
levels despite ubstantial Allied disarmament, Soviet probes in other areas of
the world, and 'the general. Soviet posture under Stalin generated widespread
fears of a Soviet attack across the boundary. The Berlin blockade and the
Korean war seemed to confirm these fears. A rapid buildup of Western' arms
followed, and the Warsaw Pact nations replied in kind, probably further stimulated by American talk of "rollback" of the expansion of communism into Eastern Europe.
Over the last decade and for a variety of reasons, the threat of Soviet
attack has been waning. In particular, it has become increasingly obvious to
both sides-: first, that neither will retreat under pressure from central European
positions taken up after the Allied victory and, second, that resort to violence
would be irrationally risky. For example, even the abortive uprisings in East
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Germany (1953) and Hungary (1950) did not result in Western military action,
in Eastern Ehrope; the'risk of Western attack, as perceived by the Soviet UniOn,
was- thus reduced. For the United States, the Soviet split with China and the
growth of Eastern European independence, within the 'Soviet bloc have been
among the factors diminishing the supposed risk of Soviet attack. In addition, a
general recognition of the possibility of unintended war has been still another
factor inhibiting the use or threat of violence. But the confrontation continues,,
while parallel interests in avoiding war provide an overriding motive on both
sides for resolvingthis,'central and most dangerous issue: an unsettled and
divided Germany.
'Looked at in: terms of current realities, the German problem 'shows a tangle
of partly conflicting, partly parallel interests as among the United States, the
Soviet Union, and Germany. -To make progress in solidifying the reduction of
tension sufficiently to permit more progress In arms control and disarmament
requires that the parties concerned see parallel interests as outweighing con.
flirting ones. The -German people-articulately in the West and silently in the East-want
reunification. The United States has backed them in this desire; indeed, Ameri.
can spokesmen voiced it before the Germans felt strong enough or self-confident
enough to do so. Now the demand for reunification has become a sufficiently
strong factor 'in West German public sentiments that its continued support by
the United States is crucial to relations with the Federal Republic.
The United States has sought the integration of West Germany into Western Europe and a close-knlt alliance between Western Europe and the'United
States. This has been one of the most important persistent strands in U.S.
foreign policy in the postwar period. Its purposes have been twofold: to promote Within Germany a stable, responsible, Western-oriented, democratic government, living in harmony with "the 'cotintres 'of Western Europe that'Germany
had conquered and occupied In World. War II ; to contribute to the strength,
military and other, of the Western 'alliance. As ultimate goals, to, which the
alliance and integration contribute,' the United States wants peace and stability
in Europe:
The Soviets have sought security, especially'the security of the new borders,
and the'-legitimation of the regimes of the Warsaw Pact states. In some of these
states and in the Soviet Union as well,'there is also a genuine fear of Gerniany,
reflecting both the experiences of World War II and the belief that the "German
problem" might be the cause of another conflict. In addition, the Soviets have
sought continued hegemony in East Germany, both as an end in itself for political
and economic reasons and as a means of insuring the security of Eastern Europe.
They probably Judge--rightly-that East Germany cannot stand on its own as a
viable Communist state in the face of the superior numbers, strength, prosperity,
and freedom of the Federal Republic.
The great common interest of the United States and the Soviet Union in
Europe is in a settled political situation that would result in enough reduction
of the tension of confrontation to insure continued peace. Germany remains the
great issue of the confrontation, and one -most likely to become the occasion
of conflicts' from, which neither can readily retreat. Joint interest in avoiding
such conflicts leads to joint interest in resolving this*issue. Since the stability
recently experienced may well prove temporary under the pressure of the conflicting goals described above, the importance of the U.S. interest in avoiding
conflict is underlined. If a conflict ever arose, it would probably begin with
the devastation of Germany, and the interest in peace'is at least as important for
the Germans as it is for the Soviets and the Americans.
The key question, of course, is whether this common interest is impbrtant
enough to overcome the conflict of interest on all sides. The United States insistence on close military integrating of West Germany within the alliance, and
German reinforcement of that insistence is inconsistent with the German and
American desire for reunification, 'given the Soviet concerns for security. On
the other side, the Soviet desire to legitimate the postwar settlement is in conflict with- continued Soviet support of the independence of East Germany, since
it i now impossible for the Soviets to expect West Germany and her allies to
accept the division of Germany as permanent.
Reconciliation of these conflicts must, logically, include some change in military arrangements in both parts of Germany, in connection with a process that
makes continued movement toward reunification possible. In general, such
evolution can probably take place only in an atmosphere of increasing detente
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and increased freedom for the,Eastern
states in rqeltin to: the: Soviet
Union. The alternate possibility of bringing about a Soviet etreat .from East
Germany by maintainingor increasing Western pressures. (Or oe1zng'tbODpor_.
tunity of an unforeseen cisis, toforce. a sudden retreat), Is as a practical matter,,
excluded. The' evolution of the military balance makes it ever. less, ) kely, that,
such a risky course could succeed 4.Further It'Is doubtful that our 1European
allies would really favor any such attempt at forelng a. Soviet retreat. i ,
:The search for detente and, the loosening of the ties of the pact
in the Bast has
implications for the Western, alliance -The military element in Western relations must not be viewed as central, and accordingly should ;be given- less.
emphasis. Some general loosening of alliance ties must also be' accepted . since
alliances inevitably show greater solidarity in periods of. threat than:in periods
of calm.,- Neither of these changes means the withdrawal of the United5States
from Europe or the lessening of the security ties betweeniAmerica-a,M Western,
Europe. Rather, the opposite is true, since the defense oA Western Murop:
remains vital to the security of the United States and the evolution ofmilitary
technology continues-to make effective Eurdpean self-lefense more rather than
less difficult and costly.
'uropean

B BRECOMMENDATIONS
.'

: e ot important contribution that arms restrictions an make toward pewac
in: Europe lies, in measures that sIgna! and encourage detente
and help to perpetuAte aod solidity whatever degree of relaxation can be achieved. leadp In seekthe
take
States
Thus the committee suggests first that the United
ng
Xnonaggressioni pact between NATO and the Warsaw Treaty. orgoizatlns,
Within
8 years, the NATOTreat
under review:by its'ignatories.
It, wouldthe
he next
highly
desir~ble'to reaffirm - the 'comes
mutual commitment
of North America
and Western Eurqpe L9,tXeir joint security. interests i a context Whichformalizes.
the defensive nature of.these interest,
nonaggresgon pact would do no.more,
than recognize explicitly what has already. been. recogntId tacitly, tha the
situation h3,central Europe--includig the p)tuation in Berlin'-can be changed&
only by mutual consent, not by force. Nonetheless, formalizing this recognition
con be an Important step n institutionalizing the detente
Second, the. committee believes that the, Uitel States should lead .4ts allies.
in th, search for means to reduce,: rather thanincrease, We buildup of nuclear
• geaponinand near central Europe. In this connection, solutions tpthe nuclear
problem;o the alliance, should be sought in Aprangementsthat do not result in; the
creation of, new nuclear forces. One pospiAlemethod which meets this condition
Is the Select 0mmittee-that the Secretary of Defense has recently suggested.

PrOper

developed, t~ls would provide fmr wore Involvement, of our Western

Eu4ropean allies, especially , Qermany, Great ]Rrita , France (if, she so desires),
and Italy in a genuine dialog on the detailed buslese of planning for the alliance's strategle frce. The point of such a Committee is tq give practical institutional substance to the proposition that the, U.S. nuclear forces are the alliance
strategic force.

.

In ths conneetIon, it is importantthat the Committee function .not only at a
high ministerial level but also with-reference to the whole executive apparatus,
military and civilian, through which governments do their work. : Further, this
principle of more intimate association at theY working levels of actual decisionmaking in major allied. capitals, can usefully, be extended to nonnuclear matters
as well.
.

.Otn
.eiall
bosq~q~
lo procedure could be, a more 'fruitful, Involvement of the principal NATQ.Al1IPP liolso~ussions~f disarmament and arms 'con-

trol.; Alis is' especially important in .relation to the? problems of Europe and In
regard to Germany. Heretfore, NATO consultationondisarmament has usually
offered little that Is positive, 'bis In turn, has reflected, its: sporadic character;
when A .springs,from an, ougolng partlclpation. in the 'central, military problems
of ftoe aj141nce, tt can, reasonably be expected to'be better informed and, more

ve.,
cotrpct
Third, the committee believes that the United States should seek agreement

b0th With her allies anl with the Soviets; to. measures which could reduce the
danger of surprise conventional attack in Europe. These could include the manning of fixed observer posts, at selected points in NATO and, Warsaw Pact countries and the extension of the.Huebner-Malinin agreement covering mobiletobservw
ers more widely through the NATO-Warsaw areas. Both these measures could,

7T,
bet
proqsed
In te context of a NATO-Warsaw nonaggreqion
lvngbeeichi
a pact substanCe.'
thus
g
i- -pact, ,t
Fourth, We 'belie~ that' t~hdIie
lted St&ate' should encourage an examinatin
of the probleni; bf pataliil: tr,6p -reductions in West andAEast Germany by the
United States'and the Soviet Unionol
4 ,Reductions are n1otto be: oneilVed tisWtantamount to, withdrawal, which would change the military balance; but. rather as.
adjustment e'uItab! Ior fith sides which would preserve the balance at les.
cost bd strao'i fo e h. '
xplokat6n in thee terms woUld hav to begin with
th# Westei 'illie -th4s egiiteo
nd, biit,

'fit isto have hny effect, ituntust Prdceed
to exchanges with the Soviet Union.
inally, we beleve, tht the.,Ute4 States should explode,, first With Germany
and the other '.Wester'n ~
~W9~et concerned, the nature of the security arrange-,
ments Withesprt to Eaotprn ukope th.t 'prOgress toward reiication would
dehiakid and p ruit.' -To take one p6ssibl6 example, la series of arrangements
might be concluded between" the Federal Republic and East :Germany t6' ctver
trade,. the, move pt of persons, and tle like, leading ultimately to',some kind of
cohf.eeraton' when tg e~ment could be reached as to how ,tej s beyond confeder~tkculd be takxi lh w
I
s6tl
-arage
ents re appropriate t
ial
setirty arwaaigements
that, stage.

Seiato'r iCLAm .I am sure Mr. LeddY is familiar with the recom-

m~nda ions,*W'eWere niade by'that subcoginjttee, became, as I re
call it,

you served' on "the Pa6el of 'the conferhne didnt you, Mr.
Leddy
Y
'Mr.LE~tY. Yeg, Sir.
SenitO- ' C, iRk. There are
0 lou speoifiq recommendations of the
cdrmittee, I will paratphrse them briefly in Qrder not to take, too.
much time, and ask you; in each instance whether the State Department agrees with the reclimhendatoln and) ifrso, What it is doing to
iiiiplemit theit' nd'"fnot why no t .
ivo*Ao6Riesz6x ?AcT fihTwEJ.

xATO. AND wA.RsAw POWBRs.

The first reco6imimndation was that the United State should take'
the 1ead hi-,seekin 'i
nonhtggressidn pact between NATO and the War-'
saw 'Treaty o'rgh ititins..
Mr. LEDDY. Senator, we do not think this is a useful resolutiotibecause We do not'1eel'that SUch a noniaggressibn pc at this tine would,
b fdasible given'the situation of Germany.
'Wefeel that"this"w6uld leid'ifito iiestions abdut the recogitof
Eastern Germany and that this would ra'se.many. difflcfit '=:s
is . I
'do
mit:
ktiow~whlet'
iiltimately
sh
a
solutioli
i
ht
bepossible
bt
at~the present time, we do not t~iik so. ''"
•
tW660i*6 V;Ut- Ai ANib dkJXVEki tONAL ARMkS IN EtTROPE

Senator CLARK. The second recommendation of the committee was.
that' the,Vfited, States ..
hould lefd lts allies -i#a search for means to
reduce rather than tb increase the' buildup of nuclear weapons inMand
near central Europe.
This, of course, is directly contrary to the concept of MLF and the
Atlantic nuclear force. What'is the 'ositin of the State Department
with respect to that.recommendation ?
'
. . .I
Mr. LEDDY. Mr. Chairman as nearly as I recall, Ithink I did make
a statement on the subject at the time of the White House conference.
SenlatortCIAK. YeI 'rememberit.
61-129---6----6
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.
Mr.,LEDDJY,. Have, not reekAmined the pdrticuldk t6xt of this, b ,
se-as .1 recall, we point out'that the centr-id problem heeOfthe
4urlty in theo ceter)9f Io had t be looked at in terim of a widert

question than simply nuclear weapons. -That is. to say,- tle :Whole
problem of security, 'of balance, a balance: on each side, which' would"
1 'n to
-not leave a weakness in the' WeSt i eatio
a~sure
security'and
tho ast,'
and th
I thu*x' these were the'qualifloations' hat we had
on the recommendation,
.
the secondrecoiiineidation referred specifiSenator Q K.While
ationi, fn which iwill
*d
cally to nuclear eap6gs, the ti reomnd
ask thbl positio of the State Department now, completes the cycle,

by moving into the nonnuclear or conventional field.:,

--The third recommendation was that thedomnittee believes the
United 'States ,should seek agreement both with her alies and with'

the Soviets _6n 4i easures which 'could reduce the danger of surprise'
conventional attack in Europe. These could include the manning of

Pcte
and'Warsaw_
points
in NATO
posts
at selected
fixed
observer
of agreent
betent
and, of
course,
would be
a point
countries
NATO Pact and Warsaw Pact, which you oppose, and the extension
of the Huebner-Malinin agrreement covering mobile, observers more
widely through the NAT(-Warsaw area. Both of theAe measures
could best beproposed in the context of the XATO or Warsaw nonaggressonpAct, thus giving SUch a pact substance.
W.o-uldyou'omfment oi'tha recommendation?
Mr. LDDY. Yes. I think thai our general view onthe exchange of
observers, in principle, we think this is desirable. IndeedA, we would
be"Now;
prepared to exchange observers ourselves .with the Soviet Union.
-We cannot ourselves, however, determine' precisely where this
should be done. This involves the consent of other countrie 4f: it is
we
as we areofconcerned
I can say
Ruropoe,but
to
be
what is posa question
all.that
Itsois far
at is
to this all
principle
ntinobject
don
to do. Ciw Each of these recommendations is that the commitsible
senator
tee Urges our country to take the initiative, and your position appears
to be: well, let us just sit back and see what somebody else does. Am
Ibeingunfair? .
Mr'. LEDDY. I think 'a little Senator, yes. We. do try to make this
alliance succeed, despite the iact we have been criticed for 'some of
our actions; we try to do this on the basis of common answers. We
are now talking about territories which. are the territories of other
governments and other countries, and they feel quite stongly about
this matter..
It isnot that we have notA discussed these questions with them. It is
not that we have failed to make suggestions. But the views of the
governments directly concerned must be taken into account.
PARALLEL TROOP REDUOTONS

Senator CLAnK. The fourth recommendation of: the committee is,
and I'quote:
We believe that the United States should encourage the examination of the
problem of parallel troop reductions t6 West and East Germjany by the United
States and the Soviet Union. Reductions are not to be conceived as tantamount
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towlthdrawal, which would change the military',balance, but rather as adjustb
ments equitable for both sides which would prqservelthe balance at less cost and
strain for each.

' WQuldyou comment On the State Department's position with respect
to that recommendation I
Mr.LDDY..Senator, here I mustsay that--and I speak now from

memgry,.and if Iam inaccurateiTwould like to have a chance to make
a correction.
Senator Onuor., Of course.,
Mr. LEDDY, But I1do Aot believe that so long, as you can secure a
balance of forces on both sides, so long as this could be done safely, I.
do not really believe' that we are against this notion, m' principle.'
The problem is, how, do you carry it out.
Senator CL RK. That would be primarily a job for the ACDA,.
. .
wouldn'tit?t
Mr. LF.DDY. I *ould not think so.
Senator Ciix. You do, not think that is part of the arms control
and disarmament negotiation I
Mr. LDDY. This is certainly a matter for their consideration, but I
think they are only one f the agencies that would be concerned with
this,
Senator CLAm. I do not want to get into a discussion with you.
you all kno4 that the A ADA is under the thumb of the Committee.
of Principals which consists of the Defense Department, State Depart ment, CIA, other agencies. I am not at this point criticizing that, because I do think there has to be unanimity within the executive branch
before any negotiating group can take a position..
But to the extent that there were to be negotiated in this area, they
would becbnducted, would they not, by the Director and his associates
in the ACDA I
Mr. L
. I would doubt that. .I would think that certainly
ACDA views would be clearly taken into account by the President in
arriving at a decision. But'I would think that on an overall security
arrangement situation, the Department of State would probably do it.
Senator Cimm. It is very interesting to me. I won't pursue it now.
RELATIONS BETWEEN EAST AND WEST GERMANY

The final recommendation, which makes five-I said four earlier--is, I quote:
We believe that the United States should explore, first with Germany-

That means West Germany and the other Western allies most concerned, the nature of the security arrangements with respect to Eastern Europe that progress toward reunification would
demand and permit. To take one possible example, a series of arrangements
might be concluded between: the Federal Republic and East Germany to cover
trade, the movement of persons, and the like, leading ultimately to some kind
of confederation when agreement could be reached as to how steps beyond confederation could be taken and what final security arrangements were appropriate

to that stage.

In other words, We should get ahead by relatively minor initial
steps, to bring about .a reunification of East and West Germany
through the ihitlative 6f East and West Germany, Which presently

8QI
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are trading extensively with eaoh other;. Myr,uestolio4s whether'the.

State Depattment conolfrs with,'that'ci endtb
Mr.' LMDDYk. Mr. Chairman, I would like to recall-, in'givlx~

answer, that th6 White :House: Cnference-the rem
,
had-been available a relatively shorttime.

Since the fit of December,.
Mr. Lwiv.,The views expressed ii ,the Panel were .t
:Sehiator:CLAn.

this-

nd~ttion -

z do finit i'e,

final answers, and they could not be., Nor do I want mti y reply,
which raises certain questions about thisparticla, rei36iftindation,
to indicate that I am trying to give the fihal r6ply' of the- Stdte De-,
partment. Cannot do that.
Senator CAx, 11 understand.
Mr.LiDDy. But I would like to mention the Atoubts whieh I menti6fbd,'and the' Panel' heard, 6ti this oie qudsti6n. of -cfdei'tion
,
between East Germany and West Germany.
6f, the Uiited
positioi'
the
,and
Germany
The position of West
States is'that th r6 isi in fact,, oheGermaiy' WhiOh3 should be reunited
on the basis of self-determination.
'.No7"the nothwo6 f confedertfioh is quite"diffe"itit. The notionn
t there
O cOnfederation is: thaltbhte would be two 'Germahiie and
cannot be any doubt about the statements that we have many times
made, in support of the Views. of' the, West' Gernans axd' 411 of 7the
others on th' piniple :of a' single Oermany. united 'on the basis of
The Suggesti6n of two Grmanies'runs contrary
self-d triiiao

.,Senator Cu . ,think thel whole que8tion6s, whetherthe present
policy, as you very well outlined it, is not utterly unrealistic and
eO0mplitely nonprsagmatib, whioh I think it is.'
For the record, Mr. Chairman, I would liketo idicate -the difference between thecommittee whose report' I am reading and the Panel'
oh which'Secetaiy Leddy served.'

Mr. tmoy .:Yes.-

Senator CLARK. The Panel was composed of a few of the members
of the committoedand a ,number of otherindividuals known to have
Fisher
and interest in the field, including Mr. Leddy, Mr.
competence
who was.
fr~~ A DA,and it ws chaired by Mr.
6JohxL

IMCy,

not a member of the committee.
The recommehdatioits were those ofthe;:committee., The ?anel
merely presided over a sort of seminar at ihieh the members of the
Panel spoke, and a good many other people, including me, set forth
ow
~ i eas.
oi~r 0wndiflfrent wvi&wso
'.
Thankyou, Mr. Chairman.
Clark.,
Senathr
youi
Thank
C.np.
SSenator
I witldl'ke to take 6ote 0f the ,fact- tht we have somo very
lbeb , the Fnch
o
distinguished Visitrs'wih us this morning,'
Chamber of Deputies and of the Foreign Reations Oox:imission which
ompares within the French Government to.' this committe in the
Senate. ,t isheadedu by Mr. Shiuna~i...
Mr. Schuman, would y ou stand,' please, and Iave your ollea6ues;
stand so that we may greet you. [Applause.)
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!Senator CHaRcH. !Wevery much appreciate your presence today.
Senator CAsE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
4mOVE TOWARD ATlANTIC, UNION MIGHT DIfINISH

ATrAIN MNT OF

OBJECTIVE

r. ilee y, oh page 6, the first ful p
paragrlaph of your statnlnt
says, "In the light of these considerations and this experience we
believe that i~e tions ropQed in the two resolutions is not likely
to be priIoductive. In act, at the present time' an attempt on, our
part to move tq
)rm of Atlantic Union with Our Atlantic Allies
could only diminish the prospects for eventual attainment of such an
objective."
I do not find on.41 quick ,reading the reasons why.you feel that this
:s so and I wish you would develop that.
.ir. Ls
~Y es.,: :I think that, perhaps, I was somewhat elliptic
in that one phrase. tBut the reasoning is this. In our view, to make
progress in anything like, an.Atlantic Union, that is to say, a Federal
-constitution of th ,Atlanticstates, you have to first go through the
-step of achieving much greater unity in Europe itself. In other
-words, we would envisage the proposal for ultimate Atlantic Union
'%as.being conceivable or possible only after you have reached unity
in Western Europe, and that a specific proposal now for Atlantic
Union would distract from the steps that the Europeans are trying to
take among themselves to achieve European unity.
That is why we say that for the United States now to propose the
-calling of a convention, for' example, to consider Atlantic Union
vould simply delay and divert attention from the first step which, we
think needs to be done., The Europeans, too, consider the achievement
,ofunity in Europe as their first priority.
That is why we think, that it would be nonproductive for us now
to come forward with a plan for Atlantic federation.
Senator C~sim. This is why we talk about this as not being a happy
time. Is there anything else you want to say?
Mr. LEDDY. No. We have tried to elaborate that notion elsewhere
-in the statement, and in the discussion that the chairman and I had
-atthe beginning.
The fundamental problem is that we feel that there are many steps
that have to-be taken before it is possible to conceive, in a practical
sense, the creation of an Atlantic union.
ATVITVDA OF EUROPEANS TOWARD ATLANTIC UNION

Senator CAsE. Can you tell us what the attitude of those Europeans
who are currently most interested in a more strongly unified Europe
has been toward this kind of proposition?
Mr. LPDDY. Yes.

Senator CASE. Could you be quite specific about it?
Mr. LEDDY. Of course, I cannot, no one individual can speak for
all of Europe. But we have the very strong impressin that there is
no significa ht degree of interest in Europe at this time in Atlantic
Union. The leaders of Europe who are most interested in European
union are fully preoccupied with that problem. They would feel
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that an effort now for Atlantic Union would do a disservice to the
immediate practical cause in which they are engaged. This would-be
my judgment about it, sir.
Senator CASE. Is your judgment based upon conversatiofis?
Mr. LwnnY. It is based upon conversations witha number of European leaders, yes.

Senator CASE. Who are significant leaders in the united Europe
movement?
Mr. LDDY. Yes.

Senator CASE. Economically and politically and otherwise?
.
Mr. LEDDY. Yes sir.

Senator CASE. I do not think I have any other questions.
Senator CrrmCH. Senator McCarthy?
&TLANTI

VERSUS EUROPEAN VNION

Senator MCCARTHY. Mr. Secretary, I find some difficulty in understanding the reasoning of the State Department or the basis for its
conclusion that the consideration or any action on these resolutions
would prejudice the efforts of the Europeans to' achieve some kind of
unity in Europe.
I can understand why those people in Europe who are most concerned with European unity might not like this, but I do not think
they necessarily speak for all Europeans.
I see no serious difficulty in setting up the possibility of a wider
unity, especially since the more limited unity they are seeking does
not seem to be advancing very rapidly.
As a matter of fact, a proposal of this kind might be an incentive
for those who are delaying European unity itself to move more quickly
to achieve that before we absorb them all by this widera unity which,
you say, may interfere.
Mr. LEDDr. Well, Senator, of course, today there are no specific
leaders who can speak for all of Europe, because Europe still is
divided. But I think those who have been in the forefront of the
movement toward economic integration of Europe ultimately political unity, certainly are also sympathetic to the closest possible ties
between Europe and the United States.
.
In other words, I do not believe that this arises from any attitude of
hostility at all. But I do think that-we discussed'this earlier during
the meeting-perhaps a statement of aspirations of the United States
for some ultimate arrangement of this kind might be helpful in respect to encouraging the intermediate step of European unity. I
undertook on my pait to consult my colleagues and see whether we
might not come forward with some such idea that you could consider
for your resolution. But that is a different thing from a resolution
which calls for specific steps now.
One of these resolutions calls for a convention to act, I assume
rather promptly to act, on the notion of Atlantic Union.. The other
proposes specifically setting up a commission which, I assume, would
have to have defined tasks in this direction. It.is those specific things
which, I think, would-be distractive of the, work that is now going on.
We realize there have been setbacks in the movement toward European unity. But I think we take satisfaction in 'the fact that the
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Common Market, which. faced a crisis last year, has overcome that
crisis. We are hopeful that it will now move forward. We are hopeful that it willmove, forward rather rapidly. Were especially hopeful for that because this must be accomplished if we are to have a
successful! Kennedy round of trade. agreement negotiations. This
would be another tie which not only connects the United States with
Europe, but affects worldwide trade. It would help to heal some of
the divisions between the European Economic Community and the
countries around it.
ECONOMIC COOPERATION EASIER TIAN POLITICAL

Senator McCAnmn. Don't you think economic conflicts in Europe
are much easier to resolve within the European Community itself
thanlpo]itical differences? The injection of the presence of the United
States in an. effort to work out some kind of political unity could be
a very positive force rather than a negative one or one that they might
fear in theSystem
way ihey
economic
?, might necessarily fear the power of •the American
Mr. LEDDY. Well, I must say I think the scope of one of the resolutions which fundamentally talks about a constitution like the U.S.
Constitution for the Atlantic, is-much broader than political arrangements.
It would have to embrace the whole of the economic structure and
everything else.
Senator McCARTHy. Of course, isn't the objective of the Kennedy
tariff bill to eliminate all trade barriers eventually in any case? I
do not see that this objective is any different from the one you have
stated as American policy now.
Mr. LEDDY. No, the objective of the Trade Expansion Act is not
to eliminate all trade barriers. It is a question of trying to get done
the practical tasks that we have in mind. These have not yet been
accomplished. We would like to have the opportunity to employ the
authority which the Congress has given the President to carry out
these practical but limited oLjectives.
I think the broader concept of the resolution before the committee
goes well beyond these practical goals. And I think this is really a
question of whether it is practical. at this stage, to try to introduce a
much more difficult, much more important proposal before we have
had a chance even to get accomplished the more modest things,
difficult to be sure, but more modest, that are involved in carrying
out the Kennedy round of negotiations.
S enator McCARTHY. I can see you have practical difficulties in either
case. But I do not see, especially with reference to our economic
objectives, any serious difference between what might be accomplished
if the economic objectives that are implicit in these resolutions were
achieved, and what would be accomplished by what the administration
has underway if it were to be achieved-the elimination of tariffs, the
free movement of capital, the new basis for international exchange,
the new 'monetary system, and the agreements we have with reference
to the treaties regarding taxation. It seems to me, that the economic
objectives you have set Y]or yourselves are no more difficult from those
which are clearly implied in what we have described here.
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Mr. LEPDY. I:think they move in the same direction,but, at a very
different pace, Senator.,:
The Kennedy round, to be sure, moves in the direction of free trade
but it does not seek to accomplish it., It is a tariff negotiatioildesigned
to reduce, as substantially aslwe can achieve on an agTee basis-our
own tariff as well as the common external tariff of the European Com-imity, the British tariffs, and so forth..
Now, that, isa limited objective. It is clearly stated in our law.
It is the subject of negotiations in which we are now' all engaged.
The other thing is much more far reaching. It would involve the
total elimination of all barriers within the: union, a unified monetary
system, presumably a unified banking system, and so forth. It is on
a, scale far greater than these immediate projects for which' we have
authority 'and: which we are trying to 'complete. The p oblem iS now
of injecting a new proposal for a much more fAr-reaclii'g arrangement. If that were put forward seriously by the United States today,
we have no reason to believe that at the moment- -given the present
context and present European 0iion--it w6uld be welcome And
only in a receptive atmosphere can a project of that magnitudee
-succeed.
Senator McClnrry. I do not want to press this point.. It seems
to me that you can raise some serious questions about te yieldingor
sharing of sovereignty with reference to some of the political proBut I do not really think ydu cao trise
posals in these resolutionr.
uny serious objection to the economic objectives that we set'in contrast'because they havee beehl set really by other legislation o4by other
actions of the • Government.
You may say the timetable is different. But we do n6q really 'have
a timetable in either of these resolutions. 'We rather propose to talk
bout ways and' means, I would think, of accomplishifig objetives
which, I understand to be the objectives of our Government today.
ADUIIISTRATION INITIATIVES WITH ]RESPECT TO NATO

Let us move on to the other question of the possible sacrifice of
sovereignty. What' new proposals has any administration made in
the last 10 years with reference to the tensions thathave been developIng, in NATO, especially since the Russianis developed their own
nuclear weapons and. the French moved ahead to develop theirs?
,What proposals have been made other than the MLF to change the
structure or the decisionmaking processes with'NATO ?
Mr. LwDy. Senator, we have not 'made any proposalsto change
the deeisionmaking process in NATO. What we have done is increasingly to develop a system of consultation in NATO which' extends beyond the NATO area as well as within it.
We have, done this in practice in two ways.
First, we have set up a political group in NATO which cohSists of
planning people who come from various capitals and who meet frequently to take a look around the world and to exchange views.
These thoughts then go back into the governments,, and we develop
a better viewpoint in common.!
Second, we halve had several sessions, special meetings,; Of the 1ATO
Council, the North' AtlanticoCouncil, in which we again 'try to biing
together people of senior rank from the capitals to discuss these issues.
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Fot exan1ple, Under Secretary Ball has attended a number of meetings of the North Atlantic Council recently. He is going over there
again at the end of this month to 'discuss Vietnam.
There was a discussion there of the Dominican Republic; and, indeed, 2 years prior to the missile crisis in Cuba We had discussions
there about the developing situation in Cuba. So this is an area in
which we feel consultations need to be broadened.
I
That is a different thing from the decisionmaking process. The
basic decisionmaking process of the North Atlantic Council is overall
consensus. It amounts, that is to say, to full agreement on these
issues-certainly on those that extend beyond the -NATO area. We
have to remember that the commitments in the NATOTreaty extend
only to the NATO area. So here, at the moment, we are really only
in a position to exchange views. To make that decisionmaking instrument for these mattersi one would have to widen rather considerably NATO's commitments and overall responsibilities. This, of
course, could only be'done with the consent of all the members.
Senator MCCARTHY. Isn't that essentially the difficulty with France
at the present time q They do not really feel that the decision that
the United States might want to make on its own is subject to that
kind of consensus: control that you have just described.
Mr. LEDDY. No, I think not. Where you are dealing with responsi-

bilities which we have elsewhere in the world, and which we share
with other, countries necessarily in other areas, it is difficult for me to
see how they can be made subject to a decision of the NATO Council.
Now, if the issue is something arising within the purposes of NATO
for the North Atlantic Treaty area, that is a different-matter. What
should be done in the' event of a crisis in the area under the NATO
arrangement is supposed to be taken by all of the members. Each of
them' will have to take such a decision. This is not ai easy problem,
I assure you.,
S tiatot MCCARTHY. I know it is not.
Mr. LEDDY. We arb trying to improve the mechanism, but to create
a central decisionmaking agency is not easy.
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF NATO AND THE TREATY

Senator MCCARTHY. I think, I quite agree with you, and I, therefore, am somewhat concerned. I read we feel that the NATO Treaty
and the military organization that has been built upon it are inseparable, which is almost the same., I see you have to have a military Organization. But if this means to say that the military organization is
really identical with the treaty, then a suggestion of change in the
organization is roughly comparable to a rejection of the treaty. I
would say this has not been quite what has been said, but has been
very close to the interpretation, of the State Department's position
presented with reference to the current crisis.
Mr. LEDDY. Well, Senator, let us look at it this way: There are three
relevant articles of the treaty here, I think. One is article 6, which
indicates that an armed attack against one should be regarded as an
armed attack against all.,
Then there is article-8 which looks toward separate and collective
cooperation in order to carxy out these purposes.
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SThen. there, is artile- 9, which provides for; the North. Atlantic
Council.

,

What we are saying is that for the treaty commitments, to be made
real, to be made meaningful, t6 be,made- rddible, if you will; that there
should be--and this was done, and with the approval: of the: Counilthere should'be an ,integrated, military structure which: would be in-"
stantly available in the event that it was needed in a crisis.,
,
-It is only when this, happens that integration becomes really effective. What'happens before a crisis is that you-have: an'understanding
that each country will assign certain forces "to NATO.
IYou have planning which is going on all 2the' time , with officers
and staff from the various countries, and it is the fact that these
forces are now in being, now that arrangements arfs madefor them to
come into an integrated command at a time of crisis. This makes the
treaty a livingthng rather than simply a paper which'says, in effect,
that each country would,help the other in a, crisis.--This, I think, is the reason why we sa 1 that wefind it difficult to separate the Organization which gives body to the treaty from the treaty
..
..
..
itse lf. •.
This is not really, if I may say so, this is not really a legal question.
It is a question of concept and of policy. It is how we view this
development.
IS CHANGE IN

DECISIONMAKING PROCESS DESIRAJ3LE?

Senator McCARTHyr. If, for example, the French insist on their
position and withdraw their troops from Germany, and we withdraw
our troops from, France, and if the recommendations that, are being
made by some people in this country that we 'can even further reduce
our military. commitment-our ground forces in Europe,-is accepted,
then inevitably the nuclear deterrent becomes increasingly important.
And the kind of organization which has been set up to control deterrent forces in Europe was set up at a time when we expected, that
conventional weapons and ground forces would be the principal deterrent and this is no longer the case. Does this iot seem to indicate a
need for a change in the pattern of control or decisionmaking? Do
you think the old way and the old procedures are adequate to what I
think are already entirely different circumstances, and which will
certainly be recognized as different if we withdraw a hundred thousand or two hundred thousand troops from Europe I
'Mr. LDDY. Senator, I hope you will appreciate and understand' if
I am unable to go into details on such matters at this moment.' We
have within the last 2 weeks, as you know, received statements;of
intention from -the Government of France. These are still statements of intention. We still do not have information as to specifics
and timing. We-are in consultation with our other allies.
Many of these matters are in the process of study within the Government at very high levels. I believe that I really could not go into any
detail on that.
Senator McCAYTHY. I am not asking for any details of your plans.
Mr. LEDDY. I certainly agree with you that in this process we must
look very hard at the ways of improving and strengthening the organization. I think this is very! important. But beyond that, 'I cannot
really comment on such questions as force structure.
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. Senator MCAwrIHt.-I would:not ask you that. But the question
was, if you think these changes especially those.that have taken place,
but a1o irospectiVe cha~i'ves if they take, place, -result in something
more than :pU'rely a quantitative change, and take on an aeqt which
might call for an examination of the structure Of the organization and
of the policymaking procedures.
Mr. LMpYn. I thffik your comment is very significant, sir.
Senator MCQARTHY. 'I thiinkof course, thatfthis uantitative change
is really not facing up to the problem about which l am somewhat concerned. 'I think the President in his statement said that we were going
to strengthen our deterrent strength in Europe.
I am not asking you what that moans unless you wish to: reply to
it. It must be the kind of question which is now being raised in the
State Department-how do'you strengthen your deterrent strength.
Do we put in more troops or do we put in more nuclear weapons or
do we change the kind of control which we are now providing With
reference to the possible use of nuclearweapons.,
It seems to me4that 'these are decisions which probably ought to 'be'
discussed in some kind of public forum beyond that, which may be set
up by foreign ministries and the State Department. It would seemto
me that what We propose in this resolution, the kind of commission
thatwould be, set up, could very well discuss more openly some of these
matters than would be the case if they are limited to official foreign
policy experts or representatives of government.
Thank you.
Senator CASE. Mr. Chairman.

Senator CHURCH. Yes, Senator.
Senator CASE. I wonder if on this line you would now, or in a state.
ment to be inserted here, explain just-how a NATO force is to grow
and what
political
control
it and
to use
it. in rather specific terms
it would
work ifinstruments
we had ocwcion
how
Mr. LEDDY. All right. We will see whut we can provide for you,
SenatOr.
There was a good report by Senator Jackson's subcommittee which
went into this to some extent. But let us have a look at that and at
our own resources, and we will see what we can do to provide you with
information.
Senator CAs'. Thank you. I would appreciate that very much so
that we know where we are now.
(The information referred to appears in' the'appendix.)
VIEWS OF GENERAL NORSTAD

Senator CHURCH. Mr. Secretary, apropos of our first exchange, my
attention has been called to a letter which we have just received from
General Lauris Norstad giving strong endorsement to the resolutions
that are the subject of these hearings.
If there is no objection I want to include the text of the letter at this
point in the record. I would also like to read the concluding three
paragraphs to you. General Norstad writes:
Perhaps the present unhappy state of the United States-European relationship

demands a rather broad front of activity, but certainly It would be most useful to

have a clear demonstration that the long-range policy of this Government is to

work toward greater and more effective Atlantic unity. A clear expression of
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that. policy aim by both the legislative and executive. branches of the Government would have great impact, particularly at this time.
Since at least 1950 it has been the policy of this Governmient to encourage
Atlantic unity. Yet despite the statements by Presidents Truman,
s6efhower,
Kennedy, and Johnson, as well as individual Members of'OongresS, on the
importance of greater unity In this vital area, far more emphasis, it seems to me,
has been placed on the importance of European unity. Certainly the two are not
mutually exclusive .but I personally believe that a greater stress on Atlantic
unity would serve the interests of this country and Europe.
Passage of Senate Resolution 128 would, be welcomed at home and abroad as
an effective reaffirmation of a major goal, as a significant step toward greater
Atlantic unity. I hope the members of your committeewilll act favorablY upoa
this resolution.

(The document referred to follows:)
HoN. FRA !K CHUROHO,

NEW Yonx, N.Y., March 22, 1966.

U.S. Senate, Senate Office Building,

Washington,DC.

DEAB SENIATOR CHU0RH: I am happy to support Senate Resolution 128, which
you Introduced on July 12,1965, along with Senators Carlson, Case, Clark, Cooper,
Dodd, and McCarthy.,
As I understand this resolution, it would express the sense of the Snate that
the President should seek to establish a special governmental commission, com--

posed in th first instgce of representatives of the nations which belong to the

North Atlantic Treaty Organization. It would be the purpose of this Commission to develop by exploration and agreement with our allies an Atlantie Commnnity adequate to meet the political, military, and economic challenges of
this era." Any conclusions reached by the Commission would notbe binding, of
course, unless approved by the constitutional means applicable to each of the
governments involved.
It is certainly not necessary for me to burden you 'or the, members of your
subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations with a recitation
of the problems with which we are now. faced in the Atlantic ftelo. Nor do I
think that A commission of this, kind would necessarily solve them. In fact,
this Comm'ission, as I envision it, should not be concerned with the current or
day-to-day problems which are the business of the State Departmnent and the
various foreign offices. But because of their necessary preoccupatiOn with urgent
and important current matters, perhaps they do not have the time or the resources to take the kind of long-range look at future Atlantic relationships that
arrangement in the
is so badly needed today if we are to enjoy a more order
1 1
7
and beyond. ,
seventies
Speaking as one who has spent-many years of his adult life in Europe,
most
of them in the service of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, I think this
kind of serious study, undertaken on a multilateral basis, is long overdue. Any
study that might be made by the United States alone or by any other single' government would not be effective. 'We can only &pproach these problems of the
future by "reasoning together" now.
Perhaps the present unhappy state of the United States:European relationship
demands a rather broad front of activity, but certainly it would be most useful
to have a clear demonstration that the long-range policy of this Government is
to work toward greater and more effective Atlantic inity. A clear expression
of that policy aim by both the legislative and executive branches of the Government would have great impact, particularly at this time.
Since at least 1950, it has been the policy of this Government to encourage
Atlantic unity. Yet, 'despite the statements by Presidents Truman, Vlsehhower,
Kennedy, and Johnson, as well as individual Members of Congress, on the importance of greater unity in this vital area, far more emphasis, it seems to me,
has been placed on the importance of European unity, Certainly the two are not
mutually exclusive but I personally believe that a greater stress on Atlantic
unity Would serve the interests of this country and Europe.
Passage of Senate Resolution 128 would, I believe, be welcomed at home and
abroad as an elective reaffirmation of a major goa!,,Ve a significant step toward
greater Atlantic unity. I hope the members of your'committee will act favorably
VponA this resolution.
Sincerely,
L
N
A
'
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Senator CHURcM.
We have, also received a letter from Mr. Percival
F. Brundage, who wag Director of the Bureau of the Budget under
President Eisenhower, anid I will ask that this letter be included
in the record. Its concluding paragraph reads, as f011ows:
I believe that itis of the greatest importance to this cbuntry that tis resolu-

tion be'passed and that we w6rk out with the therer NATO &oUtftries ways and
means to unite our countries, militarily, economically, and politically. We have
the strength anid tesourees,' but they are riot being effectively employed, as Is
,evident in' our balance-Of-paymentgs difficulties. I can see little hope for the
world if we are1iot wise'enough to unite the efforts of the free peoples of the
world. From a bridget point of view, itseems to me to be essential.

This is spoken by a former Director of the Budget.

(The document referred to follows:)
STA
.Nm5 WITH RUsPEOT TO SE4ATIC CONOURUEN ItRsLUItoN 64
IFor many years I have been Working to Strengthen the tieS between the free

democratic countries bordering the Nokth Athintic Ocean ff&1i1'whlch most of the
founders of this country came. I have more faith id dehinoracy'than In dictatorships, and while I 'iope inf time tke United Nations may become a peacekeeping Instrumelit upon which we can rely, I strongly believe'that the collective resources akd'strength of the'natibns forming NATO and sharing our desire
for freedom will'be the most effective Influence for i peaceful world order during
my lifetime. I rejoiced when 'ATO Was formed and strengthened as the direct
result of Russialn threats - and' actions, and I am greatly Worried by the reben
relaxation og concern on the part of the members of NATO.
I' believe tliai It is of the greatest importaiee to this doitntty that this
resolution be'passed and 'that We Work out' With the other NATO' couhti6ies
wayan-d inedns to unite, 6ur counties, militaily, economlclly,, and politically.
We have the strength and resotirces, but they are not being effectively eraployed, as 1. :lesdent it our balance-of-paymiients difficulties. I can see little
ho1 for the world !if We are hot wise enough ;td unite the efforts of the free
peoples of the world. From a budget #oint'of view, it seems to me to' be
essential.
(Slned)

PkROIVAL BRtUNDAGi.

Senator CiauRCH. Mr. Secretary, your testimony has been very
helpful to uthR morning. I want to thank you for it.

made refeence t' Mr. Walter 'Lippmatin's colutn -cf today and
his criticismearlier in our exchange. I' there is ilo objection bY
the members 0f the committee, I would ask that the entire column
appear i the rfedord,.
(The document referred to follow§)
"

[IrIh the Washington' (D.C.) Post, Mar. 24, 1966]
,TODAY,

ND

Tomoow.-THE

rA.

HAND IN I'oulo,

VOLI

(By Walter Lippmann)
By a rather ne'at coincidence we haVe: been' forced recently to begin dismssion
of two of our principal foreign policies: one, the isolation of China; and, the other
the function of NATO in Europe. It is a coincidence that General de Gaulle has
raised the European question just when Senator, Fulbright was raising the China
question. But it is not a mere accident that the two central policies should be
showing all theaigns of a breakdown at approximately the same time.
For the tWopoliqes were fashioned at about the same tile. "The China policy
was adopted when MaoTse-tung dro6e Chiang ~id-sltk' 6itt of mhIhlnd China
in 1949.' The European policy was adopted In 1948 When the UnitedStdtes rallied
Western 'Eur'pe With the Marshall plan and a year later with the military gufr
antees of the NATO alliance. These two policies were' the main American contribution to the problem of the disorders and dangers of the postwar ea.
It should not' astoffish us today, dome 18 Years later, 'that'both Oolieles are up
for revision.' J or bbthoI'polies are now out of date. Both haVei been overtaken
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by events.- Both have served their original purpose, ,and -both will have, to be
reexamined and revised if this country is to, have a foreign policy which works
Inthe world as At Is today.
F'or thewrld today Is a very different world than It was in 1948. ir 'sia the
Communist revolutl6n' has consolidated' its grip on mainland China; . Jhtin ,Is
well on the way to the recovery ofits positioni as a world power. Red China, instead of being a weak satellite of the Soviet Union as it was In 1049, is in fierce
conflictkwith the Soviet Union.
In Europe there has been a spectacular recovery of the nations prostrated -by
occupation or defeat-this Is true both of Eastern and, of' Western Europe. .The
American monopoly of nuclear weapons, which was unchallenged when XATo
was formed, has been broken. The Soviet Union Is a nuclear great power and at
the same time, as even Dr. Adenauer has now pointed out, a nation which has a
paramount Interest in the preservation'of peace.
'
It would be surprising therefore If there were not a demand that the old! postwar policies be reexamined and revised. It is a petty and shallow view tq think
that but for a few dissenting scholars and Senators our Asian policy, today would
be unchallenged, that but for General de Gaulle our European po1cy v o6ild stand
Intact.: Those who talk and write in this -vein, should try to realize tht, after
every great war there comes a time-'some.12 620yearslate
postwar settlement breaks down.
2to20
....
lte.e '
The breakdown of the postwar settlement
15 year after the'end of the
1c5me
First World War when Hitler, came to power in 1983. .The Reconstruction era
broke down after the Tiloen-Hayes election., me 13 years afteO 6e end of the
War Between the States, The European settlement after Wat !o0 broke down
jy 1830. ,Italways happens. The postwar settlement breaks down because about
15 years Aftertheed of a war a.new generation of men have grown up and
taken power.
,.'Yet. the extraordinary, thing iVs that, Instead. of t ahtic
~pi
.iie:Inev
ta b l e revision of the postwar policies, the Johnson.administration has m erely ide.ended
.the postwar, policies., The rtasut is.that .the'Yohinsona','64in ,raion has
lost, indeed-has renounced, the initiative in foreign afairsi, and -is ggrieved because so many people at home and abroad agre asking trou0blesome questions.
In. this posture the administration finds itself eigagednot' inhtacklig the prob
lem of the postwar era but, as Genera. Marshall used to say, iI-It.fhting the
problem" rather than trying to deal with It. .
Thus, Instead of coming forward with proposals to bring the Westerfi alliance
up to date and make It consistent with the realities of today, the administration complains about General 'de Gaulle'. forcing the problem, into. the open.
Why have we not made proposals of.our own for, the modernization of NATO?
Why do we sit back sullenly and, demand that, General de Gaulle expound "his"
proposals? -The reason we sit back and do nothing' but. complain' Is that,'unfor,
tunately for the "o6ntry, at a time when wise and egourceful diplomacy ismost
nteeded,-the State DepartmentIs,1oking only backward.,
The President will find all too soon that his problem Is not -know how, to get
the better of Senator Fulbright or even of General de Gaulle but of how to
master the realities which they are talking about. The President can overcome
the arguments with'his domestic opposition. But the argument will not stay
won becausethe realities In Asia and Europe are not under his control. The
realities will not yield-to his'argunients'and his briefings, and Will 'continue relentlessly on their course.
Senator CHURCH. I want to express to you our appreciation for

your conng.
COMMENT OX OBJECTIONS TO RESOLMJfONS
Senator CASE. May' just interject,
and I hate tointerrupt, but
this has puzzled 'me a little bit. There are those like you who say that
this, resolution would deter movement toward a more closely unified
Europe 'knd eventually more closely, unified Atlantic Community.
Thatis one point of view.'

Anotheris that this is a bad idea 'because it is exclusive. It wil
tend to'shut out nonalined countries, which would make more difficult
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our relations with ithe whole World
this, also the Department's
view,i and if it is,, is there not an inconsistency between these two objectingpoints of view ,
Mr.FDD y. May I just answer that personally I
Senator CAsE. I wish you wouldcomment on it , because it was _
brought up yesterday.
'Is

"Mr. Limy. I personally would never raise, any objection, toward

the basic concept in this far-reaching resolution. I think if this were
within 'reach, I personally would' highly endorse it. ,If this were
achieved, of course, there would be a change in our relationships with
other countries.
this isofnotthat
simply
economic
matterabout
of trade
discrimination
creation
of a comor But
anything
sort.'anWe
are talking
pletely n6,W super, super state. As I understand the' resolution, it
rely Means a constitution for the whole Atlantic Commtinity aial
ogous to; the Constitution of ,the United; States. I do not believe it
necessarily, is in the same form, but it is the same basic concept. I
do not believe anybody in the State Department has attempted to
pronounce upon this simply because it is hypothetical at the present
time. But if you want my personal views, I think this is an ideal that
is well to kep in mlhd at this point.
Senator CASE. You are not against the ideal?
lMr.LEDDY. No.

Senator CASE., What about the other objection which says that this
will, heat up, the cold war more, make it more difficult to reach workable accommodations with the East, with communismh, and Would
perpetuate the division of Germany?'
Mr. LEDDtt Well, I really, feel personally that this sort of thin,
is-so far off that one cannot make a confident judgment of that kin.
Nt6, bufI'thinik those factors. would be' much less significant than
themagnitud of. the concept cbntaied in this resolution which overshadows many of the problems.
Senator CASE. Thank you.
SenatorQii uncn, T"ank you, Mr. Secretary.
It may wellbe .that in opening up thequestion of the future pros'"
pects of closer ties among the countriesthat now constitute the NATO
alliance our focus of attention necessarily has been drawn to the
present pi6blems Withihi'ihe alliance. The' limited time that We hav.
scheduled for consideration of these -two resolutions does not permit
the kind of searching examination that I think is warranted by this
committee in public on the' problems of NATO, and the plans, projections of this Government' inhits efforts to deal With those problems .
I think that we might pursue these questions at a continuation of
these hearings or at hearings of the full committee in the near future.
I just wanted to place you on notice of that possibility' at this time.
Mr. LF Vy. I hope you Will give us a little time, Senator.

STATEMENT OF MRS. CHASE OSBORNE
Senator CHU CH. Yes, we will. We will give you fair notice, but
I wanted to apprise yoih o wof tis possibility.
Tliank you very much, Mr. Secretary, for your testimony.
Senator CASE. I wonder if I cQuld make a request. Thismay not
be possible to arrange. I wonder if I might now ask, if at a suitable
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point in; the record, that Mrs. Ch4§e Osborne be giVen an,opportunity
to submit a written statement and have it included? Sdhe a.in. the
room now, and I say this to her, that as a result of 'her,letter to, me
I am asking the chairman, and hehas indicated this ,Would';be satisfactory, for her to submit a. statement which she Will present, to the
staff for the record of the hearing.
Senator CHUCioH. ,We will be very pleased to include a statement in
the record ofthe hearings.
.,
(The document referred to "follows:)
STATEMENT OF MRS. CHASE S. OSBORN

K am Mrs. Chase S. Osborn,: editor, author, lecturer,, widow of a Michigan
Governor, and one .of the founders, and a vice president of the International
Movement for, Atlantic Union.. I strongly advocate the adoption and.earliest
possible implementatioin of Senate Concurrent Resolution 64, because it ehibdies
the principle of federal' Union that Made possible the birth of the United States
of Aneilca ,and can make possible, inthe larger world, a return to order and the
preservation and eXtension of peace, individual 'freedom, and a happier sharing
of tlhe comoforts of life. 1,testify as one of those mos6, fortunate individuals who
have found, in fh United states whit so many are seeking: somiething worth
d*Ing for, when need be; something worth li#ng fo-, worth runijing the length
of-the field for, in the meantime. My testimony is based on more thanfull time
volunteer work for 16 years in 16 States of the Union abd .13other of the 15
NATO countries.
In eternal memory of, and abiding grant fulness to, the millions Of Imen on
both sides of the conflict, who died in the clash of unlimited national s6vregnties in the two tragic wars of the-West in this century, I urge that we build acitoss
the North ,Atlantic. a triumphal aroh of nationalism listed by the consent and
determination of their individual sovereign citizens. This triumphal arch of
economic "nd political federal union will be'no abstract monument' - It will be
a vital and a practical structure to'proclaim and to6 provide that, at'least within
this region, the last lattleground of unlimited nationalism in their West,- lere
shall be no more war.
practical Benjamin Franklin, witnessing in France'the first balloon ascension
that carried a human passenger,. remarked: "flenceforth no natti4o will b6 able
to protect itself froWiattack by air. * ing Will have to find some other wdy than
war to settle their disputes." The advent of -nuclear weapons has turned us
back sharply to Franklin's conclusion.
,
1
1
We tried, after the First World War, to find some other way than war through
the League of Nations. It failed.' After the second 'catastro Phic " 6Clash we tried
again with the United Nations. Yet war is on today in' southeast Asi&, hanging
over' our heads by a single hair is nuclear war. What: has happened to the
United Nations? What has happened to collective security on which we have
worked hopefully for half a century? We are in a war in Vietiam practically
alone.,
The United'Nations was understoOand Lnloved 'by no one mh6r thanby the late
Adlal. Stevenson. .In Boiton a few; Weeks before this',death, when Dr. Erwin
Canham asked our. Ambassador'. to the United Nations. to discuss thepossible
role of the organization in the present, Vietnam crisis, the answer was:,
"Nobddy has Asked the U.N.'to help in'the preseiit Vietnarn crisis (for tnumber
Of reasons. One is'thit there'already an exitilng'internatlohitl organization
created in 1954, known as the International Control Commission, which has been
wholly ineffective due to Communist obstruction, Inour opinion.:
"Aiothei reason i that ,we haye recognized since the beginning, since San
Francisco, since 1045, that thebasic' fundarnenthilcongenital'defect In:the U.N.
was the impossibility of dealing with confrontations between the great powers.
We have in VletnAim.a confrbtAtio6n, directly'or indirectly- - between the United
States and China, if not others, too, perhaps the Soviet Union" (Freedom and
Union,4.jqe196i-p.22).
,
The reorgaiiization of NAOinto an Atlantic union, and the replacement of
our national involvement in sod:tiheast Asia by an inteinational police force,' was
Adlal Stevensns' reiommendation-- cautiusly put fdrVard because of his governmental connection-in the spring of, 10ft; ' In ithe spring of .i966 NATO is
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shaken by France's sudden, withdrawal, the suddenness of
may in part be
due to the situation in Vietnam. Has NATO failed us? As which
I
recall
events, we have failed NATO. The adoption of Senate Concurrent and interpret
Resolution 64
may possibly redeem our failure.
Let me go back to the beginning. After NATO was launched,
Gen. Omar
Bradley, fresh from Paris, speaking from Chicago, told us
plainly that NATO
was only a blueprint for the security of the West. In
of all places
he emphasized that, in rder to make NATO a reality, Chicago
sovereignty would be requIred. He was convinced, he said,the pooling of some
had gone through in recent decades, the American people that, after what we
sity of the step and the immensity of the result and so bewould see the necesready to make this
pooling in order to change the blueprint into a reality.
It
nunciation. When the challenge came through, I was on was a moving anGa., for a fourth engagement to speak about Atlantic Union. my way to Dawson,
I drafted an approving telegram to General Bradley and obtained the signatures
dents whose groups had endorsed the Atlantic Union proposal,of the four presito the degree of
exploration. This was the normal response in those 4ays,
before commonsense
was exiled by some of our patriotic societies--before unknown
gilded into mystic godship, to which the dead bodies of our "sovereignty" was
s~zs.s.zust still be
sib
delivered periodically in blind sacrifice.
The plight of NATO today is largely the result of our policy
of going ali out
against the false idol of unlimited national sovereignty in
Europe; but fearing
to attack it in our own country. In the past, masses of American
marshaled in defense of, the outmoded concept. Politicians votes have been
for far too long
were not willing to touch the issue with a 10-meter pole.
I remember when
Governor Rockefeller and Governor Stevenson put forward
the idea of a political
NATO, oddly enough in the same week, one in the East and
one in Illinois, the
newspapers buried the bomb under an insipid,
unrelated head. How undeniably
much the climate of public opinion has changed in this country,
when a resolution introduced by a Democratic presidential-timber Senator
Is
endorsed
strongly
in writing by six Republicans of the same general caliber.
A short series of
nationwide broadcasts by an impeccable authority,
explaining individual
sovereignty and unlimited and limited national sovereignty,
could work a
miracle.
But now the administration in its formal opposition to the
Atlantic Union
delegation resolutions in Congress states: "The simple but
our Atlantic allies do not wish to move toward any type of decisive fact is that
federal political relationship with the United States, even as an objective."
I would like to presentevidence that if this were true, if interest
in an Atlantic
federal framework has altogether vanished, it would
large part be due to
the zigzag tactics of ouirforeign policy over the past 15inyears.
I know it is all
too true that the gap between rosy words and coolness of
cooperation on our
part has discouraged some from their original and true preference.
For Instance, an outstanding British political scientist,
terested in the Atlantic federal proposition, has come to the himself much inimpractical because he is convinced that the United Statesconclusion that it is
will never pool a
jot or tittle of its sovereignty. When the United States osentatiously
locks the
door against its own participation in federation, other NATO
necessity.'exclude that from the realm of practicality. But counries must of
choice of an ally as its first preference and make that the to cite the second
inflexible position of ourselves is a kind of reasoning that argumeiit for the
needs congressional
investigation.
There is reason to believe that when the North Atlantic
drafted we opposed a wording of article I which would haveTreaty was being
pression to the economic and political aspirations in the group. given clearer exWhen we first began to establish In NATO countries bases that
were not actually NATO bases but U.S. installations, located by bilateral
was surprise, which gradually subsided Into muffled discontent. agreement, there
The Communists
have used this to the hilt as propaganda. In Iceland they
manipulated
the government into asking that the treaty be reexamined. Tenure
was for the duration of danger of war, and President Eisenhower had just
that war was
unthinkable, in his conference with Khrushchev. Only agreed
the
outbreak
of the
Hungarian revolution brought Iceland back to the reality of
peril. Now in 1966
Turkey is asking for reexamination of its bilateral treaty
the United States.
President. de Gaulle of France Is in open rebellion. We with
have
tained a dangerous legal fiction at monumental cost. If the stubbornly mainUnited States and
61-129--66--7
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Atlantic Union, of,
Chniadian bses now on Fench soil 'were to be offered 't
which the soil ofFrafice wouldthen become a4 part, and in which France would
have'a share of*the control, there might' be a happy issue out of our present
affliction?
At the NATO Council meeting in Ottawa In 1951, the United States got its,
military objective, -the admission of Greece and'Turkey, by supporting a -declaratiton to unite presented by Holland's Dirk Stikker, but onlyhffei this Was watered
down. The committee appoited to explore the poastibiltles did .not recommend what they wanted but asked for. only the most they might expect. As Dr.
Stikker comments in his "Men of'Responsibility" (1966),' "Ftrther efforts to
breathe some life into article 2 of tbe treaty were withtiUt iany real success."
Whenever -the discussions have turned to the strengthening of NATO, the.
Allies usually have had economic and political ties in mind, the United Statesalways something military. The following outcry against this appeared in the
Washington Post in May 1950: "Losing Eu'rope?" by Jean-Jacques ServanSchreiber, a young French, journalist visiting in this country:
"If by 1955 Europe is lost to Stalinism in the cold war-as China was in
1950-the sparkplug of both defeats will probably have been
**
* this principle:'To'save a country from Staliuism it is enough -to distribute dollars''and arms."
This is false because the cold war is primarily a political war. * * * Three weeks
ago French Prime Minister BidaUlt offered a proposal to 'the Atlantic nations:.
to create together a permanent 'Atlantic 'Council' responsible for.-planning ai
conmnon policy. He was ths 'proposing'to tighten tie 'bolids between Europe
and' Amnrica, to coordinate their plans on the ' econoinic 'and' political levels aswell as on the military. * * * The American admiitstration was officially silent
and unofficially very cool. * * * The neutralists startedl a new campaign mireviblent ,than ever in Germany, France, and Italy. They d6clared this was proof'
that America would oppose any attempt at true political partnership, that 'she
wanted to lad the cold war alone in exehanige for the dollars she distributes. * * *"
Emphasis on military preparation, impression of semisatellization, and confusion of policies are a remarkable help 'to the Communist propaganda and the
political'appeal of a neutralist policy. If this state of affairs' continues, the
'pro-Atlantic' political group will become smaller and smaller.' And if the day
comes when it will become a minority, America will either have to give orders
to the European countries * * * or accept a neutral Europe-a deflnit reversal of
the balance of forces in the cold war."
In the spring of 1956 Chancellor Adenauer' was facing an election. lermanent attachment to the West was the'basic plank in his platfoin. It was amountingto' nothing but words., Public discontent was rising. The flowing Is an account of his plea to Washington and excerpts from Washington's reply, sent by
special messenger, dramatically:
"BoNN (special report; from official translation of Bonn 'General-Anzeiger"
report of March 2, 1956) .-- The expansion of the North Atlantic'Treaty Organizationinto a political instrument of the West in -thecold war with the Past was demanded yesterday by Federal Chaicellor Dr. Adenauer in Bonn. 'This political
NATO should guarantee a coordinationlof the political attitude and initiative
of the West vis-a-vis the East and provide'that Soviet Russian cold war measures
either be answered by a united front of'the West or, through preventive political
behavior, be precluded or made difficult from the start. The' Chancellor stated,
that, in the same way in which years ago NATO was created -as a military defense instrument in order to be a match, for a possible hot war of the Soviets,
NATO should now be expanded, into a political instrument in the cold war. Article 2 of the NATO statutes not only permits this expansion but actually provides for it.
"Excerpts from address by Secretary of State Dulles to the Associated Press in
New York, April 23, 1956: 'The North Atlantic Treaty Organization 'is 'another.
organization which, in its own listinetive way, contains the possibilities of great
development. * * * The Canadian Government has notably esijoused this point
of view and at last Decemb&r's'meeting of the Council, 'both the French and
Italian, delegations introduced resolutions along this line. I expect that the mitter will be further dealt with at next Week's ministerial 'meeting which willbe held
in Paris * * * the unianimity of our thinking upon the gkbat basic issues makes it"'
apparent that the -time'has come to advance NATO fromi its initial phase into'
the totality of Its'meaning. ** * If that be the cominon desire of the NATO
member nations, the United States will Join eagerly in exploring those possibilities whiCh.now heelkon us forward.'
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The miAnterial meeting cane'and went, and months passed, and nothing liappened. Iinthe fall of the year the Action Committee for European Union was
formed. An eminent Hollander says it was born of frustration.
Four years later the slowness in making a "total NATO" was still causing:
much hand-wringing on the part of German leaders. Volney Hurd of the Christian Science Monitor (Nov. 14,1960) quoted "a very cultivated, Western-minded
sensitiveGerman diplomat":
"YoU punished us for being warlike, and then 'you forced us to rearm. You
offered us membership in the Wesern family, to which we presumably belong,
whose whole political, economic, social, and cultural life is what is being defended-but then limited this participation to providing military' forces. Your
greatest fear is ,the possible -instability of German militarism, yet that Is the
basket into which you have put all your 'arid our eggs in a NATO military
alliance.
"I warn you that you are playing with fire. You must take Germany fully into
the Western family'-and fast . * * * There are minority dissident elements
which could break out if they could conivince the Germans they were being treated
in an inferior way. * * * Bring us into this Atlantic Community instead of just a
military alliance, including political, 'e46iomic, social, and cultural aspects.
Bring us into this as full members and our pleasure and pride in, being part of
such a world will erect effective barriers against any dissident elements. * * *
But please, please, get going on it before it is -toolate."
On July 4, 1964, President de'Gaulle of France and Chancellor Erhard of West
Germany ended a 2-day talk at Bonn with an agreement to work out proposals for
a further unification of Europe In the political, military, and econoiiuic fields. A
Week later a dispatch from Munich said that at the annual cofivention of the OSU
West German Gaullisni emerged as a iajor political force ider former Defense
Minister Franz-Joseph Strauss. Former Chancellor Adenauer's former warm
faith in the United States has become an obsessive bitterness. There is possibility that a European union, around Bonn and Paris, may prove to be an embarrasingly independent third force. Franz-Joserph Strauss, brilliant, ambitious, but irresponsible and by some considered the most daigerous man in
Europe, called, April 11, 1966 (AP dispati), for Europe to take a larger share of
the defense burden off the shoulders of the United States:
"One way to do that would be for Europe to abandon the obsolete and anachronistic form of purely national defense systems. * * * At the same time, Europe
should aim, in the long run, to build up a European nuclear potential."
All this should point not to a stiffening of our policy that has caused the third
force buildup but to a new, forthrigh Initiative on our part that will not only
revive but Justify the hope of our Atlantic-minded friends.
How goes it with (Great Britain? Does it wish not "to move toward any type
of federal political relationship -with us"? It is true that the national president
of a British women's group told me recently that you cannot interest women in
NATO; it is a military affairs. There is nothing women can do about it.
European union, she said, is different; there are projects to standardize laws;
British women are cooperating and are delighted with their progress. It is true
that the political science head at one of England's dynamic new universities told
me there is little leading for an Atlantic federation to be expected from England
at -this moment. The excitement for the present in his department is for Africa :
next, for European union, for which there has been a campaign; they could not
change again suddenly-it would be said that England does not know what it
wants; any Atlantic initiative, now would have to come from the United States.
Over against the foregoing let me quote from the 1963 Year Book of the London
Institute of World Affairs at the point where -Susan Strange is answering Dean
Acheson's remark that "Britain; having lost an empire, has not yet found a role":
"What he did not say, and which needs saying loud and cear, is that a large
part of Britain's apparent indecisiveness and uncertainty about her proper role
has been merely a reflection of America's own indecisiveness and uncertainty.
The United States for years has encouraged Britain, and the Scandinavians, to
look to an Atlantic Union as the logical answer to their Janus-like position between Europe and North America. But it has never seriously been prepared to do
anything about it. -They (Britain and the Scandinavians) have therefore been
sitting moodily on the barren rubbish dump of the past, waiting in vain for * * *
a United States ready to lead ii creating thesort of Atlantic Union which alone
could prevent the otherwise Inevitable split between Western Europe and North
America."
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One of the great Englishwomen of. our times told me frankly some years ago,
"I do not, think Atlantic Union Is practical--for that matter, I, tdop't think
European Union Is, practical, either.'' Some time later, when ,the European
movement was on the tracks, she promptly. took a stand with the International
MIovement for Atlantic Union, as a member of itp advisory. councilL
England's Lord Avon, formerly Prime ,Minister Sir Anthony Eden, long ago
said, "The closer the ties are, the better, so long as they are by consent of the
people"; and he continues, notwithstanding impaired health, to be one of the free
world's most dynamic gdvocates of an Atlantic federation. Speaking In the
House of Lords in Augu# 1962, he said:
"If you can get an Atlantic solution it is'even better than a European solution,
and you take a European solution only If you cannot get an Atlantic one, Is
there any noble Lord here this afternoon Who, woulo not Infinitely prefer. this
problem if it were an Atlantic problem lnitead of a European one? Would. anybody feel any real anxieties If we were moving toward a federation across the Atlantic, including Canada and the United States? Not one of us.".
In the first Transatlantic Town Meeting of the Air, he brought about assent to
the Atlantic Union idea In a group of NAT ,foreign ministers and former President Eisenhower. At Boston, In April 195, as a member of a panel with Ambassador Adlal Stevenson, Dr. Erwin Canham, Ralph McGill, Robert Manning,
and Walter Cronkite, he concluded:
"It may seem very extravagant now to think there could be a federation of
the Atlantic nations in about 20 years ; It may seem quite an obvious thing to do
perhaps sooner."
March 24, 1966, the Manchester Guardian Weekly, quoting from Prime Minister
Wilson's preelection statement about the Coinmon Market ("We'reject any Idea
of supranational control over Britain's foreign and defense policies") comments;
"Yes; at present. Ultimately, however, we must be ready for a great constitutional change * * *. A system of active leadership at the top * * * cannot be
provided under democratic control, unless some form of federalism or supranationalism Is evolved. We ought, of course, to look hard at the possibilities of
enlarging the framework. 'An Atlantic political federation Is far -preferable to
a European one alone *. * ,* Mr. Wilson talked on Friday like General de
Gaulle. He talked as if his horizon was 'bounded by national sovereignty.
That is not 'hisreal view: he has done as much as any man in recent years to
hold the Atlantic partnership together and to seek ways of improving its political cohesion."
Noteworthy on the same date, the Washington Post, quoting from President
Johnson's plea for NATO at the Foreign Service Institute ("Every advance In
the technology of war makes more unacceptable old and narrow concepts of
sovereignty") comments: "But it is to old and narrow concepts of Sovereignty
that France again seems to be turning-ln spite of the tragic lessons of the past."
Then, with heartening commonsense and courage, it proceeds:
"Still, it must be said, Iji fairness, that the United States and the North
Atlantic Allies who believe in collective security have not been sufficiently swift
to give practical effect to schemes for diminishing national sovereignty. NATO
so swiftly, so surely, and so completely succeeded in its major purpose of preventing war, that its triumphs gave no spur to, political ingenuity and Invention.
If we are at a crossroads now, perhaps one turning Is back to narrow nationalism
and the other forward to new patterns of unity. The President has plainly
indicated that the United States, for its part. is ready for changes In NATO
that will adept it to altered circumstances. He wishes them to be undertaken
jointly, within NATO, as they must be if they are to be worked out wisely, But
the necessity for joint action and a collective approach does not relieve those who
believe in NATO In principle, and especially the United States, from the responsibility of Initiating steps to diminish an exaggerated sense of nationalism within
the Atlantic Community. It is not enough to invoke the past alone; we must
invoke the future as well. And that future, If it is to lure others into the confident and assured surrender of outdated aspects of their sovereignty, must Inelude a demonstration that the United States, too, is ready to abandon many
'old and narrow concepts of sovereignty.'"
What more effective demonstration could there be, of the fact that the United
States Is ready to abandon many "old and narrow concepts of sovereignty," than
for Congress to adopt Senate Concurrent Resolution C4 promptly? This resolution would lay all our cards on the table, as should be done by those who face
a common crisis. It commits us to nothing but exploration of the possibility of
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agreement. It Could lead to something as inmoientougas Magna Carta and the
voyage of Columbus. Of a certainty it would curb, "as its major source, the
rising cynicism of our 'best friends. After years of dashed hopes, more fine
words about integration will butter no parsnips with them now. "Bona fide
action is imperative. Perhaps no legislative body in history-has had the chance
to act so largely at so little risk. We -have been lavishing time, nioney, and
attention on will-o'-the.wisp explorationA for disarnidmnent, with men of alien
ethics; this Is a chance to explore the vital substance of federation with other
freemen.
The State' Department has' opposed direct exploration of Atlantic federation
from the start, always fearing it would "overturn the applecart." Now the
applecart is overturned, surely a change of policy is necessary. If -it is desired
to' pick up the 14 pieces and make them stay together, as for the moment they
have the appearance of doing, NATO must be provided with proper machinery
for democratic representation and procedure. The Commission called for by
Senate Concurrent ReSolution 64 would ease the present strain and keep the way
open to action thatmight prevent the final break. Are we not ourselves on the
point of realizing that no matter where we may move our U.S. bases, sooner or
later they can be driven out by easily trained mobs rioting against foreign bases
on their native soil? Why not face this issue through now in France where
the cost will be least and the result best?
Should we offer -to make U.:S. bases true NATO bases, under-joint control, and
France should refuse, it would be Ftnce, not us, who would lose face, Failure
need not prevent later success. F. ilure-of the Albany, N.Y., convention in -1754
has not obscured the commonsense and courage of its organizers; the experience
helped to galn'success in 1789.
We should not dismiss from consideration the bare possibility that federation
for NATO might satisfy President de Gaulle's objection to what he calls subordination disguised as integration. The fact that four Atlantic Union stalwarts are
now in topmost places in the French Government, at least certifies they are
esteemed as exceptionally able, loyal citizens. Passage of Senate Concurrent
Resolution 64 would definitely strengthen the following of this important segment'of French leadership. At one time practically all members of the National
Assembly except Poujadists and Oommunists were members of the French Mouvement por l'Union Altantique. What our frost hurt our thaw might in some
part revive. Should the southeastern Asia war end suddenly, with a new South.
Vietnamese Government requesting removal of our troops, and the danger of war
with Peking should recede, President de Gaulle's steps to escape that involvement might seem unnecessary. When change makes sense, no one is capable of
changing more swiftly than he. When -the inevitable end comes to 'the great
Frenchman, the French Atlantic Union movement will be a factor in continuing
stability.
A safer estimate of the Atlantic attitude toward federation today is that It is a
troubled coihfusion. Some say that European federation is an absolute prerequisite of Atlantic Union; others that European federation should be given
prior effort; some find the two unalterably opposed, others that. the two should
advance simultaneously. Noteworthy, it is a French leader in the international
field who holds that, though the new supranational loved for Europe must not
be thwarted, the first step toward European union is a still larger political
federation,
Unquestionably the Atlantic segment in all (NATO countries suffers from a
sense of lost leadership. We have pressed old European nations toward fed.
eration, but have held ourselves above it and pursued unilateral adventures in
Cuba, the Dominican Republic, and South Vietnam. We have acted as if we
believed two Wests are better than one. Since France's defection, we have returned to the theme of Atlantic unity for the 14. But the Assertion of that unity
will not stop the drift toward a split. We know what has happened in a split
Germany, a split Berlin, a split Korea, and a split Vietnam. But what can we
do? "Let us federate what is ready to federate," the Quebec Chronicle advised
us long ago-keeping empty chairs at the table and the door wide open. ,
How can Canada's attitude toward an Atlantic Union be reconciled with the
statement that 'our Atlantic allies do not wish to move toward any type of federal political relationship with the United States, even as an objective"? It is
true that a panelist, asked his opinion of article II, said wryly, "It was a lemon,"
and that an M.P., confronted with a moving paragraph from a communique, ex-
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ploded his feelings with an angry, "It's a lie I" A Canadian commutAtor (John
Gellner, "North America and NATO") notes:
"For reasons that are not quite clear, but which at least some Europeans consider proof of lack of good ,will, the United State just now is applying the strictest
interpretation to the precondition for Atlantic partnership which It has itself
imposed * * *.Interpreted restrictively j this is a condition which cannot be fulilled, not in the foreseeable future at any rate. * * * Apparent contradition between American political and military policies strengthens the suspicion that exists In other NATO countries that the United States really wants acceptance of its
military program, and dangles the conditional promise of a true partnership
in front of the allies only to get them to accept."
Officially, Canada stands steadfastly for Atlantic federation:
"We may have to give these (military problems) relatively less emphasis for
a time and concentrate on how we might move forward in our search for agreement on political matters. * * * Canada is fithful to the ideals and purposes of
NATO. * * * We see no salvation, no hope for progress in continentalism,
whether it be Europeon continentalisni or North American continentalism."
These are the words of Prime Minister Pearson,,who pioneered on the Honorary
Council of the International Movement for Atlantic Union when he was leader of
the opposition. Secretary of State for External Affairs Paul Martin pioneered
on the advisory council, where he has recently been joined by five, other members
of the Canadian Cabinet. A motion similar to Senate Concurrent Resolution 64
has been introduced in the House of Commons. It is natural that Canada should
take the lead for federation outspokenly.
Other NATO governments are watching Senate Concurrent Resolution 64
closely. It has become an indicator as to whether or not the United States is
finally emerging from behind words to seek -permnanent integration-not wait
until some far off condition has been fulfilled but start preliminary exploration
now. The result may be far reaching. As true a European friend as this country
has, is almost desperately explicit: "If our friends, tile Americhns. drag their
feet again with Senate Concurrent Resolution 64, they will lose the confidence and
the cooperation of this side of the 'Atlantic."
The practicality of the proposal to explore the federation of NATO is attested
by tile approval of an amazing list of the practical leaders of Western civilization: The Honorary Council of the International Movement for Atlantic UnionH.R.H. Prince Bernhard. the Prince of the Netherlands; the Earl of Avon, former
Prime Minister -Sir Anthony Eden, Great Britain; Joseph Beeh, former Prime
Minister and former Foreign Minister. Luxembourg;'Bjarni Benediktsson. Prime
Minister of Iceland: Heinrich von Brentano; late Foreign Minister, German
Federal Republic; the late W. L. Clayton, onetime Under Secretary of State,
United States, founder of Anderson, Clayton & Co.; Franz Etzel, former Finance
Minister, German Fpderal Republic; Christian A. Herter, former Secretary of
State, United States; the late Lord Ismay. first Secretary General of NIATO,
United Kingdom: Ustes Kefauver, late U.S. Senator from Tennessee; Ole B.
Kraft. former Foreign Minister. Vice President of Parliament, Denmark:
Gaetano Martino, former Foreign Minister of Italy, Chairman of NATO's "Three
Wise Men"; Lester B. Pearson, Prime Minister of Canada, winner of -Nobel Peace
Prize; Gen. Matthew B. Ridgway, Supreme Commander Allied Powers, Europe.
1952-53; Robert -Schuman. late Premier of France: Paul-Henri Spnak, former
Foreign Minister of Belgium. former Secretary General of NATO; Dirk U.
Stikker, former Foreign Minister of the Netherlands, former Secretary General
of NATO; Viscount Paul van Zeeland, former Prime Minister of Belgium.
I would like to speak for the girl who stood up in her college classroom in
Emporia, Kans., and said: "I am 18 years old. I have heard nothing but war
ever since I can remember. This is the first plan for peace I have heard that
seems sensible to me"; for the Nigerian student, at the great decisions circle at
All Souls Church in Washington, who after questioning and reading said, "I like
#tr--An-d1ft'can be done." Also for the young Belgian soldier who gets 22 Belgian
francs a day for teaching school, who discussed this idea with me in the train all
the way from Brussels to Luxembourg, who did not want to leave when his station
w.4 called but kept turning back and waving to me until he was out of sight.
The fact that so practical a principle as federal union provides both old and
young with something that is worth dying for, should spur action.
_
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Senator CHURCH. I also have a letter here from Mr. Leon H

Keyserling in general endorsement and support of Senate Concurren
Resolution 64, which will be included in the hearings at this point.
(The letter referred to follows:)
WASHINOTON, D.C., March 14, 1966.
Hon. FRANK CHURCH,

Chairman, Suboommittee on, International Organization Affair8,
Old Senate Offiet Building, Va8hlngton, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR CHURCH: I have read with great interest Senate Concurrenf
Resolution 64, on which hearings will be held March 23 and 24 by your Sub.
committee on International Organization Affairs. I wish that I could testify
on this proposal, but much to my regret I am unalterably committed to be out
of Washington on these two days.
While I am-not an expertin all details of this proposal, I am heartily in accorc
with its objectives and hope that they will receive careful and sympathetic
consideration in all quarters, including especially the Congress.
The whole evolving world situation makes it imperative that we in the United
'States lift our sights and realine our purposes in our relations with the rest of the
world. This is not only a traditional problem of foreign relations and national
security, but also a transcendently important problem of economic and social
policy.
The general approach contained in Senate Concurrent Resolution 64 has been
under consideration for a long time, although I believe that the resolution states
these policies with additional clarity and needed refinements. I therefore believe that the time has come to take sizable steps forward in the direction indicated.
The ultimate goal will at best take a long time to achieve. But as the late
President Kennedy said in another connection, let us at least begin.
If you deem it fitting, I would appreciate having these comments inserted in
the record of the hearings on the concurrent resolution.
With all good wishes.
Very sincerely yours,
LEON H. KEYSERLING.

Here is another letter from Gen. Lauris Norstad, forwarding a
letter of Mr. Jay H. Cerf, manager of the international group of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States, and a "Policy Declarations on World Affairs," adopted by the members of the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States, in which General Norstad writes that
these com inumcations have a broad bearing on consideration of Senate
Resolution 128.
Without objection, the position papers of the chamber of commerce
on this general subject will be included here in the record.
(The documents referred to follow:)

ZHen. FRANK CHURCH,

NEW YORK, N.Y., March 22, 1966.

U.S. Senate, Senate Office Building,
Wa8hington, D.C.
)EAR SENATOR CHURCH: I am forwarding herewith a letter I have just received
from Mr. Jay H. Cerf, manager of the international group of the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States, and a copy of the "Policy Declarations on World
Affairs," adopted by the members of the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States.
These communications have a broad bearing, at least on your consideration of
Senate Resolution 128.
Although the initiative for sending this to you is mine, Mr. Cerf offers no
objection to my doing so, nor to your including it in the record of your hearings
should you decide to do so.
Sincerely,
LAURIS NORSTAD.
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CHAMUDSHOF COMMERCEE OF THE UNITED STATESdp

Waehington D.q., March 18, ,.1966.
Gen. LAURIs NORSTAD,

President, Owens-'orning Fiberglas Oorp.,_
New York, N.Y.
DEAR G NERAL NORSTAD: As you will recall from your immensely constructive
service on our former Foreign Policy Committee, the national chamber reflects,
in a policy statement adopted by its representative business membership, firm
support for the principle of the closest possible cooperation and coordination between the members of the Atlantic Community.
In response to your inquiry, therefore, we are pleased to enclose a copy of the
policy declariltions on U.S. foreign policy In general and Western Europe in
particular. Tliese declarations, as you know, were reaffirmrd*i t our membership at our last annual meeting here in Washington, April 25-28, 1965.
We are glad to know that you are testifying before the International Organization Subcommittee of the enate Foreign Relations Committee next week with
respect to resolutions aimed at new efforts toward Atlantic Community harmony.
While the national chamber has not taken a specific position on either Senate
Resolution 128 or House Joint Resolution 855, nevertheless we believe the enclosed declarations are relevant to any objective consideration, of ways to
strengthen the Atlantic Community.
You also will recall, General, the national chamber's expression of its business
members' interest in closer Atlantic relations through our cooperation in the
Atlantic Council's continuing survey. of the European climate for American business. We look forward to further cooperation with the Council as a followup to
the meetings held at Fontainebleau and Crotonville last year.
Thank you again for this opportunity to express our views to you. I hope they
will be helpful.
With kindest personal regards.
Sincerely,
JAY H. CERP,
Manager, International Group.
POLIcY DEOLAR1D ON WORLD AFFAIRS

(Adopted by the members of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States)
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS--U.S. FOREIGN POLICY

Principles
A fundamental objective of U.S. foreign policy should be to maintain the
security and independence of this Nation and to promote the freedom and wellbeing of all peoples. This goal can best be achieved by furthering collective
security, and encouraging international cooperation and policy coordination
among free nations.
Europe
The unity, strength, and welfare of Western Europe, in the context of a viable
Atlantic Community, are basic to the U.S. national interest. Measures to bring
the nations of Western Europe closer together-militarily, politically, and economically-should be supported, seeking to avoid trends Injurious to an expanding world economy.
The United States should encourage international institutions such as the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development, and its Development Assistance Committee.
Each member nation of the North Atlantic Treaty, Organization should do its
share in building and maintaining an adequate defense of Western Europe. The
United States should continue to exercise its proper share of leadership responsibilities in NATO. Processes of consultation in NATO must be further developed, including procedures for control and command decision among NATO
Allies on nuclear components.
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD, WALLACE
Senator CHURCH. Our next witness is Mri Richard J. Wallace, who
lis kindly consented to submit his statement in the record'in the interests of time since we are running behind. His full statement will
appear at this point in ihie record where it can be read by other members of the committee when they review these proceedings.
(The statement of Mr. Wallace follows:)
STATEMENT OF RICHARD

3.

WALLACE

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I appreciate the opportunity
to appear before this committee.
I served as Executive Director of the U.S. Citizens Commission on NATO,
which was appointed by Congress in 1961 in accordance with Public Law 86-719,
and which vwas directed "to endeavor to arrange for and to participate in such
meeting^ nd conferences with similar citizens commissions in the NATO countries as it may deem necessary inorder to explore means by which greater
cooperation and unity of purpose ruby be developed to the end that democratic
,freedom may be promoted by economic and political means."
The Commission was composed of 20 members, half appointed by the Vice
President (then Lyndon Johnson) as Presiding Officer of the Senate, and half
appointed by' the Speaker of the 'House, then the late Sam Rayburn. Under
terms of the resolution not more than -half could be from either political party.
The Commission elected former Secretary of State Christian Herter and the
late William L. Clayton, former Under Secretary of State, as cochairman.
Through efforts of the Commission, similar appointments were made by the
legislative bodiesgof'13 of the 14 other NATO nations. Portugal, which originally
indicated acceptance of the proposal, ended by appointing only an observer.
11n January 19,62, 90 delegates from the 14 countries gathered in Paris for
the Atlantic Convention. Mr. Herter was elected Chairman of the Convention,
and in a keynote speech set the tone, of the meeting. The delegates from the
14 countries did me the honor of electing me Secretary General, and it is principally in that capacity that I appear beforeyou today.
The delegates held intensive morning and afternoon sessions for a 2-week
period. The spirit in which the Convention proceeded is best illustrated by
the unanimous report to Congress of the U.S. Commission after it had concluded:
"Ninety representatives from the NATO nations on either side of the Atlantic,
speaking nine different national languages, met and substantially agreed on
matters of concern to their future. These men and women were leaders in
various fields-government, Journalism, education, and business, to name a few.
They had been selected by their respective parliaments * * *. At the Convention they spoke and voted as individuals representing their own convictions.
There was no national unit rule or decision by a. government. Yet there was
substantial agreement on issues of transcending importance, issues which underlie the growing consciousness that mountains and oceans no longer divide man
from man."
At the end of 2-weeks' time, the delegates adopted the Declaration of Paris.
This declaration was unanimously adopted, with the exception of three abstentions-two from Italy and one from Canada. The three who abstained did so
on the groundsethat the Convention did not go far enough in its recommendations, not from basic disagreement with the recommendations themselves.
Throughout the Convention, a significant proportion of its members gave evidence of a belief that the Convention should go much further than it actually did.
I would like to submit a copy of the Declaration of Paris, Mr. Chairman, for
your records. As you' will see, the key recommendation of the declaration, on
which all the other institutional and policy recommendations more or less depend, is a proposal for the establishment of a special governmental commission
to propose organizational changes. In the words of the Declaration of Paris,
it is described as follows:
"Call Upon the governments of the NATO countries to draw up plans within
2 years for-the creation of an Atlantic Community suitably organized to meet the
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politJcal, military, and economic challenge of this era To this'end, the'shorTld',
within the earliest practicable period, appoint members to a Special Governmental Commission on Atlantic 'Unity. The Commission should study the organization of the Atlantic Community, particularly in the light of the recomznendations of this Convention, and it should be instructed to propose such reforms,
and simpliflcations of existing institutions, and such new institutions, as may
be required."
As I understand your resolution, Mr. Chairman-Senate Resolution 128-it
would express the sense of the Senate that the President should promptly seek
to establish such a special governmental commission. If adopted, and if pursued by the executive branch 9f the Government, it would indeed carry out this
key recommendation of the Atlantic Convention.
This recommendation has attracted widespread support. I havehere editorials
from the following newspapers which appeared after the Convention and commented favorably on the Declaration of Paris:,
The New York Times, the Milwaukee Journal, the Meadsville (Pa.) Tribune,
the Providence (R.I.) Bulletin, the Carroll (Iowa) Times-Herald, the San Francisco Chronicle, the Lafayette (Ind.). Journal & Courier, the Easton .(Pa.) Express, the Portland Oregonian, the New Orleans Times-Picayune, the Owensboro
(Ky.) Messenger & Inquirer, and the Elizabeth (N.J.) Journal'
In 1962 the General Assembly of the Atlantic Treaty Association meeting in
Copenhagen specifically endorsed the proposal for the special governmental
commission contained in the declaration. Of course, delegates from all 15 NATO
nations were present in this body when this action Wastaken. 'The Atlantic
Council of the United States has several times endorsed the proposal of the special governmental commission, the last time in a policy statement adopted in
October of last year.
A discussion of how the Atlantic Community might develop, and the need for
the Commission, was convincingly presented by Secretary Herter in the January
1903, issue of Foreign Affairs. I submit this also for the record, Mr. Chairman.
And now, if I may venttire a per.4onal word in closing, I feel that a new
initiative,,in the Atlantic 'field is more urgently heeded now 'than it was at the
time of 'the Atlantic Convention, when the delegates agreed that "our survival
as freemen, and the possibility of progress for' all men, demand th6 creation of
a true Atlantic Community within'the next decade."
I
Since then, the division between the Six (the European Economic 'Coimmunity)
and the Seven (the European Free Trade Associatlin)in Europe have become
greater. We are no nearer solving the overriding question of nuclear control.
The military arm of NATO has been served with an eviction notice. The present
system of international monetary arrangements has shown its inadequacies as
reflected in the balance-of-payments problems in the United States.
I would not say that the passage of Senate Resolution 128, or,the appointment
of the Commission would necessarily solve these probelms. But it would give
a mechanism by which the governments could 'get on with the work looking toward a solution. It is in this spirit that I hope you will approve it.

Senator CHuncH. We will call Mr. Elmo Roper as our next witness.
Mr. Roper, we are very pleased to greet you this morning. You
were first scheduled to appear yesterday, and we thank you for your
patience in waiting over.
STATEMENT OF EIdO ROPER
Mr. RopF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear in behalf of Senate Resolution 128. I had orlglnally intended not to speak as a partisan but
to report on a rather extended and extensive study we did among the
American public. I think I have turned in a written copy of this,
and in the interests of letting other people who are waiting here have
more time, I will skip most of the specific results and just give a few
simple statements.
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RESULTS OF SURVEYS

In the first place, the survey showed that isolation is almost all but
dead in this country, and for those of you who come from the Middle
West, you might be interested to know that it is by no means the
most isolationist part of the country at all any more. In fact, there
is almost no isolation anywhere.
Secondly, it showed clearly that the American people, when they
thought of reliable allies, reliable partners, reliable nations, tly
thought of the nations of -Vestern Europe, not Asia, Africa, South
America, but Western Europe first. It shows the people were willing
to go a long way farther than any government we have had; and it
indicated they were willin to go towards outright unification with
the other democracies of the world, whether Atlantic or otherwise.
But all kinds of unification, military, economic,political and whatnot.
In fact, I think you will find the figures there will indicate that the
mere passage of either of these resolutions will do nothing to shock
the average American but, on the contrary, almost catch us up with
what the people have been thinking about.
CHANGE OF FORCE

So with that very brief summary, I think I would like to conclude
by saying that I think the appointment of such a conmnission as
envisioned in 128, or even in the other one, would, accomplish something more, something vital, something that is essential at this time.
I do not have any data to prove it, but I think it is quite possible it
could do two things. First, to a public tired of the endless, disheartening headlines about Vietnam, and apprehensive over the course
of events in Vietnam, it could provide welcome change of force.
At present, in both press and the Government, there seems to be an
obsession with Vietnam.
A Washington newspaperman complained to me the other day that,
"There is a vacuum of thought coming out of Washington. You can't
get people to think about or talk about anything but Vietnam."
Well, whatever the justification for the American presence there,
Vietnam remains another confrontation with the Communists fought
on terms and territory which they, not we, have chosen.
If some of the attention of the public could be shifted to a tremendous new effort to weld the world's democrabies into a strong and
indissoluble tie, I cannot help believing it. would be greeted by the
public as a very welcome relief. Instead of relentless concentration
on a defensive war fought in a far-off country, it would focus on a new
source of positive and hopeful strength for the future.
REASSURANCE

TO ALLIES

Second, I think that this act would reassure our allies. De Gaulle's
latest declarations have put the entire future of the NATO alliance in
doubt. I do not regard the NATO alliane as obsolete. Wre cannot
simply try to hold together what is left. If we do not move forward,
a process of dissolution is likely to begin. Countries like Holland
and Belgium will be apprehensive, wondering whether NATO will
survive, and this'seems to me to be the time for a bold, new step, which
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will make clear to our allies what our intentions are, and which will
,create new and stronger bonds of unity between us.
So I find myself hoping this committee recommends the passage

-of'the resolution. or either of these resolutions to make it plain that

I
our intentions are not just to defend but to build,
The American people are, aware, perhaps more aware than their
Government-that in our ties with Europe lie a source of enormous
strength. -This strength, whiich is our best bulwark against the cruel
necessity of war, is in danger of slipping out of our grasp unless we
act with urgency and decision. Certainly, we cannot neglect Viettiam, but neither is it prudent to neglect the real cornerstone of
democracy, in the world, the Atlantic Community.'
Scotty Reston one wrote:
Before us are the clear warnings of 'the Communists. They know what their

first priority Is, and it is hot Angola Or Africa, Laos or Latin America. It Is the
disintegration of the Western Alliance. This is what they are after, for if they
can achieve that, they canpick up the colonies and even the continents at their
leisure.

I have given' a complete copy of all the results of this'study to your
staff, and I think, as I say, you will find the figures which I did not feel
I should take time to go into, very interesting,
I urge the passage of 128 or the other one or as strong a resolution
asyou
can
that will catch
Thank
you.
. . us up with the American people.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Roper follows:)
STATEMENT

OF ELMO ROPER

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I appreciate thei opportunity
to appear before you in support of Senate Resolution 128. Although many of
you know that I personally am strongly in favor of this resolution, it was suggested by Senator Church and I testify as an expert in the analysis of public
opinion and I shall try to do this in just as detached and unemotional a way as
I would for any client on any product.
I have some background in sampling public opinion on this particular subject.
In 1953, our firm made a nationwide study of opinion in this field. In 1963, in
collaboration with the Atlantic Council of the United States, we made another
study, more specifically directed toward our relationships with Western Europe,
but asking again several of the same questions in the same Words that we had
used 10 years previously, so that we could measure whatever change had occurred
in opinion during the intervening period.
The study on which I am basing my testimony today, therefore, is now almost
3 years old. No one knows better than you gentlemen that public opinion is not a
static thing. Surely, it has changed since then. But I would hazard my reputation to say that what I am going to tll you today is more true now than it was
8 years ago. In the intervening years between the two studies of 1953 and 163
the American people became more internationalist instead of less, more desirous
of strengthening the United Nations but more aware that it alone could not keep
the peace of the world, more aware that the cornerstone and strength of 'our foreign policy rested in our relationships with Europe-in the Atlantic Community.
What has happened since th6 interViews ohi which the last survey was based,
in my opinion, would only serve to strengthen the opinion of the American people
that we need strong and durable allies. The present conflict in Vietnam, I am
sure, would call forth this, reaction from the American people. And when we
think of such allies, we think of. the nations of Western Europe-including
Frince, i might add, despite the annoyance of General de Gaulle.
As ! said in the overall assessment'o our study of 19063:
*"For those who are interested in closer working relations with other nations,
the result of this study contain a high degree of satisfaction. For those who
have become convinced of the need for concerted action among the Western
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democracies, it contains a great deal of encoUiragement, For those who would
turn back t6ward isolationism, or for those,who think our participation in world
affairs should end with membership in'the United Nations, it offers little comfort, indeed."
Now on What do i base this?
First, let me tell you four questions that our interviewers asked on the subject
of "How should we handle the cold war," and the resulting replies:
Hotb should we handle the cold tvar?

Percent
Plan to fight a preventive war with the Communist nations just as soon as
3
our military leaders think we can win, and get the whole thing over with-Rely completely bn building up our own American military strength and keep
it so Strong that no one dare attack this country-whatever may happen
17
-------------------------------in the rest of the world -Keep up our own military strength but at the same time do everything possible to build up our alliances and strengthen other countries so as to
68
prevent the further spread of commufiism-_ -------........--Stop relying on military strength and start right now working out some
agreement with the Communist nations--even if this means giving in to
4
---------------------------------them on some important things
8
---------------------------------------Don't know or no answer
Another question presented respondents with a number of different statements
and- asked them whether they agreed or disagreed with each. Four of these
statements addressed themselves tothe importance of our allies to us-expressed
in different degrees and in different ways:
Percent
We are more certain to remain a strong and democratic country if we
79
continue our alliances with other countries (agree) -----------------The United Nations alone can't keep the world at peace, so we must have
74
strong ties with other countries in addition (agree) ----------------Our very survival depends on our having dependable allies (agree) ------- 67
We could still remain a strong and democratic country even if we had no
-----------------------alliances with other countries (disagree)
WESTERN EUROPE AND SOUTH AMERICA

When forced into a choice as to which of our ties in different parts of the
world are going to be most important to our future, more people say Western
Europe-but nearly a third say South America:
Area most importantto our lututre

Percent
45
------------------------------------Western Europe -------30
----------------------------------------------South America
5
--------------------------------------Africa -------------55--------------Asia
24
---------------------------------------Don't know; no answer
This, however, can't be construed to mean that only 45 percent of Americans
believe that our ties with Europe should be close and that 30 percent are turning
their eyes to South America at the expense of turning back from Europe. It
rather seems to mean that. a good many people have become convinced that it is
also important to have South America on our side. When asked the reverse--in
which parts of the world our ties are least Important-practically no one (only
3 percent) answered the countries of Western Europe. The reasons people
gave for selecting South America as the most important to our future centered
on its geographic closeness tM us and the need to stop communism there. By
contrast the reasons for selecting Western Europe as most important centered on
our historically formed close ties and the importance of Europe from a military
aspect. In fact, Americans have considerably more faith in Western Europe for
reliability as allies thon they do in South America. Sixty-five percent say the
Western Euiopean countries are reliable allies we can count on in times of stress;
only 29 percent feel the same way about South America.
When asked a direct question as to how close our ties should be with Western
Europe, only 6 percent want to pull back; two-thirds faior ties-either of the
same degree as now or even closer ones.
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Since we have no comparable figures assembled In the past, we have no way
of Judging whether or not these percentges represent an incensed or d& based
Interest in moving toward cioer ties with Europe, or how volatile they 'mya be,
depending on current news events. If the theory that history follows in directions led by the better educated and younger people holds true li' this case,
;ommitment to closer ties with Europe should be On the increasIe -not decrease.
The younger the person and the better educated. the person, the more apt'he is
to have a positive opinion and to have that opinlon in favor of 'forming closer
ties than we have now with countilea of Western Europe.
-' The urge for closer ties with countries of Western Europe strongly "goes
along with" recognition of our need for them in today's world. When people
who want closer ties were asked to give their reasons in their own words, most
of the answers in one way or another reflected this sense of need on our part.
As for the kind of ties, the people are willing/to go a long way. - There is
considerable receptivity to new forms of Atlantic cooperation among Americans
who have formed opinions on the subject, We asked people about a wide range
of proposals for close integration between the. United States and Erope. A
good many people seemed to be confused by what were often new and complicated
proposals-and ended up in the "don't know" column. But a majority of people
did have opinions and most of them -were distinctly. favorable to much closer
ties with the rest of the Western world. Simple suggestions like, expansion of
student exchange programs and the requirement of a second language ,in the
schools got an overwhelming acceptance. But harder proposals also won 'considerable support.' On the crucial issue of 'econothic'hitegration, 54 percent favored substantial tariff reductions now or in the future, and only 10 percent
opposed them under any circumstance. (The balance tacitly admitted the subject of tariffs was too much for them !) Military integration raised more doubts,
despite the fact that we have already gone further in this direction thnn any
of the other proposed measures.' It represents, after all, a very decisive allocation of 'national power. Nevertheless, 42 percent thought we should, now or
later, "combine a substantial part of the Armed Forces of the United States.
Canada, and Western Europe into a single unified military force," and only 24
percent were opposed to this idea.
Moving into the political area, We discovered a 'clearly felt need for more and
better Atlantic cooperation. First, having witnessed the damaging results of
badly coordinated foreign policies among the Allies over the years, 67 percent
feel the need for better methods of consultation on foreign policy questions, now
or In the future, with only 4 percent opposed. Forty-eight percent would like
to see an Atlantic Court set up to decide disputes between member countries,
with only 12 percent opposed. "An advisory congress to which members from
these nations would be elected to make recommendations on questions of mutual
interest" sounded like a good idea to 57 percent, and only 8 percent thought it
should never be done. And even so far reaching a proposal as a congress empowered to make laws on mutual affairs received approval-now or in the futurefrom 36 percent, with only 20 percent rejecting the measure In principle. The
only measure that failed to win more "yes" than "no" votes was a proposal to

combinee these nations Into one political unit In which the people will have
Interchangeable rights of citizenship In all member countries," and even this
total relinquishing of national sovereignty was'favored by 28 percent and opposed

by only 39 percent.
The answers to these questions showed no marked sectional difference and no
particular differences between Democrats and Republicans. Those of you who
are from the Midwest, once considered isolationist, may be interested to know
that in some categories midwesterners proved more internationalist than the
so-called internationalist east coast. But there is little Isolationism anywhere-what' differences there are amounts only, to differences in the degree of internationalism.
I have given these opinions on specific subjects, all of which have been suggested by different studies or groups, not to indicate that any of them necessarily would come about as a result of the resolution which you gentlemen are
considering, but Just to show you the state of mind and receptivity of the American people.
I, personally, think that all of these proposals are worth further exploration
by a special governmental commission, which might be set up by ourselves and
our allies as a result of this resolution. Which, if any, they would propose for
adoption by our governments is up to the Commission.
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And bere I would like to say that I find more than a little annoying, and I. do
vot doubt that the American people find just as annoying, the State Department's
frequent position that yoil shouldn't set, up such a commission "ufiless you know
what it is going to come up with." If we had always taken thib attitude, then
none of the great innovations of government would have been achieved-specifically, not even our own Constitution. And, of course, the countries themselves
-would accept or reject the proposals of the Special Governmental Commission.
Where is the risk in that? One has to have faithriothe democratic process of
,examining a prOPositiOn andreachihg a useful conclusion.
And finally, I think the appointing of such a commission, might accomplish
:something more, something vital, something essential at this time. I have no
,data to prove it, but I think it quite possibly could do two things. First, to a
-public tired of the endless disheartening headlines about Vietnam and apprehen.sive over the course of events there, it could provide a welcome change of focus.
At present, in both press and Government, there seems to be an obsession with
Vietnam. A Washington newspaperman complained to me the other day: 'There
:is a vacuum of thought coming out of Washington. You can't get people to think
about or talk about anything but Vietnam." Yet, whatever the justifications for
the American presence thero, Vietnam remains another confrontation with the
Communists fought on terms and territory which they, not we, have chosen. If
-some attention could be shifted to a tremendous new effort to weld the world's
,democracies into a strong and indissoluble tie, I cannot help believing that it
would be greeted by the public with welcome relief. Instead of relentless con.centration on a defensive war fought in a far-off country, it would focus on a new
source of positive, hopeful strength.
I
Second, I think this act would reassure our allies. De Gaulle's latest declarations have put tle entire future of the NATO alliance in doubt. We cannot simply try to hold together what is - left. If we do not move forward, a process of
dissolution Is likely to begin. Countries like Holland and Belgium will be apprelhensive, wondering whether NATO will survive. This is the time for a bold new
,step, which will make clear to our allies what our intentions are, and which will
create new and stronger bonds of unity between us,
Let's pass this resolution and make it plain that our intentions are not just to
,defend, but to build. We will be serving well the cause of world peace if we do.
'The American people are aware--perhaps more aware than their Governmentthat in our ties with Europe lie a source of enormous strength. This strength,
which is our best bulwark against thp cruel necessity of war, is in danger of slipping out of our grasp unless we act with urgency and decision. Certainly, we
-cannot neglect Vietnam, but neither is it prudent to neglect the real cornerstone
,of democracy in the world-the Atlantic Community. As Scotty Reston once
wrote:
"Before us are the clear warnings of the Communists. They know what their
first priority is-and it isn't Angola or Africa, Laos or Latin America. It is the
-disintegration of the Western alliance. This is what they are after, for if they
can achieve that, they can pick up the colonies and even the continents at their
leisure."
That 'is all I have to say, Mr. Chairman, but I would like to offer a complete
copy of the survey, including the various tables showing the response to specific
questions for-your records. And, of course, I will be glad to answer any questions
.you or any other member of this distinguished committee may have.
Thank you for your attention and your courtesies to me.
AMERICAN SUPPORT FOR ATLANTIC UNION

Senator CItiuRCII. Mr. ]Roper, what you have said this morning is
of great interest to me. It relates to a theme that was struck yesterday by Mr. Sam Waugh when he said, in effect, that the businessmen
of the country are leading the rest of us toward the realities of closer
bonds with the NATO counties, and that they, in effect, were in the
forefront-ftrontiersmen, as it were, leading the way.
You are saying this morning that it is not just the businessmen
but the American'pe ople "who are well ahead of their representatives
in Washington and of the Government itself-both the executive as
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well -as the legislative-in 'this matter and 4hat it is hih thme we
caught up with the prevailing thinking as y-op found it i the.polls
youhave taken.
Mr. RoPOR. Yes, Senator.

Senator CmmoHx. Of the people at large?
I am saying just thit.
Mr.
If I Rom.ER.
review 'hose figures you will find out that the majority of
people with any opinion at all on the ,subject want to merge our

'entire military defenses with Canada and Western Europe." They
want a court that will' settle things.: They Wait 'a jafliament that will
pass or a congress that will pass laws for the member states on those
things that-are of interest to thema.
value as far
littlelittle
-,shock
veryvery
that there is But
findDepartment.
will
youthe
think for
'shock value for
State
as-Imaybe
the American public in either oJf the resolution that you are. considering today,
Senator CHURCOH. Thank you very much.
IS'AN ATLANTI3C COM-tTNITY oiiS6LTETE?

Senator COrRK. Very briefly, Mr. Roper, because time iS running
short, you said you did not think that'.NATO was obsolete and, as
you know, General deGaulle disagrees with you.
In his press conference of February 21 of this year, he said, and

!quote:

The Western World is no longer threatened today asit was at the time'when
the American protectorate was set up in Europe unddr the cover of NATO. The
Soviet Union has since that time equipped itself with a nuclear power capable
of striking the United States directly. While the prospects of a world war
breaking out on account o 'Europe were' dissipated, conflict in which America
engages' in other parts of the World, as the day before Yesterday 'in Korea',
yesterday In Cuba, today In Vietnam, the risk by virtue of that famous 'escalaextended so -that the result would'be a general configuration; in' that
tion
case being
Europe
wotld be automatically involved in- a struggle ,event when it would
not so desire.

This is really the basis for De Gaulle's anfi-NATO position. I
am wondering how you think the basic facts of international life today would make it possible for us to persuade any of the European
members of the Atlantic Community .to join in a kind of alliance
which these two resolutions look forward to?
Mr. RoPwR.. Senator, I think Mr. De Gaulle is speaking as a very
nationalist-minded head of a sovereign state, and I do not think
he has studied the subject of Government historically very much.
If you look into it historically the unit was once a family, then a
tribe, then a city state, then a nation state. The tendency is to larger
forms of government.
As space shrinks, communications grow more rapid, and more and
more contact between peoples all over the world is established, the need
for larger units is apparent.
I lo0k upon this resolution and Atlantic Union that might conceivably come out of it if it were so recommended, as a continuation of the
expansion of the size.
Now, eventually it may well include the whole planet.
Senator CLARK. One of the witnesses who will testify a little later,
Mr. Marcus Raskin, has this to say. I would like your comment on it
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because of your depp interest in the subject and your wide knowledge
of these matterS.Ifh says
The Atlautic Community idea no longer fits with the needs of the times.
There are three basic problems now facing Europe and the United States.
None requires the creation of a new community to solve.

First, .the.P'rob1m of security and disarmament, with particular
reference to Europe.
Secondly, the"problem of Germany and unification; and, third, the
problems surrounding the effort to build a world community. His
view is fhat tlie Atlantic Community makes'no contribution to tie solu
tion of any of those three problems, in fact tend to make their solution
more difficult.
Would you comment on that.
Mr. ROPER. I do not feel competent to comment on all three of themn.
I will comment on the last one.
I think that it is a mistake to feel that this would slow up progress
toward a World arrangement of some kiid.
Senator CLAR", Don't you'think that it would inevitably be considered.by Russia as an adverse and unfriendly gesture?
Mr. RoPER. Well, I do not pose as an authority on Russian public
opinion. I do not inow. I suspect you are right, it would.
I think, howev r, that they already have some sort of a vague notion
that they are not as popular with us as they would like to be, and that
we are, in a sense antipathetic to their aims and ambitions. I think
they already have that.
Senator CLARK. Let us put it this way: Might they not also be be-

ginning to get ready to believe that we are not as antagonistic toward
them today as we were at the time when Stalin was running the counUr.Roxrn. And I think that you could very easily make that clear
in any statement that came out of the deliberations proposed by Senator Uhurch's resolution, that this was not aimed at Russia's heart at
all but was a step forward in a generally right direction.
Aenator CLARK. Thank you Mr Chairman.
Senator CHURcH. Senator dase?
Senator CASE. Mr. Roper, you have heard all the testimony, you
have-heard these things for years. I guess you have heard nothing new
today or yesterday, probably.
ATTITUDE OF GOVERNMENTS TOWARD ATLANTIC UNION CONTRASTED
TO THAT OF PEOPLE

But I would like to have a specific comment, if you have anything
to say, about the statement that Was made by the preceding witness
that, in his opinion, based on rather specific experience this would tenld
to slow down the progress that might be made toward the unification
of Europe.
Mr. ROPER. Well, yes, I would be happy to comment on that, Senator Case.
In the first place, as to hearing anything new, I do not believe I
can count on the fingers of my hand the number of times I have heard
someone from the State Department say that this is an excellent
idea, the goal is laudable, but now is not the time.
01-129-66----8
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It has nut beet hetime for 16 years.

As to your other question, I thiink it is entirely possible that the
;tat departments of the world or of the Western WoVi'ld or' of the
NATO ' allianc would be prone to regard this as a rookiig of the
boat. I cannot agree from what the public opinion polls I have seen
from other countries and from the contacts I have had in England
and Rolland and around, even in Frahcei, I cannot believe that the
people are as antipathetic as was indicated here today.
I suspect what is antipathetic are the very people that he talks with,
the state department people from France, from England, from Hotl-

land.

Senator CASE. I had the impression Mr,Leddy was talking about
the attitude toward this proposal of people who are most active, many
of them outside government circles, in the current movement for
unification of Europe.
Mr. ROPER. I think that it is wrong to conclude in what this committee that we are suggesting appointing here mialit come up with
in the way of recommendations. But I do not tlli, that it is in1conceivable that they could come up withirecommendations that would
make the whole question of Atlantic unity far more attractive to the
average European than European unity that seems to have gone this
far and stopped.
I have the feeling, well, I know, for example, that there is a very
important little group in the British Parliament simply waiting for
us to take action and hoping we do take the first, action, because they
want to press this same, kind of it thing in the British.Parliament.
The same is true in Holland.
Senator CASE. This is the kind of factual information thlit I think
is helpful. If you could give us as much as you can, running over
your knowledge of the leaders in or out of government in the various
huropean countries, I would appreciate it.
Mr. ROPER. I cannot comment on the whole NATO group, and when
I say there is a very substantial group, an influential group, in the
British Parliament, I do not know how big it is. I know a number of
the Members of Parliament who tell me that they are no longer standing alone, when they say that they believe that the goal ought to be
Atlantic unity, not European unity; that people hikelMart Madden,
for example, who was here recently, says there is a treniendous support among his friends in the House of Commons for that.
Last summer when I was in Holland I certainly found that most
of the people I knew there were, in a sense, sayig,"When are you
iing to do
leadership
V"something? When are you going to take a position of
Incidentally, I found them a little annoyed with our habit of always wanting a small nation to furnish the chairman of everything
that went on. Why didn't we furnish the chairman once in a while?
Whi didn't we do that instead of wishing it on a Belgian or a Norwegian.
I think the last time I saw the French public opinion poll, the
overpowering weight of the thing was for unity of one kind or another, and it was divided almost straight down the line in spite of
De Gaulle, divided straight down the line, between Atlantic unity
and European unity.
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1 cannot speak for Western Germany.
In Italy every study I have ever seen shows an overwhelming desire for Atlantic unity.
SNow, I suspect that the testimony ypi heard this morning from the
previous witnessiiS entiiily accurate insfar as the people he is familiar

with which, I would presume to be, largely State Department people.
Senator CASE..Plhat was not the intent of my question to him, but
rather the views, if he knew them, of the people active in the movemnent to draw Europe together more.
HMr. RoPEn. In my opinion, this would come as a breath of fresh
ai' to a majority of the people in most of the NATO nations.
Senator CASE. I do not think I have any further questions.
Senator CHURCH. Senator McCarthy.
Senator MCCARTHY. Thank you very much, Mr. Roper.

thinkJI have any questions.

I do not

Senator CHURCH. Thank you, Mr. Roper.
Senator MCCArHY. Mr. Chairman, may I have-unanimous consent

to submit three widely separate edit'ias, two from the Midwest
and one from the coast.
Senator CHURCH. Without objection these will appear in the record.
(The documents referred to follow:)
[rom the Des Moines Regaster, Mar. 14, 19661
AN A

RNATIV TO NATO

Which way for NATO, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization? For nearly
17 years it has beenone of the foundations of U.S. foreign policy. Now the
15-nation alliance is reaching a parting of the ways.
French President Charles de Gaulle Is pressing ahead with 'his plans to dismantle (as far as France is' concerned) all the "integrated" commands which
have been set up since 1949 and take over full command for France of all NATO
bases and installations on 'French soil. The U.S. has answered his letter correctly: that this is a matter the whole alliance must discuss. But that is really
no answer.
U.S. planning is going ahead on what needs to be done to reconstitute the
integrated commands and the very costly network of bases, port facilities, pipelines, communications, etc., with France, the huge central portion, wrenched
out. That is no real answer either, though it may come to that.
Part of the time President De Gaulle professes attachment to the Atlantic
Alliance-the bare bones of the 1949 treaty-but not to the "Organization" built
up over the years on the treaty foundation. But he is quite prepared to withdraw from the alliance itself if he cannot get the changes in the organization
he desires.
The treaty without the organization is no answer.
One radical answer (that is, getting to the roots of the problem) is currently
being advocated by a distinguished group of Senators and Representatives 9f
both parties,, conservative and liberal, and by past presidential candidates of
the Republican Party, Barry M. Goldwater and Richard M. Nixon, and four
Democratic members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and one Republican.
This is serious exploration of the idea of Atlantic federal union-federation
of the North Atlantic democracies now In the alliance into a union, with powers
roughly comparable to those set forth in the U.S. federal union of 13 independent
states in 1787.
This Is a far-out idea, bristling with practical difficulties. We believe it would
be even more objectionable to President De Gaulle than the present NATO
itself-though the long-time prophet of Atlantic federal union, Clarence Streit
of Washington, D.C., is convinced otherwise.
Federal union is the perfect theoretical solution to the otherwise insoluble
problem of all alliances: unity i. decision. In NATO this problem takes the
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peculiarly knotty form of :the nuclear weapoiis de ciion- whoseflingiers on the
nuclear trigger? Whose fingers on the nuclear safety catch?
De Gaulle says each nation must make its own decisions on matters of Its own
defense; if It does not, it Is no nation. Vry well, then, say the federal unionists:
form a more perfect union, form a neW and broader nation, of which the old
'nations are but "stktes"'of the union.
Think about it. The new union would' be indomparably the 'most powerful
nation in the world, Its citizens have a thousand years of history In common2,000 for some of them. It has enormous productive And intellectual capacity,
now fragmented and going off in different directions. It might make the difference between continued world anarchy and a new direction' to world history.

[From the Sunday Oregonian, Mar. 20, 19661
ATLANTIo UNIxoN GAINS
The gathering support for the fifth congressional effort to adopt an Atlantic
Union resolution has left Clarence K. Streit, its longtime, advocate, a little
breathless.
Nineteen Senators have signed the bill in that Chamiber and more are favorable. A dozen representatives have introduced identical bills in the House.
The political range of these sponsors is surprising, considering the past difficulties of the Atlantic Union concept. It ranges from conservative Democrats
and Republicans to liberal internationalists.
Mr. Streit has letters supporting 'the resolution from a grouping of Reublican leaders that includes Barry Goldwater, Gov. Mark Hqtfleld, of Oregon, RichNew Yort, -GvM.' George Romney, of
ard M. Nixon, Gov., Nelson Rockefeller,
Michigan, and Gov. William W.. Scrantoqi1,of.PeusylvanIa.
"Based on these endorsements, I predictthat the 'next Republican President
will work to achieve Atlantic Union," said Representative Paul Fi Idley, Republican, of Illinois, a House sponsor. But twice as many Democrats as Republicans
are sponsors in the Senate.
The resolution to be given a hearing March 23-24 by the Subcommittee on
International Organization Affairs of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
is stronger than any of the previous four debated by Congreos since 1949. But
it would not plunge the United States i0to a federal Atlantic Union., It would
set up a U.S. committee of 18 eminent citizens to organize and participate in a
convention made up of similar delegations from "such North Atlantic Treaty
Organization allies as desire to join in the enterprise * * *."
The convention would consider a declaration that the ,eventual goals of their
peoples Is to transform their present alliance Into a federal, mion" and to set
up machinery and a timetable to do that.
The reason for the revival of interest in Atlantic Union is not hard to find.
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization is falling apart at the seams, chiefly
because of France's go-it-alone policy and the limited, military character of an
alliance set up to keep Soviet communism out of Western Europe. France will
pull its military forces out of NATO and the problem of nuclear restriction
against West Germany has not been resolved.
If NATO crumbles, what will replace it? Clarence Streit's efforts over the
years have been dedicated to formation of a federal union of Atlantic States
based on the well-aged Federal Union of States in the United States. Public
sentiment has tended to be that this is not realistic. But more and more public
figures are saying that we should take a closer look at the proposal. Why not,
Indeed?
[From the St. Cloud (Minn.) Times, Mar. 10]
As THE TIMES SEES IT-NATO PACT MAY GAIN STREN4GTr
Now that the dust has settled a bit after French President de Gaulle's roundhouse swing at NATO and the reaction in Washington and elsewhere, the matter
can be considered more objectively. The French ultimatum contributes to the
disarray that has increasingly plagued at Atlantic alliance in recent years.
But it may lead to just what Do Gaulle claims is impossible--a broad discussion
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of how NATO should be reformed to make It more effective under present

circumstances.

These circumstances are markedly different from those that obtained when the
North Atlintic Treaty Organization was created. The NATO shield was de-signed to guard the West a gains the Soviet threat as it existed under Stalin.
Conditions have changed. The NATO structure ought to be changed accordingly,
perhaps with emphasis on economic and political development looking to European integration.
The need for reform is accepted'by most observers. Few see much point in
the French, plan to continue in the alliance but disengage from its integrated
defense machinery. In this connection, the words of British Foreign Secretary
Michael Stewart in Commons makes good sense: "NATO cannot be effective if
it is merely ap exchange of promises between governments, to give each other
help in certain emergencies;, it cannot be effective unless it has an integrated
defense structure to which we contribute."
The timei demand more than,solely a,miilitairy alliance, however, integrated
defense structure or not. De Gaulle may unwittingly have touched off a discussion among NATO member that willlead to something beyond that. And
though the French may be reluctant to shift ground, the door should be left open
for any suggestions they care to make. Help from every possible quarter will
be needed in the difficult task of, restructuring NATO in line with present-day
conditions.

Senator CASE. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if it would be useful to have
in the record of these hearings a reprint of the report of the previous
commission. I hwve forgotten exactly what it was called.
Senator CHURCH. 'Citizens Commisosion, is it not, on NATO?
Senator CASE. If it is'ioit too long, I think it might be useful.
Senator CIIuIRcH. I should think at least pertinent portions of that
report that may relate directly to these
Senator CASE. On the next step.
Senator CHURCH. Yes, on the subject of these resolutions, it might
be well to include it, and without objection, that will be done.
(The pertinent portions of the document referred to follow:)
,REPORT 'TO CONGRESS ON THIE ATLANTIC CONVENTION OF NATO NATIONS,
JANUARY 8-20,- 1962

PARIS,

"We, the citizen delegates to the Atlantic Convention of NATO Natiot*, meeting
in Paris, January 8-20, 1062, are convinced that our survival as free men, and
theposstbilit/ of progress for all,men, demand the creation of a true Atlantic
Oommunity within the newt decade, and therefore submit th,8 declaration of
Our c,
OnvitiOn8."

With this statement the citizen delegates from the NATO countries concluded
their Convention. It Isa preface to the Declaration of Paris, which embodied
their common convictions.
The words of this preface deserve analysis. They reflect both the spirit which
guided the Convention in its deliberations and the text of the Declaration.
"We, the citizen delegate8 to the Atlantic Convwtion of NATO Natios * * *
are convinced * * *"
Ninety representatives from the NATO nations on either side of the Atlantic
speaking nine different national languages met and substantially agreed on
matters of concern to their future. These men and women were leaders in
various fields--government, Journalism, education. and business, to name a few.
They had been selected by their respective parlian.e'.ts (the U.S. delegation of
20 had been chosen by the Vice President, acting In his capacity as President of
the Senate, and by the Speaker of the House) ; at the Convention they spoke
and voted as individuals representing their own convictions. There was no
national unit rule or decision by a government. Yet there was substantial agreement on issues of transcending importance, issues which underlie the growing
consciousness
mountains and oceans no longer divide man from man.
Beneath all that
the different
political styles and social customs of the free nations,
there is a deep-rooted common belief in the value and primacy of the individual
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This belief, held by: all who have grown in the climate 'of denibcracy, brings'
free
today. the
.Ol men
suchtogether
a foundation
concept of an AtlaniCComnunity has been'built.
The nations of the West are moving together, and not merely in response to the
Communist drive. This surge stenm from an Incredible advance in science atnd
communications, great strides in education, and a heightened uiderstanding
among peoples.
Since World War I, three major steps have been taken toward an Atlantic
Community. The first was tle Marshall plan, of American inspiration, which
revived an economically prostrate Eutrope and laid'the foundation for the current
high levels of productivity and prosperity. The second was NATO-the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization-a military and political alliance unprecedented ht
history. Finally, the European Economic Community, often referred to as "the
Common Market," of European inspiration, 'has coordinated once rivill economies
of member nations into a workable plan of mutual cooperation that has already
substantially increased 'trade and elevated standards of living throughout the
area.
There is unity then among the Atlantic people, beneath the surface dissimilarities of language ihnd custom; and this unity founi vigorous expression among
tie NATO citizen delegates.
"* * * that or survival a8 freC men, and the po88ility of progress for all
These words of the preface reflect the concern of the Convention with the suprenie challenge of our time.
Our basic task is to unify and articulate the principles of our- civilization-its
spiritual values, its respect for law and the dignity. of the individual.
It is also of concern that these principles take hold and grow in the developing areas of the world where people may lose freedom in the , illusion that an
autocratic government can best fulfill their aspirations. And they can only
grow in societies that have advanced beyond a subsistence level.
It is up to the industrialized free nations, therefore, by aid, by ,economic assistance, and above all through trade policies designed to encoufrage productivegrowth, to assist those nations to develop the cApital and technical knowledgeneeded to achieve economic self development.
Through existing machinery, the members of. the Atlantlc Community cal
increase and coordinate their development assistance. Accelerated private
Investment can be encouraged through abolition of tariffs on primary products
and under agreed circumstances on other products of the developing areas, and
measures can be revisedd to protect such investment from political risks. Such
action taken now can decisively affect'the world's destiny
Let there be no mistake. In the interdependent life of today we will not
survive on the Atlantic shores as free men unless the principles of our civilization stand firm around the world.
"* * * demand the creation of a true Atlantic Conmiinity within the nert
decade."
These words in the preamble reflect the conviction of the delegntes that the
survival of free mien and our ability to nsist effectively the developing nations
require the creation of an organized Atlantic Community.
Sovereign power-the right it man to direct his destiny-resides it ever.individual. In primitive societies elements of this sovereignty were vested in
tribal chieftains. During the past few centuries delegated sovereign powers wereincreasingly transferred to nation states, although other subdivisions within the.
nation framework held a share.
It was the judgment of the Convention that a measure of delegated sovereignty
in the Atlantic area should be transferred to an Atlantic Community. Of prime
importance in this connection is the mass trading area-larger than that contained within national boundaries-required for the efficient use of modern
technology. The comparable economies of the Atlantic nations and their common heritage in ideas make expansion within this great neighborhood singularly
appropriate. They allow, too. for' common military defense and common plan-'
ning of assistance to developing nations with an appropriate division of the
costs involved.
Accordingly, the Convention recommended that the governments of the NATO
countries appoint members to a Special Governmental Commission to study the
organization of the Atlantic Community with certain proposals in mind.
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Of palr'ticuiar inportanee was the recommendation that a Permanent High
Council be established to prepare and concert policies O l)olitical, economic, cultural,, and military matters and, incertain cases, decide them by a majority vote
weighted to reflect population differences among the member countries.
The High Coumicil could be a new institution or evolve by development of the
North Atlantic 'council. Pending its formation, however, the North Atlantic
Council should be strengthened through the delegation of additional jurisdiction.
The Convention proposed, too, the development of the NATO Parliamentarians'
Conference into a consultative Atlantic Assembly to review and debate questions of concern to the Atlantic Community and incertain cases to make recommendations by weighted majority vote to national governments and other Atlantic institutions.
Finally, a High Court of Justice Was proposed to settle legal differences between members of the Atlantic Community and between members and Atlantic
organizations arising from the interpretation and application of treaties.
In addition to the foregoing institutions the Convention proposed certain policies. It welcomed the suggested trade partnership between the United States
and the European Economic Commnimity as the nucleus of an Atlantic Economic
Cominiihity open to all qualified nations. Members of the Convention weremi dful of the potential dangers of division between Europe and North America
inherelit in European progress toward economic and political unity unless accom1)anied by some corresponding progress on an Atlantic scale, and even on a.
larger scale.
The Convention believed that the political institutions and the programs proposed for the Atlantic Community would be increasingly effective with greater
communication and 'understanding between peoples, without prejudice to the
diversity that is a natural expression of different origins and varying achievenients. It recommended that authorities in education, science, and culture be
convened to determine the kind'of education likely to contribute to the ideals and
purposes of the Community including the study of languages and the widest
feasible exchange of students, teachers, and persons in industry, agriculture,
science, and the arts.
In view of the hundreds of millions of hungry people living today, the Convention recommended that the Altantie Community should address itself forthwith to the population problem. We recognize that the policies proposed above
are endangered by the population explosion and by the racial prejudice that is%
at large in theworld.
Steps must be taken to make the Atlantic Community a reality and they must
be taken soon. Each new Communist thrust brings home again the lesson that
democracies must unite to be a match for dictatorships. But, as history has also
taught us, democracies united and aroused are a formidable force. We must then
gird ourselves and find ways to create a upitty more intimate and enduring than
we have known before. We must learn to live, and more than that, learn to
grow, not as nations greedy for power and influence, but as peoples united in a
concept of government both modest and liberating, based on a faith in the rewards
of human life lived in freedom.
The recommendations of the Atlantic Convention, as embodied in the Declaration of Paris, are a first step in that direction. We respectfully urge that they be.
affirmatively and actively pursued.
PART 11

The Commission is pleased to report that it has finished its task within the
allotted time granted by Congress, and will expire 3 weeks ahead of the legal
expiration date.
The Commission also is pleased to report that it has operated well within its
budget, and, in fact, will return more than $100,000 to the Treasury of its appropriation of $250,000 for this fiscal year. A statement of expenditures and comnitments, as of May 15, 1962, is attached as appendix A. (See p. 79.)
The United States Citizens Commilssion on NATO was appointed under terms.
of Publc Law 86-719. It is composed of 20 members, 10 appointed by the President of the Senate and 10 by the Speaker of the House of Representatives. The
appointments Were announced on March 21 and 22, 1961. The membership is
equally divided between the Democratic and Republican Parties.
A list of the members is attached to this report as appendix B. (See p. 80.)
As it indicates, there has been one change of membership since the original
appointments. Former Senator William F. Knowland, because of business and"
personal reasons, resigned on January 2, 1962, and was replaced by Mr. Edward'
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Fenner, whose appointment was made by the Vice President on January 11, 1902.
Since the Convention was alreadY underway when Mr. Fenner was appointed, he
was not ableto participate and does not join in this report.
The Commission met for the first time on April 8, 1901, and organized itself,
electing Christian A. Herter, Secretary of State in the Eisenhower administra.
Mon, and William L. Clayton, Under Secretary of State in the Truman adminis.
tration, Cochairmen, and Elmo Roper, marketing consultant, Vice Chairman,
Richard J. Wallace, Jr., was elected Executive Director.
The duty of the Commission was outlined in the law as follows:
"It shall be the duty of such Commission to endeavor to arrange for and to
participate in such meetings and conferences with similar citizens commissions
in the NATO countries as It may deem necessary in order tO explore iieans by
which greater cooperation and unity of purpose may be developed to the end
that democratic freedom may be promoted by economic and political metins."
It was directed to "seek to arrange an International conveition and such other
meetings and conferences as it may deem necessary."
In order to be prepare
to perform this duty the Commission organized' itself
into five committees. The membership and functions of these committees are
shown in appendix C. (See p. 81.)
The. first major task of the Commission was undertaken by the Committee on
Relations With Other Nations. With the active participation of Cochairmen
Clayton and Herter, it undertook to inform other NATO nations of the existence
of the Commission and of its purpose and to bring about the appointment by other
nations of similar commissions.
This task was initiated by letters to the presiding officers of the legislative
bodies of the other _ations. These letters were followed up by personal visits
with parliamentary and other officials of the various nations, made by the C0chairmen and by different members of the Commission. The Commission appreciates letters from. the Vice President to these presiding officers prior to these
visits.
As a result of the initiative of the United States Citizens Commission on NATO,
an International Preparatory Committee was organized. This Committee met in
London, on October 26 and 27, 1961. The British Government waA host for the
meeting. Members of the Preparatory Committee are shown in 'appendix D.
(Seep. 81.)
The Preparatory Committee agreed:
1. That the Convention should be held and that it should convene in Paris on
January 8, 1962, for an initial session of 2 weeks, with the Convention itself to
decide whether further sessions were necessary.
2. That the scale of representation at the Convention be based, on the NATO
Parliamentarian voting scale, but adjusted to suit a body of "less than 100
members." This scale is shown in appendix E. (Seep. 82.)
3. To the adoption of a budget of $50,000 for the International expenses of the
Convention, and divided this. budget among the countries according to the scale
developed by the NATO Parliamentarians' Conference. The U.S. share was
$12,000. The full scale is shown in appendix F. (See p. 82.)
4. To rules of procedure to propose to the Convention. They are shown, as
finally adopted by the Convention itself, in appendix G. (See p. 82.)
The United States Commission, as sponsors of the Convention, undertook
the international organization of the Convention. During the succeeding period
of approximately 21A months the United States Commission maintained contact with the appropriate officials in all the other NATO countries to this end.
The United States Commission also took the leadership on all other international
preparations for the Convention.
In the meantime, the United States Commission had been holding meetings
of its own, in the United States, in order to prepare itself to participate, in the
Convention. Various officials of the U.S. Government, including the U.S. Ambassador to NATO, the Honorable Thomas K. Finletter, were invited to meet
with the Commission and did so. During these sessions, the economic and political problems confronting the Western alliance were thoroughly explored and
discussed. Individual menlhers of the -Commission studied specific topics
thoroughly and led the discussion of those topics.
The Commission also prepared a series of studies and background papers
on economics and political topics. In all these papers-as well as in the discussions-it was emphasized that they were for educational and background use
only. The Commission took an early decision that, in the spirit of the act under
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which it was appointed, there would be no attempt to bind members'to any point

.f view-no attempt to adopt a Oomhuissionm, or United' States, position on any

subject. "The members were,, the Cbmmission decided,-appointed to explore the
problems of t6'e Atlantic Community and in the Convention, to speak and vote
as their individual Judgment and consdiences dictated.
This policy was also adopted at the Convention 'at the initiative of the United
States Commission, even to the extent of seating delegates alphabetically rather
than by national groups to emphasize that they were there as individuals, not representing or able to bind either their countries or their delegations, but simply
as representative citizens officially appointed and bringing their best judgment
to bear on the issues facing the Atlantic Community.
On January 8, 1962, the Convention assembled in the Internatioial Conference
Center, on the Avenue Kleber, in Paris, France. Commissions from 14 of the 15
NATO nations were present. Portugal, although it had previously appointed a
commission, sent only an observer.
The Convention elected Cochairman Herter, of the United States Commission,
to the position of Chairman of the Convention. It elected Mr. Wallace to the
office of Secretary General of the Convention.
For the first week, the Convention met daily in plenary sessions, morning and
afternoon. During this time a total of 50 speeches were made by members. At
the end of the first week, the Convention divided itself into two committees.
The largest, composed of 42 members, considered resolutions and recommendations that had been filed on political and economic subjects. The second, comprised of 21 members, considered cultural questions. Two U.S. members were
elected to offices on the committees-Mr. Donald tG' Agger to the position of rapporteur of Committee I (the Political and Eeconomic Committee) and Dr. Francis
S. Hutchins to the position of vice chairman of Committee II.
Committee sessions continued through Wednesday, January 17, and on Thursday, January 18, the Convention reconvened as a Committee of the Whole. On
Friday, January 19, the Convention resumed plenary session to consider the
work of the committees that was now'before it.
The Convention called upon the Governments to "draw up plans within 2 years
for the creation of an Atlantic Community suitably organized to meet the political, military, and economic challenges of this era." To this end they recommended the appointment "within the earliest practicable period" of a Special
Governmental Commission on Atlantic Unity, this commission to "propose such
reforms and simplifications of existing institutions, and such new institutions, as
may be required."
The Declaration was unanimously adopted with the exception of three abstentions. Those who abstained were Mr. Alastair Stewart, of Canada, and Mr. Ivan
Matteo Lombardo and Prof. Mario Montanari, both of Italy. All three abstained
on the ground that the Convention did not go far enough in its recommendations, not from disagreement with the recommendations. Throughout the Convention a significant proportion of its members gave evidence of a belief that the
Convention should go much further than it actually did.
The discussion leading up to the Declaration and resolutions is contained in
summaries of each day's plenary sessions on following pages of this report.
These summaries of the plenary sessions, as well as a list of those who participated in the Convention, follow the full text of the Declaration and the
resolutions.
ATLANTiO CONVENTION OF NATO NATIONS
DECLARATION OF PARIS

We, the citizen delegates to the Atlantic Convention of NATO Nations, meeting in Paris, January 8-20, 1962, are convinced that our survival as free men,
and the possibility of progress for all men, demand the creation of a true Atlantic Community within the next decade, and therefore submit this declaration
of our convictions :
PREAMBLE

The Atlantic peoples are heir to a magnificent civilization whose origins include the early achievements of the Near East, the classical beauty of Greece,
the juridical sagacity of Rome, the spiritual power of our religious traditions,
and the humanism of the Renaissance. Its latest flowering, the discoveries of

modern science, allow an extraordinary mastery of the forces of nature.
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While our history has too many pages of tragedy and error, it has also evolved
-pri ,ciples transcending the vicissitudes of history, such as the supremacy of
law, respect for individual rights, social Justice, and the duty of generosity.
Thanks to that civilization and to the common characteristics with which it
stamps the development of the peoples participating in it, the nations of the West
do in fact constitute a powerful cultural and moral community.
But the time has now come when the Atlantic countries must close their ranks,
If they wish to guarantee their security against the Communist menace and insure
that their unlimited potentialities shall develop to the advantage of all men of
good will.
A true Atlantic Community -must extend to the political, military, economic,
moral, and cultural fields. The evolution we contemplate will contribute to the
diversity of achievements and aspirations which constitute the cultural splendor
-and'intellectual wealth of our peoples.
The Atlantic Convention, keeping this ideal constantly in view, recommends
the following measures which, in its opinion, would foster the necessary cohesion
.of the West, would bring the final objective closer, and should be adopted forth.
with by the governments concerned.
SUMMARY OF RECOMNMENDATIONS

(1) To define the principles on which our common civilization is based and to
,consult about ways of insuring respect for these principles.
(2) To create, as an indispensable feature of a true Atlantic Community. a
Permanent High Council at the highest political level, to concert and plan, and
in agreed cases to decide policy on matters of concern to the Community as a
whole. Pending the establishment of the Council, the Convention recommends
that the North Atlantic Council be strengthened through the delegation of addi.
tonal responsibilities.
(3) To develop the NATO Parliamentarians' Conference. Into a consultative
assembly which would review the work of all Atlantic institutions amd make
recommendations to them.
(4) To establish an Atlantic High Court of Justice, to decide specified legal
controversies which may arise under the treates.
(5) To harmonize political, military, and economic policy on matters affecting
-the Community as a whole.
(6) That the North Atlantic Council treat the development of an agreed NATO
policy with respect to nuclear weapons as a matter of urgency.
(7) That it welcomes the development, progress, and prospective expansion
of the European economic Institutions, and the spirit of President Kennedy's
statement that a trade partnership be formed between the United States and the
European Economic Community, the basis of an Atlantic Economic Community,
open to other nations of the free world.
(8) That the Atlantic nations, acknowledging the right of everv people to
freedom, independence, and pursuit of happiness, cooperate on a larger scale
with the developing nations in their economic programs, through direct and
multilateral action; through the acceleration of investments; and especially
through measures which would increase both the volume and value of their exports, including special tariff concessions for their exports,.
(9) That the Atlantic Community take steps to help improve all their economies, so that the proportionate economic and social potential of all will be less
unequal.
(10) That the Atlantic nations, noting the destruction of the national independence and the human rights of many peoples in Eastern and Central Europe.
reaffirm their belief that the problem of these captive nations should be resolved
in accordance with the principles of both Individual liberty and national self-determination.
(11) To create an Atlantic Council for youth, education, and culture in order
to draw up Atlantic plans for exchanges of young people, students, and teachers
and for the purposes of scientific and cultural collaboration.
(12) That the NATO governments promptly establish a Special Governmental
Commission to draw up plans within 2 years for the creation of a true Atlantic
-Community. suitably organized to meet the political, military, and economic challenges of this era.
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We, the delegates to the Atlantic Convention of NATO Nations, in meeting
.-assembled, taking 'note of the recommendations of the NATO Parlianientarians'
Conference of November 17, 1961, that an organized Atlantic Community be created, have adoptediie following documents:
PART I-POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC QUESTIONS

A. Special Governmental 6omnds8lon Po Propose OrganizationalChanges
Call upon -the governments of the NATO countries to draw up plans within
2 years for the creation of an Atlantic Community suitably organized to meet
the political, military, and economic challenges of this era. To this end they
should, within the earliest practicable period, appoint members to a Special
Governmental Commission on Atlantic Unity. The Commission should study the
organization of the Atlantic Community, particularly in the light of the recominendations of this Convention. and it should be Instructed to propose such reforms and simplifications of existing institutions, and such new institutions, as
may be required.
B. Inlstitutioi's
(1) Recommend, as an indispensable feature of a true Atlantic Community,
the creation at the highest political level, of a Permanent High Council, whose
competence would extend to political, economic, military, and cultural matters.
Such a Council, assisted by a Secretariat, would not only prepare and concert
policies on current 'questions and, in defined cases, decide them by a weighted,
qualified majority vote, but would also undertake long-term planning and propose initiatives on matters of concern to the Community. All members of the
Community would be represented on the Council.
Whether this High Council be a new institution or a development of the
North Atlantic Council should be a matter of recommendation by the Special
Governmental Commission. In any event, however, pending the establishment of the Atlantic Community. the members of the Convention urgently request their governments to reinforce and develop the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization as a political center. To this end, the Convention recommends
that the North Atlantic Council be strengthened through the delegation of additional jurisdiction. Where authority for decision Is delegated to the North
Atlantic Council by governments, it should employ a weighted majority vote.
(2) Propose that the NATO Parlialuentarians' Conference be developed into
a consultative Atlantic Assembly, to meet at stated intervals, or upon the call
of its President or otherwise, to receive reports regularly transmitted to it by
the Secretaries General of other Atlantic bodies; to raise questions for and
to consider, debate, and review the work of all Atlantic institutions, and make
recommendations to other Atlantic bodies and governments on questions of
concern to the Atlantic Community. A permanent secretariat and an annual
budget should be provided for the Atlantic Assembly to insure continuity. In
certain defined cases, recommendations should be by weighted majority vote.
Members of the Atlantic Assembly would be selected by member governments
In accordance with their constitutional procedures. They need not necessarily
be parliamentarians. The members thus chosen would have the power to elect
a limited number of additional members of equal status.
(3) Recommend the creation of a High Court of Justice, reserved to the
Atlantic Community, in order to settle legal differences between members and
between members and the organizations arising from the interpretation and
application of treaties.
V. Policies
The institutions of the Atlantic Community should harmonize those policies of
Its members affecting the interests of the Community as a whole, and contribute
to the development of Community methods in planning, considering, and executing such policies.
(1) A primary objective is the continuing expression through national and
international action of an overriding community of national interests in political
and military policy. Closer and more effective action in this field should not
await the growth of Community institutions (see par. 2, above) ; the development of an agreed NATO policy with respect to nuclear weapons should, among
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other immediate problems, be treated as a matter of urgency by the North Atlantic
Council.
(2) A second cardinal policy objective is to realize the oportiunties for economic progress available through the creation and de~'elopoent of the Atlantic
Community. The expanding European Economic Comnminity is an economic
advantage not only for its members, but for North America and the, free world
as well. The Convention welcomes the spirit of President Kennedy's recent
statement that a trade partnership be formed between the United States and the
European Economic Community. We hope that the negotiations envisaged by
President Kennedy succeed in establishing a relationship which would constitute the nucleus of an Atlantic Economic Community, within the framework
of Community institutions, and open to all other qualified countries. Such a
development would be of advantage to all countries, and particularly to those
which participate directly in it. Among the fruits of this expanding Community
would be its stimulus to competition, investment, and more rapid groivth in the
mass markets appropriate to the modern technological age, with progressive
reductions in tariffs and other barriers to trade.
(3) Another important goal of the Atlantic nations is to cooperate With those
developing nations which wish to do so in their efforts to overcome the burden
of poverty, which may well be that of a falling per capita income in some countries. The Conointion recommends that the Atlantic Community increase its
already considerable participation in development programs of this kind,
through direct financial and technical measures; through increased shares in
United Nations programs, OECD programs and other multilateral efforts; and
above all through policies which favor commerce with and investment in the
developing countries, such as the abolition of tariffs on tropical and primary
products, and the reduction and, under agreed circumstances, even the eventual
abolition of tariffs on their other products. The Convention also recommends
the development of equitable and agreed programs for the acceleration of investments, and for the protection of investors against political risks.
(4) An important goal of the Atlantic Community's economic policies should
be to help raise the standard of living 'and the level of economic activity of the
different segments of the Atlantic Community, so that the proportional economic
and social potential of all the members will be relatively less unequal.
(5) In view of the hundreds of millions of hungry people alive today, and the
prospect that, if the present trends continue, there will be 3,000 million more
people added to the population in the next generation, the Convention recommends that the Atlantic Community should address itself forthwith to the popilation problem.
(6) Since Soviet expansion has destroyed the effective national independence
of many peoples in Eastern and Central Europe, denying to their individual members the free exercise of their religious rights and democratic liberties-with all
the attendant injurious effects upon the general climate of European security
and progress-the Convention affirms its recognition of the inalienable rights
of all nations to assume freely the responsibilities of self-determination and
self-government, and expresses its firm belief that the problem of the captive
nations of Eastern and Central Europe should be resolved in accordance with the
rights and principles of both individual liberty and national self-determination.
(7) As most governments of the Atlantic Community countries have accepted
the obligatory clause of the Statute of the International Court of Justice at The
Hague, the Convention recommends that all members of the Atlantic Community
accept this obligatory clause.
PART fl-MORAL AND CULTURAL QUESTIONS

A. The Atlantic Convention of NATO Nations:
Declares that the basic moral and spiritual principles upon which the lives and
acts of the nations forming the Atlantic Community are based are as follows:
(1) The purpose of political and economic institutions is the protection
and promotion of the rights, liberties, and duties which enable every hnuan
being to fulfill his or her spiritual vocation;
(2) Liberty is inseparable from responsibility, which implies recognition
of a moral law to which men, as individuals and in groups, are subject;
(3) Liberty is inseparable from the duties of men toward one another,
which implies the obligation to insure that all men gradually attain physical and moral well-being;
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(4) Liberty is inseparable from tolerance, which recognizes the right to
free discussion of all opinions which are not in violation of the very principles of civilization;
(5) There can be no freedom without variety the natural result of the
different origins and varying achievements of different peoples in all fields.
But this variety should not entail disunity. On the contrary, retaining
the common factors, it should become the permanent force impelling the
peoples of our Western civilization to unite;
(6) Freedom is inseparable from the spirit of objective truth, which
must restore, to Words the exact meaning they have in the free world.
And therefore invites member countries:
(1) To defend and promote the values and principles of civilization by
means of education, publications, lectures, radio, the cinema, and television;
(2) To uphold in their conduct with all nations the ethics and values of
Western civilization and by their example to impress on others that discord and disunity result when they are not observed;
(3) To, defend these values and principles against intellectual and moral
subversion within the Community;
(4) To try to establish an atmosphere of mutual understanding between the
members, of the Atlantic Community, appreciating to the full the riches of
their diversity;
(5) To demonstrate to all peoples that respect for these values and principles can alone make a technological civilization an instrument for improving the physical and moral well-being of mankind;
Recon8struction of, the Acropolis.&-To decide that the Acropolis shall become
the symbol of our culture and the shrine of our Alliance and to call upon governments to consider how this resolution might be given concrete form.
B. The Atlantic Convention of NATO Nations:
Co8sidcring that a major obstacle to the formation of real European and
Atlantic Communities is the difference in language and therefore in mentalities
and ways of thinking;
Considering that this language barrier is particularly prejudicial to the scientific cooperation upon which the Western potential depends:
Invites the governments of NATO nations, and such other countries as may
be inspired by the same ideal, to convene an Atlantic Council consisting of
Ministers of Education, Ministers for Scientific Affairs, cultural and educational authorities, and representatives of universities and scientific research
organizations with a view to:
(1) Determining the comprehensive aims of an education likely to promote the ideals and purposes of the Atlantic Community, studying ways
and means of implementing the principles laid down, and periodically reviewing the results achieved.
(2) Organizinga bold Atlantic plan for Youth and Education with the aim of furthering the study of languages and the widest possible exchange of
students, teachers and youth leaders and of workers in industry and
agriculture;
a program of scientific cooperation among the scientists and the sci
entific institutions of the countries of the Community;
both of the above being financed by all participating nations.
Within the framework of the above recommendations, the Convention draws
the attention of governments to the following points:
(a) Alongside the study and use of foreign languages, it is essential that
mutual understanding be developed between men with different ways of
thinking from all parts of the free world, Including those of the emergent
nations.
This program should in the first place benefit university students, as many
as possible of whom should be enabled to spend at least 1 year of their
course in a university or other advanced training establishment where
teaching is in a language other than their own.
However, in the case of the most promising citizens of the emergent nations this program should have a special priority, since their intellectual
hunger must be satisfied at all costs.
Steps will have to be taken to insure that such periods spent at foreign
universities or other establishments do not prejudice the career of the student concerned but rather confer advantages upon him in the form of either
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a degree valid in his own country or a new type of degree specially created
for the purpose of enabling hlin, for instance, to exercise hts profession either
in his own country or in. that where he has completed1 or more years of
study, always providing that his knowledge of the two languages Is sufficient.
(b) It is to-be hoped that, in the future, those who have pursued such a
course of training;' which would subsequently be supplemented by exchanges
of civil servaiits between Atlantic nations will be given priority In selection
for posts as officials required to take'part in international negotiations.
(c) It should be made possible for teachers,, and particularly university
teachers, research workers, and curators of museums and art galleries, either
to be seconded periodically to equivalent foreign organizations, or to esfablish close contacts with them. Although
it may not be tmniediately possible
for all Atlantic Community countries, -the introduction of the system of the
"sabbatical year" for professors and research workers would be generally
desirable.
(d) In the field of scientific documentation and cooperation, it would be
necessary to supplement existing Organs by setting uP a Scientific Documentation Center responsible, among other things, for the translation and
distribution of the principal articles, reports, and other publications appearing throughout the world, and which have not yet beei distributed by other
agencies. The Committee considers this a most urgent matter.
(e) The "pairing-off" of universities and other advanced educational establishments 'of different languages within the Community should be encouraged and intensified.
(f) The establishment and exchange of comparable statistics on education
and research in the Atlantic Community countries should be assured.
C. Recommends that these proposals be studied further by the Atlantic Insti-'
tute to assist in the accomplishment of these tasks in 'cooperation with existing
agencies, such as the Council for Cultural Cooperation of the Council of Europe
to avoid duplication of effort.
GENERAL RESOLUTION

The Atlantic Convention of NATO Nations requests its President to forward
the foregoing Declaration and resolutions to the NATO Council and to the NATO
Parliamentarians' Conference at the earliest possible date, and that the delegates
to this Convention report the same to their respective governments or legislative
authorities at their earliest convenience.

Senator CHURCH. Our next witness is the last witness who was to
appear and testify yesterday, Mrs. Ruth Gage Colby of the Women's
International League for Peace and Freedom.
STATEMENT OF RUTH GAGE COLBY, WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL
LEAGUE FOR PEACE AND FREEDOM
Mrs. COLBY. Mr. Chairman and members of thle subcommittee, I

am Ruth Gage Colby, associated with the United Nations for 20
years in the children's program and the press division. Today I represent the U.S. section of the Women's International League for
Peace and Freedom on whose national board I have served since 1932having joined the organization in Vienna shortly after World War I.
The greentest need of our time is integration, not only the integration of people through recognition of the human race as the only race,
blt 'integration of nations, large and small, as members of a world
organization endowed with powers to govern for the benefit of the
people.I
Since time began human beings have dreamed of a world where
peace rMgned among men. For short periods the dream has in large
part become reality, as in the century of Pax Romano. We who live
in the dawn of the nuclear age' have barely comprehended the miracle
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of the birth of a new epoch and have failed to grasp the meaning of
the solemn dictum "one world or none."
For the past 20 years the United States has been exceedingly zealous in guarding its sovereignty with military night. In contravention of the U.. Charter's prime aim "to end the scourge of war" the
United States has built up an arsenal of nuclear weapons with a potential for destruction beyond calculation. There is, I am told, a
code word used in the Pentagon for this potential: "DOE"--down
on earth! Another founding power at the U.N., the Soviet Union,
our ally in the war against Hitier, has competed so successfully with
our Government in developing nuclear weaponry that no one seems
to be sure who is ahead.
REGIONAL GROUPINGS OF POWERS

Not only is there evidence of excessive nationalism but a trend has
begun toward grouping nations round these two powers-East against
West, North against South (the "haves" and "have-nots") -that
threatens to undermine the integral authority of the world organization. Consciously ox unconsciously the United States has encouraged
regional organizations to be set up that seriously.weaken the United
Nations and, if their number and functions are increased, might in
the end destroy the U.N. In recent years the United States has initiated NATO, SEATO, CENTO, has supported the Organization of
American States (OAS), to help implement the obsolete Monroe Doctrine, and now, in the resolutions before us, proposes to establish an
Atlantic Community.
In all honesty, then, there is no consistency between the Charter of
the U.N. and NATO, not when NATO wants a multilateral nuclear
fleet and puts its members within easy access to nuclear weapons stationed on their own soil. The charter is flaunted when Secretary of
State Dean Rusk cites SEATO a. the enabling law for the unspeakable war being waged by the United States Government against the
people of the state of Vietnam, North and South.
What, in fact, does the U.N. Charter say about thes2 regional arrangements?
Nothing in the present charter precludes the existence of regional arrangements for dealing with such matters as relat _ Lo the maintenance of international
peace and security, provided such arrangements and their activities are consistent with the purposes and principles of the United Nations.

The Lawyers' Committee on American Policy for Vietnam firmly

believes that our Government's military action there violates these

purposes and principles. The Lawyers' Committee makes a three-fold
charge:
The United States Government in its war in Vietnam has violated the United
Nations Charter, the Geneva Agreement of 1954, and the Constitution of the
United States.

I make reference to this accusation by men of the law in order to
stress the danger of splintering the responsibility for law and order
vested in the U.N. Diversion of authority to regional groups, whose
intent is not so much the development of peace as national and regional domination, cannot and never will make for peace.
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In alarm over the,present trends, thousands of w *!-IA' of this'coiuntry. have declared: 1We. are impelled to challenge the' right of any
nation or group of nations to Iol4 the piwerof lioe aid'dath over
the world.' There are' fortunately some men and Women in our Government, including the chairman of thissubcommittee and certain
who are working to prvot abuse of this
tis committee,'
members of they
will be doing a great series to peace by refraining
power and
from a favorable vote on resohitions Sente cutrent Resolition 64
and Senate Resolution 128 t6 establish a coiiunltof6 NATO counoii1e sur face
se 'may
tries. Attractive as the plan to federate
(especially as set forth in Senate Resolution 121)1 eace will iiot be
achieved by cooperation solely among friends, All nations in cooper-.
period
peace
potentials of
must
the forgetting
ation
life
and
peacefor
thatthis
in awe-inspilrig
the nucSear age,
life,use
never
and for
have become one. Survival rests on the evolyement of aworl4 rule of
law best achieved by the U.N. as it proceedstowardh niiVrsal membership and toward true representation of the people, through their own
/
freely elected representatives.
Then there would be no need of regional arrangements for security.
Indeed, it is my opinion, there is no need now, for the rations and the
people can be secure if the Charter of the United Nations iRobeyed
and strengthened in the direction of world government. The young
President whose tragic death we still mourn deolared inhis famous
address at the American University:.
We seek to strengthen the United Nations, to help solve its financial problems,
to make it a more effective instrument for peace, to develop It into a genuine
world. security system, capable of resolving disputes on the basis of law, of insuring the security of the large and the smalliind of creating conditions under
which arms can finally be abolished. This will require a new effort to achieve
world law.

would not
Granted he spoke the truth, and we honor the truth, it,
be long before we achieved an integrated world, at peace, with freedom
from want and from war fjr every man, woman, and childion this
planet.
Thank you.
Senator CHUmcH Thank you very much, Mrs. Colby.
You make it plain that, like one or two of our witnesses yesterday,
you are a universalist.
. Do you feel that these resolutions may tend to weaken whatever
chances there may be for extending the
. writ of theI United Nations
and strengtheningz it
Mrs. CoLnx. Well, especially Senate Resolution 128'might not do it.
I would not go so far as to say "weaken," but I would say very firmly,
it is not enough. As Mr. Roper has so clearly stated, the historic
progress is toward larger and larger areasoftgovernment.- lWehave
now come squarely upagainst the Area of the globe, the glt&al irea,
and we must not hesitate, We must not be satisfied With' Stopgaps. We
must go forward bravely, courageouly, with great imagfriation into
the kind of a United Nations envisagedby President Kennedy.
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strongly.
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I think Ithat.:today'si
Senator- CuuRoH.
with tomor
violence
ultimately:.replqing
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row's rule of law. This must one day, embrace all the world if:%
world of peace is ever to be achievd..
thi. now can
qie lonisohether
:think
orIwh
t tth
'fu~rther
stepsiwill be required;
. be..done, m one great leap
..1
Mrs. COLBy. In the way of answer.totiSSenator C~augoo, ,Froft this pointtothe ideal ultimate goal
Mrs. COLBY. It may well. But, you see, in. answer to ryou :Senator
Church, I would say that this is not quite the right step because the
whole concept of' the :Western org4t'natio: haost:ltered considerably
since it be an.
t was real or imaginary
ssia, wh
The need for conta'
to begin with ce
I n t there now. Th
ord "coexistence" is
not only, used
the ussians now, it happenedo be used by the
Senator fr m ew York theother
coexistence wh he was ta kin
about'the ating' f the ,op
p
of China
the United
I I
Nations.
There s no such
lin t war the S et Union as t ere was in
the be ring of e NATO dev o
and,' fact, the is every
inidca on that th
e
erican ,oernfhent i coming
true, tat the Soviet Unio
ng i ,to ouj orb t and in at case,
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not want to do so
it
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ffend i natio coming
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t
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orbit.
So t just se s t
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s
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eve a little
bit ill timeda that
can m"_'Wit something much ore imorta t, Much ore d
atic
I would like to feel, in
,epn with th true te iaI ers 1
country of urs.
Sena r, OURT. enator

Senate r MCA

riy. I find

If in ome dfi

Ity. I I were to

challenge our position
il
yeto epea ie argui ents which
the State
epartm
nt
st
made'a
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Mr.CL
Which lftwotldw
e.solution.
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Senator M
rthy is my Senator rom innesota.
Senator Mc
HY., That is right, you are a coo ituent from Minhesota, so I think ,ill
not make my ar u
s against you today.
Perhaps the lapse of a
ime ma
my s
t of the resolutioi'ag opposed to'your positi n.-Mrs. CoLB. I only know that you and I would no ave any basic
difference ini any case.
Senator MOcGa
irr. Thankyou for homing here and testif;iig ahd
for the work you have done through the years for peace.
-Senator CHUkcIn. Senator Case?
Senator CAs&,: I do n6t think I have any questions.
Senator Cuunoi. Senator Pell has joined us.
Senator
PTLL. No questions."
Senator C( U7Ro, We want to thank you very much.
Milrs. COIJiBY Thank you for the opportunity.
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Senator CHURCt. Our next and last witness this morning is Mr.

Clarence Streit. I must say we will have to continue these hearings
this afternoon in order to accommodate the witnesses who want to be
heard. Time has simply run out on us, but we do have time left, I
think, to hear from Mr. Streit.
Mr. STREIT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CIUnOri. Mr. Streit, as the leader of the Atlantic Union
movement over the years, you have achieved a great prominence in
this country and in Western Europe, as well.
We are very pleased to have you this morning, and we look forward
to hearing your testimony.
STATEMENT OF CLARENCE STREIT

Mr. STREIT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Cnuncii. Have you a suggestion on how you would like
to proceed in view of the hour? It is quite possible, of course, that
we can continue with your testimony this afternoon, but let us get
your initial statement at least this morning, and then proceed with
some questions, if possible.
Mr. STEIT. How much time would you have for this?
Senator Cnuncyr. It is 20 minutes after 12 now, and we are going to
have to adjourn for lunch soon, because I feel the pangs of hunger
coming on.
Mr. STREIT. I do, too.

Senator CiURCI!. I am sure other people who are here also may
feel them.
Mr. STmET. I would suggest this, if I could condense the statement
I have here, if the parts I leave out orally would be included in the
record.
Senator Ciuncn. I think that would be well. We will see that.
the entire statement is in the record.
Mr. STREIT. I will try to keep it within 10 minutes.
One reason that my statement is so long is that a number of witnesses
who wished to testify in favor of Senate Concurrent Resolution 64
have told me they greatly regret their inability to appear because of
conflicting dates. They include Dr. Arthur Burns and Leon Keyserling, chairmen respectively of the Council of Economic Advi~ers of
President Eisenhower ana President Truman; James Patton, president of the National Farmers Union; H. Ladd Plumley, past president
of the United States Chamber of Commerce; Dr. Edward Teller,
winner of the Fermi Award for his pioneering with the H-bomb; and
Dr. Harold C. Urey, atomic scientist and winner of the Nobel Prize
in Chemistry.
I do not profess to speak for such experts, but, I hope if you will
indulge me if my statement gets a little beyond my time limit.
I wish to testify as the author of "Union Now," for the many millions who, I have reason to believe, favor this proposal, and as president of the International Movement for Atlantic Union. I am strongly
for Senate Concurrent Resolution 64, to establish an Atlantic Union
delegation, for many reasons, but I shall deal in this statement with
only these five major advantages it has:
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(1) Its explicit aim at Atlantic "federal union" as the eventual
goal.
(2) Its answer to the current NATO crisis, which I firmly believe
is the only U.S. move that has any hope of gaining agreement in the
Gaullist government.
(3) TIie answer to what I think is the real Red strategy in Vietnani-the answer it offers to what I think is the real Red strategy in
Vietnam-that of winning not by atomic war but by bringing on
another great depression through the crash of the international monetary system.
(4) The peaceful way to peace in Vietnam this bill's adoption would
open.
(5) The hope, faith, and courage which its approval by Congress
would give our fellow citizens who, because of the escalating war in
Vietnam are already facing-or soon will-the personal ordeal of
risking the sacrifice of life itself.
Because of the 10-minute tine limit, I am only sutmmarizing here
my statement.
FEDEIIAL UNION AS TiE ULTIMATE AIM

Now for my first point: the resolution's (,xl)licit aim at Atlantic
federal union as the eventual goal.
It calls fori a convention of delegates from NATO nations to "explore the possibility of agreement" on three points:
(a) A declaration that their eventual goal is to transform the
alliance into a "Federal union";
(b) A tentative timetable for the transition to it.; and
(c) Democratic institutions to expedite the necessary stages in time
to save their citizens from another manniade catastrol)he.
I attach key importance to the adjective eventual coupled with goal.
Together they appeal to both the American tradition of courageously
aiming high and building big, and at the same time to the practical
down-to-earth streak in our temperament.
To oppose this bold ,et prudent commitment, one must take the position that the United States and its allies should not seek even to agree
on any goal-however distant-as regards future organization of the
citadel of freedom which the NATO nations form-or they should
seek some other ,oal. The former school must contend that the practical thing to do is to continue to drift aimlessly in an ocean of troubles,
or at best to jerry-build. The great majority will agree that it makes
sense to seek agreement now on a common goal in a matter so vital.
As for the second school, the goal must be Federal or non-Federal.
To oppose the former, Americans must contend that the United States
should not even try to get its allies to accept, as future target, the
time-tested federal system which produced America's high living
standards, individual liberty, and prodigious power. This position
affronts the American sense of practical and also American pride in
the Federal Constitution.
Americans who oppose Federal unions as the goal, must uphold some
non-Federal system as a better ultimate answer. The non-Federal
answers are of two kinds-the tried and untried. Alliance, leagues,
and confederations compose the former. They have been tried since
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ancient Greece and, as the U.S. Founding Fathers never tired of
pointing out, they have always ended in disaster.
The strongest non-Federal' alternative--confederation-was tried
twice in the U.S. history inthe most favorable conditions. Both times
it failed so badly that the long tested non-Federal answers have few
American advocates today.
he non-Federal Atlantic goals most
popular in the United States now are "community" and "partnership."
No one knows what these terms mean.
The "community" system has been tested only in Europe, and only
on the economic side, and for too short a time to count. Even so,
after a brief initial success, it has come to increasing grief. The
"partnership" answer is even less defined and has never been tried at
all. And so the champions of these answers must uphold the untried
and strange against tested, familiar Federal union.
To balk at the bill's point (b), one must contend that, after fixing
this Federal goal, one should not try to set a tentative year for meeting so life-and-death a challenge. Once the United States decided
on the moon-expedition goal, it promptly set a target time-10
years-to attain this costly, unprecedented objective. Who then will
maintain that we should send an expedition to Atlantica but refuse
to set any target time for its achievement-not 10, 20 or even 50 years
for this venture in well charted waters, which would save, instead of
costing, incalculable billions-when failure to reach it in time will
cost astronomical sums, and liberty, and myriads of lives?
Those who balk at point (c) are on the horns of this dilemma:
Either they must, urge that no machinery be sought to assure -attainment of the goal in "safe" time; or they must maintain that we should
shun democratic means of aiming these ends and stake life and liberty
on nondemocratic machinery-trust them, as does the "community"
answer, to a combination of international technocrats and nationnlistic bureaucrats.
MEETING TH-E NATO CRSIS

To turn to my second point: This resolution meets the De Gaulle
problem either way one interprets it. If the General balks, the resohltion, which provides for a convention of delegates from such NATO
Allies "as desire to join in this enterprise" permits action without
France. If events bear out my view-and that of at least three of
the handful of advisers to whom the General listens-then this resolution best meets the General's objections to what he calls "subordination described as integration," because it clearly specifies "Federal
union" as the goal.
The source of the present NATO crisis is not-I venture to sayPresident de Gaulle, much as he has done to precipitate it, and to
irritate it, but the problem of assuring equitable voting power on
vital common affairs to the people of both large and small states.
It is the problem on which the Confederation of our 13 States were
founded and which nearly wrecked the Federal Convention in 1787
before it,
was solved by 'the Federal balance which our Founding
Fathers then invented. Its best known feature is its balance between
equal voting power in the Senate for the people of every State, and
representation in the House proportioned to population.
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This Federal balance is the only solution of this afge-old problem
that has ever worked. Yet it is the very one which our Federal
Government has persistently refused to offer even to explore with our
Canadian and European allies. There, believe me, 1;es the rub, and
it cannot possibly be removed until our Government offers, explicitly,
to explore with them the Federal answer to the problem.
The trouble is that policymakers in our European and Canadian
allies are well aware of this democratic, equitable, and workable way
to prevent what President de Gaulle, I repeat, calls "subordination
described as integration." They know, too, that three times since
1949 resolutions have been introduced in Congress to explore this
Atlantic solution, that the State Department vetoed each of them,
and they came to nought.
Our G1overnment's repeated refusal for 17 years now to explore
this Federal answer has contributed heavily to the present widespread feeling in Western Europe that the United States is determined
to keep in the driver's seat, despite all our protestations that we don't
wish to dominate anyone.
I testify to all this from personal knowledge. In this period I
have traveled widely and frequently in Western Europe-twice in
1965. I have friends of long stan ding in high places in all of our
major allies.
The situation I have described is particularly true of France
which I know best. I have discussed Atlantic federation with two
Presidents of that country and 10 or a dozen former Premiers, from
all the major non-Communist. Parties, and have friends of long standing high in the Gaullist regime. But the situation is also true, elsewhere-for example, among bitter anti-Gaullists in the Netherlands
and Britain.
To cite but one-a former British Prime Minister told me last year
that the great difficulty he found facing Atlantic union in his country
was that "it is very hard for our people to believe that the United
States would ever offer to federate witlh them." If even the English
find his hard to believe of us, one can imagine how hard it is for
the Dutch, Belgians, German, and French and others to believe
that we would practice with them what we preach to them. For the
United States has long urged them to form a European union and
solve their own "big-nation-little-nation" problem by the Federal
balance.
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 128 COMPARED TO
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 04

I have much smypathy, Mr. Chairman, for Senate Resolution 128;
it. would have the Senate make a very substantial step in the right
direction, and I think that the two resolutions might be combined
to mutual advantages. But I fear that is no longer a big enough
step. At a crucial point in World War I, Lloyd George rejected
a move that normally would have been bold because, he explained:
"The most dangerous way to cross a chasm is one step at a time."
The NATO chasm, particularly with a strategically placed France,
has now widened to a point where I fear we can no longer safely step
across it; we can still cross it with the prudent jump of Senate Con-
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current Resolution 64, but the sooner the Senate leads in making this
jump, the safer we shall be, for the chasm is manifestly widening.
A difficulty with Senate Resoultion 128 is that it speaks of an
Atlantic "community"-a term that is not music likely to soothe the
French President. For the Senate to choose this term instead of
"federal union," when faced as it is now with a choice would tend to
strengthen rather than allay his suspicions that the United States
aims to disguise--though I know it is not so intended--"subordination as integration."
This is the more to be feared since this resolution does not touch
otherwise on the basic problem of an equitable balance between the
United States and its allies. Here again it differs from Senate Concurrent Resolution 64 whose preamble explicitly points out that our
original States, when beset under the confederation by the disunion
we now face "traced their troubles to their confederal structure and
invented federal union, which has enduringly safeguarded member
States from domination by one another, equitably apportioned among
their sovereign citizens voting power on common concerns" met other
challenges facing the Atlantic Allies now.
This-language clearly shows awareness of the basic Gaullist and
European objection to the present structure, and an American desire
to remove it. It would see to me prudent for the Senate, in choosing
its language, to keel) in mind that its choice will be carefully watched
in Europe.
One reason why I think it will be carefully watched is that I
attended last December the general meeting of the International Movement for Atlantic Union in Paris. It concluded with a resolution
which I would like to annex to my statement, and from which I would
quote one passage. After noting the introduction of Senate Concurrent Resolution 64--which, significantly was frontpaged in Le
Monde in Paris-the international movement urgesAll NATO nations to give full consideration now to the Atlantic federal union
answer to the problems of equitable apportionment of voting powers, fair and
workable balance between large and small nations, and effective safeguards
against any NATO ally, large or small, or group of them, dominating or being
dominated by the others.

And it concludes:
We believe that the adoption by the United States of the aforementioned
resolution would be widely and warmly welcomed in the other nations as one
of the truly great actions in the history of free government.

I do not profess to know what the response of President'de Gaulle
would be to this action. But I do know that it would have powerful
support in his Cabinet. I would be glad, if questioned, to document
this statement. Though I can only guess, as anyone else, President
de Gaulle's response, 71 would recall that for him to welcome this
exploration of the federal union balance would not be the first time
he surprised and confounded his critics. If I overestimate his statesmanship, I am sure that France would not hold out long against this

move.

AVOIDING CRASH OF INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM

Now for reason three-the resolution's answer to what I believe is
the Red strategy to induce a monetary crash and depression.
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Communism presents a twofold threat. We can lose our freedom

to this tyranny by monetary as well as military disaster. The forine

is far more probable than the latter for many reasons. Here are some
Communism can advance through an Atlantic monetary crash wit'
no risk whatever to Russia and China, whereas the way of wa
involves enormous danger for them. The cost of continuing tlbalance of terror the cold war, and the war in Vietnam, contribute
directly,' atid With cumulative power, to the monetary danger.
Communism's only hope of advancing in affluent Atlantica lies i
another great depression. Such a disaster would have this added ad
vantage for communism: It would necessarily hit first and harde,
the host of weak and underdeveloped nations which are already com
munism's easiest victims. A ma'or international monetary crasl
would cause a great depression. A run on the pound could end bbringing down the dollar-and th. pouid remains very vulnerable
It is highly imprudent to believe .hat the danger of a monetary crasi
through a run on the dollar can b) removed by the U.S. national action alone.
The decision factor is not the confidence which the President an
Americans have in the dollar; it is the confidence which the outside
world has in the dollar remaining convertible into gold. Clearly this
is not entirely under U.S. national control. Least of all is it wherer
there begins the kind of run the Communists are hoping for.
One thing more: the danger to the dollar lies only partly in financia.
and economic factors. It lies even more in the political factor of national sovereignty, which divides the Atlantic Community. The currency of each nation is, like its military force and trade barriers, an
arm of national sovereignty,.a major means by which each government
seeks to serve its national interest. It was this factor of national
sovereignty among the democracies of Atlantica that precipitated the
1931 monetary crash. Communism can hope that this factor will bring
another such disaster, notably through the growing Franco-American
divergence of interests all along the line.
Only the governments and peoples of Atlantica have the means of
causing or preventing a monetary disaster. This power is, for all practical purposes, completely in their hands. Once the NATO nations
establish an Atlantic currency by federal union, no country, Communist or non-Communist, conceivably could cause a world monetary
crash.
An Atlantic Union's currency would have behind it the combined
gold reserves of the NATO nations-$32.5 billion-or three-fourths of
the total gold reserves of the non-Communist world. I would estimate
that the total of foreign short-term claims on the Atlantic Union's
$41 billion gold reserve would be about $27 billion-a ratio of about 11
to 9, instead-of the present one of roughly 3 to 7.
The conclusion is inescapable: Communism lacks the financial
to bring down the dollar; freedom can lose through a monetary power
crash
only by the free containing to allow the dogma of absolute national
sovereignty to divide the Atlantic Community, even as regards the
medium for international trade.
All that communism can do is to use its diplomacy to play on their
differences and keep them divided. Its best card is to follow commUnigni's present policy of escalating war in Vietnam while reduc-
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ing the fear of war in Europe and encouraging America to hope for
atomic accommodation with it. The practical result of this, as the past
3 years have shown is to increase division among the Western European nations, and between the United States and thiem--especially
Gaullist France.
If the present strain is continued, let alone sharply increased by fullscale war with Red China, it is bound in the end to break the dollar
and plunge the non-Communist world into another great depression.
Communism cannot keep the Atlantic Allies from removing the
danger by uniting their gold reserves behind the common currency of
an Atlantic federal union. If communism succeeds in its hope of winning without war through the crash of the dollar, we shall have only
ourselves to blame.
ESCALATION IN ASIA Ol FEDERATION IN AThANTICA

Now for my fourth reason: The peaceful way to peace in Vietnam.
The adoption of Senate Concurrent Resolution 64 would open: It
seems to me, the prime error in most U.S. reasoning on Vietnam lies
in two non sequiturs:
(1) Because the problem is in Vietnam, the solution must be sought
there too; and
(2) Because it has proved so hard to find there, no time should be
spent seeking it elsewhere.
To reason thus seems to me as foredoomed as to think that because
one is not stopping the flow of blood from an artery, cut at the wrist,
by applying pads there, it would be folly to turn away and apply a
tourniquet to the upper arm.
Let us turn from Vietnam long enough to ponder the strength which
freedom, the United States of America, and the President could gain
by Congress approving this Atlantic Union. Its approval by the
Senate and House would go far toward leading the President to supplement his Vietnam policy with this move to seek strength in a
political way.
No one would deny that an Atlantic federal union, when fully
achieved, would add incomparably greater strength to freedom and
the United States and to President Johnson's fame, than could the
fullest victory by escalation-without its tragic cost. But how soon?
The President himself has warned that it may take years to attain,
by the pliey ho has been following, the strong position he seeks. It is
no less clcar that it will take years to attain full Atlantic federation.
The question therefore is: Which of these two long roads will bring
the moejr power soonest--the road of escalation in Asia or of federation
in Atintica. The mere taking of the latter road, I submit, will bring
far more strengthh than the former will-even at its end if it succeedsor than any alternative within reach.
But is the Atlantic Union Convention road now within practical
reach? You already know of the ever-greater support it has gained.
Could not the President get it approved soon if -he so desired-f This
project has long had its greatest support among Democrats in both
Houses, starting with Senator Kefauver in 1949.
The practical question boils down to this: Can the President count
on strong bipartisan backing if he gets behind this move? Again the
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answer is yes. It suffices to point to the support it already has among
Republicans, in both Houses, and Govs. Sfark Hatfield, of Oregon;
Nelson A. Rockefeller, of New York, George Romney, of Michigan,
and William Scranton, of Pennsylvania. I would like to annex the
letters these gentlemen wrote to Congressman Findley backing Senate
Concurrent resolution 64.
Presidential approval would, in fact remove at one stroke the main
obstacle the resolution faces now in C5ongress and in the press and
TV-the belief that opposition by the S-zate Department will block it,
and that the President is too absorbed in Vietnam to give it serious
consideration and that it is therefore not "practical."
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS

Since the question is which road will bring the most immediate
strength, let us consider now the fastest factor-the psychological
factor. It provided a persuasive reason why the President decided
to resume bombing and escalation: he feared that his acceptance of
the policy of those who opposed this would be dangerously misinterpreted in Communist and other quarters as proof of weakness in
Washington.
His critics, in my opinion, have offered no adequate way of meeting
this danger. The President's decision removed this psychological
danger on the negative side--but what of the positive side? What
psychological strength did it gain for his policy at home, among our
Atlantic Allies, and elsewhere?
Certainly it has not brought the strength of widespread hope that it
will soon lead to peace. Nor the strength of greater faith. Rather
it has continued the weakness that lies in doubt, bewilderment, confusion--to say nothing of mistrust, division, and resentment, here and
abroad.
What of the psychological impact of a decision by Congress and
the President to balance the war policy in Vietnam with approval of
this resolution to explore the possibility of NATO-wide agreement
on federal union as the eventual goal of the Atlantic AlliesT Would
this not bring astonishing strength to freedom, immensely and immediately enhance the oral position of the United States and President Johnson?
To the free it would replace an ominous future with a promising
vision. Instead of anxiety, it would bring hope; instead of fear,
faith; instead of distrust, fraternal feeling. While it made the free
stronger, it would weaken communism by the consternation it would
cause in Russia, Red China, North Vietnam. It would come with
the bewildering force of surprise. If anything can peacefully induce
Moscow or Peking, or both, to make another ofthe "strategic retreats"
Lenin recommended, and push Hanoi to the negotiating table, this
will. For it faces them with urgent need to make concession, so as
to remove our incentive to go on and gain full federation's strength.
Senator Case said at your hearings yesterday that he needed and
thought many others needed to get "steamed up" on Atlantic unification. I agree, and this brings me to my fifth and final point: What
shall we offer to our boys in Vietnam, and to those who cherish them,
to justify the sacrifice of life itself? What are we offering now?
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In this regard I heartily endorse what the preceding witness, Elmo
Roper said.
We are now at war for the fourth time in my adult life. President
Wilson's promise of a league to enforce peace led me to volunteer in
1917. This seemed to many of us then worth risking life for.
Union Now's proposal that the Atlantic democracies prevent a second world war by uniting in a federal union was published in 1939only 6 months before World War II faced youth in Western Europe
with the same problem, and then our own sons faced it, after Pearl
Harbor. I know, from any number of letters I received in those years
of anguish, by youth and parents, were reconciled to the risk of life,
by the hope that the war would result in a federal union of the free.
(ongress by holding out the hope that the United States would join
a united national organization after the war, gave, of course, a much
wider number of further justifications of the sacrifice they faced.
The third war was the one in Korea. There our sons were engaged
as were boys from other NATO nations in a police action authorized
by the United Nations.
Now we are in an escalating war in Vietnam. I would agree that
we are now so involved that we cannot simply offer to withdraw on
whatever terms we can get. But. how different this war is from the
preceding three: It is not a police action approved by the United
Nations, or by any international organization. Here at home, there
is far more misgiving and doubt, publicly expressed in Congress and
in the country, about this war than was expressed about any of the pre....
ceding three.
In the light of these facts consider how much worse is the plight
now of American sons and daughters at the threshold of life and of
their parents-of the hundreds of thousands already personally facing in Vietnam the greatest sacrifices, and of the millions more who
face the possibility of their becoming, sooner or later, thus personally involved in this escalating war which the President warns us may
go on for years.
What are they told that we are fighting for in Vietnam ? As I understand it we are fighting to gain a position of sufficient strength to
cause North Vietnam to agree to negotiate a settlement, one strong
enough to contain communism peacefully. How long the settlement
bought at such price will continue to contain Red China, no one ventures to promise.
Suppose that Congress approves this resolution which brings hope
that out of this anguish will come a great federation of the free, an
ocean-bridging North Atlantic pilot plant in international free government, based on the fundamental federal principles of our own Constitution. Suppose the President endorses this proposal-and if he
hesitates, surely its passage through Congress should persuade him to
sign it.
What hope and faith you and President Johnson could thus give
many a doubting mind and aching American heart both in Vietnam
and all over our country.
,FIT, Us FROM READERS OF UNION NOW IN WORLD WAR

Ir

Some idea of the comfort and courage such action would bring may
be gained from the many letters I got from readers of Union Now in
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World War II. Let me give you but excerpts from a few of them.
This one is from a bombardier in the British Royal Artillery-a gem
of understatement.
When the present trouble has passed, I should be glad to do anything in my
power to bring your theory to the attention of the ordinary Englishman. At
present, of course, I am rather busily occupied with quite a number of things
which rather restrict my activity.

This letter was written September 2, 1940; then Dover -sas earning
its name as "Hell's Corner."
In case the tide of events eliminates me from participation in peace, may I
express the hope that your move may receive the most enthusiastic support from
all thinking people.

The next note is from Australia:
I haven't felt so elevated for years. Thank you for giving those of this generation something to which they can dedicate all that is in them.

Here is one from a soldier in Wales:
Ten years ago I said I would never fight for anything. Tonight I joyfully
take up the task of Joining in the work of "Union Now." Millions will silently
thank you, and take up the common task again full of hope once more.

Now one from a buck private in the U.S. antiaircraft artillery:
I have become a soldier in the U.S. Army, training to fight what I believed
to be an imperialistic war to keep Britain ruling the world. In the last few
months, I have thought much about "Union Now" and have reread it and its
sequel. After a great mental struggle during which many of my old beliefs
have gone under, I know that "Union Now"-is right.
I am afraid I haven't the guts to look forward to dying for a military victory
over the Germans, but if that be in store for me, I will die at peace for I will
know that through you and your work the boy who is born to take my place
will be able to live his life as he wants, not as he is forced.

A father in Miami, Fla., wrote me in 1942:
I just wanted to write this letter of encouragement, for I know that there are
coldblooded animals both in and out of the U.S. Senate-I am so glad that you
have dedicated your life to the accomplishment of this one object.

We turn now to France while under Nazi occupation. This letter
is from a Frenchman who had read the French translation of "Union
Now" published only 3 months before the war and had written me
then of his desire to work for Atlantic Union over there. Here is
an excerpt:
I was profoundly sad the day I sent you that postcard, dry and laconic as one
of those appeals that the shipwrecked put in a bottle and throw in the ocean.
Please excuse the way I wrote, but I was anxiously thinking, "Our friends in
America, aren't they going to be doubtful of us now?" Your answer brought us
the greatest comfort, since it showed your confidence in us.
, Jr.,
To finish, here are excerpts from a letter from John B.

who was then, in June 1940, working at a Shell service station in
Frederick, Md.
After saying he shared my ideas, he went on:
It has seemed to me that of primary importance at present is an Allied victory,
I have tentatively concluded that the only course for me to follow in accordance
with my conscience and my ideals, is to enlist in the Canadian Army.
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This was before we wentinto the war.
I believe myself ready to lay down my life, Insignificant as I agree it, is, for
our cause. Can you detect any fallacies in my reasoning? Is there any other
way in which I might; be of more service? Up to this time, I had thought it best
to continue my education by going to college. I am 18 and have completed my
high school education.

In conclusion, I give some extracts from my reply to John:
You have learned and done, early In life, a great thing. You will be the better
for having reached cooly, of your own free will, the most momentous decision any
mortal can reach-the decision that there is a truth one is willing to give one's
life for. You say your life is insignificant-but by your willingness to lose it for
what you believe in you have given it the highest significance. Not only are you
the better for It, but I am the better for it, we are all ennobled by it.
When I stop at a service station now, I shall look with higher and friendlier
esteem on the lad who fills the tank, wipes the windshield. I shall remember that
one such lad, I know, is ready to give the last full measure of devotion for my
freedom, for the freedom of mankind-and how can I kuiow that at this service
station is not, or will not be, another such man?
I pity those who have no truth for which they are willing to live and die. They
have not yet really lived. You ask me' if I find any fallacies in your reasoning.
r find none, but I do find you too young'in years to go-though you show in mind
and courage a maturity I wish more older persons had.. -do not know what to
advise you. With all my heart I want you to live-the world so sadly needs men,
and you are a man-but how to secure this? Some survive through every danger,
and some die in the midst of safety.
There are questions each must settle in his own conscience, and this is one of
then. I hae always found it wise'to obey at such times the voice within when
it speaks clearly and. . ersistently.
Yours is the spirit that led another young man-Lafayette---to cross the seas
to fight for man's freedom when, the outlook for it here was as dark as it is now
in France. In these days when so many of our young men seem deadened with
the cynicism Of frustrated age, it is good'-to know that the true spirit of youth
lives on. You are a noble line, and -1, who have a son only a little younger than
you are, I say, sir, to you. God keep you.

Such was the response from many lands of liberty when federation
of the free was proposed merely in a book by a little known newspaper
correspondent. I leave it to you to estimate the impact it would have
if the Congress and the President of the most powerfulof democracies
invited their Atlantic Allies to explore the possibility Iof agreement
that their "eventual goal" is to transform NATO into 8; "federal
union,,' fix a tentativeyear for completing the transition, and set up
democratic machinery or achieving it in safe time.
Thank you.
(The attachments referred to follow:)
ANNEX 1 TO OMRENcEl STRErrS" STATEMENT ON

SENATE CONOUJRENT REsOLUTION 64

Tie general meeting of the International Movement for Atlantic Union in
Paris, December 7-8, last year, after long And lively discussion. of the problem
of U.S. "hegemony" in NATO, and consideration of Senate Concurrent Resolution
4 establishing an Atlantic Union delegation, adopted this resolution :
"We find that the most urgent challenge facing NATO now is hjw to assure:
(a) an equitable voice to all the Allies, small and large, in deciding action on
nuclear and other questions of vital common concern, and (b) a workable democratfe balance between the American people and the people of the other 14
Allies.
"We note that the federal union answer to this problem requires support on
both shores of the Atlantic and that it has now advanced in the United States
to the point where resolutions with impressive sponsorship (S. Con. Res. 64 and
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H. Con. Res. 523), whose adoption would provide the necessary U.S. support, are
now before Congress for action in 1066.
"In these circumstances the 1965 General Meeting of the International Move.
ment for Atlantic Union urges the governments, parliaments, press, and public
in all NATO nations to give full consideration to the Atlantic federal union
answer to the problems of equitable apportionment of voting power, fair and
workable balance between large and small nations and effective safeguards
against any NATO allies, large or small, or group of them, dominating or being
dominated by the others, positively, or negatively through veto.
"We believe that the adoption by the U.S. Congress of the aforementioned
resolutions would be widely and warmly welcomed in the other NATO nations
as one of the truly great actions in the history of free government."
ANNEX 1-A TO CLARENCE STREIT'S STATEMENT ON
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 64

The following information was published in the March issue of Freedom &
Union magazine:
NIXON, GOLDWATER, ROoKEFELLER, ROMNEY AND OTHERs BACK
ATLANTIC UNION BILL

Six Republicans in the "presidential timber" field, ranging from conservative
to liberal and in between, have endorsed the Atlantic Union delegation resolution
in letters to Representative Paul Findley, Republican, Illinois, the party's chief
House sponsor of this bipartisan bill. They Include its past two candidates for
President and four most prominent Governors. They are in alphabetical order:
Barry Goldwater, of Arizona; Mark Hatfield, Governor of Oregon; Richard M.
Nixon, of New York; Nelson A. Rockefeller, Governor of New York; George
Romney, Governor of Michigan; Win. W. Scranton, Governor of Pennsylvania.
Republican Findley gave out their letters to him in a press conference in Wash.
ington March 2, along with a statement in which he said:
"Based on these endorsements, I predict that the next Republican President
will work to achieve Atlantic union. These letters put a significant group of
Republican leaders on record for a foreign policy proposal that is both peaceful
and powerful. Virtually all the presidential-level leadership of the Republican
party thus supports the most promising proposal for uniting free people since
the American Revolutionary period, 1776-89."
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

SIX LEADERS ENDORSE BILL

DEAR PAUL: I was pleased to note from your letter of January 19 that Frank
Carlson and you are working together in behalf of the Atlantic Union resolution.
As Clarence Streit probably told you, I have supported this resolution for many
years and I wish you every success in your efforts.
Sincerely,
(Signed) Dick
RICHARD M.

NIxoN.

DEAR CONORESSMAN FINDLEY: Please forgive my belated acknowledgment of
your letter of January 29. However, I am happy to indicate my support for the
establishment of an Atlantic Uniondelegation.
I believe it is urgently important to develop a greater sense of unity and direct.
tion on the part of the Atlantic nations. Success to you in your efforts.
Sincerely,
(Signed) GEOnE RiiOMNEY.
DEAR PAUL: The resolution that you introduced relative to the establishment
of an Atlantic Union delegation is a good idea in my opinion. While I don't
believe the North Atlantic unity is just around the corner, I do believe it is coming; in fact, I believe it will be a must before we can present a solid front to our
Communist enemies. I have been very disturbed with the lack of attention given
NATO by the President and by the unfortunate remarks made about that orga-
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nization by high officials in the administration. I wish you the very best Of luck
in your efforts ;I think you are doing a great Job.
With best wishes,
(Signed) BARRY GOLDWATER.
DEAR PAUL: Your tireless efforts in behalf of the Atlantic Union delegation
resolution merit the endorsement of every citizen.
I have been long concerned about our Nation's failure in these times, of global
crisis to explore fully ways to promote freedom and progress within a framework
of international unity. Such a search demands creativity and courage. You
have demonstrated both, and I support and applaud your enterprise.
Most sincerely,
(Signed) WILLIAM V. SCRANTON.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE FINDLEY: I am delighted by the word from Clarence
Streit that you have introduced House Joint Resolution 769 proposing establishknent of an Atlantic Union delegation. With you, I have long felt the inexorable
logic of Atlantic Union as the inevitable result of the growing interdependence
of the nations. If I can be of service in this cause, please let me know.
Sincerely,
(Signed)
MARK HATFIELD.

DEAR PAUL: Thank you for your letter about the joint resolutions before the
Congress to create an Atlantic Union delegation which would explore with likeminded NATO allies the potential of transforming the present NATO alliance
into an eventual Federal Union.
I am wholeheartedly in favor of the purposes set forth in these resolutions
and look upon favorable action by the Congress as a practical first step toward
forging a Union of the Free.
I have, in fact, advocated these purposes repeatedly and in detail for years,
most explicitly in the 1962 Godkin Lectures at Harvard and in my remarks on
the 25th Anniversary of Federal Union, Inc., in November of 1964 at Philadelphia.
As I stated on the latter occasion:
"Our forefathers pioneered a political framework within which this Nation
conquered a continental wilderness. Our generation is called on for no less a
pioneering act of political creativity and economic construction-on an intercontinental scale."
I have followed with sympathy and interest the development of the joint
resolution, and deeply believe that its enactment would be a historic milestone
in the annals of human freedom and world peace. With every good wish.
Sincerely,

(Signed)

NELSON ROCKEFELLER.

Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much, Mr. Streit, for a
moving statement of the mission to which you have set your
I think that you make a very strong case for the kind ofJift
might come in this country if the President were to endorse the
contemplated by these resolutions, and it is quite possible that

sizable bipartisan support might follow.
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EUROPEAN ATTITUDE TOWARD UNION

You do not touch upon the question raised by other witnesses, principally by Secretary Leddy this morning, which was to the effect
that, to use an old and trite expression, it takes two to tango.
Secretary Leddy's view is that there is no present willingness in
Europe to respond to an American initiative and, therefore, it is unrealistic for us to move now in'this way.
I would like your comments on that.
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I would be glad to comment on that and on the other
points in his statement that I heard, Mr. Chairman, Senator Case
give. But do y u wantf a very short answer or are you going to have
a session this afternoon because you open up a subject
Senator CHURCH. It is quarter of I now.
Mr. Sim rr. Yes, I know.
Senator CnuncH. Please give me as short and direct an answer as
you can. Because Senator Case has waited all through the morning,
I want to give him an opportunity to put some questions to you and
then we wifl adjourn.
Senator CASE. You take your time because I do not have any questions that you won't anticipate.
Mr. STREIT. On this question of European opinion, I think this
results, in fact I am certain it results, from the policy of the U.S.
Government.
I know, for example, a great leader of the European union movement, Jean Monnet--I have known him since 1940-and when the
Kefauver resolution in 1949 was before the Congress. he was still very
hopeful of achieving an Atlantic federal solution to this.
It was only when the U.S. Government turned its back on it that
he took as the only practical thing the policy of uniting Europe. I
think he was doing the practical thing in that regard.
But let us not take the responsibility away from where it truly
belongs-here in the United States. It was not simply the Democratic administration. John Foster Dulles, when he was Secretary of
State, pushed very strongly on the Europeans to come into a union.
He put the strongest pressure on France to come into the European
Defense Community. He told me at that time-when we were trying,
some of us, to get another Atlantic Union resolution introduced, and
we could not get much support from the Republicans, because Mr.
Dulle" the Secretary of State, vetoed it privately to them. He told
me, "The reason is that if we give any hint that we are willing to
explore the federal Atlantic solution, the French would so much prefer
that to the other solution, the EDC, that we will never get to first base
with it."
This is how much the United States has been making opinion over
thereby its policy
Now, I have talked to quite-as an old newspaper man I have talked
to all kinds of people, and I have contacts in many countries there, as
I said, going very far back.
People say one thing in public and to American congressional delegations and the U.S. Government, especially when they want to get
things or they need to safeguard their position in future negotiations, and above all because the Europeans think that you must be
realistic. If the United- States obviously from its actions is not going
to take any. step in this direction, they say they must do what they
can.
Well,. despite that, on this very resolution, Senate Concirrent
Resolution 64, I talked last December with a member of the Cabinet
in Bonn, whose name I do not want to give, but he said he would be
delighted if the United States should adopt this.
I know of none of the people of our movement there, with one exception, a German who is not on that side. True, some of our friends
Mr. STREiT.
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in the international movement have been working for years for this
European union, they have a very deep interest resulting from this in
that-solution, and it is very hard for them to change to another policy,
and he is 'one of that group, and I sympathize with him. We have
quite a number of them in Europe.
But, as I say, a member of the Cabinet with whom I talked had
quite a different view of this, and hitherto he had been for it EuIropean
union as the first thing to make.
This is the common experience I have had.
INDIVIDUAL FRENCH REACTION

And an even more important example was in Franwe where I talked
last June with one of the men who is high in General de Gaulle's
esteem. This man knows very well indeed, because he las followed
this question here very closely, he knows very well indeed the difference between the federal balance and the balance of an alliance
or a confederation, and I asked him about this. I do not give his
name, but I put, this question in June to him, and I will give you his
answer.
First of all, I should say that he traced the present trouble to the fact
that the United States is so powerful that the Europeans are always in
a position where they are asking for something and the United States
is being lady bountiful. The French word he used was "accorder,"
which has that significance. This gap in power between the United
States and the other countries is increasing, as Lord Avon brought
out in an article in a recent number in Foreign Affairs which, I think,
is very germaneto this.
His conclusion was that it became the more necessary to explore
the federal solution if the ill feeling that results from this were to be.
overcome.
Well, I said to this gentleman, this French gentleman, I said':
"It seems to me as long as the relations of the United States and
France are on the alliance or partnership basis we are bound to
have this disparity in power and the relationship is bound'to be
unsound. But if we shift over to the federal basis where you have as
a unit a sovereign citizen," well, then, we people in Montana do not
consider, I am sure in Idaho they do not consider, we are inferior or,
weaker than those of New York, California, or any other State
throughoutt our federal system.
This gentleman knew all this, but I explained it to him again,.
nldthen I said this:
"A major obstacle we now face is that most Americans 'think that
such an offer to explore federal union will be naive because they assume from the reports they read of President de Gaulle's statements
;hat France would inevitably reject them. "But suppose we should
nonethelesss succeed in our efforts, suppose that Washington should
)ropose to its NATO allies that their delegates explore with ours,
n a convention the Atlantic federation idea. What do you think
vould be the response here?"
After a thoughtful pause, Monsieur X, as I called 'h'ini in this.
'eport, answeredslowly:
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"If the United States made such an offer of federal union it would
change the situation radically for us and all concerned. Personally
I would be happy to participate in such a convention."
Now, this man I have known for 20 years, and I can assure you that
he has great influence with the President of France. I do not answer
for the President of France, but my point is that this particular resolution goes to the heart of the problem-this question of voting
power-at least it explores it; to approve it would be a proof that we
are sincere in this country in wanting to establish some such system
and not dominate the others.
I could go on, but I have taken too much time.
Senator CHURCH. Senator Case?
Senator CASE. No, I think I do not have any questions.
Senator Cn'trn. I think we will adjourn now. If there are other
members here this afternoon who may want to put questions to you,
we will call you back to the stand first of all, and then we will proceed
in the hope that we can accommodate the remainder of the witnesses
this afternoon.
Mr. STREIT. Thank you very much.

Senator CHURCH. The afternoon meeting will commence in this
room at 2:30.
(Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the subcommittee was in recess, to reconvene at 2:30 p.m., the same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator CHURCH. It is 2:30, and the hearing will be resumed, and
Mr. Donald Agger, who was next on the witness list, has submitted
his statement in writing.
(Mr. Agger's statement follows:)
STATEMENT OF DONALD

G. AG(ER

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am grateful to you for the
opportunity to appear in support of Senate Resolution 128. I do so as a member
of the law firm of DeGrazia, Agger & Hydeman, speaking as a private citizen.
Nevertheless, I do want to note that the Atlantic Community, generally, and the
requirements and objectives of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, specifically, have been a matter of professional concern to me on a nearly continuous
basis for 12 years.
My credentials to come before you are these: From 1954 to 1958, I served as
U.S. representative in the infrastructure committees of the North Atlantic
Council. In this connection, I have seen NATO as an instrument of executive
action and a tangible intergovernmental presence throughout the entire NATO
area.
In 1961, I was appointed by the late Speaker Sam Rayburn to the U.S. Citizens
Commission on NATO, pursuant to Public Law 86-719, and served as rapporteur
and chairman of the drafting group of the political and economic sections of
the Declaration of Paris which was adopted unanimously by the Atlantic Convention of NATO Nations on January 19, 1962. The drafting group also included
Eugene Rostow, of the Yale Law School; Paul Van Zeeland, former Premier of
Belgium; Count Raban Adelmann; who is now director of public information
at the NATO headquarters; and Sir John Slessor, marshal of the Royal Air
Force. I record the membership of this group for you, because the phrase "special governmental commission" as it is used in the context of the proposed Senate
Resolution 128 was first used in that context in the Declaration of Paris.
Since 1959, I have also been associated with a French aircraft and missile
manufacturer which is enormously proud that its missiles are operational with
American forces around the world in the cause of freedom. As you will see,
01-129-66-
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therefore, I have a current professional interest in the maintenance of harmont-ous relations within the Atlantic Community.
My support of Senate Resolution 128 is based on three elements: First, it
seems clear to me that Soviet and Red Chinese hostility will be with us for
the foreseeable future. It is apparent that there has been a relaxation in ten'sions between the U.S.S.R. and the United States during the last 3 years and
that since 1949 there is a manifest diminution of the Soviet military threat in
Western Europe. But this has largely been the result of Atlantic solidarity
within an integrated NATO apparatus and because of American flrmhess and
courage at a number of critical historic Junctures, such as the Berlin blockade,
the Korean war, and the Cuban missile crisis. Even if one were to minimize
the ideological basis for Soviet hostility, the apparently widening gulf between
Red China and the U.S.S.R. can be expected to generate pressures on the Soviet
Union to maintain a hard attitude toward the Atlantic nations.
Since its establishment, NATO-for better or for worse-has been our chosen
institutional mechanism and symbol of political unity. And its presence has
.made vastly simpler the task of coping with the Soviet Union and certainly more
effective our cold war policies. To weaken NATO now could only result in
diminished American effectiveness and impair our ability to deal with a determined Soviet Union and a,bitterly hostile China.
And yet some students of the problem seem to be suggesting that we are at
the beginning of a trend In which Western Europe, under French leadership,
will tranquilize its fear of a resurgent German nationalism by shifting its focus
from the Atlantic-oriented institutions to Eastern Europe, as a counterweight to
Germany. The potential of this trend for damage to Western and particularly
American interests, if indeed it is real, is exceedingly high. Not only would we
be dealing with the potential loss of France as one of NATO's key bearings, but
one should recognize that the fundamental magnetic pull of France for all of the
other countries of Western Europe is very great, when viewed from the perspective of Europe's experience with Germany in two world wars.
Second, however one might, wish it otherwise, massive economic and technical
assistance to the emerging nations ii the last 20 years has only demonstrated
how difficult it is to help these nations attain material well-being in conditions
of political stability. The revolutionary pressures being generated by uncontrolled population growth, inadequate food supply and repressive political and
social systems which are often unchangeable without violence, suggest that the
United States will be faced with future dilemmas, not unlike those we are now
facing in Vietnam and the Dominican Republic. In my view, it seems self-evident
that the countries which share the rich cultural origin and tradition of the
Atlantic nations should enter this revolutionary period with relatively wellordered ranks. Otherwise we risk-all of the Atlantic peoples-a vastly more
costly and potentially much more dangerous outcome.
In the third place, historical and political forces within Western Europe are
producing a progressive distintegration in NATO. What started out in the
minds of some as a difference in approach and methods between the United
States and France threatens to become a fundamental clash of national interest
and outlook on the most critical questions facing the Atlantic community. The
temptations are very great for the United States to respond to recent French
initiatives with a policy of not rocking the boat, not retaliating and not doing
any more than making minimum procedural arrangements to accommodate new
French military demands; in short, by a policy of near paralysis. But I would
submit that these temptations should be resisted, or we risk losing the benefits
of 17 years of concerted Atlantic effort in Western Europe. This effort has
carried the Atlantic people to the threshold of a new era of material and intellectual achievement in which the unleashing of new technologies puts within
our grasp a quality of life and potential for individual growth of startling proportions. But this potential will be realized only as the United States takes
the lead to create Atlantic institutions and procedures "adequate to meet the
political, military, and economic challenges of this era."
In a way, much of the history of NATO is characterized by a European plea
for both American leadership and meaningful European participation in policymaking beyond the pure military sense. If the United States in the past had
been as skillful in meeting these pleas in the political sphere as it has in the
military, the present evidence of decay in NATO might not exist.
A patchwork solution for NATO's present malaise is not the answer and could
result in the delusion that we are secure from the storm, while in fact the homestead is being washed away by uncontrollable flood waters. To prevent the
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structure from being washed away, the United States must offer the Europeans
a participation in policymaking and a degree of constructive and courageous
leadership which in the past has too frequently taken the form of advising our
Atlantic partners about our policies and actions after it is too late for them
to exert any influence on those policies and actions.
In my Judgment, such leadership demands a call from the President of the
United States for the establishment of a special governmental commission to
study and recommend concrete steps toward "the development * * * of an
Atlantic community * * * composed of nations which share our basic ideals
of freedom, democracy, and individual liberty and the rule of law."
Certainly, because of NATO, our military posture in Western Europe has
improved significantly over the past 17 years. But our meritorious struggles to
preserve the military integrity of the NATO organization-playing musical
chairs with troops and headquarters-should not conceal from us that the military component of NATO is no longer adequate to insure the continuity and
forward thrust of the alliance. Either it becomes a broader vehicle taking
dramatic initiatives in new-areas or the process of decay will surely continue.
As I see it, a special governmental commission would deal with a variety of
questions of fundaijiental importance for the future of the Atlantic world.
In the first place, we need to have an overall review of the institutions and
mechanisms for unifying the foreign and economic policies of the Atlantic
countries. This, in my view, is a first priority and, unless this problem is
solved, that of proliferation of nuclear weapons will get worse.
As Professor Hans Linde of the University of Oregon has proposed, Very serious consideration should be given to the idea that a significant and highly visible
disarmament function be entrusted to NATO.
The infinite challenge of science and not only of space, the realization of which
is quite beyond the capabilities of a single country, provides a splendid opportunity for all the countries of the Atlantic-or better, compels them-to collaborate together in truly Joint ventures.
I believe there is very substantial merit to the idea of an integration of the
administrative and financial resources of the Atlantic countries in pursuing their
various economic and technical assistance programs-advantages not only of an
economic nature, but also of a political nature.
Certainly, I would expect a special governmental commission to deal with the
proposals which have been made for the creation of an Atlantic assembly "to
give counsel and guidance to all Atlantic agencies, to insure that in the long
run, as the influence and authority of these agencies grow, their action will
remain responsive and responsible to the Atlantic people."
Perhaps most important of all, as James Ramsey has suggested in the March
issue of the Foreign Service Journal, an instrumentality of NATO might be
proposed by the special governmental commission to attempt to lay the groundwork for a long-term solution of the division of Germany and of Europe in a
framework in which the United States not only exercises appropriate influence,
but which takes advantage of the most important resource of the Atlantic countries-their unity-while there is still time. This solution, I believe, should flow
from the generation of pressures on the Soviet bloc and the gradual attraction
into the Western orbit of the Eastern European countries, rather than from a
dismemberment of NATO, as a previous witness has advocated.
In considering questions such as these, a special governmental commission
could give to the people of the Atlantic a meaningful alternative to the disintegration presently underway. The need is urgent and the time for action is now.

Senator CHURCH. Mr. Herschel Newsom, master of the National

Grange,, who was next on the witness list, has also submitted his statement in writing, and we will insert it in the record.
(The statement of Mr. Newsom follows:)

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL GRANGE BY HERSCIEL D. NEWSom, MASTER

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the political stability, the
economic progress and the military power of that group of nations that ring
the Atlantic and are presently designated as the NATO nations must somehow
continually and effectively be used to lead a divided world toward responsible
organization for orderly progress.
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Among the peoples of these nations exists the greatest repository for the
concept of "freedom under law," for the enhancement of the "dignity of man,"
and for extending parliamentary procedures, which have ever been (even partially) coordinated in the history of the world.
It is of interest that the thread of democratic government has been Interwoven
into the tapestry making up the history of Western Europe, and this western
Atlantic area. Tile ethical principles underlying the democratic institutions, so
important in our individual and collective lives, have been hammered out In the
crucible of human relations and experience in our Western civilization. They
represent treasures far more precious than even the other inheritances which
are ours.
As I understand it, informed representatives of the United States saw in the
development of the European Economic Community a possibility of ending tile
eternal warring among sovereign states plaguing that section of the world for
a thousand years. In conference with representatives of that area, our spokesmen saw also an opportunity to assist in the development of a great "federal
union" within a free trade area, which could have been a giant step forward in
humanand international relations.
The NATO alliance, while predicated on tile necessity of combining military
strength and resources in a common defense against the aggressive tendencies
of a hostile portion of the world, also had overtones of government interaction
which could have far exceeded the sheer military goals In due course of time in
benefits derived from this treaty.
Unfortunately, due to unilateral action of an important nation of this Western
group, many of these dreams and hopes have been temporarily stymied and the
opportunity for further development of freedom of the human spirit, seemingly
inherent in this organization only a decade ago, now seems to be somewhat
removed from our grasp.
Clearly, in the more recent years of the nearly 100-year history of the Grange,
our organization has become an Increasingly strofig advocate and supporter of
treaty alliances with Western Europe, and where possible, within our American
dream and purposes with the rest of the world. The Grange has supported,
and we continue to support, the United Nations and its various organizations
set up to relieve the political stress in tile world and remedy many of the
social and economic problems,. part of an Intermingling of developed and
developing nations around the globe.
In fact, our organization has been identified with this very conscious attempt
to move in the direction of greater international cooperation and coordination
of activities and interests in many ways; one of which is evidenced by the fact
that for 20 years the Grange has been an active member and participant in the
International Federation of Agricultural Producers, which will be celebrating
its 20th anniversary in London' in May.
We do not concede that there is adequate reason to believe that the original
concept underlying the NATO alliance has outlived its timeliness and usefulness. We are not prepared, however, to critically evaluate this subject before
this committee. Although the Grange has, for the past few years, urged that
the United States carefully explore the .possibility of expanding trade, cautiously
but realistically seeking opportunities to live a little more peaceably with Eastern
European nations, we have never proposed, nor do we now propose, that we
extend this kind of cooperation to nations which have governments not recognized
by the Government of the United States.
To whatever extent there may be a possibility or a probability of termination
of the NATO alliance rising out of the threatened action of the Government of
France, or from any other reason, it would seem from my interpretation of
Grange policy in this area that we of the United States should be using the
time as wisely as we can to explore in depth and breadth the possibility of taking
additional steps in tile direction of effective international cooperation among
nations of this Atlnntlc Community. Therefore, we are delighted to add evidence
of Interest on the part of rural Americans in the subject matter before this
committee, as outlined in Senate Concurrent Resolution 64, or in terms of the
more general objectives of Senate Resolution 128. While I profess no competence to advise you as to a choice in reference to the differences between these
two resolutions, I do feel It may be appropriate to state that the Grange has
very great interest in the deliberations of this committee on this important
matter of increasing international cooperation. We cannot stand idly by while
any one nation among us seems to be threatening an interruption in cooperation
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that has been fruitful, though perhaps somewhat disappointing in terms, of
some of the hopes and dreams of a decade ago.
Certainly, we are In agreement with the. concept that responsible people of
this Nation should be assigned the task of conferring and consulting with their
counterparts of other free nations of Western Europe and North America concerning the possibilities of obtaining the objectives set forth in these resolutions. We are, of course, pleased at the effective bipartisan support that clearly
is developing for this concept.
Surely, it must be increasingly clear that we can no longer insulate ourselves
from the economic and political affairs of the rest of the world when it has been
repeatedly and unequivocally demonstrated, three or four times within the
lifetime of many of us, that it is impossible to insulate ourselves from the military and revolutionary problems, even of the other side of this shrinking globe.
As Dr. Arnold J. Toynbee so effectively stated: "This Is annoying for America.
It Is more than just annoying; it is excruciating. Privacy- is one of the necessities of human life, and to lose one's privacy makes life difficult to bear. This
Is the reason why people who have had the misfortune to be born royal, sometimes make frantic efforts to break their way out into private life. To be born
royal means being condemned in advance to live one's life in public, and this
Is almost Intolerable servitude."
Then Dr. Toynbee proceeded to define a state In which we find ourselves in
this unsought position of a degree of world leadership which is relatively unwelcome to many of us as Americans, but which we dare not abdicate because
failure to accept this responsibility is unthinkable in terms of the alternatives
that are available.
We, therefore, Mr. Chairman, support the objectives of these resolutions with
,enthusiasm. We are pleased to confess to, you, a sense of security. in the willingness of the members of your committee to accept the responsibility for making
determinations for us in this connection.
We can only pledge to you that we will look' forward to interim reports that
may be forthcoming from the activation of such a committee as may evolve from
your deliberations, and we will endeavor to. accept our responsibilities, as an
organization and as individuals to' try to promote a broader understanding of
the great issue which, as a self-governing people, we must seek to understand
as best we can.

Senator CHURCH. Our next witness is Mrs. Joan E. Tierney Of
Glen Rock, N.J.
STATEMENT OF MRS. JOAN E. TIERNEY, GLEN ROCK, N.J.
Mrs. TIERNEY. I am sorry my Senator is not here. We waited so
patiently to be heard while he was here.
I wish to express my appreciation to the committee for acknowledging my right as an American citizen to be heard on Senate Concurrent Resolution 64 and Senate Resolution 128. I am here this morning in my own behalf to oppose both bills. It is also my intention to
discover Tor myself and the voters of New Jersey precisely the nature
of my own Senator's endorsement of the concepts involved in these
bills. As a member of this committee, I trust he will be as intensely
precise on a definition of a "North Atlantic Community" as he was
on terms used during the televised hearings on Vietnam.
OPPOSITION TO RESOLUTIONS

I am opposed to both bills for the following reasons:

(1) The essential terms are vague and ill defined.
(2) The goals of the convention are dangerous to national inde]endence, and are therefore inimical to the best interests of the United
States.
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(3) Calling said convention is superfluous as all objectives cited in
the two bills have already been spelled out in the Declaration of
Paris, which was the outgrowth of the Atlantic CJonvention of 1962.
. (4) Delegates to the said convention will be acting as private citizens and therefore unlawful using taxpayers' funds (S. Con. Res. 64).
(5) The premises cited in the resolution for calling the convention
are bold and false assumptions leading to equally erroneous solu-

tions.

(6) This legislation, although purportedly an answer to President
de Gaulle's threatened withdrawal from NATO, is in reality a smokescreen for establishing CRU, currency reserve unit, to ".rescue" the
dollar from its present critical state but at the loss of sovereignty.
(7) The goals of this legislation will obliterate meaningful national

boundaries through such devices as exchanged workers, military personnel, students, teachers, and scientists, through uniform laws,
through formulation of economic, political, civil, cultural, religious,
and education aims for the whole alliance to the detriment of national
goals in these areas.
TERMINOLOGY OP RESOLUTIONS

Objection 1: Senate Concurrent Resolution 64 spells out the objectives of the convention-federal union, a timetable and democratic institution to achieve it, and a unified gold reserve behind a common
currency resulting therefrom. Senate Resolution 128 is more vague
as to the objectives of the convention but a "North Atlantic Community" could means the same as federal union, depending on the
dictionary you use for defining "community." Mine, 'Webster's 20th
Century Unabridged," published by the World Publishing Co., unfortunately states: Community means:
1) common possession or enjoyment, as a community of goods;
(2) a society of people having common rights, and privileges, of
common interests, civil, political, or ecclesiastical, or living under the
same laws and regulations;.
(3)society at large;
4) common character;
5) commonness; and
(6) people living in the same district, city, et cetera, under the same
laws. Synonyms: aggregation, association, commonwealth, society,
order, .class brotherhood, fraternity, polity, unity, nationality,
similarity.
I make this elaboration due to the fact that many Senators and
Congressmen who have used the terms "community, i "unity," "confederation," refused to be pinned down that their intention was federal union. It is my feeling &that once and for all. the terminology on
the matter should be decided and these various terms should or should
not be allowed to be used interchangeably, to avoid giving the impression on the one hand that they can be used as synonyms, but on the
other hand, when pinned down, we as citizens are told by our representatives that they are not synonymous.
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GOALS OF THE RESOLUTIONS

Objection No. 2: The goals of the convention, in Senate Concurrent
Resolution 64 in particular, is federal union. This is simply out of
the question for our unique constitutional Republic and should have
been automatically rejected by our Representatives. Federal union
destroys three of
ive marks
Ithe
of a sovereign nation: the right and
power to coin money, to levy taxes and tariffs, to maintain standing
armies, and declare war, leaving for the present our right to enact
citizenship laws, and to regulate immigration, which can't survive
without the others. Federal union will work against our inalienable
rights as protected in our Constitution. For example, already the
NATO status of forces agreements removes U.D. constitutional protection from military and civilian personnel and their dependents.
serving in NATO countries putting them at the mercy of foreign laws
and tribunals. Simultaneously, NATO personnel and locations in the
United States are exemplt from search and seizure criminal laws of
the U.S. Government and the States and from taxes.
Objection 3: The convention is superfluous. The Declaration of
Paris resulting from the convention of 1962 spelled out the "democratic institutions" and the timetable necessary to achieve federal
union. Most disturbing to me personally are the areas of the declaration that explore possible population shifts within the NATO Community, with the emphasis on shifting people to places of different
language and culture. Areas other than the political, economic, and
military, such as the spiritual, the cultural, the educational are.
touched-areas in which American ideals differ from those of the
more socialistic countries of NATO. I find it shocking that our
Senators would even consider such a leveling of our American society
to those lower pagan and outmoded echelons of ancient Europe.
Atlantic unionists have not deviated one iota from their original
plan. They hold fast to a legendary "Euramerica" and their heady
endorsement of a so-called "Atlantic" cultural civilization, but gathering into it peoples and cultures who haven't the slightest concept of'
its meaning. Indeed they recognize that the diversity of the bloc will
have to be "harmonized." How? Only they know.
OTHER OBJECTIONS

Objection 4: Through various court, decisions it has been unequivocally decided that, under clause 7,section 9 of article I in the Constitution, private citizens not acting for the U.S. Government, "free tospeak and vote" are not to be financed by the taxpayers. Senate Resolution 128 asks for a special "governmental commission" to which I am
equally opposed on the grounds that the objective of the convention,
if community and federal union are synonymous, is inimical to the
best interests of the United States and would result in the destruction
of the Constitution for all intents and purposes.
Objection 5: Senate Concurrent Resolution 64, page 1, paragraph.
2: I seriously question whether science and technology can be blamed"
for the difficulties in which NATO finds itself today. Its problems,
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stem from the political. There is feuding within the alliance resulting from natural age-old rivalries that no artificial union can quell;
there are strong differences of opinion on the settling of major issues
such as nuclear weapons, on currency, on tariffs, on military commitments to NATO, on assistance to us in Vietnam, on weaponry for
NATO. The solutions to these problems are difficult to achieve, because naturally each nation is fighting for the most it can receive in
benefits with the least liability. Only the United States is working
in reverse, incurring the greatest liability and seeking the least in
benefits in an effort to placate the discordant voices within NATO
and outside.
Paragraph 3: I challenge the assumption that the strongest democracies cannot live alone, especially since this legislation is tO force
the strong NATO countries to underwrite considerably more of the
underdeveloped countries. The rest of the paragraph is almost unintelligible anddeliberately vague.
Paragraph 4: The assumption that a common currency can do something that the national currencies could not is an equally bold and
false one. If the CRU is to be based on the same economic policies as
at present it will be equally as unstable as our own U.S. dollar.
Paragraph* 5: Is fallacious in view of the close cultural, lingual
and spiritual ties the colonists had, which do not now exist in NATO.
The paragraph is poorly constructed, unintelligible; for what purposeI cannot say.
Paragraph 6 is an open declaration for regional world government
within the framework of the United Nations: another international
organization which has failed to put into practice so many of its highminded ideas and has done little to keep the "peace and security 'of
the world since its inception. To superimpose the failure NATO and
the failure UN on top of the United States would be an incredible
step for the Senate to take-if it has that opportunity at all. Possibly
the President could act without the advice and consent of the Senate
as the original NATO Treaty, ratified, leaves him free to act on anything in it. I personally feel political union is neither explicit nor
inferred in article 2 of the NATO Treaty and therefore is a new function and power that must be added with the advice and consent of the
Senate.
Objection 6: A gold pool and common currency are being pushed
in the press. The public is being made aware of the financial crisis
surrounding the dollar. Whether this is being done deliberately to
push the gold pool I Cannot confirm; but strongly suspect it. EscaIating the war in ietnam was I feel an intermediate step to prevent
the collapse of the dollar during the present administration and efforts are being made to bring about the common currency so the war.
can'be halted. This, in view of the elections.
Objection 7': Cultural national, racial ties are bonds that tend to
strengthen and unify anA belong to the national order of the universe.
The abnormality ol mixing populations, cultures, nationalities, and
races can only work to the detriment of a freedom-loving people.
Russia has used just such a device to keep her various enslaved peoples
in a state of subjection. Scattered into alien lands, these people do
not have the strength or courage to throw off the despotism and cruelty
as meted out by their Communist masters.
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For these reasons and the very latest defiance of our so-called allies
in NATO in financing the construction of a steelmill in Red China,
I cannot see how the U.S. Senate could even consider either of these
bills.
Thankyou.
Senator CnURcH. Thank you for your statement, Mrs. Tierney.
You are from New Jersey, and as the Senator from New Jersey is
now here, I will defer to him.
Senator CASE. Mrs. Tierney, it is nice to see you again.
Mrs. TIERNEY. Thank you, sir.

QUESTION OF TECHNOLOGY

I had a question for you on the first page, and I was most anxious if
you would answer it for me today. Is your concept of the North
Atlantic Community, federal union?
Senator CASE. Is what?

Mrs. TIERNEY. Is your concept of the North Atlantic Community,
federal union?
Senator CAS . I am not an expert in these distinctions, so I am not
quite sure that is what it is, but I do not want to duck anything of
this sort. If you will develop that a little bit more for meMrs. TIERNEY. Well, the bill which you sponsored, this Senate

Resolution 128, only refers to North Atlantic Community, but in
many respects we know the two bills overlap in the sense that they
are sending a delegation. The Senate Concurrent Resolution 64 is
specifically for federal union.
What Ihave been trying to clarify in the first objection in my
speech is the fact that the terminology--community, unity et ceterahave been used interchangeably by many people with federal union.
What I am trying to find out is do you, specifically, in your mind,
when you use the terminology "North Atlantic Community," do you
think of the federal union or do you just think of a closer alliance?
I am concerned with the political federation of NATO. I think most
Americans accept the military alliance and the development of the
alliance, but we fear political federation, and I just was hoping that
I could get some clarification on Senate Resolution 128, whether I
could sponsor that, whether I would be opposed to it or not. I would
notbe opposed to it if it is not federal union.
Senator CASE. I thought, at first, when you raised the question that
you were going into this factual Squabble that existed between Atlantic
Union people and the world federalists. It isn't that that you had
in mind?
Mrs. TIEnNEY. No. I just wondered what your own concept was,
.the fact that you are a sponsor of this bill and not of the other one,
but I just wanted to find outSenator CASE. I think I quite consciously and particularly stated
that I still have some questions about even the resolution that I introduced, and I am delighted to have a chance to learn more about
the objections as well as the arguments in favor of it.
CLARIFYING THE OBJECTIVES OF THE RESOLUTION

This gives me, since Mr. Street is here now, a chance to say to him,
if I may, through you, that I got a sense this morning that you had
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some feeling that I was not suMciently passionate about good objectives. I assure you my concern was completely on the intellectual
level as to whether this proposal made sense. I understand your
deep emotional commitment in this, as well as your devotion to the
cause.
Mr. STREIT. Senator Case, I did not interpret what you said in that

way at all. I thought you meant what I see you meant now, and I
agreed. I meant to agree that this is an issue on which people need to
be steamed up, and the'letters that I brought in were aimed not to show
peace and light. These were people wvho were facing the issue of
risking their own lives, and it seems to me people are not going to
get steamed up for any solution of this problem which does not answer
the question: is this worth risking my life for.
Senator CASE. I could not agree with you more about that, without
any question.
Mr. STREIT. I am delighted you brought up the' point.
Senator CAsE. This runs through all of your own comments. I have
come to the deep conviction that the present war is one of the most
necessary and worthy causes that American boys have ever fought in.
That is my own belief right now, and I spared no effort to make this
belief known once I came to this conclusion, which was not an easy one
to come to, I may say.
I thank you, Mrs. Tierney, for your always generous indulgence in
everything that I have tried to do, and in spite of our almost complete
disagreement about everything that we believe in.
Mrs. TIERNEY. I do not think we disagree on everything, Senator
'Case, because I think I did support you on that very strong stand you
took during the Vietnam hearings with Senator Morse on getting
many of the important people who worked for the executive branch
to testify and to not operate in secrecy, as Senator Morse said, and I
-felt that this-I really strongly supported you because I think U.S.
Senators are entitled to know what the bureaucratic end of the Gov.ernment does as an instrumentality of foreign policy in particular.
INTERPRETATION OF SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

64

But, as I say, all the letters being introduced by Clarence Streit for
this particular proposal, which I have copies of here, all use various
shades of terminology, and it is so hard to arrive at a definition, so,
-perhaps, maybe you could tell me in reverse, did you not support
'Senate Concurrent Resolution 64 because it specifically mentioned
federal union ?
Senator CASE. I do not remember that.
Mrs. TIERNEY. The only thing the bill you sponsored says is "North

Atlantic Community," which is a much broader term, and it. is harder
-to pin down.
Senator CASE. That is all I amMrs. TrERNEY. Sixty-four is more precise, and.I thought, perhaps,
you maybe did not sponsor it because it was so precise.
Senator CASH. I did not sponsor it by accident, I am certain of that.
Mrs. TIERNEY. I see.

Senator CASE. Senate Resolution 128 is as far as I thought I was
-willing to go at the time, and I had even some question about the wis-
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dom of it. But I think this is a cause in which everybody's ideas deserve to be heard. We are hungry for ideas at this point, and if it
were necessary I would cosponsor Senator McCarthy's resolution in
order to get it considered, not with a final commitment to its terms or
anything else.
If your question is, Do I believe we can have international government of some sort, I would say I do not rule it out. I do not think
that you get at this kind Of thing by having states sit down and make
agreements with each other. But I think this kind of thing has to
g,row, and the institutions have to emerge. That is generally my feeling. I am for all kinds of intercourse between nations leading to this
sort of thing.
Mrs. TiERNEY. That would be what you would say would be your

feeling on the word "community," that this is cooperationSenator CASE. Let me look at it now. I apologize to my brother.
We Jerseyans like to scrap, and we take up everybody's time in dosenatorr CHURCH I don't think this is just confined to New Jersey.
lngit.
Senator CASE. You don't have such a beautiful woman talking and
arguing with you.
Mrs. TrERNEY. I have a copy here and, as I say, I think the only
-words used are "Atlantic Community," and that is it, although it is
A.governmental commission as o posed to a private, almost private,

citizen group in the other bill. Would this then be taxpayer funds
based ?
Senator CASE. I think this is the kind of thing that could grow.
I think everybody's ideas are not precise about it at all.
Mrs. TMRNEY. I see.
Senator CASE. At this point and, at least, that was my own thinking.
fHow much you put into it in an organization of this kind, obviously
is a question I never even faced or considered facing. I think we are
so very far away from it.
Mrs. TiERNEY. I do feel the same because I think as a student of
French, where I have been taught for 15 years that France is the crossroads of the world, and I not see how you can have even this convention without that essential nation, in which all the NATO institutions have been placed.
As the President said, they are inviting them to participate, and it
-almost seems as though this is not the time, as the gentleman from
the State Department said this morning, because we are missing a
very important member of the alliance.
Senator CASE. If everything I have said to you was tentative, I will
take the stand sometime, when I have my mind all made up. In any
,event I will be glad to continue the dialogue.
Mrs. TnRNEY. Thank you.

Senator CAsE. I certainly do not bar the possibility of a much closer
cooperation, but I have no definite commitment to it. This is exploratory.
Mrs. TIERNEY. All right. Thank you, Senator.
Senator CHUnCm Thank you.

Our next witness is Mrs. J. H. Williams of Ridgewood, N.J.
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STATEMENT OF LILLIAN C. WILLIAMS, RIDGEWOOD, N.J.
Mrs. WILLIAMS. Senator Church and members of this committee,
my name is Lillian C. Williams, arid I reside in Ridgewood, N.J. I
present this statemennt on behalf of myself as an American! citizen and
a mother, and I stress this latter because I lost my only: s6n in the
U.S. Navy, who was a jet pilot during naval maneuvers on December
27, 1962, in an aborted takeoff from 'a tired old carrier, the F.D.R., in
the Tyrolean sea off Naples. He was a graduate of the Naval Academy of the class of 1960 and looked forward to a long career in the
Navy.
I am here today to ask the :future generations of young Americans
not to have to fight and die on distant shores, not in defense of their
homeland, but as policemen manipulated by regional or world governments.
I deem it an honor and a privilege to present it beforethis distinguished committee.
Senate Resolution 128 and Senate Concurrent Resolution 64 are but
the two latest resolutions pertaining indirectly to Atlantic union, of a
long list of such resolutions dating back to 1949 when the late Senator
Kefauver introduced the first one. All have been similar in spirit'and,
strangely enough, many of them have had included as sponsors, as do
these twomembers of private organizations dedicated to the "political
federation" of the NATO nations with the 'ttendant loss Of independence to the United States. One of these, Federal Union, Ine , was
founded in the 1930's when world conditions were far different from
what they are today. The major common goals of these organizations
even back then .was regional federation of this country With Great
Britain, a step to future world federation, and ultimate goal so succintly spelled ou&
t in paragraph 8 of the preamble to Senate Concurrent
Resolution 64. In other words, today's "crisis" in NATO is but a transparent excuse on the part of the proponents of this resolution to further the interests of world government with its attendant world police

force.
We find the nahes of the three Senators who introduced this resolution-Senate Concurreit Resolution 64-listed on the advisory coutcil of the International Movement for Atlantic Union, Inc.: Senators
McCarthy, Metcalf, and Carlson. A longer list of Representatives,
sponsoring similar legislation in the House-Representitive Paul
Findley amoh-g them-is to be found on this same advisOry council.
Senator McCarthy is listed on the board of Federal Union, Inc., the
organization
founded by Clarencb' Stieit back in 'the thirties.
It 'is interesting
to notethat, unlike the United World Federalists,
Inc., neither one of the organizations mentioned above is registered,
as required by law for a lobby-which,,in essence, *theyafe." Propagandizing for a concurrent resolution Whid'ch
tn be changed into a
joini resolntoin which the6 ca'iibecome a law still seems to me to be
"influencing legislation" and flrefore, in reality, lobbying. This
sequence of events took place in the Atlantic convention resolution
in 1960 when Senate Concurrent Resolution 17 on which the Senate
hearings were held became Senate Joint Resolution' 170 before becoming law. Could not this :conCurrent resolition-64--be introduced initially as a joint resolution? I know of no ruling to the con-
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trary. Why this sort of aipr6ah?' Was the concurrent form used
to preserve the tax,exempt status of the "lobbying" Atlvntic Union
groups? If this is the case, chicanery of this kind adds nothingto the
stature of these groups and their members.
C MPARISON OF RESOLUTIONS

Senate Concurrent Resolution 64 and Senate -Resolution 128 while
they are alike in intent, have interesting differences. The veiled and
generalized verbiage of Senate Resolution 128 is that employed in
the past by the proponents of Atlantic Union, inside and out of Congress. They managed, thereby, to keep the public at large unaware.
This type of language is to be found in article I of the North Atlantic Treaty, the only nonmilitary article in the treaty inserted there
by no less an Atlantic Union proponent than Lester Pearson, at present Prime Minister of Canada. The language of Senate Concurrent
Resolution 64 is new, and for the first time, spells out in plain language the sellout of this country's independence. If the goal to be
sought by the proposed convention, called for in these resolutions, is
achieved, then, no longer will the United States be able to act independently in her own interests, the interests of the needy of the world,
or for that matter, world peace. A new monolithic state will take over
these prerogatives. The Connally reservation cannot help us in the
face of treaty law.
The resolutions, in themselves, calling for the appointment of a
commission or delegation, to a meeting, might be considered innocuous; however, the single goal called for to be explored and so precisely spelled out, is definitely dangerous to the independence of this
country. It is difficult for me to believe that any U.S. Senator, much
less 17 of them, sworn to uphold and protect the Constitution of the
United States, could find it possible, in conscience, to sponsor such
legislation. To liken the political federation of NATO to a continuing of the Constitutional Convention of 1787 is absurd on the face of
it. The NATO countries actually have little in common, except possibly their socialist-tinged governments and their mutual desire to
curtail the power of the United States totally unlike the 13 Colonies
which, for the most part, in 1787, hai a common language, common
religious views, adjacent boundaries, common enemies, and mutual
interests. Great Britain, Germany, France, and Italy, only too recently have joined in a multi-million-dollar project to finance construction of a big steelplant in Communist China. What is the lesson
in this? Perhaps, that in foreign affairs the United States ought to
consider its self-interest, too, and stay out of entanglements with
countries which, having no sincere regard for us, seeking to enrich
their powerful industrialists, extend aid to the Red Fascist eneiny
which is currently bent on the destruction of our armies gallantly
fighting for freedom and the independence of Vietnam in southeast
Asia.
ATLANTIC CONVENTEON OF 1061

There is no need for another Atlantic Convention. Over $150,000
of taxpayers' money was appropriated for and spent by the 1961 U.S.
Commission on NATO, made up of private citizens, acting as private
citizens, with no responsibility to the C overhimient and people o' the
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United States. This was, of course, in violation of clause 7, section 9
of article I of the Constitution. Senate Concurrent Resoluton 64
calls for just such another group, citizens to speak and vote individually, free from official instruction. Senate Resolution 128 speaks of
a special government commission possibly the one called for in those
very words in the Declaration of Paris. Which will it be? By
"governmental" are we to assume that the members of the delegation
will be elected officials, possibly NATO parliamentarians?
Will the delegates, governmental or private citizens, be drawn from
the Atlantic Unhion groups as were seven on the Commission appointed
in 1961? That Commission contained six members of the Atlantic
Union Committee, Inc., namely, Christian Herter and the. late Will
Clayton who grabbed the cochairmanships of the Commission for
themselves, Elmo Roper who became vice chairman, Adolph Schmidt
who planned the place and time for the convention, Richard Wallace
who landed the directorship of the Commission, and Hugh Moore. Another Commission member was Oliver Schroeder, member of Federal
Union Inc Not a bad setup for propagandizing for the surrender of
the independence of this country to a federal union of NATO, at the
taxpayers expense. This arrogant defiance of decency and honesty
must never be repeated. Should either resolution become law federal
union proponents must not be permitted to dominate the delegation as
they did in 1961.
We do not need to federate in order to spread liberty as suggested
in paragraph three of the preamble to Senate Concurrent Resolution
64. We need only to set an example by electing men of integrity, men
interested in furthering the ideals set forth in our Constitution, the
only written one in the history of the world based on the premise that
man's rights are inherent, derived from his Creator, not bestowed upon
him by some manmade commission on human rights. The union envisaged by regional and world federation advocates can be held together only by police state methods.
As for uniting the gold of the NATO countries and their other resources to aid the developing g countries, we already have article II of
the OECD Treaty which calls for the "pursuit of efforts to reduce and
abolish obstacles to the exchange of goods and services and current
payments and maintain and'extend the liberalization of capital movements." Granted such largesse may eventually bankrupt us, would
we fare any better trapped irrevocably in a federal union with nations which disdain even to aid us in our life and death struggle in
Vietnam? It would hardly be a safe risk. We were forced into the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962 by a President who would rather force
American glassblowers to be retrained in other fields than turn down
the demands of the Common Market countries to open our gates to
the flow of their cheap-labor products, products which the European
worker is too underpaid to buy.
OPPOSITION TO ROTH RESOLUTIONS

I oppose both of these resolutions because of their obvious tie-in
with the Atlantic Union pressure aroups in and out of the Congress
and, because they are "open sesame" to regional federation and, later
world federation both of which are unthinkable in that they call for
the surrender of the power of the United States to regulate its own
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commerce its own communications systems, its own citizenship its
own gold-backed currency, the power to tax, and, perhaps,worst o? all,
the power to control its Armed Forces, toa central council which under
the Declaration of Paris could be made up of appointed legislators
from all the NATO countries.
We do not need these resolutions-all the mechanisms necessary for
Atlantic unity already exist in the present setup of NATO. If we
cannot cooperate as an alliance how can we do so in a federal union,
short of police state controls? Is this what you, distinguished Senators, wish to impose upon this our beloved country? How would
you explain to the mothers and fathers that their sons will be called
upon to fight and die on some distant shore, not in defense of their
homeland but, as policemen for a regional or world government?
Once committed to a federal union we are forever trapped, betraying
the sacrifices made by all our honored war dead Who gave to the last
drop that we might live free and independent. We must never betray them; they must not have died in vain.
Thank you.

Senator CHurnc-. Senator Case, Mrs. Williams is also one of your
constituents from New Jersey, and I defer to you.
Senator CASE. Mrs. Williams, it is very nice to have a. chance to
meet you.
Mrs. WIrIAMrs. I am glad tx) be here.

Senator CASE. We have had many letters of exchange on many subjects.
Mrs. WLLIAMS. Yes. I have saved them all.

Senator CASE. I just want to say publicly what I have said so often
privately to you and your husband, that I am indebted to you for
the sacrifice you made. I appreciate your coming here.
Mrs. WILLIAmS. Thank you.
May I askyou a question, Senator Case?
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CONCURRENT AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS

Could this resolution, Concurrent Resolution 64, have been introduced as a Senate joint resolution initially?
Senator CASR. I was wondering about what significance you placed
on that, and I just did not follow you.
The difference between a concurrent resolution and a joint resolution is that a joint resolution has to be signed by the President.
Mrs. W1ILLIAM. But there is more to it than that.
Senator CASE. When it is signed it becomes a law.
Mrs. VILLIAMS. Yes.

Senator CASE. The concurrent resolution has no effect at all as law,
and the President's signature is not necessary. It is just a statement
of the sense of Congress.
Mrs. WIrLIAs. According to the hearings of 1955, on page 131
on the Atlantic convention, Kefauver resolution No. 12, there was an
insertion thit stated that Mr. Justin Blackwelder, of the Atlantic
Union Committee made, and in which he claimed that by introducing
a concurrent resolution you are not influencing legislation inasmuch
as it does not, as a general rule, become a law. I want to find that out
before I leave Washington today.
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Senator CASE. i know of mysterious
Mrs. WILLIAMS. There" is nothing mysterious about it. It is in a

little blue book here that tells you how all our laws are made.
Senator CASE. There is no bad intention On anybody's
. parit in
.
thisn64 introduced
Mrs. WiLIAMS. Why was not Concurrent Resolution
I
as a Senate joint resolution?
Senator CASE. Well, it never occurred to me that it should be anything else than this.
Mrs. WILLIAMS. Does it concern the work of the Senate, the Senate
body? Your book, which was sent to me by the Government, says
that a concurrent resolution, matters affecting the operations of both
Houses, are usually initiated in the forms of coneiirrent resolutions.
These are not normally legislative in character but are Used for expressing facts, principles, opinions, and purposes of the two Houses.
They are not equivalent to a bill, and their use is narrowly limited
within these bounds.
Now, the question comes up; if they lobby or rather if an organization Wishes to remain tax-exempt, and introduces a concurrent resolution, does it retain its tax-exempt status?
Senator CASE. Well, I must confess I haven't any idea. My own
belief about this is that somebody who puts pressure on Congress to
do anything is a lobbyist, whether it is legislation or anything else.
Mrs. WILLIAMS. Well, this is a definition of a lobbyist. There is
quite a definitionSenator CAsE. I know. So I would say all these people are lobbyists.
Mrs. WILLIAMS. Including the Senators who introduced the bill.
Senator CASE. What is that?
Mrs. WILLIAMS. Including the Senators who introduced the bill.
Senator CASE. They are.
Mrs. WILLIAMS.

They are members of these organizations.

Senator CASE. Well, some of them are. Whether the laws about
lobbying require registration of lobbyists, and what might apply isa
different answer, and I do not know the answer to it.
I think it would be well if they care to do so, to have all these organizations, both of these organizations, Mr. Streit and, perhaps, the
Federalists, too, if they want to, to make a statement at this point as
to their own conception of their status as lobbyists and whatnot in
the law. I am sure there is no question about it. There-is no mystery.
Mrs. WILLIAMS. I am not implying there is any mystery. I wanted
to make it clear.
Senator CASE. There is nothing hidden.
Mrs. WILLIAMS. Nothing devious.

Senator CASE. Certainly when we went along in this thing it never
even occurred to me whether it was a concurrent or joint resolution.
Did you?
Mfrs. WILLIAMS. There is a difference.
eFORM OF RESOLUTION

Senator CHUnCh. Yes. It is often the practice of the Congress t)
express the sense of the Congress in a concurrent resolution, which
does not require Presidential acquiescence. This is only a sense of the
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Congress resolution and, therefore, like most such expressions, takes
the form of a concurrent resolution.
Mrs. WILLIAMS. I understood that the simple joint resolution expressed the sense of the Congress.
Senator CHURCH. No. As the Senator explained, a joint resolution
becomes the law of the land and does require the President's signature,
and in this sense it is not really distinguishable from an ordinary
statute.
Mrs. WILLIAMS. I meant a simple resolution.
Senator CASE. A simple resolution is not anything. It is just like
getting
up and making
speech. I do not know whyMrs. WILLIAMnS.
It is arather
interesting because Mr. Blackwelder
brought this out in the hearings of 1955 in the letter in which he stated
that it you introduce a resolution as a concurrent resolution you are
not lobbying for legislation. You are not trying to influence legislation, but ultimately, as 117 became-or 170 became joint, we had a
bill, you see.
Senator CASE. I am sure any question you have about this can be
answered one way or the other by the statements of the organizations
which are put in. I can only assure you for myself, and I am sure for
every single colleague, none of us had any such thoughts about the
form of the resolution.
I think possibly the resolution should have been a joint resolution
because it purports to enact into being a delegation. It is pretty much,
it seems to me, like legislation.
Senator CHURCH. It merely expresses the sense of the Congress.
Senator CASE. No, it says the Congress hereby creates the Atlantic
Union. This sounds to me like

Senator CHURCH. Is this 64?

Senator
lution.

CASE.

Yes. Our own is just a "sense of the Senate" reso-

Senator CHURCH. 128 is a sense of the Senate.

Mrs. WILLIAMS. This may seem like quibbling, but it would put the
Senators in the position of being members of a lobby if Atlantic Union
or these Atlantic union organizations were ever-rather if they ever
lost their tax-exempt status, and since so many of the Senators have
been placed on the high advisory councils of these organizations which
are pressuring, they are pressure groups, if they are not lobbyists.
Senator CASE. They are dedicated people who believe in what they
are doing, just as you are.
Mrs. WILLIAMS. I am not denying that, and they are being very
technical andSenator CASE. And they are pushing for it.
Mrs. WILLIAMS. Sure they are.
Seniator CASE. And there is no bad connotation.
Mrs. WILLIAMS. You are implying the bad connotation. I haven't
stated it.

Senator

CASE.

I did not mean to.

Mrs. WILLIAMS. I hope you did not.
Senator CASE. We have gotten along so nicely, why don't we end
up the same way.
Mrs. WILLIAMS. I would like to, Senator Case. You have been a
good friend, and I appreciate it.
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Senator CASE. Thank you very much.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much, Mrs. Williams.
Mrs. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Senator CnwRH. Our next witness is Mrs., Frederick Griswold,
Jr., of the National Defense Committee of the DAR.
Mrs. Griswold?
STATEMENT OF MRS. FREDERICK GRISWOLD, JR., NATIONAL
DEFENSE COMMITTEE, NATIONAL SOCIETY, DAUGHTERS OF THE
AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Mrs.

GMSWOLD.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the

distinguished Senator from New Jersey is also my Senator, one of
my Senators.
Senator CASE. The Senator has an abundance of riches today.
Would you feel terrible if I have to leave, because there is a man
who has been waiting in my office, and he says he has to leave and
catch a train. So if you will just forgive me, I will read your statement with the greatest of interest.
• Mrs. GmswoL. Thank you. I am glad at least I could say-how-doyou-do to you. , :
Senator CASH. Remember there is a little spot of New Jersey right
across the street here any time you wish to come in, please do so.

Mrs. GRISWOLD. Thank you, Senator Case'.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for your
courtesy in permitting me the opportunity to speak today. I am
Enid Hall Griswold; nationalchairmnan of the National Defense Cominittee, National Society, Daughters of the American Revolution.
I would like to preface these prepared remarks by stating that I
have only just returned from an extensive trip across the country,
mostly for speaking engagements, and I have met many Americans
on this trip, not only members of our organization, but just good,
loyal American citizens, and I have not found any of the opinions
such as have been suggested by some of those who testified this
morning.
In fact, when I have referred to these resolutions which we are discussing today, I have found many people profoundly shocked that
these ideas were to be discussed, and that ideas of Atlantic Union were
even being entertained.
I would also like to say, Mr. Chairman, that I have traveled widely.
I speak'some French, German, and Italian. I have many friends in
NATO countries. In fact, I have visited every NATO country. I
have been a guest at three different NATO military installations. I
have been in Turkey; I have been in France; and I have been in Germany, at the time of the NATO military maneuvers, and I am not at
this point talking particularly about the military alliance. I am talking about the suggestions of political alliance.
OPPOSITION TO RESOLUTIONS

I appear in opposition to Senate Concurrent Resolution 64 and
Senate Resolution 128.
Since 1947 the National Society, Daughters of the American Revolution has adopted six resolutions in opposition to all forms of world
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government, including the Atlantic Union. In 1963, relative to the
Atlantic Comunity, it was resolvedThat the National Society, Daughters of the American Revolution reiterate its
opposition to participation in any regional or international government in the
belief that the hope of continuing freedom in the world depends upon the survival
of the United States of America as a sovereign nation under constitutional
government.

In addition, a number of resolutions concerning the United Nations
and its agencies have included opposition to world government.
I believe that this view is held by many thoughtful citizens of other
Atlantic Community -nations. They look upon the United States of
America asthe great bastion of individual liberty and opportunity. It
has often been stated by many of them that, should freedom be lost
in the United States of America, it would be lost for them and for all
the world.
In speaking specifically to the two resolutions now under consideration by this iniportant Senate committee, I wish to first express my
amazement and bewilderment that any of the distinguished Members
of the U.S. Senate should be willing to accept the premise that we and
other nations are no longer able to deal effectively with our own*and
with world problems; that "the strongest democracies cannot live
alone"; that it should be the policy of the Senate to achieve unity with
other nati6iis. I reject the thesis that such a policy and such action
could safeguard either individual freedom or the national interest of
any peoples. Both resolutions contain the seeds of world government.
The proposals for uniting the gold and other resources, the pooling
of sovereignity in any federal union of nations, can have but one result
for us, the submergence of our Nation and the loss of our liberty.
Although t.he United States would be required to make the largest
contributions, as it now does, both in NATO and in the United Nations,
it j.obvious. that in any alliance, any form of world federation, the
citizens of our country would become a hopeless minority outvoted in
the administration of such a government.
DANGER TO CONSTITUTIONAL FORM OF GOVERNMENT

No highsounding promises of "greater freedom" or "higher moral
and material blessings" can becloud the issue or disguise the fact that
the constitutional form of government with which we have been
blessed would be lost. The promised protection from "war, depression
and manmade catastrophes is illusory. How many of the nations,
even of the Atlantic Community, truly share our basic ideals? All
of these nations are today living under governments which are largely
socialistic. Is this what is being proposed for our country, participation in a world socialist state with little or no control over our own
lives and our own Government? The reference to proceeding toward
development of unity in the free world "by constitutional means" is
contradictory and unrealistic; for were we to proceed according to
plans incorporated in both resolutions, we would be casting aside and
destroying the Constitution of the United States of America.
A number of groups have long advocated federal union. I note
that both resolutions provide for the establishment of a government
commission to study and recommend concrete steps toward-the attain-
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ment of a goal of close political, economic and military ties. Senate

Concurrent Resolution 64 provides the proposed union be within the
framework of the United Nations. Although Senate Resolution 128
does not specifically so state its objective of close political, economic,
and military ties with the Itlantic Community is obviously similar,
if not identical, to the objectives of Senate Concurrent Resolution 64,
NATO being a regional arrangement under the United Nations Charter as provided in articles 52, 53, and 54.
References to the Convention of 1787 which established the Federal
Union of our Thirteen Original Colonies are inapplicable to this
discussion. The similar cultural, racial, and religious background
of the early inhabitants of our country formed a congenial basis which
does not and cannot exist on a regional or world scale. The Mayflower
Compact, the Articles of Confederation and our great Constitution
and Bill of Rights, drafted and signed by dedicated men, expressed
their faith in God and their reasons for combining into a civil body
politic "to advance an enjoy the liberties" which they sought.
The freedoms resulting from the wisdom of the authors of our
great documents have provided opportunities and incentives which
have produced a prosperity heretofore unknown in any land. To
suggest that scientific and technological advance has outstripped the
abilities and capabilities of our constitutional system, is astounding.
our freedoms
dered
en
theto genius
the initiative,
it have
not been
Has
world?
modern
of theby
the wongrs
largely
contributed
which
How can there be those of so little faith in our great country?
FUTILITY OF ALLIANCES

At this time it seems particularly inappropriate to consider further
involvement with even our Atlantic Allies. Is not President De
Gaulle now demonstrating to us the futility of alliances? After the
tremendous sacrifice of American lives in two world wars, the expenditure of vast sums of our wealth, and the disproportionately
generous support of the NATO military alliance which was set up
primarily to protect the countries of Western Europe from Communist aggression, the French leader now maintains that the presence
of NATO personnel within his borders infringes upon national sovereignty. He demands control of all NATO personnel in France or their
removal from his country. Canada has already issued orders for
the withdrawal of her forces from France. It is indicated that communications centers, ordnance depots, airfields, strategic port facilities,
and other military installations will have to be moved, at great cost,
or abandoned unless the other 14 NATO countries involved are willing to place their forces and facilities under French command. It is
doubtful that this will ever come about. Will those in our own
country who talk of interdependence, those who believe that democracies cannot live alone, that nations are no longer capable of working out their own destiny, will even they be willing to accede to these
demands? Since 14 NATO countries have expressed disapproval of
De Gaulle's demands, it appears likely that France will withdraw
from NATO. The protective shield formed by this Organization
will thus be greatly weakened. A link will have been broken in the
chain that was forged to protect all of Western Europe, and no chain
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is stronger than its weakest link. Is this not a timely warning of the
possibilities and probabilities of attempted union?
In contemplating the union of "free peoples" and the admission
of others into a world organization it must be recognized that peoples
and governments of nations differ widely in their concepts. This has
been demonstrated repeatedly in the United Nations.
In recent times, with the admittance of new developing nations into
this organization, we have witnessed the ever-growing power of the
bloc of Afro-Asian nations voting with Russia and her satellites. In
any world federation the influence of these peoples could predominate,
with primitive, backward nations and atheistic Communist nations
seizing control by virtue of their combined numbers. The insistence
of the recognition and inclusion of Red China in any world body by
our one-world proponents, the changing of the United Nations Charter
to end the veto power now held by the permanent members of the
Security Council, would insure the fulfillment of the Communist objective of world domination.
There are many instances which could be cited proving the futility
of conferring of compromising with any of the Communist world.
In the name of peace and better understanding, 129 meetings have
been held since 1955 between an ambasador of the United States and
an ambassador of the Peking government. Nothing has been accomplished.
There are presently 28 nations enslaved within the Communist
colonial empire. When the United Nations Charter was signed
in 1945 approximately half of the 50 signatory members represented
democracies. Today only one-third of the 117 nations belonging to
the United Nations can claim the distinction of being democracies.
The present situation in southeast Asia is a sorry example of cooperation. Even though the United States has passed out some $120
billion in foreign aid to our so-called friends in that part of the world,
our country is today "going it alone" in Vietnam. Any assistance
rendered by our Alles in an" art of the world is insignificant. To
suggest that it is our responsibility to assure the developing nations of
monetary stability and liquidity is absurd. Unless the peoples of these
nations will strive for their own development and progress, it is useless
for the United States to become involved.
Furthermore, who is to administer and enforce world law, preside
over legislative and judicial bodies direct military and police actions,
and determine the redistribution oi gold and other resources? At the
present time there are 23 dictators in the world. Would the federal
union envisioned by the proponents of these resolutions favor implementation of the proposed schemes by the setting up of a superdictatorship?
SUMMARY

As a representative of the 185,000 members of the National Society,
Daughters of the American Revolution, I wish to reaffirm my faith
in our country, the United States of America, to pledge my loyalty
to its flag, its Constitution, and its basic principles.
I believe that the cause of peace, prosperity, and freedom can best
be served by free, sovereign people living under their own governments, under their own leaders.
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It is my conviction that the American people will never knowingly
or willingly accept the proposals of Senate Resolution 128 and Senate
Concurrent Resolution 64. Fundamentally our citizens are patriotic
regardless of political party. They will never give up'thefir libery
unless under some delusion. Strength and courage must be the watchwords of our country and we must demonstrate our determination to
rekindle the spiritual and moral values which inspired those who came
to these shores to found a new nation.
In this age an arena of unlimited scientific and technological activities has been opened up. Man's God-given intelligence and thirst for
knowledge has unlocked many secrets of the universe. We should be
inspired with faith, not fear, to utilize the accomplishments of this
scientific age. I believe this can best be accomplished through the continued existence of free peoples in independent nations.
As long as man lives upon this globe there will always be problems
to be solved, but the weak of the world will never be strengthened by
weakening, the strong which I believe would-be the result of the proposals an'ideas expressed in these two resolutions.
Thank you.
I
Senator Cnunc.ii Thank you Mrs. Griswold, for your testimony. I
take it to be the position of the,Daughters of the American Revolution.
You speak as a spokesman for the DAR?
A" s. GRISWOLD. I speak for them, yes.
Senator Crmcir. We have received letters from the Department of
State which relate to two resolutions. They will be placed in the
record at an appropriate place.
Senator Cynuncr. Our next witness is Mr. Marcus Raskin, who is
codirector of the Institute of Policy Studies.
Mr. Raskin, your colleague testified yesterday, did he not?
Mr. RASKIN. Yes.

Senator CrwwiWH. I am wondering since we had the benefit of his

testimony yesterday if it Would be possible for you to highlight your
statement.
Mr. RASKIN. Yes, I had intended to do so.
Senator CHURCH. Then we can proceed to place the whole statement
in the record.
STATEMENT OF MARCUS G. RASKIN, CODIRECTOR, INSTITUTE FOR
POLICY STUDIES
Mr. RASKIN. Yes, I wanted to make really just several points.

I think that one of the fundamental traits of Americans is that when
we have problems they decide to solve them by starting organizations,
and they may be called Atlantic Communities, they may be called, perhaps, the United Nations, or what-have-you, but that turns out to be
the way we seem to do things.
Many times that is the correct way to proceed, but other times what
it does, I think, is do little more than reflect our own style and the basis
of our problem.
I would like to read quickly, if I may, certain points. First is that
over the last 20 years we have really been living with the Atlantic
Community ideology. Although it is the case of the Department of
State and the Federal Government, the American Federal Govern-
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ment has not gone as far or as fast as certain people wanted the Government to go; the fact of the matter is that the rhetoric of the time
was one of Atlantic Community and if one studies the Marshall plan,
for example, the language involved there, the idea, the basic notion
behind that was to attempt to get Europe to join together in a common bloc at which point thereafter the United States would join together with Western Europe.
HAS ATLANTIC COMMUNITY WORKED?

But now the question really stands or cuts a little bit differently, it
seems to me, and that is to ask whether or not that system really has
worked.
I think that it depends really on how one wants to look at it. On the
one hand, you can say that the Atlantic Community idea as it came
to be reflected in NATO work, that is, the Soviet Union now is less
bellicose than it was then and, therefore, the system of the alliance
more; on the other hand, some people argue that the same problems
which existed then still exist today, and that those problems are the
problem of the spiraling arms race. And the problem of what to do
vis-a-vis the unification of Germany.
The third problem, of course, now turns out to be the relation
between the have and the have-not parts of the world, and those, it
seems to me, will continue to be central problems which we have to
face in the world, and I hope that the Senate Foreign Relations Committee will be able to hold hearings on those questions, because those
really turn out to be the ones which, indeed, the United States will
have to come to grips with very soon.
I would hope that in the discussion of those matters that we see the
possibility of going along with the idea, first, of confederation, and
then, of unification for Germany, and that the interests, I think, of
the United States go in that direction, if the United States, with the
Soviet Union, works out proposals for a first stage disarmament and
arms control arrangement, plus a mutual defense, collective security
arrangement for Europe, which the United States and the Soviet
Union, as well as the other nations of Europe will join together in
signin.

-inaly, in terms of the general idea of an Atlantic Community,
I myself find that I do not believe that it has merit at this time, and
I think that the reason for it is that the United States has interests
around the world which somehow are, perhaps, different than those
of Europe; that there really is a very serious problem of thinking
about the United States andEurope in terms of almost being a. cult
of the blood, in which we divide the power and supposedly join
together. This is some kind of new isolationism.
So I would suggest really that in terms of a review of where American foreign policy should place its energies, organizationally, it
should rather turn toward the very difficult question of how it can
fit its policies in the context of the United Nations, while still having
the flexibility to act, where necessary, unilaterally; but indeed, I think,
that the problem now must be facing up to the issue which the Department of State has not faced up to over the last 10 years, and those
issues turn out to be the questions of arms control and the unification
of Germany.
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Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much for your statement. The
full written statement will be included in the record. Other members
of the committee will certainly be interested in reviewing it.
(The statement referred to follows:)
STATEMENT OF MARCUS'G. RASKIN, CODIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE FOR
POLICY STUDIES

I welcome the opportunity to testify before you on Senate Resolution 128.
While the sentiments which call for the creation of an Atlantic Community are
noble, it is my considered opinion that they are misplaced.
To understand this I think it important to review three questions:
(a) Why the Atlantic Community idea, and its cracking progenitor, the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization are losing their attraction.
(b) What the real problems are which face Europe and. the United States.
(c) What type of international institutions should now be favored with
due respect paid to the resolution of perplexing and dangerous world
problems.
THE NIGHTMARE AND DREAM

Since the end of the Second World War, American foreign policy has rested
on the nightmare of a Soviet threat to Europe and the dream that a collection
of supposedly like-minded people could build political, economic, and social unity
in the West under the leadership (or hegemony, which, was never very clear)
of the United States. As the months and years pass, both the dream and nightmare can no longer be validated in the real world of international politics.
Whether, with hindsight we are able to see that these policies were inadequate to
the problems of the past 20 years may not be relevant to the subject of your
inquiry, except to re Jze that the same problems vhich have faced us over the
past generation continue to fester and grow even though the ideology of the lost
period has been the Atlantic Community ideology.
HOW DO COMMUNITIES GET STARTED?

Communities of individuals and groups grow out of the need to solve problems
which are deeply felt by the potential members. In some cases it may be an
external threat. In the family of nations, alliances are based on the psychological or political reality of external threat from other nations. Where that
threat changes or ceases to exist, or where indeed, some of the members of the
alliance feel that they are more threatened by a partner it is quite inevitable
that the alliance will dissolve. It is a futile exercise of misguided idealism to
use the dissolution of an alliance as a political opportunity for building a community based upon exactly the assumptions that that alliance was predicated.
It seems to me that President de Gaulle was correct in his press conference of
February 21,196, when he said:
"* * * owing to the internal and external evolution of the countries of the
East, the Western World is no longer threatened today as it was at the time
when the American protectorate was set up in Europe under the cover of NATO.
But, at the same time as the alarms were dying down, there was also a reduction
in the guarantee of security-one might say absolute-that the possession of the
nuclear weapon by America alone gave to the Old Continent, and in the certainty
that America would employ it, without reservation, in the event of aggression.
For Soviet Russia has since that time equipped itself with a nuclear power
capable of striking the United States directly, which has made the decisions of
the Americans as to the eventual use of their bombs at least indeterminate, and
which has, by the same token, stripped of justification-I speak for France-not
the alliance, of course, but indeed integration.
On the other hand, while the prospects of a world war breaking out on account
of Europe are dissipating, conflicts in which America engages in other parts of
the world-as the day before yesterday in Korea, yesterday in Cuba, today in
Vietnam-risk, by virtue of that famous escalation, being extended so that the
result could be a general conflagration. In that case Europe-whose strategy
is, within NATO, that of America-would be automatically involved in the
struggle, even when it would not have so desired. It would be so for France,
if the intermeshing of her territory, of her communication, of certain of her
forces, of several of her air bases, of some of her ports with the military system
under American command were to continue much longer.
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What does this mean? It means that the Atlantic Community idea cannot
come into being If it is to be predicated on the threat of Soviet attack on Western
Europe. That threat is no longer credible. What is credible to Europeansand here it Is important to realize that President de Gaulle speaks for more than
France on this matter, is that Europe does not want to be involved in the adventures of American military and foreign policy. They do not believe that
they would have any influence in curtailing what they view as our current
appetite for military adventure.
But beyond this, it also means that those who saw Atlantic Community as
the next step in international political evolution ceased to be taken seriously in
Europe once the Europeans found themselves economically and politically recovered. They no longer had to accept the rhetoric of Atlantic Community or
partnership as they did in exchange for aid and protection. Let us for a moinent
assume that the Europeans were to form into some kind of United States of
West Europe. There is very little indeed to suggest that that community would
join with the United States into an Atlantic Community. Walter Hallstein,
the head of the Commission of the EEC has said:
"Even if American public opinion, were by some miracle to accept the idea of
joining the 'European Community' thus transforming it into an 'Atlantic Community,' I have very grave doubts as to whether it would be feasible in practice."
THE PROBLEMS FACING EUROPE AND THE UNITED STATES

The Atlantic Community idea no longer fits with the needs of the times.
What we must come to do now is 'translate our former nostrums and good intentions into the resolution of real problems.
There are three basic problems now facing Europe and the United States.
Each may be capable of resolution. All are intertwined. None requires the creation of a new community to solve. They might require taking more seriously
the United Nations.
Security and disarmament
The Soviets and the United States both have substantial military forces in
East and West Europe. Both countries have something in common. The hosts
are not that anxious for the military presence of the super powers. On the one
hand, all nations require and follow policies which would- give them security.
But with modern warfare, it is dubious in the extreme that security is
achieved through threats of nuclear self-immolation. And furthermore, national
commitments of nuclear self-immolation for others--and usually including
nuclear destruction of the object of one's affections-is not a policy which is
easily salable or believed.
On the other hand, nations without nuclear weapons will want them either
for their supposed deterrent value, a concept taught others by ourselves, and
for their political bargaining purposes. How can this feeling be changed?
Only by devaluing nuclear weapons as the political currency of international
politics.
A simple start in this direction can be made through a cutback of 95 percent
in strategic and intermediate range delivery vehicles which the super powers
now have.
Further, while the United States is still able to, it should use its military
presence in West Europe to negotiate Soviet troops out of non-Russian territory.
The longer we wait the less of a bargaining tool our military presence becomes
because we may, unilaterally have to bring back our troops. The reasons are
that the Vietnam war manpower situation might require us to do so, or because
we are invited to leave.
The NATO and the Warsaw Pact organizations could be used as the reciprocal
inspection agent of strategic delivery cutbacks, disengagement and arms control
arrangements arrived at by both the NATO and Warsaw Pact organizations and
the Soviet Union and United States bilaterally.
I would suggest that such arms control measures, including the guarantee of
the present borders would be a fitting, indeed, heroic close to the 20 year
NATO pact arrangement. It would become a principal means of ending the arms
race in Europe and reuniting West and East Europe-a process which continues
at a rather brisk pace-and which has no place in it for the Atlantic Community vision.
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Problemof Germany and unification
Until recently, American foreign policy experts have viewed the German political talk of German reunification as rhetorical and without relevance. It is now
becoming quite clear that reunification is the principal goal of West German
foreign policy. I would add that that is a goal which we have accepted only
with tongue in cheek. Indeed, as others have pointed out over the years, reunification of Germany with pact allegiance to the West was nonnegotiable as
far as the Russians were concerned. Now, however, there are terms upon which
Germany could agree which would satisfy American, Soviet and European security requirements. Economic, social, and political arrangements on a functional
basis should now be encouraged between West and East Germany which would
lead to eventual confederation and, perhaps, unification.
The United States need not fear such contacts since West Germany is by far
the more powerful and viable political organism.
What should the Germans give in return for unification? Certainly, they
should solemnly agree not to have nuclear weapons and delivery vehicles. As
part of the price for confederation and, ultimately unification they should also
agree to an inspection arrangement of their territory. The West German position on this matter has been rather flexible. They have not been willing to be
discriminated against because of having lost the Second World War. They have,
on the other hand, made clear that they would accept disarmament arrangements
if other nations did as well. This sentiment is one which is quite common among
the various states of the world. No nation will accept a nuclear arrangement
which denies weapons to it but not to other nations. Thus, the United States
and the Soviet Union should prepare themselves to undertake real and comprehensive measures of disarmament along the lines adverted to above. Unless this
direction is chosen there will be no way for the world to escape the growing
problem of nuclear proliferation where nations and groups not even as responsible
as those who presently have nuclear weapons will obtain them. My judgment
is that the interests of the United States and the Soviet Union converge on
having comprehensive nuclear disarmament, troop disengagement from Europe
and settling the German unification question. There is no reason to shore up
an alliance which, after all, is little more than a political instrument when it
actually gets in the way of our real interests and objectives. To take its place
the United States should be prepared to enter into a European-wide collective
security arrangement which the Soviets would also sign. Its purpose would be
fixing of the borders and collective security against any aggressor who uses or
threatens the use of force against a European based nation. The Europeans
would be given primary responsibility for their defense and the NATO-Warsaw
Pacts would, over a period of time, transform themselves into a European-wide
collective security institution.
Relations between the economically wretched and abundantivorld8
The idea of the Atlantic Community can only exacerbate a situation which
already is now quite intolerable between the have and the have-not nations of
the world. It is only now that the white world is coming to have some sensitivity
about the nonwhite world. If the United States, which is a multiracial country
now comes to identify itself with the "cult of the blood" notions which dominate
the ideology of the Atlanticists it will appear as nothing more than a 19th century
holy alliance the kind which at that time was to be used against the United
States and revolution In Latin America. What now must be worked through are
plans and programs for economic and social development through UN related
agencies which will give the power of participation and choice to the poor in the
development of their own nations. It is not for the United States to lead In the
military, economic, and social exploitation of these countries or to enter into
relationships which will continue to give the air of primary importance to the
rich, the white, and the exclusive.
SOLVING PROBLEMS TO BUILD A WORLD COMMUNITY

In conclusion, let me suggest that now is the time for the political and military
relationships with all of Europe to enter a new stage. The advice of George
Washington in his Farewell Address is still relevant to this emerging period in
history:
"* * * nothing is more essential that permanent, inveterate antipathies against
particular nations and passionate attachments for others should be excluded;
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and that in place of them Just and amicable feelings toward all should be cultivated. The nation, which Indulges toward another a habitual hatred, or a
habitual fondness, is in some degree a slave. It is a slave to its animosity or to
its affection, either of which is sufficient to lead it astray from its duty and
interest."
That view, Which served as the basis of the halcyon days of American diplomacy in the first 50 years of our Nation's existence, still fits today. The
United Nations is the international institution in which the United States could
pursue that basic diplomatic policy. Outmoded alliances or utopian communities which by their nature cause problems rather than cure them should not
be the objectives of American foreign policy. At the end of the Second World
War the United States turned away from the United Nations and reinstituted the
European system of alliances for its security. I would suggest that for whatever reasons it undertook that course after the Second World War we now
again reinvestigate to what extent the United States can redefine, this time
more carefully, its Interests to see how it can help in achieving a world community: one in which there will be disagreement and conflict, of course, because that is the nature of man, but also one in which there is a chance to protect man from becoming as extinct as the dinosaur. As creeking, Inadequate,
and frustrating we all might find the United Nations at times, I am persuaded
that that is the organization which the United States should help develop.
It continues to allow for sovereignity and equality among states. And in its
rules and charter there Is the impulse of humanity: that quality of impulse
which will lead us in the direction of solving real problems, because it is not
based on the assumption of permanent enemies or attachments, except the permanent attachment to the survival and dignity of all mankind.

Our next witness is Mrs. Edith Wynner, of New York City.
STATEMENT OF MRS. EDITH WYNNER,NEW YORK CITY, N.Y.
Mrs. WYNNER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to add to this slight
biographical background that in 1947 some half a dozen of us lendleased ourselves over to the British Parliament to help establish the
British Parliamentary Group for World Government. They felt that
during all those years of living on Spamn-does anybody remember
Spam. I certainly remember it.
Senator CURCu

Mrs. WYNNER. You remember it?

Senator CHURCIT. I took the pledge at the end of the war that as
long as I remained a civilian I would not eat another piece.
Mrs. WYNNER. They felt they needed a little American energy.
And so we were salted in nominally as secretaries to various Members
of Parliament and had the free run of the house, and especially of
the telephone, the use of the telephone.
I would say that we had a good deal of Anglo-American cooperation there, but our purpose was not Atlantic union but world federal
government.
I would like to express first of all, as a fanatical devotee of federalism, my gratitude for the opportunity that a hearing such as this
provides for the exploration and the execution of many of the advantages of the federal system over any other kind of interstate or international relations, and all of us are indebted to Atlantic Union Movement for its indefatigable work of education in this sense, in the sense
that we have all gone to school there.
OPPOSITION TO RESOLUTIONS

Now my opposition to No. 64 and to 128 is prompted only because of its restriction to NATO, although I must say the three ladies
from New Jersey almost converted me to their support.
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If federalism is good for NATO, how much more necessary and
beneficial would it be applied universally?
Why restrict this exploration only to NATO members Why not
throw open to all nations the invitation to send eminent citizens to
consider transformation of the United Nations into a federal union.
Why not begin the work of exploration with those delegates, from
wherever they may come, who turn up within a reasonable time?
I bez this committee to modify these two resolutions so that their
invitation is made universal. NATO is not the only interstate association that is falling apart. We seem to be in one of these 2-:year
crises where there is a regression all alongthe line.
, We see the Communist alliances are disintegrating even faster and
certainly with greater noise. There is a general retreat all along the
line from reliance on regional, ideological, and international alliances
and leagues. People expected the millenium from various alliances
and confederations, but delivery has not been made. Actually, it may
be said that never have so many international organizations done so
little.
I am borrowing from Churcli'll, I think. Their triumphs on the
fringe of events have been greatly magnified and extravagantly applauded but the really dangerous collisions, the wars that could ignite the world are barred even from the mediating actions of the existing maze ol confederate organizations with which we have cluttered
the globe.
It may
be a blessing i disguise that all these jerry-built contraptions are falling apart; that we are compelled to give them a hard look
and decide to pull them down or simply to walk away from them and
start all over with sounder foundations based on more workable principles.
I cannot see how federalizing NATO can possibly save its citizens
from "another war, depression, or other manmade catastrophe." The
danger is not of war with one or more members of NATO. The
danger and actuality of war is with nonmembers of NATO. A cozier
kinship with NATO members may be nice, but completely irrelevant
to the overriding world problems that threaten to overwhelm even our
best intentions.
Our select and privileged few cannot segregate themselves inside
some gilded suburbia while the rest of the world seethes and festers
beyond the NATO walls. We know it will not work that way. Our
conscience will not let it. Nor will the world take it kindly. Such a
formation is far more likely to spark a revival of counteralliance.
In any case it would provoke a patching of the disintegrating SinoSoviet coalition.
Ever since the end of the Second World War the hard and unsentimental fact has been that we, the United States, are the actual, the de
factor government of the world. Our President functions as part-time
world president. Our Congress acts as part-time world parliament,
appropriating American moneys for world needs. And we are the
self-appointed world army, navy, and air force.
If I may, I would like to interpolate here one of the sponsors of
one of these resoutions, Senator Javits: now, I tried to see him this
morning to do a little something for American women, like cosponsoring With Senator McCarthy the equal rights amendment.. Well, I
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discovered he is in the Union of South Africa until April 14. In other
words, he is part-time senator-at-large for the world on leave to look
into South Africa. I mean he has got no time for this little American
problem here.
Federalization of NATO is not going to alter our status of selfappointed world government. I very much doubt that at this particular time the people of other NATO lands will be especially enthusiastic
about being drafted to die in Vietnam or Malaysia or wherever else
American national interest decides to make an all-out stand. I can
see where to a lot of NATO common citizens just now cuddling even
closer to Uncle Sam does not look attractive at all.
WORL

GOVERNMENT FAVORED

I do believe, however, that all! of us ought now to take a long, hard
look at the actual state of world reality and the demoralized state of
world organization. I do not like to have the United States function
as part-tune government of the world. For one thing, such a system
has too many imperial features and provides no democratic control for
us or for any other people.
I think that governing the United States is in itself a full-time job
for Congress, President, and the courts. Governing the world is also
a generously cut full-time job for a world parliament, a world executive, and world enforcement agencies. We have taken on this onerous
chore of governing the world, or trying to, by default of Roosevelt,
Churchill, and Stalin, who reproduced by and large the League of
Nations, which suffered from congenital malfunction even in the age
of model T and surely could not cope with the problems of nuclear
war, interplanetary travel and a suffocating birth rate.
I would like to interpolate here, Mr. Chairman, that in June 1944,
shortly after the publication of our book, "Searchlight on Peace Plan,"
Georgia Lloyd and I had a special session with the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee under Senator Connelly. President Roosevelt's
rough draft of his conception of the future world organization had
just been published that day, and we were discussing, in fact we were
warning the Senate committee of all the defects that were soon after
even more glaringly revealed in the Dumbarton Oaks proposal, and
then in April 1945, in the San Francisco charter.
Later that day we had a conference with Mr. Pasvolsky in the State
Department much along the same lines, and it seemed to me that we
called the shots pretty accurately. I think they were obvious.
I submit that the only way we can get out of the job of governing
the world is by calling upon the people of the world to join us in
organizing a constitutional, federalized world government with a
realistically representative world parliament, an effective executive,
competent enforcement agencies that can restrain the guilty individuals without mass destruction of the innocent, such as for instance
we observe in South Vietnam, and a worldwide system of courts. I
do not believe we are going to do anything of the sort through the
United Nations. We passed up such opportunities in 1955 and 1965
when the question of charter review came up automatically.
Twenty years of ineffectual marginal activity by this "last best hope
of man" should be enough to convince us that we are not carrying
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adequate insurance. It is high time to send out a general S 0 S in
order that we may construct a safe federal home for all the human
family.
I think there is the germ of such a concept in both these resolutions,
because there is the hope that ultimately it will be universal, but I
would urge that they be modified now to make this invitation universal.
Senator CHURCH. Mrs. Wynner, I appreciate your coming and
your long patience in waiting to have this chance to testify. I think it
is clear that the hearings thus far show that this exercise, like Gaul,
is divided into three parts.
We have heard from the nationalists, from the regionalists, and
from the universalitists.
Mrs. WYNNER. Yes.
Senator CHURCH. Quite clearly you belong to the latter.
Mrs. WYNNER. Yes.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much for coming. Your testi-

mony has been helpful.
Our next witness is Mr. W. B. Hicks, Jr., executive secretary for
the Liberty Lobby.
STATEMENT OF W. B. HICKS, 1R., EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
LIBERTY LOBBY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. HICKS. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I am
W. B. Hicks, Jr., executive secretary of Liberty Lobby, appearing
today on behalf of the 175,000 subscribers to our legislative report.
Our board of policy requires us to support a foreign policy that
will advance the best interests of the United States, and to oppose
any action that is contrary to American interest. We have carefully
examined Senate Resolution 128 and Senate Concurrent Resolution
64 in an effort to discover their meaning and effect on United States
foreign policy.
What we have found in these resolutions is:
The mere fact of their passage by the Senate could serve to create
great apprehension among the non-NATO nations of the world. The
reason for this finding is that even though both resolutions make
vague reference to the future participation of non-NATO nations,
they specifically call for the immediate participation of only those
nations which are now members of NATO.
And while neither resolution directly implies that the new international community intends to replace, or should replace, the United
Nations, there will be widespread belief that the Senate of the United
States is calling for a new international organization to be formed
with many of the characteristics of the United Nations, for purposes
quite similar to those of the United Nations, comprised of member
nations who just happen to furnish nearly all of the financial support
of the United Nations, while excluding--from immediate participation-more than 100 current members of the United Nations.
OPPOSITION TO UNITED

NATIONS

The Board of Policy of Liberty Lobby has expressed a negative
opinion of the participation of the United States in the United Nations. Over 90 percent of our board members believe that the United
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States should not continue its one-sided support of the United Nations,
where we sup ply the lion's share of the expenses, while the interests
of the United States are represented by less than 1 percent of the
vote. Our board thinks that as far as the United States is concerned,
the United Nations is a failure.
However, it would be one thing for the nations of the world to
accept the withdrawal of the United States from the UN, and a return to strictly bilateral relations with all nations, but it would be
quite another thing to create the impression that the United States
was shifting to a new position of political alliance with an exclusive
organization of favored nations. This impression, no matter how
false, could only serve to harm our relations with many Latin American and Pacific nations, and it would infuriate the African nations
who have neither the means or the will to uphold the principles or
accept the responsibilities of such a new organization, and would,
therefore, be precluded from participation under the terms of these
resolutions.
If either of these resolutions is passed, the State Department may
well be faced with brush fires of indignation all over the world, at a
time when we can ill afford to spare any firemen as a result of our
already excessive blunders in Africa, Asia, and Leatin America.
In addition to finding that the passage of either resolution would
endanger our relations with man other nations, Liberty Lobby also
finds specific objections to the wording of the resolutions.
OPPOsrMON TO SENATE RESOLUTION 128

In the case of Resolution 128, Liberty Lobby makes the following
observations on the wording of the resolution:
The introduction refers to "unity in the free world" and "unity of
other free nations" without defining what sort of unity is envisioned.
If the word is meant to mean "unit of purpose," or "unity of action"
to achieve a unified purpose, then Lat should be made clear.
Naturally, the nations of the West have common interests that could
be advanced by unified action. The formation of NATO as a common
defense against the Communist threat is an example of such action,
and implied recognition of a unique kinship of interests is to be
applauded.
On the other hand, if the intent of this resolution is to call for a
unified political structure, then the correct wording should be "political unity," and that should be made clear. However, nowhere in the
resolution is found a single good argument for the proposition that
what we need to solve our problems is more and bigger politics.
Since the resolution fails to present such an argument, it might not
be the intent of the resolution to propose political unity; and again,
that should be made clear, and can be, simply by attaching a qualifying
adjective to the word "unity" where it appears.
Also, it is necessary to ask this committee to explain just what the
"political challenge" referred to in section 1 might be. As far as can
be discovered by Liberty Lobby, there is no political challenge to the
West anywhere except in the United Nations where, to be sure, the
West is outvoted. Certainly there is no other challenge to the West
of a political nature today * * * only military challenges and chal-
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lenges to our will to resist subversion. Is it the meaning of this phrase
that the West should unite to seek a greater voice in the United
Nations. What will the other member nations think of that? The
meaning of this phrase should be explained.
OPPOSITION TO SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 64

As for Concurrent Resolution 64, Liberty Lobby finds it difficult to
believe that this committee would approve of such a fantastic collection of false assumptions and unjustified premises being issued as an
official statement of the U.S. Senate.
The Congress recognizes the rights of the people to own property,
to form. truly free labor organizations and trade associations, to
petitiohtti Government, to trial by jury, to all the various rights
guaranteed them by the Constitution * * * but Concurrent Resolu-

tion 64 proposes that 18 appointed representatives be sent off to Europe
or somewhere, with no instructions except those contained in the resolution itself, to try to strike a bargain over the constitutional rights of
Amerians.
iha convention
hc they will automatically be a
Americans.wi
n in which
minority.
And ;what are those instructions contained in the resolution?
Why, 'they are the boile'd-down residue of nearly 30 years of compromise between, Clarence Streit and the Constitution and the Congress. Nearly 30 years ago, the theme was "Union Now," and the
Constitution and the Congress were too strong to be overcome by the
dedication of Mr. Streit to the visionary idea that politics would be
somehow better if it were only bigger. hen it was the United World
Federalist group, but led by the same man, and here I mean the fight
was led by the same man. Then it was "Atlantic Union," and always
the same process of changing the wording of the proposals by compromise.
But in the process of compromise, it seems, the principles of the
Constitution and the Congress always lost a little more ground than
did Mr. Streit; so that the resolution before you today, Concurrent
Resolution 64, still contains more of "Union Now" than it does of the
principles of the American form of government.
Is it the contention of the advocates of "Atlantic Union" that a convention as here proposed might produce a better pattern for freemen
to follow than that provided by the Constitution?
If so, then why do they not tell us in advance what sort of improvements to our own form of government they have to offer?
Whiy do they not propose their improvements as amendments to
our Constitution?
There would be no need to wait for "Atlantic Union" to take place
before proposing any genuine improvements.

Or is it their-belief that the result of "Atlantic Union" will be the
adoption of our Constitution by the European nations?
In that case, why do these nations not go ahead and adopt our constitutional form of government for their own use, also without waiting
for "Atlantic Union"
But we all know the answers to these questions. The promoters of
"Atlantic Union" have no intention of allowing questions of constitu-
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tional forms to interfere with their attainment of their goal, and their
goal is a simple one: union.
They will be quite happy with whatever form of "democracy" that
might come to characterize "Atlantic," just so long as more and more
mi lions of people are subject to centralized rule. This is their only
measure of goodness-bigness.
But I ask, and we should all ask: What has bigness to do with goodness?
In closing, I wish to call the attention of the committee to the fact
that Concurrent Resolution 64 refers repeatedly to the experience of
the British colonies-later the sovereign States-of America, and the
great advantages that attained to these States by forming the United
States.
The resolution infers that similar results would occur from the proposed "Atlantic Union." Language differences, cultural differences,
historical differences-all have been ignored. But there is an important lesson: to be derived from the history of the America Union in
this regard: that is that as a result of national politics, not one of the
American States still retains today the form of government that it
possessed when it entered the Union.
Do you Senators who revere the Constitution believe that, as a single
state in a centralized "Atlantic Union," the United States would fare
an better?
Thank you.
vIews ON INrCOME TAX

Senator CHmUcH. Mr. Hicks, is it your group that advocates the
amendent to the Constitution eliminating or limiting the income tax?
Is it the same group?
Mr. HICKS. No, sir. You are thinking of the Liberty Amendment
Committee.
Senator CHURiCH. I see. That is a separate group.
Mr. HICKS. Yes, sir.

We do have, our board of policy has adopted a position on the
income tax calling for equalization of taxation, which is a broad phrase
which covers many things other than the elimination of the income
tax completely, such things as the elimination of tax exemptions for
certain foundations and groups of various sorts that now enjoy this.
Senator CHURCH. I see.
I just wanted to make clear for the record whether or not there
was a distinction between the group you speak for and the other,
which is well known to the Congress for its proposals with respect
to income tax restrictions.
Thank you for coming. We appreciate having your testimony.
Mr. HciCKs. Thank you, sir.

Senator CHURCH. Our next witness is Mrs. Marjorie Barter, vice
president of the Campaign for a World Constitution, from New
Jersey.
You have been with us for 2 days, have you not, Mrs. Barter?
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STATEMENT OF MRS. MARIORIE BARTER, VICE PRESIDENT, CAMPAIGN FOR A WORLD CONSTITUTION, MOONACHIE, N.Y.
Mrs. BARMR. Yes, I have.
Senator COunci. I am sorry that you have had to wait so long.
Mrs. BARTEm. That is quite all right. I appreciate the opportunity of testifying.
It is interesting to see so many people from New Jersey. I happen to be from New Jersey, but in addition to that, and being a
citizen of the United States, I also think of myself as a world
citizen, and I have also been a member of the United World Federalists for about 18 years except that I left during the Cuban crisis
and came back in time to go to San Francisco last summer. At that
time U Thant spoke about the obsoleteness of the, U.N. Charter. I
went to San Francisco to say to the Federalists that, "You have been
trying for 20 years to get a revision of the U.N. Charter, and perhaps if that door does not yield, it is time to try another one."
WORLD CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION ADVOCATED

And so that is why I have been working for a world constitutional
convention.
I am a firm believer in the federalist system. I appreciate the opportunity these hearings afford to explore the possibility of extending
this system to international relations.
On September 1, 1964, I found myself witnessing the reenactment
of a drama which had occurred 100 years ago, and which I believe is
relevant to this hearing.
The scene was Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, Canada.
Rowboats were lowered from a boat in the harbor, and as they approached we saw the bearded, stovepipe-hatted passengers, who on
disembarking got into gas-lit horse-drawn carriages and drove to the
Provincial Building. They had come to attend the First Confederation Conference of Canada.
The official purpose of the Conference which opened on September
1, 1864, at Charlottetown was to consider the possibility of a legislative union between the three maritime colonies (Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island). The difficulties appeared
almost insurmountable, such as Prince Edward Island's unacceptable
demand that the capital be established at Charlottetown.
Instead of wrangling over the limited objective of a maritime federation, to the great surprise of many, on September 1 representatives
of all the colonies in Canada showed up, the agenda was scrapped, and
the process of forming a federal union of all of Canada was irrevocably underway. The task took almost 3 difficult years, with Prince
Edward Island itself being the very last to join in 1873, but still
proved no more difficult than would have been the utterly inadequate
of a maritime confederation.
Mr. Chairman, with your kind permission I would like at this point
to interpolate some information which does not appear in my statement.
I have just received the names of 53 Members of the Italian Parliament, 10 Senators and 43 Deputies, who are ready to participate in
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a preliminary world constitutional convention. The World Committee for a World Constitutional Convention, working with the Work
Parliament Association, has received similar support from parliamentarians in many countries on all continents.
I ask you gentlemen, do you propose to bar the door to these statesmen who recognize the urgent necessity for world federation while
you limit yourselves to a NATO federation?
Jet planes, space satellites and ICBM's have made our planet much
smaller today than was Canada in 1864. We know that the most
serious problems confronting us are not within NATO but rather with
the rest of the world. Global problems require global solutions.
The danger of failing to face up to these requirements are certainly
much graver than would have been Canada's failure to meet the needs
of 1864.
WORL

PEACE THROUGH WORM LAW

We hear a great deal about world peace through world law. Almost

everyone pays lipservice to this concept. What does it mean?
* Can there be any meaningful world law without the institutions to
make, interpret, and enforce it ?

If we want peace through world law, let us begin now to build
the necessary framework of a federal world government.
Expanding time and effort on a NATO federation would be an
evasion and postponement of the task which is already long overdue,
at a time when there will be more and more fingers on the nuclear
triggers.

Once more, Mr. Chairman, may I interpolate?
Today's discussion, particularly in the course of the testimony of
Mr. Leddy of the State Department, and the questioning of Senator
Clark on the question of Germany, I would like to comment on this.
I have always felt that the scrapping of the Potsdam agreement, which
called for a neutral disarmed Germany, was a most serious mistake,

and I would like to see an ever widening neutral zone established
between East and West Germany, along the lines of the Rapacki plan
or the plan proposed by Ambassador Aitken, of Ireland, several years
ago.
This it seems to me is a necessary precondition for German reunification, and I do not think Germany can have it both ways. I do
not think they can be rearmed and also reunified. I think that it has

to be one or the other.
Along the lines of regional arrangements, if you want to think about
regions, I think they should be regions of conflict like this where legal
peaceful settlements could be pilot projects for peace on the world
level. But a regional arrangement such as NATO would not accomplish anything of this sort but would, rather, harden the lines between
the sides. It would increase polarization of the world and intensify
the cold war, perhaps evoking a counteralliance.
It is building walls instead of bridges, at a time when walls offer
no protection.
These are some of the reasons why, while endorsing the principle
of federation, I implore you to apply this principle on the world level
and enable us to achieve a durable peace with freedom and justice for
all.
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Senator Cimicx. Thank you very much.
Another universalist has been heard from here. I think you make
your argument very strongly.
Mrs. DAwi. Thank you.
Senator CHURcir. We appreciate your coming and contributing to
the record.
Our last witness is Mr. Eric Cox, of Washington, D.C.
Mr. Cox, I understand you do not have a prepared statement'; is
that correct?
Will you speak from notes?
STATEMENT OF ERIC COX, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. Cox. Yes, sir. I do not have a pretty young secretary to run off
50 copies, so if you will indulge me.
Senator CiIuRbCr. I will. I think it is fine that you should come
and speak just from notes.
Mr. Cox. Thank you, sir.
Senator CHURCH. We will impose no such requirement that you
should have to have a secretary and a mimeograph machine.
Mr. Cox. Thank you, sir.
There are various aspects of my testimony concerning the proposed
Atlantic Union.
These remarks are in two areas, one relating to military aspects,
the other relating to the social and economic aspects.
Concerning the military aspects, I certainly would have supported
NATO, the concept of NATO, as it evolved in response to conditions
in the Stalin era-the conditions which obtained during the years
following the Second World War. I think circumstances have vastly
changed since then, and consequently, I have reservations about
placing too much reliance, too much faith, in a strong NATO military
alliance in an effort to maintain world peace.
Most political scientists feel that alliances are instruments that do
not live very long.
Alexander Hamilton in Federalist Paper 15 made this very precise
comment about the triple and quadruple alliances that were present
in the 18th century which rapidly vanished and did not accomplish
the purposes that were intended.
REGIONAL GROUPINGS NOT THE ANSWER

There is a growing realization that grouping the world into military
alliances is not the best answer to the problem. I understand that a
lot of people have endorsed the concept of NATO, but I think increasingly a number of people are coming to the realization that a
wider solution is necessary.
Nelson Rockefeller, for example, in the Godkin lectures at Harvard
in 1962 said:
But I have come to the conviction that events are driving free nations rapidly
beyond the limits of regional concepts to the logic of applying the federal idea
whenever possible among free nations, however distant, however seemingly
strong in themselves.

I should like also to cite pamphlet series No. 1 from the World
Peace Through Law Center. The reason I should like to cite this
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is that it may reflect the quintessence of the meetings of 10,000 lawyers
of the World Peace Through Law movement, with which I am sure
you are familiar. This pamphlet says, and I quote one sentence from
it:
The problems of the international community are already so complex that
we must avoid splitting the world along regional lines under the guise of the
advancement of international law.

There are any number of polls which show tremendous support in
this country for strengthening the United Nations: I have with
me two such polls, the only two that I know of in whichL a NATO
alliance is offered along with the alternative of strengthening the
United Nations. In both of these polls the support for strengthening
the UN as opposed to strengthening NATO is much greater by a
factor of 3, 4, or 5 to 1; the people favor putting all of our eggs in
a large basket as opposed to putting a smaller number of eggs into
a smaller basket, so to speak.
Another aspect of the military alliance relates to the somewhat
prevalent con usion between nationalism and communism.
It seems to me that some of the supporters of NATO implicitly
would feel that if communism were to disappear overnight, there
would be no problems threatening world peace. I think that the Communists may also feel, conversely, that if capitalism
were
it should
Andtoifdisappear
overnight, there would be no threat to world peace.
occur that both of these systems of economic organization were, in
fact, to disappear, I think there would still be a problem of keeping
world peace; for the simple reason, which has been brought out adequately in previous testimony, that anarchy prevails at the world
level. I mean anarchy in the Austinian concept of law-in which law
exists if the ability to enforce it exists. Of course, on a world level
there is no enforcement procedure. Actually law itself, I think, is in
conflict with unrestrained nationalism, because unrestrained nationalism of the nation-state implies self-judgment, and law obviously implies the discipline of judgment by one's peer group. Law suggests
a mature system whereas self-judgment would suggest development on
adolescent lines.
So I think it is important to keep this distinction in mind for the
simple reason that if, in fact, communism is the complete and sole
danger to world peace, then there would be one remedy.
, If,on the other hand, the lack of enforcible world law is the problem, then another remedy would be appropriate.
And, therefore, I think it is important to keep this distinction in
mind.
Concerning the other aspect; namely, the cultural and economic
aspects of Atlantic Union, basically this could be a good thing, but I
would like to raise several reservations. One is along racial lines.
About two-thirds of the world, as you know, is nonwhite, and the
Atlantic countries are basically white countries; increasingly there is
a cleavage among the white and the nonwhite peoples of the world,
exploited by certain groups.
This could be, although obviously it would not necessarily be, a
point of potential danger.
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In terms of the economic considerations, the underdeveloped nations
are extremely concerned about the changing of the terms of trade to
their disadvantage, as witness the creation of UNCTAD. And if the
Atlantic group evolved into a common market of the Atlantic Union,
the underdeveloped countries could regard this as a threat, and could
respond accordingly.
In my judgment, it is perhaps as difficult to unify some of the
world maximally as some of the Atlantic unionists would want
to do; that is, to unify a portion of the globe with maximal glue, as
opposed to unifying al ofthe globe with minimal glue as is the proposal in Clark and Sohn in "World Peace Through World Law. '
In my judgment it may be a toss of the coin as to which of these
is the more difficult of achievement.
ATLANTMC UNION COMPARED TO U.S. CONSTITUTION

I think one can draw an interesting analogy between the Articles of
Confederation and our Constitution and that of the proposed Atlantic
Union.
When the Founding Fathers met at the Constitutional Convention,
which was actually called to patch up the Articles of Confederation,
one of the alternatives presented was the possibility of having two
or three regional alliances. If this had happened, I think the results
would have been similar to the events that were present in Europe in
the 18th and 19th centures; namely, any.number of wars. I am very
strongly philosophically in favor'of universalism, and my only reservations about Atlantic Union proposals is that it is conceivable
that they could be put together in suchi a. spirit that they would interfere with universal solutions to problems of war and peace.

However, I think that there are some good things that could come

out of Atlantic Union.
In the last counle of years there has been an increase in nationalistic
solutions to international problems, both in this country and abroad.
T have been somewhat disappointed with the Johnson administration
in this respect in terms of policies. which have weakened the United
Nations: even though we have received a good assist from the French
and Russians in weakening the U.N., I do not think that this is a
sufficient excuse.
And I think a closer union of the Atlantic countries would be an
antidote to this increasing nationalism which is present both in this
country and in Europe.
So, in conclusion, t would like to say that in my judgment Atlantic
Union is in itself not, good or bad. but the important thing is the
mrit in which it is conceived: that is to say, it could be put together
in such a fashion that it would engender rival groupings in various
sections of the globe and mutual hostilities.
On the other hand, it could be conceived in a spirit of moving in
the direction of a strengthened Tnited Nations. in a spirit of consonanee with the principles of the United Nations, in which case
it could be regarded as a steppingstone toward a system of universal
and en fore'ble law.
Senator Cu-JcT. Thank you, Mr. Cox.
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I take it that if the Atlantic Union ever becomes a reality you would
want it to be an outward-looking union and not an inward-looking
one.
Mr. Cox. Very much so.
The comparable proposed union in Latin America headed by Sefior
Gutteras, with whom I have spoken, is very strong on this point.
His group would want to unite the globe in three units, but a very
stron g factor is that these regions would have to be subordinated to
the United Nations.
I think that this is a very crucial point in any regional alliances.
Senator CHURCH. Fine. Thank you very much, Mr. Cox.
I believe that concludes the witness list.
I will announce at this time that the matter of further hearings
will be taken under advisement by the members of the subcommittee.
I want to thank the witnesses who have appeared to testify, and to
apologize for the fact that we have gone much longer than we anticipated. But everyone has been accommodated. Those that have been
patient enough to wait until late this afternoon to get their chance
to testify are especially thanked by the committee.

The hearing is now adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m., the committee adjourned.)
(The following additional statements were received for insertion
in the record:)
PITTSBURGH, PA.,

March 21, 1966.
Hon. FRANK CHURCH,

U.S. Senate,
Semzte Office Building,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR CHURCH: I regret very much that I cannot come to Washington
on March 23 or 24 to testify in behalf of Senate Resolution 128 which seeks the
establishment of a special governmental commission composed in the first instance of representatives of NATO nations to study and recommend concrete
steps toward their greater unity. I fly to Paris tomorrow to attend meetings at
the Atlantic Institute, where discussions will take place beween representatives
on both sides of the Atlantic on the long-range aims of NATO, since I have been
commited to these discussions for several months. In case it may be useful to
the sponsors of this resolution, I thought I would write you some views which
I have on this subject instead.
As a member of the U.S. Citizens Commission on NATO and a member of the
Atlantic Convention which met in Paris January 8-20, 1962, I voted for the
recommendation which was adopted by the 90 delegates that the NATO member
governments should appoint delegates to a Special Governmental Commission oi
Atlantic Unity. It was hoped at that time that the special governmental commission could be appointed and could meet promptly so that an Atlantic Community might be brought into being within 2 years. That 2 years has now
stretched into 4 without the leader of the west, the United States, having taken
any initiative or leadership in the calling of this special governmental commission. I am very hopeful, therefore, that this new initiative on the part of certain Members of the U.S. Senate might gain prompt action toward this significant objective.
What are some of the things which the members of this Commission should
talk about? They certainly should discuss in sufficient depth and with sufficient
clarity so that their respective peoples can understand the following fundamentals:
(1) Sovereignty: If the nations of the Atlantic Community are to work more
closely together, each citizen thereof must properly understand the nature of
his political sovereignty. He must not confuse the sovereignty which he owns
with patriotism. This is frequently done. Sovereignty and patriotism, however, are not the same thing. He must understand that the cliche "surrender
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sovereignty" is not accurate, since what is owned individually by the sovereign
citizen cannot be surrendered. It is possible, however, for a majority of sovereign citizens to transfer some portion of their sovereignty to a new and larger
entity if that majority of citizens have decided it will procure for them a greater
measure of security and prosperity. This would be not the surrender of sovereignty but the exercise of it.
(2) The delegates should clarify for the benefit of their fellow citizens the
difference between the political forms which Western man has so far devised to
bring together diverse political entities. These are the league, the alliance, confederation, and union. There are examples in both past and present Western
history which demonstrate the weaknesses and the strengths of each of these
political forms. Could the delegates adapt one of these forms to the development and advantage of an Atlantic Community? Could they engage in new
political creativity which would produce an advance over what these forms have
previously produced? It is to be hoped that they might make clear the distinction between the relationship of government to government versus people to
people.
(3) The nature of Western civilization and its place in the long procession of
history: It is most important that the peoples of Europe and the peoples of Canada
and the United States all understand that they are integral parts of the same
Western civilization. It is incorrect for either group to think that there is a
European civilization and an American civilization. There is only one Western
civilization. When Europeans speak of a "United States of Europe," they must
remember that the great majority of the population of Canada and the United
States are also European.
We must decide as citizens of the United States whether we wish to continue
collective security. If we do, the people of the United States must be willing
to share control of their ultimate weapons. This is one of the most difficult
things for any free people to do, and it will require a great act of faith. In
the first instance, therefore, it is a spiritual problem. Secondly, it becomes a
political problem; only thirdly and fourthly is it a military and an economic
problem. In return, the United States has every right to insist that its European
allies then carry their proper share of the total defense and economic burden.
This means that the Europeans must promptly contribute considerably more
than they are now doing.
In spite of the well-publicized intransigence of General de Gaulle, the key to
Europe is not France but Germany. The present danger is that if France
continues to develop its force de frappe and proceeds on an independent path.
it is inevitable that the Germans will also demand their own nuclear weapons
and may also decide to pursue an independent course. With new leaders, this
could present serious dangers for the United States and Canada as well as for
their European neighbors.
The time to talk and discuss these important issues is now. It is already late.
Every President of the United States and every European head of state since the
end of World War II has advocated Atlantic unity for the greater security and
welfare of their peoples. None of these leaders, however, has yet spelled out
how this is to be accomplished. Generalities are now no longer enough. A special
governmental commission such as Senate Resolution 128 calls for is now a necessity in order to spell out in concrete, terms which the man in the street can
understand exactly how this greater unity can be accomplished.
For these reasons, I earnestly endorse the wording and spirit of this resolution and hope that the Members of the Senate will psss it with a substantial
majority.
A. W. SCHMIDT.
YA.0 UNIVERSITY, LAW SCHOOL,
Yew Haven, Gonn., March 23, 1966.
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
(Attention Mr. Kuhl).
DEAR MR.KUYIL: I enclose 10 copies of the statement I planned to use today
in testifying. I am awfully sorry that illness at home, flaring up last night,
forced me to cancel my trip. I know it Is always better to appear In person.
I appreciate your helpful offer of assistance last Monday. I simply couldn't
finish my statement in time.
Yours sincerely,
EUG3ENE V. ROSTOW.
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STATEMENT ON SENATE RESOLUTION 128, BY EUGENE V. ROSTOw,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.'

The Vandenberg resolution was a crucial step in the formation of NATO.
I hope that Senate Resolution 128 will prove to be as creative in the evolution of the Atlantic alliance. I believe that the future of the alliance is even
more important to us than its past. And I am convinced that its reorganization is long overdue. The initiative of the sponsoring Senators, and the course
of events, should help to develop a public opinion capable of supporting a more
active and realistic American policy in this regard than that which has prevailed in recent years. And a high level intergovernmental commission-a new
group of wise men-should be capable of giving the process a fresh, bold start.
For the alliance is of central importance to our national security. It has been
gravely weakened by the course of events since Suez and Skybolt. Our burdens
of peacekeeping in the Pacific define one of our fundamental national interests
in rebuilding the alliance-in rebuilding it as a pan-Atlantic alliance, including
the leading nations of Asia, a moderating influence helping to guarantee conditions of order and progress not only in Europe, but throughout the free world.
Another of our national interests in the alliance is the state of Europe itself, a
grouping of rich, strong countries, bound to us by many ties. To add Europe's
potential strength to our own in the scale of world politics will remain one of the
basic goals of our foreign policy in every realm, from that of day-to-day politics
to the long-term future of our science and technology. Europe is drifting today,
and it could move toward one of a number of positions. The ultimate outcome
of this process of transformation depends on many factors, including our own
wisdom. Too much is in gage to permit us the luxury of our present policy of
paralysis.
The storm precipitated by the latest maneuver of French diplomacy could be
a blessing in disguise, if we utilize the occasion to seek not merely the survival
of NATO, but its development as a concert of the strong nations of the free
world. It is not often noted, in the outcry about the French move, that President
de Gaulle said he would have preferred negotiation about the future of NATO
to the unilateral action he announced. But, he said, the statements of others
made it plain that such negotiations were futile. Former Premier Adenauer and
others have interpreted his step as a means of forcing the negotiations we have
avoided for so long. Let us find out if they are right.
I do not pretend that a reorganization and development of the alliance would
be easy, or that success is guaranteed. I do say, however, that we have a great
deal to gain from such a course, and that we should try. The difficulties of the
prospect cannot excuse the entirely static position we have steadfastly taken
on these problems, and the one we seem to be taking now. Our diplomacy should
take the lead, submit, in exploring the possibilities of negotiation, without further self-defeating delay.
The alliance was developed to help contain the outward thrust of the Soviet
Union in Europe. It was formed at a time when the European nations were
still weak and disorganized, after the experience of war, fascism, and occupation.
Today, the recovery of Western Europe and of Japan is a fact. And the threat
of turbulence, and of great shifts in the balance of power-the threat which more
than any other could lead to general war-arises even more visibly In Asia than
in Europe.
In the present juncture of world politics, the alliance should be reoriented in
the light of two basic propositions; (1) the recovery of Europe and Japan should
be given full and responsible weight in organizing the politics of the alliance;
and (2) the protective and stabilizing influence of the alliance is needed not
only in Europe but throughout the free world.
Backed by such a concert of free nations, we could be confident that the rules
of international law against aggression would be respected, and our own liberties,
and the conditions of peaceful progress for all men, generally assured. On such
a footing, patient and farsighted diplomacy could hope to consolidate a system
of genuine coexistence, and eventually of detente, both with the Soviet Union
and with China, and to achieve more effective modes of assistance for the nonindustrialized nations eager to learn the secrets of modern wealth.
' Sterling professor of law and public affairs, Yale University, former dean of the Yale
Law School.
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For almost 20 years, the Truman doctrine has been the world's chief instrument of peace. In Greece and Berlin, in Korea, in the Middle East, in Quemoy
and Matsu, in the Cuban missile crisis, and now in Vietnam, it has been man's
best hope of avoiding general war. Under that doctrine, we have insisted on
the prudent first rule of peaceful coexistence; that is, the rule that the boundaries of the two systems must not be changed by force. Under the circumstances of the cold war, no other method for enforcing the law against aggres.
sion has proved generally feasible. Gradually, step by step, the rule of peaceful
coexistence seems for the moment to have been tacitly accepted by-the Soviet
Union, although we should not forget that it is only 3% years since the Cuban
missile crisis. While China bowed to the principle for a time, after Korea, it
has now undertaken a new violation, in the form of support for the rebellion in
South Vietnam.
This rule has required great exertions of us. A very large part of the job
of being the world's policeman has necessarily been ours. During the first postwar decade, we were almost alone in our capacity to stand up against the tidecertainly alone in our capacity to resist the pressure without help. Here, as
often, duty arises from circumstance. As the leading power in the world, it
was-and is-our national interest to exert ourselves to the utmost to prevent
general war, because we know from experience that we cannot remain aloof
in the event of general war. Our stake in the balance of power is simply too
great for us to leave the job of peacekeeping to others. There is now no British
fleet to protect us, as there was in the 19th century. We cannot rely, as Sweden
can, on the invisible presence of a great power, or a coalition of great powers.
to assure our safety. In President Truman's immortal words, "The buck stops
here."
We are finding the task onerous, expensive, and politically difficult. It Is
hardly popular, even among those who understand the necessities of our position. A fraction of our people opposes the idea of our responsible participation
in world affairs, and yearn for the day when we could stand aside, and complain
about how badly Britain and France were doing the job. Obviously, we should
like more recruits for the police force. The politics of stabilizing our relations
with China-the policy of conciliatory containment, which has made some progress with the Soviet Union-would be appreciably improved if we were acting
with the support of a concert of nations. And collective action to keep the peace
would be a far more solid platform for such a program than our present course.
Adding nations to the Asian police force will not be easy, although it will
happen, I believe, if Hanoi and China persist in misreading the real forces at
work in the present situation. In several instances-that of France and the
Netherlands, for example-the nations which might cooperate with us retired
from the Far East under painful circumstances---circumstances which will have
political overtones for a long time.
It is often urged that peacekeeping through the United Nations is or should
be an alternative to our own exertions, and an escape from these burdens. That
view mistakes the nature of the charter. The United Nations is an extremely
valuable institution, serving a number of vital functions. But it is not a substitute for the balance of power as a means of keeping the peace. The plan of
the United Nations, based on an evaluation of the failure of the League of
Nations, is that peacekeeping depends upon the collective will of the great powers.
When they agree, peacekeeping can be conducted in the name of the United
Nations. When they do not agree, the peace depends upon the interplay of
their respective policies, and wills.
In the 20 years since the war, such peace as we have had has been brought
about by the cautious moves and countermoves of the great powers-the Soviet
probe, the Western response, the ultimate position of equilibrium. These experiments in limited aggression have taken a variety of forms, from general strikes
in France and Italy to the blockade of Berlin, the attack on South Korea, and
the present episode in South Vietnam. Under these circumstances, the United
Nations is not a separate and independent power, but a political means through
which the prevailing balance of power is registered and expressed.
If, then, the achievement of peace and the enforcement of the charter require
a larger and more international police force, which the United Nations cannot
provide, and was not intended to provide, only three courses are open to us:
(1) The first would be our own massive rearmament and mobilization, a most
unappealing alternative, with obvious dangers. President Wilson warned the
Nation over and over again, in 1919 and 1920, that such action on our part would
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be inevitable if we failed to create an effective system of collective security
through the League of Nations;
(2) The second alternative would be to persuade some other nations to become
associated with us in the police force through bilateral arrangements. This
approach would present a series of political difficulties should the situation
degenerate further. It would raise a worldwide storm, for example, if Germany
and Japan Joined us in Vietnam or in like police actions elsewhere; although
events may yet force such a course. The rearmament of Germany, we should
recall, came about as a result of Korea;
(3) I conclude that the wisest and most practicable course open to us, and
potentially the most effective, would be to seek a reorganization and transformation of the Atlantic alliance into a pan-Atlantic alliance, including the strong
nations of Asia as well as those of Europe. The concerted influence of such a
group would be the ideal foundation for a long-range diplomacy of peace.
Such concert of action is urgently needed. The end of the old imperial system
has balkanized the Southern Hemisphere, and that process has escalated the
costs and complexities of American foreign policy at a geometrical rate. It is
a cliche to observe that the world is going through processes of revolutionary
change. In many parts of the world, it is nip and tuck whether those processes
should not be called those of disintegration rather than of change. A genuine
pooling of Allied talents and energies is now indispensable, if we hope to keep
these forces within channels of order. The alliance is a necessity to the United
States from the point of view of our national interest-a necessity, in all probability, for the first time since the war. Until now, NATO has been a politically
desirable way of expressing a hope, and of organizing a political process. It
expressed the hope that Europe would ultimately take a larger share in the
task of keeping the peace, and in assisting the development of the third world.
And it set into motion the political evolution in Europe that could transform the
postwar protectorate into an alliance of equality.
These trends and tendencies have ripened to a point of maturity. The time
has come for their promise to be realized.
With the proliferation of nuclear weapons, and the emergence of polycentric
and assertively independent foreign policies, the risks of world politics have
become more apparent, rather than less, acute. It is commonly thought that
the danger of a general nuclear war has receded. But it is barely 3 years since
the Cuban missile crisis. That was the most dangerous crisis since the war,
because it generated the sense of rage and panic which can lead men over the
brink. The possibilities of new turmoil which could have similarly unpredictable
consequences cannot be dismissed as illusory in southeast Asia, in the Middle
East, or in other troubled places of the world; the recent sequence of convulsions
in Malaysia, Indonesia, and the Indian subcontinent, added to the continuing
conflict in Vietnam, dramatize the fragility of peace, and the nature of the
circumstances that could engulf it.
The world in the wake of empire is not a notably cheerful place. The greatest
dangers to peace have always been, and are now, weak and vulnerable areas,
which one great power seeks to control in order to prevent another from doing
so. In modern times, two great wars-and one smaller one, Korea-were precipitated by such rivalries. What is needed, I submit, is a kind of Monroe
Doctrine for the underdeveloped world, backed by the strong nations of the
free world, and not by the United States alone-a positive doctrine, and not only
a negative one-assuring both protection against invasion or subversion, and
help in mastering modern technique.
I conclude, therefore, that both the evolution of European institutions, and
the pattern of Communist action, give a higher and more urgent priority than
ever among the aims of U.S. foreign policy to the assurance of political solidarity
with our European allies, and with Japan, India, Australia, New Zealand, and
Pakistan, and to the development of institutional arrangements designed to
achieve it. For a long time to come, Europe, North America, and Japan will
remain the indispensable final source of the capital, the skills, the military
power, and the nerve on which the safety and progress of the free world depend.
At every point in the landscape--from Vietnam and the future of Berlin and
East Germany to the annual battle over foreign aid funds in Congress-it is
apparent that the struggle for order and progress in the free world would be
far more likely to succeed than is the case at present if it were conducted by
the alliance working in close cooperation, according to agreed plans. It iS
equally obvious that continued friction between Europe and the United States
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would give the Soviets some ground to hope that someday, at the right moment,
they might deal separately with each. Thus, in the pattern of Rappallo, they
could dream of achieving a neutral third force policy in Europe and an American
withdrawal into isolationism at home.
These are risks of the utmost gravity, which it should be a major aim of
American prudence to eliminate.
Yet our relationship with Europe, the central feature of any system of political
cohesion for the alliance, and the heart of the security problem in every perspective, Is carried on today pretty much as it was in 1956, when the disaster of
the Suez crisis occurred. Several movements for change in the architecture and
staffing of the alliance are gaining momentum. The confluence of these movement& offers President Johnson a striking opportunity to make a fresh start.
For some years, our Government has deliberately refused to undertake or to
consider any basic change in the organization of NATO. Many reasons were
advanced for this position. Some believed the reorientation of the alliance should
wait on the emergence of a European political federation, with whom we could
deal on more nearly equal terms. Others, obsessed with the spectacular positions
of President de Gaulle, advised that no change be undertaken while he remains
in office. Still others definitely opposed any changes in the Atlantic relationship
that might appear to qualify our freedom to negotiate bilaterally with the Soviet
Union, or to act unilaterally in the Far East. The result was that while minor
moves were made, the Government has marked time with regard to the alliance,
while a succession of events tended to weaken it, and a series of conflicts between
the United States and several European countries had a cumulative effect on its
political foundation.
What is the deepening conflict between the United States and Europe about?
In part, it is a conflict over strategic policy. We advise Europe to leav3 nuclear
weapons to us, and to concentrate on conventional forces. This advice strikes
Europe as politically naive, since it presupposes either bacling down before a
Soviet threat the United States might refuse to oppose, or, even worse, a conventional war fought in Europe, while both the Soviet Union and the United
States were not bombed. Speculation along these lines tends to irritate American
officials. But it is widely shared in Europe. In view of our failure to insist
upon the Yalta and Potsdam agreements, and our decision not to act in regard to
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and the affair of the Berlin wall, we are in no position
to say that such thoughts are inadmissible. They are given greater weight by the
obvious political cost of Korea to President Truman, and of Vietnam to President Johnson. These political conflicts reduce the credibility of all our guarantees. Anxieties of this kind lie behind the British and French programs of
nuclear weapons production. Those programs are denounced in Washington as
militarily naive, since the British and the French cannot have large stockpiles of
weapons for a long time. They understand this, but want to be in a position to
start a war, or at least to threaten to do so, if they believe vital national interests
to be in peril, even though Washington does not agree. The possibility of such
developments naturally disturbs our Government.
The problem was put in a nutshell recently by President de Gaulle, in explaining his policy against the further integration of armed forces within NATO.
Those arrangements for implementing the treaty, he said, no longer correspond
to the realities of world politics
"For it is quite clear that, owing to the internal and external evolution of the
countries of the East, the Western World is no longer threatened today as it
was at the time when the American protectorate was set up in Europe under the
cover of NATO. But, at the same time as the alarms were dying down, there
was also a reduction in the guarantee of security-one might say absolute-that
the possession of the nuclear weapon by America alone gave to the Old Continent,
and in the certainty that America would employ it, without reservation, in the
event of aggression. For Soviet Russia has since that time equipped itself with
a nuclear power capable of striking the United States directly, which has made
the decisions of the Americans as to the eventual use of their bombs at least indeterminate, and which has, by the same token, stripped of Justiflcation-I speak
for France-not the alliance, of course, but indeed integration."
A second subject matter of conflict is the future organization of the alliance.
Here the conflict is a paradoxical one, since both President de Gaulle and many
spokesmen for our Government use exactly the same ideas, and profess to want
exactly the same thing, often in almost identical language. Each says that the
Atlantic Alliance is and will continue to be the indispensable basis for European
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and American security, so long as the Communist movement remains what It is.
Each says that the present pattern of the alliance is unfortunate, since the
United States is so much stronger thau its partners. Each professes to favor the
formation of a political Europe--whether federal or confederal, integrated or
merely cooperative. Such a Europe, concerting and coordinating the foreign
policies of its members, could deal with the United States as an equal-the
famous "dumb bell" of President Kennedy's Atlantic partnership. Under those
circumstances, Europe would take full responsibility with us for maintaining the
peace, and assisting the orderly development of the third world.
One can find these themes, with insignificant variations, in the official and semiofficial pronouncements both of American and of European spokesmen.
Clearly, these formulas cannot have meant the same thing to President de
Gaulle and to President Kennedy, and to all the other men who have recited
them so eloquently during the past decade. Some European observers think
that we engage in what they call Anglo-Saxon vagueness when we talk of forming a true Europe-that we supported British membership in the Common Market because we thought Britain would be an American agent in Europe, so that
we could keep control; and that when France and Germany sought to advance
the Fouchet plan, and now the Erhard plan, for organizing a political Europe,
we countered with MLF, in order to prevent Europe from becoming genuinely
independent. It is striking to observe that President de Gaulle has moved again
in recent weeks to strengthen this trend in European politics, with regard both
to British membership in the European Economic Community, and the coordination of the political and military policies of the members. Here, once more,
President de Gaulle has confounded the experts of our Government, who had
been certain, despite all the evidence to the contrary, that he was opposed to both
these developments.
For our part, the atmosphere of Washington on these subjects has been equally
heated, and equally colored by fantasy.
Some French and American officials and commentators carry the battle a step
further. They contend that a form of supranational European unity is a precondition which must be met before a true Atlantic partnership could be realized.
Confusing ends and means, these men urge that nothing be done to improve the
Atlantic relationship until a supranational Europe has been organized and
started on its way. Often these are the same men who most strongly support
British membership in a supranational Europe, although they never explain how
Britain could be expected to adhere to supranational organizations in the political
field.
Whether the European nations -form a political association, integrated or federated, is for them to determine. Such a development would require many years
of quest on their part, if the history of federations, including our own, is a guide.
From the point of view of the common security interests of Europe and the
United States, the effort to translate the potential political influence of the Atlantic nations into an actuality in world affairs should not be made to wait on this
possibility. The stabilizing influence of the full coalition is needed now, and will
continue to be needed for a long time, throughout the world, as a counterweight
to the pressures for chaosL
One might examine the conflict among the Western allies in other areas: in
trade, agriculture, and finance for example, or in the even more delicate sphere
of nuclear science and technology. But there is no need to do so. From the point
of view of our national interest, the more important fact is that the habit of conflict is spreading, and that its atmosphere is becoming embittered. Such habits,
and that atmosphere, are in themselves a danger to unity. They should be faced,
and cured, before they lead to irreparable damage.
The political atmosphere will not be altered until the political problem is faced
directly. We have learned, or we should have learned, that political unity is not
a byproduct of collaborative efforts on projects in other fields, however useful
and desirable such projects may be in themselves.
For some years, we have been urging our Allies to bear a larger share of the
costs of our-common defense-but not the costs of nuclear science and technology-and of the costs, too, of aiding the underdeveloped countries. Our Allies in
reply have requested more direct and responsible participation in the processes
of political decision which determine our indivisible fates. This proposal has
been put forward in many forms, and by many spokesmen-most notably, of
course, by President de Gaulle in 1958. It has thus far been steadily resisted by
the American Government. Behind the welter of words and arguments, the basis
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of the American position, I conclude, is a hesitation to qualify our seeming independen'e of political and military action. We have continued and expanded the
practice of unilateral negotiation with the Soviet Union, and of. unilateral action
in the Far East. While we reserve the right to veto independent action by our
Allies, as the case of Suez demonstrates, we have avoided every commitment,
whether of usage or of agreement, that would seem to bind our own hands in
advance, even to procedures of effective consultation.
In my view, this is the nub of our quarrel with Europe, and most conspicuously,
of our quarrel with President de Gaulle. It is a serious quarrel, alid It should
he an urgent goal of our foreign policy that it be faced, negotiated, and cleared
away by agreement. The policy of doing nothing has been self-defeating, and
has helped to make the quarrel worse. It has led to a seeming flirtation, on our
part with the danger of seeming to favor Germany over France and Britain, a
course which could only weaken the fabric of the alliance.
No single step, and no single subject, offers any hope in itself of eliminating
the malaise of the alliance. 'Before progress can be made on any particular front,
the air has to be cleared between Britain, France, Germany, and the United
States, and above all, between France and the United States, because the conflict has been most acute there. Our goal should be the concord of the Entente
Cordiale, the most successful of modern alliances. That goal can only 'be accomplished through the achievement of understanding, -and if possible of agreement, on political fundamentals. If, as I believe, the division of the Allies over
Suez exemplifies the path to catastrophe, it follows that procedures to minimize
theThis
chance
of such
divisions deserve a place high on the agenda.
Is not
the occasion
to review relations between France and' the United
States, or to pass Judgment on who has been "right" and who "wrong."' The' two
countries are united by strong ties of association and common interest, stretching
back to the 18th century. Both also have grievances, large and small. The
task of statesmanship is to remit the grievances to history, and to restore the
partnership between the two countries as indispensable members of the central
animating force of the alliance.
In approaching this issue, however, it can do nothing but good for us to confront some unpleasant facts about our relationship with France-facts we have
demonstrated a sublime capacity for ignoring. Even our most sober opinion
about Franco-American relations tends to explain President de Gaulle's position as derived from pique over his treatment by Churchill and Roosevelt during
the war. The problem is far, far more serious, and complex.
In the first place, we should recall that President Wilson persuaded France
to accept a number of fundamental concessions in the peace treaty by promising
France a bilateral treaty of security. No serious effort to obtain its ratification
was ever made. There followed the various lunacies of the twenties and thirties
-the affair of the war debts, our policy of avoiding any contact with the League.
our failure to resist agression in Manchuria, Ethiopia, the Rhineland, Spain,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, or France. Since the war, we have treated Britain and
France differently on nuclear matters. President Eisenhower made a separate
peace in Korea, without settling the war in Indochina, although he had said
it would be "a fraud" to do so. At Suez, we humiliated France and Britain,
and brusquely ended a venture they considered vital to their security. The
memoirs argue about who knew what in advance. The point is hardly significant. Our fleet trailed the Anglo-French fleet across the Mediterranean. The
real lesson of Suez is that elementary procedures of coordination should have
prevented the break among the Allies on so fundamental a matter. In Algeria
many American politicians, including Senator John Kennedy, lectured France
very much as President de Gaulle now lectures us about Vietnam, and we
strongly opposed French bombing of hostile forces in Tunisia, such as we are
now conducting in North Vietnam.
From every point of view. the work of strengthening the alliance should not be
delayed any longer. The safety of all the Allies, and of the entire free world,
depends upon the cohesion and coherence of the alliance. It is an illusion to
think that even the United States could long protect its national security unaided
by its Allies. The nations of the free world are interdependent. Their arrangements for cooperation should reflect the realities of that fact. Unless strong
institutions are soon developed to keep Europe, ,Tapan, and the United States in
political harness, the Allies will speak with several voices, which' could easily
cancel each other as an influence in world politics.
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In considering the methods to be pursued in achieving the renewal and enlargement of the alliance, some contend that all that is needed can be done through a
reorganization of NATO. Others urge that while NATO can be modified or preserved as a security device for Europe, it is inappropriate as the basis for a
worldwide alliance, whose highest political body, meeting in Washington, could
deal with political problems of common concern originating in any one of the
numerous agencies of international cooperation operating in the field of trade,
finance, cultural cooperation, science, or in the realm of the military.
I myself believe that there is much to be gained by a renewal of political
momentum, and a reaffirmation and rededication of the common will, through
a general review and revision of these arrangements as the basis of a broader
worldwide security system. Such a procedure would permit a recasting of
responsibility to correspond to changed conditions, and opening the door to the
possibility of fresh initiatives now blocked by the perennial enemy of progress;
the massive resistance of entrenched bureaucracy.
At this point, let me note some of the subjects that might be on the agenda
of such a conference:
(1) The need to maintain close contact, and if possible cooperative and harmonious positions, on major political problems which affect the general interest.
Such problems are not confined to any one realm, or region, as the recent history
of world politics demonstrates. Arrangements for cooperation only in the field
of nuclear weapons, or even of nuclear technology, would not be sufficient to
overcome the divisive political tendencies within the alliance, or to achieve the
influence that would flow from a concerted allied position.
(2) A clearing of the political air among the major allied nations should facilitate agreed action in the field of trade and of momentary policy, both indispensable if the present pace of economic and social progress Is to be maintained.
(3) There is danger in concentrating all thought about arms control and disarmament on the problems of nuclear weapons. A treaty against nuclear proliferation, as presently conceived, could not end nuclear proliferation, nor even
significantly slow up the rate at which it is taking place. Nor could such a
treaty prevent the emergence of new weapons or weapons systems based on
new scientific discoveries in other branches of science. I myself put a very high
priority, after political concert itself, on combined action with regard to the
relationship between science and the balance of power, and about ways in which
equilibrium can be sought.
I have elsewhere suggested that the best answer to the ultimate question
posed by President de Gaulle-Would the United States really risk bombs on
Washington in the event of an attack on Europe?-lies in the development of a
new version of the postwar Baruch plan for the combined conduct of atomic
science and technology. Such a plan, or better, a series of such authorities in
a number of crucial areas of technology, could do much to unify the alliance.
and to assure a strong lead for Western science as a whole.
(4) This topic, and the relation of science to industry and agriculture, suggest
the desirability of combined approaches to the fundamental issue of Intellectual
innovation.
The relationships of science to defense and to economic welfare are a cowweb
of contrasting factors. On the one hand, the surge of American technology in
atomic engineering, electronics, and space is pushing American industry ahead
so rapidly that Europe faces the risk, in the phrase of a distinguished European,
of becoming an underdeveloped continent within a few years.
A closer look, however, raises issues of great moment to the definition of vital
national interests. The present lead of American technique represents the energetic application on a large scale of basic scientific ideas developed In Europe
a generation or two ago. American basic science-the source of future technologies-Is by no means so advanced or so clearly superior as American industrial technique. Indeed many observers share the view of a great American
company, which has located its research laboratories in Belgium in order to
remain in touch with European science, which it regards as "original," as compared with our own, which it considers "largely derivative." Whether this judgment is accepted as the basis of policy is not important. For our long-run
national security interest-perhaps the most fundamental of all our security
Interests-Is to develop the best and most productive basic science in the world,
far reaching in scope, free and flexible in method, hospitable to all the heresies
which may well turn out to be the orthodoxies of tomorrow.
In that prespective, whether our basic science today is good, excellent, or
superlative is immaterial. It would be foolish to go it alone if we could knit the
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science of the West, and of Japan, Australia, New Zealand, and India, into a
single interrelated resource on which our defense technologies, agriculture, and
industries of the future could all draw. For there can be no question that other
countries have great present and potential resources in brains. The history of
knowledge, and the strength of basic science today in many European and Asian
universities and research institutes attest that fact. In all intellectual work,
there are advantages in the friction incident to diversity of outlook and habit.
Our aim must be not merely high quality, or our present lead-which can vanish
as quickly as it emerged-but the best possible quality in science, and a technological lead for the indefinite future.
The necessity for such a definition of the national interest is underlined if
we contemplate the rate of educational advance in the Soviet Union, in the other
Communist countries of Europe, and in China. These are gifted people, being
trained on a vast scale. As we have learned to our sorrow since 1933, free countries do not necessarily have an advantage over tyrannies in these realms.

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR
AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS,

Washington,D.C., March 80, 1966.
Hon. FRANK C1uURCII,

Chairman, Subcommittee on International OrganizationAffairs, Committee on
Foreign Relations, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In connection with the recent hearings of your subcommittee on Senate Resolution 128, a resolution establishing a Commission for a
Strong Atlantic Union, I wish to express to you the support of the AFL-CIO
for this proposal.
Senate Resolution 128 Is in line with a resolution, "Rebuild and Strengthen the
Atlantic Community," unanimously approved by the AFI-CIO Sixth Constitutional Convention on December 13,1965.
Senate Resolution 128 is also in line with a statement by the AFL-CIO Executive Council, "No Time To Let Our Guard Down," May 18, 1964, and with a resolution approved by the AFL-CIO Fifth Constitutional Convention, "For Unity
and Strength of the Western World," November 14-20, 1963.
I respectfully request that this letter and the attached documents to which I
have referred be included in the record of hearings by your subcommittee on
Senate Resolution 128.
Sincerely yours,
ANDREW J. BIEMILLER,

Director,Department of Legislation.
REBUILD,

STRENGTHEN

ATLANTIC COMMUNITY

The Soviet defeat in the Cuban missile crisis of October 1962 led to a decrease
of tension in Europe. With the fear of Soviet aggression diminished, dissension
and disarray grew in the Atlantic Community. During these years, President
de Gaulle sharply curtailed French participation in NATO, severely criticized
its structure and announced his opposition to continuing any arrangements for
an integrated defense with an integrated command. He would replace NATO
with bilateral treaties between France and her allies in 1969, when the treaty
might be denounced.
Since the end of integration would mean the finish of NATO, it is not likely
that the other member states will support De Gaulle's policy. They realize that
NATO must be maintained, in view of the fact that Moscow has not given up
its expansionist designs and Is continually streamlining its military machine.
This constitutes a persistent threat to the independence of Europe.
As the most powerful member of the Atlantic Alliance, our country bears the
heaviest responsibility for its maintenance an deffectiveness and should take
the initiative and leadership toward this end. No doubt, reforms and reorganizations are required for the improvement of NATO. Our Government should
propose to our allies a program for bringing the structure of NATO up to date.
Negotiations for overhauling the defense alliance should be speeded. The common platform thus evolved should seek to keep France in NATO, but not at the
expense of the cohesion, effectiveness, and strength of the alliance.
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The desire of our NATO partners for greater American consultation and
cooperation with them is fully legitimate. They are entitled to adequate participation in drafting nuclear strategy and codetermination in the use of nuclear
weapons. Our Government should take steps to make American nuclear guarantees for Europe fully credible. The eventual emergence of a European nuclear
force should also be encouraged.
Furthermore, effective sharing of political decisions and responsibility for
their execution is imperative. The basic Interests of the Atlantie Alliance demand a common strategy toward the Communist world in such matters as
economic policy, disarmament, and German reunification. The same applies to
policy toward the developing countries. To assure such united action, there
should be established appropriate institutions representative of the major countries, including Germany, as well as the smaller nations, with the latter participating on a rotating basis.
We cannot emiplasize too forcefully that, without a strong Atlantic Alliance
.Europe would today be at the mercy of the Soviet Union. The U.S.S.R. realizes
this and has, therefore, made the destruction of NATO the overriding goal of
its foreign policy.
The Federal Republic continues to be the primary target of Soviet imperialist
ambitions in Europe and the first object of hatred and vituperation by every
Comnlunist regime on the Continent. Moscow knows that if it could subjugate
West Germany, which is our strongest ally, NATO would be doomed. This
Is why the Soviet Union has, during the past year, stepped up its drive against
the Federal Republic and has been denouncing it as militaristic and reactionary,
as constituting the main obstacle to peaceful relations between East and West.
In this slanderous attack against democratic Germany, Moscow's first and foremost aim is to sow mistrust of the Federal Republic among its allies and divide
and break up the Atlantic Alliance.
The Atlantic alliance is also facing the urgent problem of German participation in the common nuclear defense. Though the Federal Republic has renounced the production of atomic weapons, Moscow continues to charge her
with aspiring to become a nuclear power. The Soviet rulers want the world to
believe that the Federal Republic would start a third world war if she were to
participate in the projected multilateral nuclear force (MLF) or a similar setup.
The, Soviet Government knows very well that Germany does not seek to possess
national nuclear arms and would not acquire them under the MLF. As an
Integrated weapons system, the MLF would not give Germany control of nuclear
arms. She would be only one of the participating NATO member states and
would not be in a position to pull the nuclear trigger.
The Germany of today is democratic and peace-loving. She has foresworn
the use of force for achieving her reunification in freedom. Germany has integrated her armed forces in NATO-the only member state to do so. Next to
our country, Germany is the heaviest contributor to NATO, but has no voice in
formulating its nuclear policy.
At the same time, she is the country most dangerously exposed to Soviet military aggresion. Under these circumstances, It is in the common interest of the
Atlantic alliance that the Federal Republic have an adequate share in all the
decisionmuaking processes of NATO. That is why the late President Kennedy
proposed the MLF. This project or a similar arrangement should be employed
to assure the Federal Republic coresponsibility in nuclear affairs.
In this connection, it is significant that, in recent weeks, Moscow has stepped
up its missile threat to Germany by modernizing some 700 of its nuclear middlerange rockets. Since the MLF was designed, in the military field, to counterbalance the medium-range Soviet missile forces aimed at Germany, the Federal
Republic's particilmtion in it would go far to satisfy her security needs and
strengthen all ler other ties with the Atlantic Community.
The Soviet Union has warned that the establishment of the MLF would Jeopardize German reunification. This threat is voiced every time Germany moves
closer to the West. With or without German participation in the MLF, tile
Soviet rulers are deternlind to deny the Gernian people their right of selfdetermination. The Soviet Union has never swerved from this position since
1945. Only a few weeks ago, on the occasion of a visit to Moscow by its East.
Glernan puppet Walter Ulbriclt, L. I. Brezhnev, First Secretary of tile CPSU
Central Committee, declared that the victory of the so-called DDR was inevitable and that a reunified Germany would be "Sociallst"-fhat is, Communist.
C1-129-66-13
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The Federal Republic, as well as the United States, Britain, and Francewhich share with the U.S.S.R. the responsibility for the achievement of German
national unity-have repeatedly stated that as soon as Moscow agrees to German reunification in freedom, new agreements on European security would be
negotiatedl with all of Germany's neighbors. The Soviet Government has only
to accept all-0ernmfn free elections and the MLF will be a dead issue.
The U.S.S.R. also threatens not to sign a nuclear nonproliferation treaty, if
Gerinany is allowed to participate in any nuclear weapons systems. , Moscow
attempts to justify this refusal on the ground that the MLF, or any similar
project, would constitute a proliferation of nuclear arms. This argument is
without foundation in fact, because the nations which do not possess nuclear
weapons today will not acquire them through the ML.
In fact, a nonproliferation agreement, as such, is of no primary concern to Moscow. Neither national
interests nor Ideological reasons could cause Moscow to spread nuclear weapons
among its satellites or any other countries. She has jealously guarded her
status as a nuclear big power.
The U.S.S.R. is interested in a nonproliferation treaty only insofar as it could
be used for undermining and disrupting NATO. Therefore, neither our country
nor any of its Allies has any reason to make any concessions to Moscow for
signing a nonproliferation treaty. Our country's paramount priority should be
the maintenance and reinforcement of the Western alliance rather than the
signing of such a treaty.
American labor, the entire American people, would welcome any step toward
genuine and complete disarmament. But a nonproliferation treaty would constitute such a step only If it were to include adequate safeguards to protect the
nonnuclear nations, not only against atomic aggression, but also against atomic
blackmail and conventional attacks by any nuclear power. Without such safeguards by the nuclear powers to protect the small nations, a nonproliferation
treaty would promote political instability rather than permanent peace.
It is the very fear of such aggressive acts that has made many countries
want to have their own atomic weapons. Furthermore, a nonproliferation
treaty is no substitute for a ban on the production and use of nuclear arms under
effective measures of international control and supervision. Without such an
arrangement, a nonproliferation treaty would only assure the monopoly of the
nuclear big powers and provide no guarantee against Communist aggression.
Today, the West is confronted with a very critical situation in regard to the
Conunon Market as well as NATO. In both cases, President de Gaulle's rejection of integration is the root of the trouble. European political integration is
now at a standstill, and even the economic integration achieved to date is in
danger. It would be a very grave blow to European progress if the European
Economic Community coul d not attain its proclaimed goals. We urge our Goverinent to encourage and support every effort to maintain the Common Market
and develop it into a comprehensive European organization embracing all democratic nations, including Great Britain.
The most urgent task facing tihe United States today in the field of foreign
policy is to reconstruct and reinvigorate the Atlantic alliance. Our survival
as a free nation demands that the present strains in NATO be overcome and the
Atlantic Community be rebuilt on the basis of equal partnership and firm unity.
STATF,MENT BY TIE

AF,-CIO EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
OUR GUARD DOWN"

ON

"No TIME To LT-r

The events of the last 15 years have demonstrated that the unity and strength
of the Atlantic Community of free nations (NATO) provide the most effective
deterrent to aggression and war.
Confronted with superior NATO power, serious economic difficulties, and the
Chinese threat to its domination of world communism, the Soviet Government
has, in recent months, made no major move to aggravate international tension.
Its ardor for aggressive policies has been particularly dampened by the failure
of its Cuban missile adventure. It is these difficulties, rather than any renunciation of its aspirations to Communist world domination or abandonment of Communist ideology as an instrument of its foreign policy, that have led the Soviet
Government to mark time.
For Communists, the tactics of d6tente are only other means to the same end.
Moscow and the Communist regimes and parties which support Khrushchev
against the more radical-sounding Peiping line have not become artisans of peace
and partisans of demnoera(.y. They continue to adhere firmly to the fundamental
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aims of cotnuniisni-totalitarian dictatorship and world conquest. The Soviet
rulers continue to oppose the reduction of armaments through effective international inspection. They continue to garrison captive countries in the heart of
Europe, maintain the shameful wall in Berlin and deny the German people and
the captive nations the right of self-determination. Overtly and covertly, the
Kremlin continues to instigate and support wars of so-called liberation inI Asia,
Africa, and Latin America and hate campaigns against our country as the
"gendarme of imperialist reaction."
At the very moment when it seeks American assistance, the Soviet Government
continues to spend more than a million dollars a day to keep that "distasteful
nuisance," Castro, in power. Moscow is training and financing his Communist
agents for subverting Latin America, spreading hatred of the United States,
and sabotaging the Alliance for Progress program.
The agreement on a limited test ban treaty, joint scientific undertakings in
the antarctic and the uninspected accord with the United States to cut down on
the production of fissionable material do not prove that the Soviet Government
has dropped all plans for aggression. In spite of the present "relaxation of tensions," Khrushchev stubbornly persists in all the old Soviet positions which are
at the root of the cold war. Through his current less abusive tactics, lie seeks to
spread illusions, confusion, and division among the Western democracies, to lull
them into a false sense of security and to facilitate his securing from the United
States and free Europe the economic assistance the U.S.S.R. so urgently needs.
Khrushchev wants the West to help him satisfy the consumer needs of tle Soviet
people while he continues to build up the Russian arsenal of missiles and nuclear
weapons. He wants the free world to do for his dictatorship what the Communist system cannot do.
The executive council of the AFL-CIO rejects as a monstrous myth the notion
that our country and its allies can promote world peace, human well-being, and
freedom by helping the Communist dictatorships overcome the severe hardships
and difficulties which their policies and practices have bI'ought about. Expanded
Western trade with and the extension of long-term credits to the Communist
regimes will not help them "evolve toward democracy" or remove the sources
of world tension. On the contrary, such lielp i)y the linitcd States and Western
Europe might well enable the Communist regimes to emerge from their present
difficulties strengthened for their next round of offensive actions against the free
world. This would only aggravate the cold war.
Our Government helped the Communist regime in Yugoslavia when fie Soviet
Union threatened its national Independence and territorial integrity. Blit tlis
aid was not unconditional. In return for our generous help, Tito dropped his
demand for Trieste and stopped his support of the Conimunist (lvil wiar in Greece.
However, despite over a billion dollars of Ainerical 1d to and greatly expanded
trade with Tito's Yugoslavia, this country did not evolve into a democracy.
Furthermore, in recent years, as Communist Yugoslavia improved its economic
conditions through American help, it has been supporting Moscow against the
United States on the vital issues of the world crisis. Expanded trade is 11o
magic wand for the liberalization of any Communist country.
The difficulties now afflicting the Comniunist economies and the contlict
plaguing the international Communist movement provide a propitiousloient
for our country and its allies to initiate diplomatic, economic, and political moves
to eliminate the causes of world tension and to promote just und hting peace.
Their statesmen should insist that tle Soviet and other Cominuil regiimes sto)
their efforts to subvert democratic institutions ,n( governments. l~et Mosow
drop its opposition to self-determination for the Gernmn people 411id tin, peoples
of the Soviet satellites and annexed lands. Let the Kremlin give tile .ignal for
tearing down the wall which shamefully divides the city of Berlin, stoplsupportIng the Vietcong guerrillas and bomb throwers in Vielnamm ald tihe Puiolet Lao
military attacks against the Laotian Gover'nmient, cease enimragh)g terrol, and
bloodshed in Cyprus and fanning tie flames of hatred and war i the Middlie 41.t.
Let the Communist rulers agree to genuine (isarmaimt thr'ouglh effective intelnational inspection and stop sapping tile authority of tile Inited Natltinls. 8111
moves on their part would Constitute vital contributions toward a world free
from the perils of war and would entitle them to prompt and adequa-e aid from
the United States and Western Europe.
Neither the difficulties confronting the Com:mnist world nor,le taeti 'al
changes these have imposed on Moscow should s(,rle as an excuse for ot country
and its allies relaxing their vigilance or reducing their strength. We dare not
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tire In the struggle to prevent a Communist takeover of the world. The hour
calls for greater unity and strength of the Atlantic Community to promote freedom, social justice, and lasting peace.
FOR lJN£i'

A NID STRRNOT11 OF TIlE WESTERN WORLD

The West has, through unity and strength, succeeded, In the last 15 years, to
insure security and a large measure of prosperity for the democracies, to grant
increasing help to the developing countries, and to prevent international communism from attaining its goal of world domination.
This unity and strength were achieved through the close cooperation between
Europe and the United States which began with the Marshall plan and was
followed, a few years later, by NATO. At the same time European integration
proceeded with the creation of the Coal and Steel Community, Euratom, and
the Common Market. Thus, the road to a fully unified Europe, in firm partnership with the United States, seemed to be open.
However, this hopeful development has, in recent months, been endangered by
discord among our European allies, with the result that closer ties between
the United States and Europe have been impaired and Western unity and
strength weakened.
The disarray in the Western Alliance has been brought about largely by the
fact that European integration has been halted through the refusal of the
European Economic Community to admit Great Britain as a member, by a trend
to transform the Common Market into a closed, inward-looking and protection1st organization, and by the determination of the French Government to follow,
in many respects, a policy of "going it alone."
Allied disunity has manifested itself In disagreement over NATO strategy,
especially in the nuclear field; friction over trade between the United States
and other European nations; withdrawal of the French fleet from NATO control; divergent views on the war in Vietnam; contradictory trade practices In
regard to Communist countries; differences in the United Nations (expenses for
U.N. peace-keeping missions), etc.
I
This turn of events is all the more disturbing, since firm joint efforts by the
West are needed to protect the vital interests of the democratic countries, to
meet the growing wants of the new nations, thwart Communist expansionist designs, and preserve world peace.
In spite of the limited test ban treaty, the world has yet to witness any real
relaxation of tension and can ill afford bickering, distrust, and dissension among
the members of the Atlantic Community.
The Fifth Convention of the AFL-CIO views with concern the present situation in the Atlantic Alliance. We fervently hope that our Government will
spare no effort to resolve the present disputes among the allies and to build an
ever-more effective and powerful Western Community.
To that end. the United States should continue to encourage the European
nations to widen the Common Market by admitting Great Britain and other
democratic countries which might wish to join it, and to develop Europe into
a collective political entity. Such a unified, powerful and prosperous Europe
would be a truly equal partner of the United States, sharing full responsibility
in all questions affecting Western interests.
The closest cooperation between the United States and Europe is particularly
necessary at a time of negotiations between the United States and the Soviet
Union. All impressions of American-Soviet bilateralism must be avoided. Our
European allies should be fully informed and their advice and agreement should
he sought. In this conection, our Government did well to offer a unified Europe
a greater share of nuclear control in the projected multilateral atoiiic missile
fleet.
It Is especially urgent for tile United States not to make any unilateral decisions on NATO strategy. American labor reiterates its firm conviction that
a strong American military presence in Europe is indispensable to the defense
of that continent and to the national security of the United States. Any withdrawal of American forces from Germany is bound to raise doubts about U.S.
determination to defend Europe. Such a reduction of our forces would only
make Moscow still more reluctant to grant any Important concessions and would
arouse distrust of our intentions by our allies.
In view of the formidable Soviet military power and the continued Soviet. refusal to guarantee the freedom of West Berlin, our armed strength In Germany
must always fie maintained at an adequate level. At the same tine and in a
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spirit of true partnership, our allies should make a more adequate contribution
to the cost of the collective (NATO) defense and in regard to providing more
of the urgently needed conventional forces. Only when its defense posture Is
strong enough, can the West deter Soviet aggression.
In this conviction, we urge closer political cooperation between the United
States and its allies. Our Government should energetically strive for a common
Western policy on all important aspects of international affairs--toward the
Soviet bloc, Communist China, and southeast Asia. New machinery should be
set up to provide an Institutional framework for full, continuous consultation
and joint decisionmaking.
European-American partnership in political and defense matters also presupposes economic partnership. Without freer trade, the United States cannot fulfill its military commitments and responsibilities toward the poorer people of
the world. The AFL-CIO sincerely hopes that next year's trade negotiations
under GATT will result in an expanded and freer flow of goods within the free
world and, thereby, promote the economic well-being of the free peoples.
More coordination Is also called for in the endeavors by the free countries to
help the emerging nations. Western Europe should assume a fairer and larger
share of the aid load. Exchange of information and joint planning by the donor
countries are imperative in order to obtain maximum results beneficial to recipient nations.
The AWL-CIO is firmly convinced that a united, strong, and prosperous West
will be able to attract more and more the developing nations to our side, to
extend the frontiers of freedom, to defeat the ambitious imperialist plans of the
Communist camp, and to preserve the peace of the world.

FOIUEST HILLS, N.Y., March 20, 1966.
SUBCOMMITIEE ON INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS COMMITTEE.

ORGANIZATIONS

Ai'xFArns,

SENATE

FOREIGN

GENTLEMEN: At the outset I want it understood that I am in favor of a NATO
union of Atlantic nations, an Atlantic Defense Pact, as the original treaty proposed, when It was signed In April 1949. The preamble said: "They are resolved
to unite their efforts for collective defense and for the preservation of peace
and security."
I am most strongly opposed to an unconstitutional Federal Union of the Atlantic
Community, which was never intended and of which Senator Kefauver said
before a Foreign Relations subcommittee in 1950: "You say that this Involves not
only basic economic and social changes, but also changes In the structure of the
U.S. Government. That is conceded to be true." This plan was turned down in
1950 when Dean Rusk and John Hickerson of the State Department iaid, "Involved in this resolution is a surrender of sovereignty. It is a question so fundamental that it affects the rights and interests of every man, woman, and child
in the United States. * * * The State Department could not support such a
resolution." (Taken from the Congressional Record of 1950.) These same dangers exist today, If this resolution and the plan it proposes is passed. It's the
same old familiar Clarence Streit's Atlantic Union plan, for which Mr. Street has
been fighting more than 30 years.
When I spoke before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee In 1956, against
Resolution 12, proposing the same plan this subcommittee is now discussing, Mr.
Streit sat In the row behind me. I am enclosing a reprint of the report of what
I said that day, facts which still stand, and facts not one of which was denied
by Mr. Streit that day.
I submit this reprint and the attached letter as my formal statement before
this hearing on McCarthy Resolution 64. Every word of this reprint Is a
(locimented fact and its arguments against a Federal Union of the Atlantic
Community, and all that plan implies, apply to this resolution just as they did
to Resolution 12.
You will note on page 2 of this reprint that when in 1951, 1 asked Senator
Kofauver whose gold would stabilize the common currency of the proposed
"Federal Union," he answered, "The people of the United States are not Interested
in legalistic tornis; they are not going to be impressed by high-sounding terms."
Recalling that incident, I was most Interested (and shocked also) to read one
of the paragraphs of Resolution 64, the McCarthy resolution:
"Whereas they need but unite effectively their gold and other resources behind
a common currency now to assure their el lizens and the developing nations,
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enduring monetary stability and liquidity, and prevent their disunion from end.
ing, as in 1931, in dictator-serving crash."
And. then there was the "Whereas" about the Original States in 1787, the' old
unrealistic clich6 of Clarence Strelt's, the essence of which Is: "We did it with
the 13 Colonies in 1787; why can't we do it with the world of today"? This is,
in my opinion, the most stupid statement I have ever heard, and it is carried
over into Resolution (4 being discussed here today.
A following "whereas" says "officially declaring that Federal Union within the
framework of the United Nations Is their eventual goal." This Is also the United
World Federalists' plan. Of course Ehino Roper who was president of the Atlantic Union Committee, published a little book entitled, "Our Goal Is Government
of All the World."
So let's be honest, we're fighting a world government-and such a world to
govern us. It was never more chaotic. And I wouldn't care to be subject to the
United Nations International Court of Justice, with several Communist Judges.
How can our legislators, sworn to protect and defend our U.S. Constitution,
be so disloyal to this Constitution, as to substitute another for It? They are
actually selling their birthrights.
There is much misunderstanding and misinformation abroad in our country
about this "Federal Union" plan for the Atlantic NATO nations. Our citizens
are not informed, and it appears to me this intention is deliberate.
After the public hearing in 1956, at which I appeared, little was heard about
the Atlantic Union committee plan, until Resolution 170 was quietly "sneaked"
through in August, 1960, tie last week of the congressional session. It was forreally announced in the New York Times on December 25, 1960. This is a fact.
After Resolution 170 was passed, there was some activity at a later date.
Three groups were set up: the Citizens Commission; the Atlantic Institute of
Paris, of which Henry Cabot Lodge was made Director General; and the Atlantic
Council of the United States. The Declaration of Paris wias formulated and sent
out. One of Its most important statements was that the United States must
accept the obligatory clause of the statue of the United Nations Internatlonal
Court of Justice, which our country has not yet done. The statellienlt in the
declaration was this: "This Atlantic Convention recommends that all members
of the Atlantic Community accept this obligatory clause." With each provision
in this Declaration of Paris there is another relinquishment of power inherent in
our constitutional Government and our Congress.
And bear in mind that this declaration Is part of the Atlantic Union committee
plan which Resolution No. 64 is supporting. This "federal union" Ilall 1111.8
been In andlout of our Congress for years, but tie plan remains the san, the
original Atlantic Union committee plan originated by Clarence Streit, which he
has been fighting for more than 30 years. As the newspaper item said, it was
freshened ip and run through aice more.
The Streit magazine Freedom and Union reported that President Kennedy
cooled in his support of tie "federal union" plan and also reported that one of
his aids, McGeorge Bundy, in a talk on December 6, 1961, made the following
statement: "My own belief is that the most productive way of conceiving ihe
political future of tie Atlantic Community is to think in terms of a plartnershil
between the United States on the one hand and a great European power on the
other. Sui(.ch a partnership makes more sense than a full-blown Atlantic Uljii',
which is still constitutionally and psychologically out of ramige for the people of
the United States * * *." In other words, the only feasible plan wis an Atlantic
Union of sovereign powers, with which I would agree.
For the last several years, little has been heard of tie "federal union" plan
and the Atlantic Union committee. The Democratic admlistratiotl apparently
lost interest in the plan temporarily. During the Johnson-Goldwater campaign.
Clarence Strelt said in his Freedom and Union magazine that Johlnson was (ool
toward "federal union" of NATO, but that Goldwater was very much In favor of
the NATO plan proposed by film.
It Is difficult to believe tiat Mr. Goldwater, the l)rofessed traditionalist, could
be for this unconstitutional plan an( for giving tip our sovereignty (there is no
such thing as a portion of sovereignty). All the conservatives I know who
were supporting Mr. Goldwater are strongly opposed to any "federal lulioll" of
NATO nations. Most of Ils supporters never dreamed lie could be for suih a
plan. And Nixon now says he has been a supporter of the Streit plan for years.
He never told us that when lie wias riiinnintg for President. As for Rockefeller,
lie told all in ils book "The Future of Federalism," IIl wilich he ctme out flatly
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for a full world government. It's strange to find these prominent Americans who
made their way under our traditional constitutional Government, turning their
Imeks on that Government, our own Federal Union, to institute a competitive
"federal union" with its own common currency, which Resolution No. 04 suggests
we stabilize with our gold and resources. Seems to me I have heard that we
tire short of gold at tile moment.
And I can assure this committee that neither Republicans nor Democrats,
many of whom have joined with the Republicans, could ever "freshen" up this
old chestnut of a resolution, whilh is rank disloyalty to our own constitutional
Government. In what forgotten pocket have our legislators in the Senate and the
liouse misplaced their oath to protect and defend this Constitution, when they
adopted the promotion of the Clarence Streit "federal union" plan ? Our legislators, at this crucial point in history, are needed for many important projects and
here they are engaged in the process of giving away the sovereignty of the
Constitution under which they serve and endeavoring to change the structure of
the U.S. Government.
For the information of this subcommittee, I have endeavored to outline the
progress of the Streit "federal union" resolution since 1950, up to date, I
regret I cannot be at the hearing to read iy statement, but do hope the subcozimnittee will give It some attention.
Mrs. A. l0. BONBRAIE.
I.S.-No doubt it is article 13 of the North Atlantic Treaty whlch has given
impetus to this promotion of "federal union" for NATO : "After the treaty has
been in force for 20 years, any party may cease to be a party 1 year after its
notice of denunciation has been given to the Government of the United States
of America, which will inform the governments of the other parties of the deposit
of each notice of denunciatlon"; 1969 is not too far distant, but a plnn for "federal uinion" of NATO nations is not the shot in the arm NATO needs.
[Prom the Trblet, a Catholic weekly

CATHOLIO ACTION GUIna OrPosEs ATLANTIC UNION COMA17I'r-E PLAN
TESTIFYING AT SENATE HEARINGS, MRS. IBONIIUAKE SAYS "EXPLORATORY" CONVENTION
Is MISLEADING
WASnINGTON.-"It is unbelievably fantastic that we who are speaking here
today against Senate Concurrent Resolution 12, which proposes an Atlantic
Union Exploratory Convention, find it necessary to defend the survival of our
U.S. constitutional Government before our duly elected representatives, who
have sworn to defend and protect this Constitution."
That Is the opening statement in testimony before the Senate Foreign Ielations Committee on Wednesday, July 11, by Mrs. A. E. Bonbrake, who represented
the Forest Hills Catholic Action Guild in the diocese of Brooklyn.
Plan kept in background
"I ani quite aware," she told the Senators, "that you are thinking this so-called
Atlantic Union resolution is only a proposal for an 'exploratory' convention, and
that it stands for nothing definite. I charge that this term 'exploratory' Is a
deceptive one, as back of this Atlantic Union resolution there Is a very definite
plan, whicl has been kept in the background as far as the public Is concerned."
Some of the Congressmen who sponsored this resolution i years past and who
have now withdrawn their support, she asserted, were under the false Impression
they were merely supporting an Atlantic defense pact, as when tile Atlantic
nations first joined together, their agreement was called the North Atlantic
Security Pact.
(To prove that there is a definite plan, Mrs. Bonbrake quoted from "The Goal
Is GovcrTent of All the World," a book by ilno Roper, who is now president of the Atlantic Union Committee. Under the subtitle, "How Federal Union
Would Work," Mr. Roper says:)
"Federal Union is a proposed union of the governments whose people believe
it the dignity of the individual and in freedom. * * * These governments would
merge into a single Atlantic federal union. Such a union would have tile right
to conduct foreign relations, maintain arned forces, Issue currency, regulate
commerce and communications between states ir. the union, and grant union
citizenship. The union mist have tile power to tax nnd to uphold Its own bill
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of rights. The distribution of executive, legislative and judicial powers, which
would be left to the member states of the union, would all have to be worked
out in a constitutional convention of the union,
"There would be no veto in this union. The only absolute veto would be the
collective veto that each branch of its congress would have. No law couhl bw
passed without the consent of a majority In both the union house and senate.
* * * Representative would be apportioned according to population.
"To place the responsibility for this resolution wlich we are discussing," AlMs.
Bonbrake continued, "I will further quote Mr. Roper:
"'Some of us who have been interested In world government for several years
now, have come together to form the Atlantic Union Committee. Our objective
in this committee Is to have tie Congress pass a resolution supporting the calling
of a constitutional convention of at least the Atlantic Pact sponsors. * * * Such
a resolution has already been introduced in the House and Senate.
"'Tle convention for which it calls would explore the possibilities of a political,
economic, and military union among the democracies in the Atlantic area. It
would undoubtedly take a constitutional amendment for the United States to
agree to participate in such a political union. It is true that some of our
traditional rules of governmental organization would have to undergo some
change.
"'Such an Atlantic union would be a member of the United Nations. * * *
There would be nothing-there must be nothing-in such a union which would be
out of consonance with the aims and obJectives of the United Nations.'"
Quotes Senator Kefauver
"Ponder this last sentence," Mrs. Bonbrake said. "Does it mean the union-the Atlantic federal union-would, in being a member of the United Nations,
supersede, or take the place of its formerly sovereign members, in the United
Nations? What else could it mean? And when. considering the United Nations,
we must never forget that Soviet Russia is a member and always to be reckoned
with."
The members of this Senate committee will not really be voting on an "explorntory" resolution, she claimed; they will be voting on the inauguration of a most
definite plan by a definite sponsor, the Atlantic Union Committee; they will be
considering whether the United States shall change its Constitution to the point
of nullity, and join a union which says frankly, "our goal is government of all the
world."
To substantiate this statement, she quoted some testimony given before a
Foreign Relations Subcommittee In February 1950, when Senator Estes Kefauver
tried to get Dean Rusk and John D. Ilickerson of the State Department to endorse the Atlantic Union resolution for an exploratory convention.
At that time Mr. Hickerson said, "Heretofore in international organizations
we have proceeded on the basis of cooperation between independent sovereign
powers. Involved in this resolution is a surrender of sovereignty. It is a question so fundamental that it affects the rights and Interests of every man, woman,
and child in the United States * * *. The State Deparfnent could not support
such a resolution."
During the 1950 discussion, Senator Kefauver said: "You say that this Involves
not only basic economic and social changes, but also changes in the structure of
the U.S. Government. That Is conceded to be true."
Mrs. Bonbrake asked the committee, "If this Atlantic Union resolution was
highly dangerous to our constitutional sovereignty in 1950, why is it less dangerous today?" Although there have been a few changes in wording, the intent of
the resolution is the same. Senator Kefauver told us in 1950 it would change
the structure of our traditional Government. It will do the same today. Are
you willing and is our State I)epartment willing that this shall happen?
"Whether our present State Department would agree with the State Department of 1950, I have grave doubts," she said. "John Foster Dulles, our Secretary
of State, has been In accord with the Atlantic Union Committee plan for federal
union since 1949 when lie was a Senator. te said then, 'As a Senator, I shall vote
for the Atlantic Union resolution. I have already indicated to the proposers of
the resolution my sympathy with their purpose, and I repeat I intend to confirm
this by vote when the, resolution Is before the Senate for action.' Mr. Dumlles k pl
his word.
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"Dufle8 aots telthout authority?
"You may ask, 'Did Mr. Dulles change his opinion since he has been Secretary
of State?' It is evident lie did not. Right after he was appointed Secretary of
State, Mr. Dulles sent a wire to the convention of the Atlantic Union Committee
in Buffalo, November 22, 1952, expressing 'full support' of the Atlantic Union plan
and suggested that it be accomplished 'in connection with the development of
NATO.'
"Then, before going to Paris to the NATO Convention the first week of May
1956, Mr. Dulles made a most significant speech. Among other things he said,
'The time has come to advance NATO from its initial phase into the totality of its
meaning. * * * If that be the common desire of the NATO member nations, the
United States will join eagerly in exploring these possibilities which now beckon
us forward.'
"By whose authority did Mr. Dulles commit the United States to such a decision?" she asked.
"I made an analysis of this speech by Mr. Dulles and it was published in the
Tablet of May 5, 1956. I believe I was Justified in asking, in this published statement, 'Has our Congress authorized the United States to "Join eagerly" in the
exploratory convention in Paris this week?' I do not believe this was an unwarranted question, as at that time our New York press reported that when Senator
Kefauver heard about the statements made by Mr. Dulles regarding the exploratory work to be done at the NATO Convention, he said, 'Well it's about time.'
There are many world government enthusiasts in our State Department, Mrs.
Bonbrake charged. Some are world federalists, she said, as is Harold Stassen
according to his own published statement; others support the Atlantic Union
plan for world government; the present Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Marion B. Folsom, is listed as a member of the National Council and
Board of Governers of the Atlantic Union Committee, as was former secretary
Mrs. Oveta Culp Hobby.
"But that should not shock this committee," she asserted, "as your Chairman
Senator Walter F. George, who has Just been appointed U.S. representative to
NATO by the President, was a sponsor of the original Atlantic Union resolution.
"Members of this committee, who were also sponsors of the original Atlantic
Union exploratory resolution are: Senators William Fulbright, John J. Sparkman, Hubert H. Humphrey, Mike Mansfield, and George D. Aiken. According to
the Congressional Record of February 9, 1955, in support of the Atlantic Union
resolution again submitted by Senator Kefauver on that date, there are listed the
names of Senators John J. Sparkman, Hubert H. Humphrey and Mike Mansfield,
members of your committee.
"With so many members of this Foreign Relations Committee already committed to the Atlantic Union Committee resolution, I find myself wondering if
your sympathies for this plan may consciously, or unconsciously, affect your
judgment on this resolution and your consequent vote. I hope you will be able
to keep an open mind but it is quite logical for us to think it will be difficult.
Clarence ,Streit's role
"When speaking of the Atlantic Union plan, I would not want to neglect the
nman who first introduced into our country the Idea of Union Now-Clarence
Streit, who is president of Federal Union, Inc., which was formed in 1939, and
I believe editor of the magazine Freedom and Union. Before Mr. Streit's ideas
were propagandized, we in the United States had always taken it for granted
that we had a real 'Union' with a traditional constitutional government. Those
were the good days before the poisonous doctrine of world government had infiltrated our United States.
"I have a copy of a letter written by Mr. Streit in May 1955, in which he said,
'The resolution is by no means out of the woods. But in the 21 years I have
worked for this Convention, I recall no time when the outlook was half so favorable.'
"In this same letter, Mr. Streit says that Senator George twice cosponsored
the Atlantic Union resolution and that the Senator bad informed him that his
Foreign Relations Committee would soon consider the Atlantic Union resolution.
Mr. Streit also said that Mr. Dulles had endorsed the resolution even before he
became Secretary of State, which of course we well know, and that he wrote
the introduction to the book 'The New Federalist.'
"Clarence Streit, who says he has worked 21 years for this Atlantic Union
Exploratory Convention, has made some quite significant statements to the news01-129-60-14
'W
"
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papers In New York City, He had a letter published in the New York Times
-of April 16, .1952, not; long before our last presidential election.in which le said:
'Now I have something encouvagihg to gfve * * *, To mention but one example
of that progress-one that speaks volumes: Two of the leading presidential aspirants,, Senator Kefauver and General Eisenhower, are both now identified with
the concept of Atlantc Union.'
"In the Times again, March 12, 1955, Mr. Street had a letter headed 'Atlantic
Union Defined.' He ramblpdj on about the analogy between"the. Federal Union
of the Original Thirteen Colonies and a Fedeatl Union for the world.
"In essence he said, 'We did it with the 13 C3olonies, 'why can't Nve-do it with
the world?' A translation of the meaning of that statement would be that after
we had fought and won the battle for a free federal tniil, which is now the
United States, we throw away the benefits of that freedom and that Union and
put ourselves in the position of being governed by other countries."
In the spring of 1951, the Atlantic Union committee had a meetiig in New
York City's Town Hall. Mrs. Bonbrake said, "a meeting which I personally
attended and a detailed report of which I sent to the Tablet. It was published
July 14, 1951.
"The main speakers at this meeting were Senator Kefauver and Elmo Roper,
and there was a recorded talk by Lester Pearson of Canada, one of the new
NATO Cabinet members, facetiously called by our newspapers, 'The Three
Wise Men.'
"In his talk that night, these were the, expressions 'Senator Kefauver applied
to our national sovereignty-'Just multiply the 48 States,' 'extend our sovereignty,' 'pool our sovereignty.' The Senator ignored completely the fact that
these expressions are in exact contradiction with the nature of the term 'sovereignty' itself.
"During the question period I asked Senator Kefauver about his definition of
sovereignty. I also asked him about the stabilization of the Union's Common
currency.' I asked him whose gold would back it and would It by chance be our
Fort Knox gold?
"Senator Kefauver answered me as follows apd i quote: 'The people of the
United States are not interested in legalistic terms; they are not going to be
impressed by high-sounding terms. Sovereignty, after all, is in the people; if the
people want to share that sovereignty, for the good of all, It'is their decision.'
A U.S. Senator should know that once what is called sovereignty is 'shared,' it is
no longer sovereignty."
"It is often said by world government proponents that Soviet Russia is opposed
to world government," she asserted; "that is not a fact; Russia hopes eventually
to have 'The World Union of Socialist Soviet Republics.'"
Then she asked the Senators, "Are we helping Soviet Russia attain her goal
without any actual participation from her?
"I would ike to ive you a portion of a quote from the 'Program of the Communist International of 1936': 'That dictatorship can be established only by a
victory of socialism in different countries or groups of countries, after which
the Proletariat republics would unite on federal lines with those already in existence, and this system of federal unions would expand * * * at length forming
the World Union of Socialist Soviet Republics.'
"It seems to me we are trying to furnish Soviet Russia readymade, her 'systern of federal unions.' We should think about this before George Orwell's World
of '1984' materializes-a group of federal unions united under one 'Big Brother'the Soviet Union."
An Atlantic defense pact is one thing, Mrs. Bonbrake declared, an Atlantic
Federal Union is quite another. If this resolution ever gets to the floor of our
Senate for debate, she said, the American people are going to insist that it be
discussed openly and honestly as a specific plan for world government and
recognized as such.
"In closing I will say again that there is a sense of unreality in appearing
before a U.S. Senate committee, pleading that we retain the constitutional
Government founded and fought for by our forefathers and defended by many
loyal Americans since then."
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,,LLIA' A8sIINOTON, D.., Maroh 27, 1966.
'
Chairman, '$e'na,Slo!'oe lgRe~latjtn8 C7oizniltee,
New Sehate Offue BuildIng, Washington, J.O. *,
DEAR Mn, CHAIRMAN: I heard much of the hearings last week upon Senate
Concurrent Resolution 64. I wish to present reasons for opposition to this resolution which, so far as I know, have not been mentioned during the hearings.
Please Include the enclosed letter in the printed volume of the hearings.
Sincerely,
ROBERT J. WEBER.
WAsrNoToN, D.C.,

March 27,1966.
Senator J.WiLmrAt FULBrIGHT,
Cha4nmait, Senate Poreign1?elationsConimittee,
New Senate O1ice Bu Wing, Wa8hingtm, D.C.
DEAR SENATO4 P ULnRnIT: A world federation is needed to attain permanent
world peace. Such a federation Is at least 20 years away.
What are some of the things which can be done within the next 5 years to
move in the direction of world federation? At least six might be mentioned:
(1) Increased trade among all nations.
(2) Increased travel among the nations (all nations).
(3) Increased technical assistance among all nations.
(4) Increased cooperation amofig all nations.
(5) The stoppage of the expansion of the number of nations having nuclear.
I
weapons through a treaty..
(6) A treaty st6pptng all underground nuclear tests.
Atlantic federation, as favored In Senate Concurrent Resolution 04, would
probably work against points 1, 5, and 6. There has been within the last 10
years an increased willingness by both' the Soviet Union and the United States
to oppose change In world affairs by military force. An Atlantic federation"
would endanger this trend by Incorporating West germany into a federation,
by spreading nuclear weapons to the federation, by having Russians fear the'
new federation. Points 5 and 6 need Soviet cooperation,, but such cooperation
would not be forthcoming. The desirable increased trade with all countries
would -be thwarted by the condition that trade among the members of the federation would be so much easier than trade outside the federation.
An Atlantic federation of nations composed of mostly white people would
probably be resented by most nations composed of mostly colored people.
These results would in turn lead to less International cooperation among all
nations, a greater bipolarization of the world, n greater crystallization of the
blocs in the "cold war"-things making more difficult, rather than more easy,
the building of world community, world loyalty, world responsibility, world
federation, and world peace.
Atlantic federation would have been less objectionable In 1945 or 1949 than
it Is today. Then, many of the colored peoples had not achieved their political
independence and Russia had no nuclear bombs. If these people and Russia did
not like such a federation, they could not have done much about it. Perhaps the
federation, if formed, would have expanded from then until now through
voluntary action and thus would have allayed fears and suspicions by outsiders.
Conditions have changed so much in 20 years. Now such a federation, If ever
desirable, Is certainly undesirable.
these reasons, I oppose the passage of Senate Concurrent Resolution 64.
For all
Sincerely,
ROBERT
3. WEBER.

INGLEWOOD, CALIF., Mareh 28, 1966.

Re opposed to NATO delegation as outlined in Senate Concurrent Resolution 64.
Hon. 3. W. FULBRTGHT,
Chairman, Senate Foreign Relations Committee, and Subcommttee on International OrganizatioaAffairs, Senakte office Building, Washington, D.C.
G=NTLEmEN: Please incorporate my remarks in the March 23 and 24 hearings,

using my radio transcript enclosed, my broadcast of March 22,1966.
I urge strongly that you recommend against the NATO delegation as per Senate
Concurrent Resolution 64.
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Americans love our country. We Americans resent efforts such as the pro.
posed delegation (composed of appointees who do not represent us) which moves
toward destruction of our U.S. Constitution and subjugation of the United States
Into a member State of NATO, a world region.
Sincerely,
Jo HINDMAN.
REGIONALIZATION

Is

LEADING THE UNITED STATES
WORLD GOVERNMENT

OF AsEaioA

INTO

(By Jo Hindman, transcript of "Plain Talk" radio program, station KTYM
Inglewood, Calif., broadcast, Mar. 22, 1966)
Regionalization involves geography and the political umbrella, or power to
rule, over the region-a vast unit created by making "hash" out of many cities,
counties, States, and other governmental units.
Presently (1966) California is hit by three regional fists--ABAG, SCAG, and
proposed nine-county Fresno. ABAG stands for Association Bay Area Governments; SCAG, Southern California Association of Governments; nine-county
would regionalize the San Joaquin Valley.
SCAG is the multicounty region over Ventura, Los Angeles, Riverside, Orange,
San Bernardino, and, Imperial Counties In California, formed on October 28,
1965, almost without the knowledge of the 9A million men, women, and children
in the six-county SCAG region. Out of a potential 142 cities, 83 had joined
SCAG by January 1966.
On prior "Plain Talk" broadcasts, the faults of SCAG's bylaws and contract
agreement have been discussed fully, also protested before legislative city and
county councils.
Why, then, have our elected officials voted us Into regions? The setup, you
see, creates for them just another way to get money-region-marked moneyfrom Washington, D.C. The public officials don't have to face the voters for
funds to spend on extravagant public works.
An insidious result, kept carefully concealed from those it would hurt the
most, is the Federal control of private property in a region that accepts Federal funds. The bureaucrats send no Federal money into any region without
first making certain that the region conforms to the master plan of the bureaucrats.
Bills passed by a foolish Congress In 1965 reveal that such a master plan
does, indeed exist (see Public Law 89-117, one example). The appointed (not
elected) Housing and Urban Development Chief has final say-so on regional plans.
Citizens should ask their elected officials to expose that master plan. In either
exists on paper, or it exists in the head of the HUD czar. His name is Robert
C. Weaver and he reports directly to Lyndon Johnson, current Chief Executive of the United States.
As a region, SCAG can get money directly from the Washington bureaucrats.
Cities/counties that belong to SCAG, through the SCAG "credit card" can get
money directly from the bureaucrats. However, Los Angeles City, as of last
week (March 16, 1906) had not joined SCAG. What sort of situation did that
create? This: The Federal bureaucrats refused to send money for the city of
San Bernardtno to buy itself a fleet of buses and a new park-all because Los
Angeles left a big hole in the bureaucratic master plan. The city of San Bernardino is beside itself With frustration and fury. Its mayor sent a "boycott"
letter to SCAG, threatening the city of Los Angeles. Other smaller cities, inflamed by the same sort of greed, are whipping themselves Into a massive "hate
campaign" against the city of Los Angeles because it had not joined the region
SOAG.
SOAG REGIONAL GOVERNMENT HAS CAUSED THE FIGHT

Being a region, SCAG is part of metropolitan regional government, commonly
known as Metro and promoted by the political syndicate operating on the New
York-Chicago axis. Administrative headquarters, named 1313 by the syndicate
itself, is located at 1318 East 60th Street, Chicago. Top policymakers are in New
York: the National Municipal League (NML), 47 East 68th Street, and the Institute of Public Administration. From those powerful bodies, a vast network
of agents and agencies spread out over the local governments of the United
States-and globally.
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Each Metro-1313 department is assigned to a specific task in establishing
Metro government: 1313's city managers, county and regional appointed directors promote the countless Metro programs--including vicious urban renewaland they help to establish the Metro regions, such as SCAG and ABAG.
You are paying now for multicounty regionalization under Metro. The
League of California Cities and the County Supervisors Association of California, both 1818-affiliated, have vigorously promoted SCAG.
Inquiring minds have discerned a mighty hand, even bigger than syndicate
1313, operating behind regionalization.
To make it easy, let's envision one of those toys children play with--called
a "nest of boxes"-little boxes fitted into larger boxes. In our discussion, we
have already removed some of the smaller boxes from the cluster-labels such
as city managers, regional appointees, SCAG and ABAG regional governmentsand we have Just come across the box labeled "1313 and Metro government."
Metro government fits into an even larger box-a whopper labeled world government.
Let's get the picture: Regionalization is part of metropolitan government.
Metro is the domesticated version of treaty law under the United Nations
Charter. Starting with cities' and counties' regionalization, like SCAG and
ABAG, regionalization also is being attempted in Texas, Florida, and Arkansas,
also around Detroit, Michigan, and elsewhere.
We find State-level regionalization attempted in tile tristate region of New
York, Connecticut, and New Jersey.
International regionalization already exists on a hemispheric scale. OAS
(Organization of American States) is the Western Hemisphere region as set
up by the United Nations Organization.
You will find regionalization completely outlined in the United Nations
Charter; chapter VIII covers "Regional Arrangements"; chapter IX declares
"inergovernmental agreement" as a device; the control web Is spun tighter by
chapter X wherein the Economic and Social Council is empowered to define the
terms of "intergovernmental agreements"; in chapter XI we find the concept
of "metropolitan areas" within the United Nations members states, of which
your United States of America is one.
Regionalization became the domestic law of this land when the U.N Charter
was signed on June 26, 1945. On page 289 of Review of the United Nations
Charter, published January 7, 1954, you will read: "The charter has become
'the supreme law of the land * * *.'"
Your troubles are brought upon you by world government laws, such as
regional laws, land-stealing urban renewal laws, regions like SCAG with landuse control-all of which are presented to you camouflaged as American laws.
The United Nations controls by regional organizations. NATO is one such.
Covering an ocean and 14 member nations about its shores, the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, assertedly a military defense body, recently revealed its
"world government" nature when a group of one-worlders went to Congress
for approval of a resolution I authorizing U.S. citizens to meet with NATO
groups for the express purpose of declaring that the eventual goal of the NATO
alliance is a federal union government. That's eventual world government they
are talking about. For proof, see the Congressional Record of March 2, 1966,
page 4395.
Letters supporting that shocking move toward world government were signed
by Richard Nixon, Govs. George Romney, William Scranton, Mark Hatfield; also
Barry Goldwater and Nelson Rockefeller.
NATO is a multination region on a hemispheric scale and it fits into world
government. SCAG is, by comparison, a multicounty region in the American
local scene, scaled down. For the perspective, visualize that "nest of boxes"
we have been talking about. World government is the last box, with all the
others fitted neatly within, ranging from hemisphere-size down to your own
multicounty region SCAG.
On March 11, 1966, France served its withdrawal notice on NATO. It Is
expected there will be monetary claims and counterclaims arising from the contracts France signed under NATO.
That thread of thought brings us back to SCAG. It is asserted that cities/
counties may withdraw from SCAG at any time. Like France and NATO the
entanglement of terms and debt will continue long after withdrawal of any city
or county from SCAG.
1 S. Con. Res. 64.
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England, a NATO region member, is trying to stir up ill-feeling toward France
for withdrawing from the world region. Does that somehow remind you of
San Bernardino city trying to stir up the smaller cities against Los Angeles
city which had not joined SCAG?
Regional government causes quarreling and eventually-global 'war.
World government Is a government of force. Both world regions, OAS and
NATO, have armies stationed in their hemispheric regions. The United Nations
Charter also talks about punishment of governmental units if they don't comply
with the treaty law. At present, "punishment" is at the core o the treaty's
ugly offspring, harsh Metro government. The punishment consists of economic
sanctions, such as the local example of withholding Federal funds from units
of government in southern California if they do not join SCAG, the Metro sixcounty region.
Under world Metro, even individuals cannot escape punishment. Urban renewal is part and parcel of metropolitan government. Punishments by fines,
jail, loss of property are everyday occurrences under urban renewal laws. Did
you hear of such things in the years prior to the establishment of the United
Nations world organization? The answer is "No" !
The "changing world" we hear about so much did not start "changing" until
1945, after World War II, when the United Nations Charter was signed by the
United States, bringing world government laws to your very doorstep.
What can you do?
Inform yourself. Study the SCAG regional documents and laws.
Get your city/county out of'SCAG.
Recall or vote out pro-Metro elected officials.
Elect only informed candidates to office (don't expect to "educate" them after
they are elected-that's too late).
Work toward abrogation of the United Nations Charter, source of the "changing world" type of troubles-support Congressman James Utt's H.R. 164, a bill
to rescind membership of the United States in the world United Nations
organization.
Offers: To receive a free copy of the U.S. Constitution, send a stamped, selfaddressed envelope to SCORPA, Post Office Box 2008, Santa Monica, Calif.
A copy of this broadcast also is available from the same source.
Do study the U.N. Chartei-, i copy free from the United Nations office of inforination in Los Angeles, 3522 West Eighth Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
STATE OF NEW YORK,
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF GENERAL

SERVICES,

Albany, N.Y., March 23, 1966.
Hon. FIANK CHURCH,

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR CHURCH : I take pleasure in expressing my personal support for
Senate Resolution 128, introduced by you with Senators Carlson, Case, Clark,
Cooper, Dodd, and McCarthy.
As you may know, I spent more than 9 years in Europe, both in Supreme
Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE), where I was chief of staff, and
In the field where I was commanding general, 28th Infantry Division, assigned
to NATO.
I am convinced, speaking from the military point of view, that we will not be
able to fulfill our obligations in the world unless we have a firm base in our
homine--in the Atlantic community. It appears obvious that we will not forever
keep this firm base if we neglect it. An alliance like NATO either grows, or it
(lisintegrates. It does not remain static.
Nor am I parochial enough to think that we can have firm and lasting military
ties. if we do not develop the political and economic interdependence that goes
with them.
Therefore, 'I think that the kind of resolution you have introduced, and on
which you are now conducting hearings, providing a mechanism by which the
governments of the NATO countries can examine intensively, together, the present multinational arrangements within the Atlantic community, and can plan
for the future, is a most progressive step.
The problems, as you and the members of your committee know, are difficult
and many. They will not be solved by day-to-day improvisations. In the mill-
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tary fibld they include the long4range :strategic plans, with tile overburdening
question of how to share nuclear control, which is as much political as military.
These questions contain the key-to survival not of just a few of us, but of large
sections of the planet.
There are no snap answers, and none that can be arrived at by American
planning alone. The future must be charted in concert with others, if any of us
are to survive and prosper.
Your resolution, providing for the appointment of a special governmental commission by the nation which belong to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization,
provides a way by which these allies, working together, can undertake such a
study and plan. Anything the commission agreed to, of cotirse would not be binding on governments umill aj)proved by the constitutional process of each of the
nations. In my view, creation of such a commission %ould be a long step on the
road toward a stronger, more cohesive alliance.
I heartily endorse it.
Sincerely,
C. V. R. SCHUYLER,
Gencral, U.S. Armiy (Retired).

STATEMENT OF ALEXANDER C. DICK, NEW YORK, N.Y., PRBS1DENT OF TUE INDEPENDENT BAR ASSOCIATION AND MEMBER OF ITS COrMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL AND
COMPARATIVE LAW

My niame is Alexander C. Dick and I am a lawyer in private practice at 360
Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. Like the chatrmnah of your full committee,
I too was a Rhodes scholar at Oxford and have long had a personal interest in
all aspects of international affairs.

I. am appearing on half
of tile Independent Bar Association and of Its conimittee on international and comparative law. The Independent Bar Association, whose address is 550 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y., is the newest and still
the smallest national professional organization within the American legal profession and consists of lawyers who believe that there is room within theprofession for additional groups with new points of view on professional matters and
matters of current public interest which affect the law.
Senate Concurrent Resolution 64 is known as the resolution to establish an
Atlantic Union delegation. Our concern as a professional legal association with
the resolution is based on its effect on U.S. constitutional law and on those statutes dealing with our relationships with foreign countries. We are particularly
concerned with the effect that the implementation of the resolution might have
on the relationship of the United States with the International Court of Justice
(the "World Court") our adherence to which is now limited by the Connally
reservation.
We oppose Senate Concurrent Resolution 64 because it attempts in effect to
rewrite history in connection with adoption of the 1949 North Atlantic Treaty,
and on the basis of such rewriting to place the Congress on record as supporting
"federal union" with our NATQ allies which could be effected, if at all, only by a
constitutional amendment. We believe that untold mischief might result from
such a premature declaration of support.
We request permission within 2 weeks to submit a full and adequately docunented statement of our views in opposition to this concurrent resolution.

[From the Congressional Record]
NEW NATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION: THE INDEPENDENT BAR ASSOCIATION
SPEECH OF 1ION. JOIN U. ASHBROOK, OF OHIIO, IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1903

Mr. ASHDROOK. Mr. Speaker, as a lawyer I am a member of the American Bar
Association along with some 40 percent of the lawyers of the Nation who belong
to this, the largest professional association among lawyers. I have been proud of
my membership, but more and more over the past few years I have noticed a
great shift of emphasis on the part of the American Bar Association. Instead of
sound work for the benefit of the profession and the United States, the American
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Bar Association has taken to pushing various causes such as plans for world laws
with an all-powerful World Court, and moreover it has been more than usually
willing to accommodate Itself to the demands of the present administration
instead of maintaining its professional indepen dence.
INDEPENDENT 13AR ASSOCIATION

Last year I learned about the Independent Bar Association, a new national
legal organization, of 550 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y., 10036. Recently I received a copy of the first issue of its official journal, Law Today, containing some
profound and thought-provoking articles on the World Court and the Connally
reservation. I have come to know the Independent Bar Association very well
and it soon became clear to me that this professional organization is wholeheartedly devoted to true American principles and intends to emphasize a professional approach to legal questions.
What motivated the Independent Bar A.3sociation to devote its first issue of
Law Today to the World Court question was the tremendous pressure exerted by
the American Bar Association and its world peace through law committee on
lawyers to promote the concept of an omnipotent and compulsory World Court
to which the United States would have to surrender a large measure of its
sovereignty. This pressure culminated in an international lawyer conference in
Greece this past summer and the introduction of Senate Resolution 166 by Senator Russel Long which urges new, far-reaching powers for the World Court.
LAW TODAY

The Law Today issue on the World Court contains scholarly articles by such
distinguished jurists as Chief Justice B. K. Roberts, of Florida, Presiding Judge
H. E. Nichols, of the Georgia Court of Appeals, and Superior Court Judge Joseph
L. Call, of Los Angeles. There are excellent articles also by Frank E. Holman,
of Seattle, former president of the American Bar Association and holder of Its
highest medal, and by Alexander C. Dick, of New York, both Rhodes scholars.
Other writers are Dr. Bella V. Dodd, of New York, noted expert on international
affairs, Carl H. Zeiss, of Chicago, John B. Gest, of Philadelphia, and Howard H.
Boyle, of Milwaukee, all recognized authorities on the World Court question.
Law Today also includes a carefully-reasoned report of the Independent Bar
Association's committee on international and comparative law, devoted to the
recent proposal to increase the World Court's powers. The chairman of this committee is Vincent F. DeCain, Brooklyn, N.Y., attorney, who has written authoritatively on the question of the Connally reservation for the National Review.
EMPHASIS ON THE LAWYER

The Independent Bar Association has the important goal of returning professionalism to bar association work. For many years there has been a drift away
from emphasis on improvement of law and help to the lawyer in his work, to using
bar associations as political forums for whatever views some bar association
leaders might espouse.
For example, just since 1960 the American Bar Association has sought to eliminate the Connally reservation, has abolished its committees on tax limitation
and nonpartisan selection of Federal judges, and has attacked proposals to amend
the U.S. Constitution to preserve States rights. At the same time It has remained
silent on the Supreme Court's decision on school prayer. It even abolished, after
first having weakened it, its famous committee on Communist tactics, strategy,
and objectives, replacing it with a new committee on education against communism. It was only after its own members strongly objected that the American
Bar Association ordered major revisions in the new committee's handbook on
communism for high schools, after its first version bad ignored most experts on
communism and treated it as a philosophy rather than a conspiracy.
An unfortunate example of the American Bar Association's willingness to accommodate itself to the wishes of the present administration has been shown
by its attitude on appointment of Federal judges. Its special committee on
nonpartisan selection of Federal judiciary was set up during the administration
of a Republican President in 1958 to urge that a substantial percentage of the
members of the Federal bench come from a party other than that of the President making the appointment. However, In 1962, during the administration
of a Democratic President, the committee was abolished, although the present
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President had, in barely a year, just appointed more Federal judges than an,
other President during his entire term and in 92 percent of the cases had al
pointed judges from his own party. What was especially disappointing was thl
extravagant praise by the American Bar Association's regular Federal judiclar.
committee of those representatives of the administration who sought the advic
of the committee, while at the same time acting as executors of this partisan
policy. Such acts hardly seem to ohow an independent professional spirit dedi.
cated to the rule of law and not of men.
A PROFESSIONAL APPROACH

The Independent Bar Association seeks to reverse this trend toward political
and to place its emphasis on sound professional work on behalf of lawyers. It
will resist the temptation to transmute what are truly political issues into legal
questions as other bar associations seem so eager to do. Even so, in self-defense,
the Independent Bar Association will not avoid political issues where other bar
groups have taken political stands it considers objectionable. The Independent
Bar Association considers it to be its professional duty to make it clear that most
lawyers, for example, do not seek elimination of the Connally reservation. At all
times the new association will strive to uphold the Constitution of the United
States.
Besides its official journal, Law Today, the Independent Bar Association will
also publish Law Today Newsletter, to inform its members and the profession of
its activities and plans. Membership in the Independent Bar Association is open
to any duly admitted lawyer in the United States, regardless of whether he belongs to any other bar association. Dues are $10 a year for lawyers if admitted
over 5 years; if under 5 years their dues are $5 a year.
GOAL OF 10,000 MEMBERS

The Independent Bar Association has an initial goal of 10,000 members to be
reached over a 3-year period. It has not yet made a national membership drive,
preferring to interest lawyers on a grassroots basis. The members who have
joined so far are lawyers with a strong interest in established constitutional principles. So far members come from more than 30 States and the District of
Columbia.
One thing the Independent Bar Association will strive to do is be independent
of outside pressures, whether these come from Government officials, judges, or
merely domination by a few large law firms.
OUTLOOK ON LAW

The outlook of the Independent Bar Association on law is modern and forward
looking. To it the proper function of government under our Constitution is first
of all to protect our citizens from outside enemies and second to maintain peace
inside our borders. Other activities of government the new bar group considers
should be limited to those which meet with general support of nearly all citizens.
For most of our history it contends the Constitution was interpreted in this
way, giving us a level of freedom which bad never previously existed in the
world. The views of the association on law are similar; in a free country the law
should protect a citizen's life, liberty, and property. The supposition that the
Constitution and the law should constantly be changed by courts or the legislature to accommodate the opinions or appetites of transient majorities is one which
denies that the Constitution or law has any more value than the notion of the
court or marshal who enforces it.
Many bar association leaders disagree with these views. What they have done,
however, the Independent Bar Association fears, is more than to express a differing philosophy of law. It suggests that some bar leaders have used bar associations as forums to propagandize for particular viewpoints, viewpoints which had
previously earned little or no respect among the rank and file of lawyers; that
they have created an intellectual segregation in which views they reject are
ignored or shrugged off as outdated; that they perpetuate this segregation by
keeping some lawyers off committees on which they wish to serve, by issuing
committee reports which minority members' have not had proper opportunity
to consider, and even by closing association publications to those with differing
views. The association's complaint goes beyond that of an outvoted minority.
For the Independent Bar Association such conduct justifies a lack of confidence
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in the old leoderShip. No longer is there a true forum tnii which a lawyer' may
express his views on law in minny another bar association. A particularly unfortunate example Was the use by bar leaders seeking repeal of the Connally
reservation of the house of delegates of the American Bar Association as a sounding board for a later administration attack on the reservation in the U.S. Senate.
A NEW FORUM FOR LAWYERS

Where disagreements arise between members of voluntary associations,
those who find their views being denied recognition can either tr- to convince
the others in the old of the value of their views or set up a new voluntary association to reflect their own views. Some lawyers with views like those of the
members of the Independent Bar Association believe it is possible to seek a
change of heart by the old bar association leadership, with the hope of fair
treatment for their views. These lawyers point to the good, noncontroversial
work done within present bar associations, and fear that an open rift would
divert energies from useful projects all lawyers can support.
While respecting the views of those who would stay with the older bar groups,
and not ruling them out as members of both, those who established the Independent Bar Association do not believe they can adequately trust the leadership
of the older bar associations to give due consideration to their views. Therefore
they have established the Independent Bar Association so they may have a
forum in which to express their own views on law and the U.S. Constitution.
CONCENTRATION ON CONSTITUTIONAL PRINCIPLES

The Independent Bar Association believes that the desire to uphold the Constitution wholeheartedly as written is not great enough in existing bar leadership.
The Independent Bar Association does not claim a monopoly on faith in the true
principles of the Constitution. Yet it can hardly feel sympathy for the views of
the leadership of other bar associations which on the one hand call loudly for
new interpetations of the Constitution by court decision or legislative flat. while
on the other hand ridiculing the efforts of those who wish to amend the Constitution-by the method specified in the Constitution itself-to reestablish the
very words and principles of the Constitution as originally written.
In particular the Independent Bar Association is concerned with the characterization by the older bar leadership of three amendments to the U.S. Constitution proposed by the Council of State Governments, which would restore to
the States the sole right to apportion their own legislatures, would establish the
right of States to amend the Constitution, and would establish the court of
the Union. T'he new association has not yet taken a stand on these important
proposals. However, it is seriously concerned at the tactics of much of the older
bar leadership in trying to defeat the proposals by misrepresenting whot they
would do.
There are other issues which reflect the split in viewpoints between the older
bar associations and the Independent Bar Association. In assessing each the
new association intends to take a constitutional approach, hoping thereby to
give the feeling of confidence to lawyers everywhere in the United States that
there is at least one bar association which proudly stands by the Constitution.
COOPERATION WITH OTHER LEGAL ORGANIZATIONS

The Independent Bar Association offers to cooperate with other legal organizations, both in the United States and abroad, on all matters, whether they
are controversial or not, affecting their common interests and those of the lawyer. It will not attempt to duplicate good work (lone in noncontroversial areas
hut will instead seek to further it. Its members are free to join any other
bar group for which they may be eligible. The association is located in New
York because no other general, national bar association is located there, and because New York is so often visited by lawyers from all parts of the country.
Its first national meeting of members will be held August 7-9, 1964, in New
York City in order to encourage attendance by many of the lawyers who will
be visiting the city to attend the New York World's Fair of 1904-65.
The Independent Bar Association Is headed by Harry S. Middendorf, of New
York City, president: Alexander C. Dick, of New York City, treasurer; and Vincent F. De Cain, of Brooklyn, N.Y., assistant secretary. Its board of governors
is made up of Peter J. Byrnes, of Wantagh, N.Y.; Dr. Bella V. Dodd, J. Daniel
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Mahoney, Kieran O'Doherty, John Comminel, and Edward J. Schultz, all of New
York City; James P. Donovan, of Dallas, Tex.; Butler D. Shaffer, Lincoln, Nebr.;
John Unger, of Danville, Ill. ; and Emanuel -11 Cannonlto, of Blue Island, Ill.
Mr. Speaker, I believe that the lawyers who are niembers of the Independent
Bar Association are doing good work and the country will be better for it. I have
myself recently joined the association and give it my full support because It is
so firmly dedicated to upholding our Constitution and to a true professional
spirit.

APPENDIX
APR IL 21, 1966.
Hon. FRANK CHURCH,
Chairman, Subcommittee on InternationalOrganizations,
Committee on Foreign Relations.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: When Assistant Secretary of State John M. Leddy
appeared before your committee in open session on March 24, 1966, information
was requested for inclusion In the transcript. This information, in answer to
Senator Case's question at page 87, is enclosed.
Please
let me know if we may be of any further assistance to you in this matter.
Sincerely,
DOUGLAS MACARTHUR

11.

Enclosure: "How NATO Operates Militarily and What Degree of Political Control Is Exercised Over These Military Operations."
How NATO

OPERATES MILITARILY AND WHAT DEGREE OF POLITICAL CONTROL

Is EXERCISED OVER THESE MILITARY OPERATIONS

NATO'S DECISIONMAKING PRO5S
The North Atlantic Council is the principal political authority of the Alliance.
As such, it exercises control and supervision over all the civilian and military
agencies of the Alliance. It is, at the same time, the most important forum for
discussion among the member countries. The Council meets semiannually at the
ministerial level, and, between ministerial meetings, is in permanent session with
each country represented by an ambassador.
How the North Atlantic Council operates in practice flows naturally from the
nature of the relationship of the Alliance members. These are sovereign states;
therefore, political decisions are the result of negotiations and bargaining among
governments often holding divergent views. As a recent study on the Atlantic
Alliance prepared by the Jackson Subcommittee on National Security and International Operations put it:
"Alliance institutions, civil and military, are not sovereign authorities, but
creatures of the member governments and the governments alone possess the
ability to act. * * * If the views of the Council, the international commands,
and other agencies are to attract the top-level attention of national governments,
they must point the way to the practical compromises which are the very heart
of joint action."
MILITARY PLANNING

For its military planning, the Council includes participation of Defense Ministers of the member countries, who perform the vital function of reviewing unified
plans and providing military policy direction for the Alliance. Under the Council, the most important military authority is the Military Committee. This Committee consists of one chief of staff, or his representative, from each member
country. The Military Committee is responsible for providing the Council with
military advice, and its subordinate military commanders with direction and
guidance. Under the Military Committee, the Supreme Allied Commander,
Europe (SACEUR) and the Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic (SACLANT),
NATO's two major military commands, have, in time of peace, the responsibility
for seeing to it that the national forces assigned to their command are properly
trained and organized. These two commands have the critical task of preparing
the detailed plans for the military integration of national forces in the event of
war.
As in the case of the political organization of NATO, however, national contributions and national plans are the results of the decisions of sovereign nations.
The ultimate power to commit those forces rests with the political authorities of
the member states.
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Could participation in the North Atlantic Alliance's Integrated military cornmands involve at member country in a war against its will? Tihe answer is "No."
'Military integration within the North Atlantic Alliance simply means that international military staffs plu for the integration of national forces into a unified
command structure in time of war. The NATO military commanders rely on
tile pledge of the flemUl)ler nations that the national forces promised to NATO will
be available to SACE U I's command in the event of hostilities. But the Supreme
Allied Commander Europe (SACE U1) cannot employ these national forces of
tile Alliance until tile individual members make a national decision to place
their forces under his command. And this decision will not be made until the
)arties to the North Atlantic Treaty individually deem it necessary under article
\° of the treaty.
In the event of actual or imminent hostilities, the responsibility for authorizing
the Implementation of NATO military plans is thus reserved to governments.
There is one important variation to this rule. In order to overcome, at least in
part, the obvious disadvantages of emergency negotiations among the member
states if the North Atlantic area should be attacked with little or no warning,
the member nations have given the NATO commanders sufficient authority to
implement emergency plans which would permit the forces committed to NATO
to survive an attack and remain combat-ready until the member governments
are able to make the necessary decisions. A prime instance of this emergency
operational authority is the control tile NATO commanders have over the integrated air defense system.
If an intruder commits an unmistakably hostile act,
the air defense units have the authority to respond.
In summary, the North Atlantic Alliance is fundamentally a defensive military
arrangement agreed to by sovereign nations. In practice, moreover, the North
Atlantic Alliance has proved over the years that it is a remarkably sensible,
effective and realistic way for sovereign nations to prepare thems6lves to make
critical decisions in a moment of international crisis.
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